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Preface

For a long time, educational testing has focused mainly on paper-and-pencil tests
and performance assessments. Since the late 1980s, when the rapid dissemination of
personal computers in education began, these testing formats have been extended to
formats suitable for delivery by computer. Such delivery of tests has several advan-
tages. For example, it offers the possibility of testing on demand, that is, whenever
and wherever an examinee is ready to take the test. Also, both the power of modern
PCs and their ability to integrate multiple media can be used to create innovative
item formats and more realistic testing environments. Furthermore, computers can
be used to increase the statistical accuracy of test scores using computerized adap-
tive testing (CAT). Instead of giving each examinee the same fixed test, in adaptive
testing after each new response the individual examinee’s ability estimate is updated
and the subsequent item is selected to have optimal properties at the new estimate.

The idea of adaptive item selection is certainly not new. In the Binet–Simon
(1905) intelligence test, the items were classified according to mental age, and the
classification was used to adapt the selection of the items to an estimate of the men-
tal age of the examinee derived from the responses to the earlier items until the
correct age could be identified with sufficient certainty. In fact, the idea of adaptive
testing is as old as the practice of oral examinations. Any sensitive oral examiner
knows how to tailor the questions to his or her impression of the examinee’s knowl-
edge level.

The development of item response theory (IRT) in the middle of the last century
has provided a sound psychometric footing for adaptive testing. The key feature of
IRT is its modeling of the response probabilities for an item with distinct parameters
for the examinee’s ability and the characteristics of the items. Due to this parameter
separation, the statistical question of optimal item parameter values for the estima-
tion of examinee ability could be addressed. The main answer to the question was
given by Birnbaum (1968), who, for Fisher’s information measure, showed that, un-
less guessing is possible, the optimal item is the one with the highest value for its
discrimination parameter and a value for the difficulty parameter equal to the ability
of the examinee.

The further development and fine-tuning of the psychometric techniques need-
ed to implement adaptive testing took several decades. Because the first computers
were slow and did not allow for statistically sound real-time ability estimation, early
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research was almost exclusively directed at finding approximate estimation methods
and alternative adaptive formats that could be implemented in a traditional paper-
and-pencil environment. Examples include the two-stage testing format (Cronbach
& Gleser, 1965), Bayesian item selection with an approximation to the posterior
distribution of the ability parameter (Owen, 1969), the up-and-down method of item
selection (Lord, 1970), the Robbins–Monro algorithm (Lord, 1971a), the flexilevel
test (Lord, 1971b), the stradaptive test (Weiss, 1973), and pyramidal adaptive testing
(Larkin & Weiss, 1975).

With the advent of more powerful computers, the use of adaptive testing in large-
scale, high-stakes testing programs became feasible. A pioneer in this field was the
U.S. Department of Defense, with its Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB). After a developmental phase, which began in 1979, the first CAT version
of the ASVAB became operational in the mid-1980s. An informative account of the
development of the CAT-ASVAB is given in Sands, Waters, and McBride (1997).
However, the migration from paper-and-pencil testing to computerized adaptive test-
ing truly began when the National Council of State Boards of Nursing launched a
CAT version of its licensing exam (NCLEX/CAT) and was followed with a CAT ver-
sion of the Graduate Record Examination (GRE). Several other programs followed
suit. After a temporary setback due to security problems for the GRE, large numbers
of testing programs are now adaptive, not only in education but also in psychology
and, more recently, areas such as marketing and health-outcome research.

Some of the early reasons to switch to computerized test administration were
(1) the possibility for examinees to schedule tests at their convenience; (2) tests are
taken in a more comfortable setting and with fewer people around than in large-
scale paper-and-pencil administrations; (3) electronic processing of test data and
reporting of scores are faster; and (4) wider ranges of questions and test content
can be put to use (Educational Testing Service, 1994). In the current programs,
these advantages have certainly been realized and are appreciated by the examinees.
When offered the choice between a paper-and-pencil and a CAT version of the same
test, typically nearly all examinees choose the latter.

But the first experiences with real-world CAT programs have also given rise to a
host of new questions. For example, in programs with high-stakes tests, item secu-
rity quickly became a problem. The capability of examinees to memorize test items
as well as their tendency to share them with future examinees appeared to be much
higher than anticipated. As a consequence, the need arose for effective methods to
control the exposure of the items as well as to detect items that have been compro-
mised. Also, the question of how to align test content with the test specifications
and balance content across test administrations appeared to be more complicated
than anticipated. This question has led to a variety of new testing algorithms. Fur-
thermore, items can now be calibrated online during operational testing, and the
feasibility of efficient methods of item calibration, using collateral information
about the examinee and employing optimal design techniques, is currently being
investigated. These examples highlight only a few practical issues met when the
first CAT programs were implemented in practice. A more comprehensive review
of such issues is given in Mills and Stocking (1996).
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This volume is a completely revised and updated version of Computerized
Adaptive Testing: Theory and Practice edited by the same authors and published
by Kluwer, now part of the same company as Springer (van der Linden & Glas,
2000). Much has changed in the area of adaptive testing research and practice over
the nearly 10 years that have passed since the publication of this volume, and the ed-
itors have appreciated the opportunity to change the composition of the volume, add
new chapters, and update the chapters that have remained. The goal of the volume,
however, has remained the same—not to provide a textbook with a basic introduc-
tion to adaptive testing but to present a snapshot of the latest exciting results from
research and development efforts in the area. For a more comprehensive introduc-
tion to adaptive testing, the student or test specialist should therefore complement
the volume with other books, such as Parshall, Spray, Kalohn and Davey (1969),
Sands, Waters, and McBride (1997), Wainer (1990), and Weiss (1983). As the devel-
opments in adaptive testing are intricately related to those in computerized testing at
large, reference to volumes on this topic edited by Bartram and Hambleton (2006),
Drasgow and Olson-Buchanan (1999), and Mills, Potenza, Fremer and Ward (2002)
are also appropriate.

As always, the book is the result of contributions by many people whose roles
we gratefully acknowledge. First, we would like to express our gratitude to the
contributing authors. Their cooperation and willingness to report on their research
and developmental work in this volume are greatly appreciated. In spite of the
current tendency to use journals rather than books as a primary outlet for new
research, these contributors have allowed us to edit a volume with chapters that
are based on original work. We would also like to thank John Kimmel for his
support during the production of this volume. His way of asking us about our
progress was always subtle and timely. Our thanks are also due to Applied Mea-
surement in Education, Applied Psychological Measurement, Psychometrika, and
the Journal of Educational and Behavioral Statistics for their permission to repro-
duce portions of figures in Chapters 1 and 2 as well as the Defense Manpower
Data Center for the opportunity to use itsr data in one of the empirical examples
in Chapter 2. Finally, the Law School Admission Council generously supported
the research in Chapters 1, 2, 5, 6, 13, 20, and 21 of this volume. The research
in Chapter 15 was funded by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), Schw-
erpunktprogramm “Kompetenzmodelle zur Erfassung individueller Lernergebnisse
und zur Bilanzierung von Kompetenzsprozessen” (SP 1293), Project “Rule-Based
Item Generation of Statistical word Problems Based upon Linear Logistic Test Mod-
els for Item Cloning and Optimal Design.” Without this support, the volume would
not have been possible.

CTB/McGraw-Hill Wim J. van der Linden
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Chapter 1
Item Selection and Ability Estimation
in Adaptive Testing

Wim J. van der Linden and Peter J. Pashley

1.1 Introduction

The last century saw a tremendous progression in the refinement and use of
standardized linear tests. The first administered College Board exam occurred in
1901 and the first Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) was given in 1926. Since then,
progressively more sophisticated standardized linear tests have been developed for
a multitude of assessment purposes, such as college placement, professional licen-
sure, higher-education admissions, and tracking educational standing or progress.
Standardized linear tests are now administered around the world. For example, the
Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) has been delivered in approxi-
mately 88 countries.

Seminal psychometric texts, such as those authored by Gulliksen (1950),
Lord (1980), Lord and Novick (1968), and Rasch (1960), have provided increas-
ingly sophisticated means for selecting items for linear test forms, evaluating them,
and deriving ability estimates using them. While there are still some unknowns
and controversies in the realm of assessment using linear test forms, tried-and-true
prescriptions for quality item selection and ability estimation abound. The same
cannot yet be said for adaptive testing. To the contrary, the theory and practice of
item selection and ability estimation for computerized adaptive testing (CAT) are
still evolving.

Why has the science of item selection and ability estimation for CAT environ-
ments lagged behind that for linear testing? First of all, the basic statistical theory
underlying adapting a test to an examinee’s ability was only developed relatively re-
cently. (Lord’s 1971 investigation of flexilevel testing is often credited as one of the
pioneering works in this field.) But more importantly, a CAT environment involves
many more delivery and measurement complexities as compared to a linear testing
format.

W.J. van der Linden (�)
CTB/McGraw-Hill, 20 Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, CA 93940, USA

P.J. Pashley
Law School Admission Council, P.O. Box 40, Newtown, PA 18940–0040, USA

W.J. van der Linden and C.A.W. Glas (eds.), Elements of Adaptive Testing, Statistics
for Social and Behavioral Sciences, DOI 10.1007/978-0-387-85461-8 1,
c� Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2010
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4 W.J. van der Linden and P.J. Pashley

To illustrate these differences, consider the current development and scoring of
one paper-and-pencil Law School Admission Test (LSAT). To begin, newly writ-
ten items are subjectively rated for difficulty and placed on pretest sections by
test specialists. Items that statistically survive the pretest stage are eligible for final
form assembly. A preliminary test form is assembled using automated test assembly
algorithms, and is then checked and typically modified by test specialists. The form
is then pre-equated. Finally, the form is given operationally, to about 25,000 ex-
aminees on average, and most likely disclosed. Resulting number-right scores are
then placed on a common LSAT scale by psychometricians using IRT scaling and
true-score equating. The time lag between operational administrations and score re-
porting is usually about three weeks.

In contrast, within a CAT environment item selection and ability estimation oc-
cur in real time. As a result, computer algorithms must perform the roles of both
test specialists and psychometricians. Because the test adapts to the examinee, the
task of item selection and ability estimation is significantly harder. In other words,
procedures are needed to solve a very complex measurement problem. These pro-
cedures must at the same time be robust enough to be relied upon with little or no
human intervention.

Consider another, perhaps more subtle, difference between linear and CAT
formats. As indicated above with the LSAT example, item selection and ability
estimation associated with linear tests are usually conducted separately, though
sometimes using similar technology, such as item response theory. Within a CAT
format, item selection and ability estimation proceed hand in hand. Efficiencies in
ability estimation are heavily related to the selection of appropriate items for an indi-
vidual. In a circular fashion, the appropriateness of items for an individual depends
in large part on the quality of interim ability estimates.

To start the exposition of these interrelated technologies, this chapter discusses
what could be thought of as baseline procedures for the selection of items and the
estimation of abilities within a CAT environment. In other words, it discusses basic
procedures appropriate for unconstrained, unidimensional CATs that adapt to an ex-
aminee’s ability level one item at a time for the purposes of efficiently obtaining an
accurate ability estimate. Constrained, multidimensional, and testlet-based CATs,
and CATs appropriate for mastery testing, are discussed in other chapters in this
volume (Eggen, chap. 19; Glas & Vos, chap. 21; Mulder & van der Linden, chap. 4;
Segall, chap.3; van der Linden, chap. 2; Vos & Glas, chap,. 20). Also, the focus
in this chapter is on adaptive testing with dichotomously scored items. But adap-
tive testing with polytomous models has already been explored for such models as
the nominal response model (e.g., De Ayala, 1992), graded response model (e.g.,
De Ayala, Dodd & Koch, 1992), partial credit model (Chen, Hou & Dodd, 1998),
generalized partial credit model (van Rijn, Eggen, Hemker & Sanders, 2002), and
an unfolding model (Roberts, Lin & Laughlin, 2001). Finally, in the current chapter,
item parameters are assumed to have been estimated, with or without significant
estimation error. A discussion of item parameter estimation for adaptive testing is
given elsewhere in this volume (Glas, chap. 14; Glas, van der Linden & Geerlings,
chap. 15).
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Classical procedures are covered first. Often these procedures were strongly
influenced by a common assumption or a specific circumstance. The common as-
sumption was that what works well for linear tests probably works well for CATs.
Selecting items based on maximal information is an example of this early thinking.
The specific circumstance was that these procedures were developed during a
time when fast PCs were not available. For example, approximations, such as
Owen’s (1969) approximate Bayes procedure, were often advocated to make CATs
feasible to administer with slow PCs.

More modern procedures, better suited to adaptive testing using fast PCs, are
then discussed. Most of these procedures have a Bayesian flavor to them. Indeed,
adaptive testing seems to naturally fit into an empirical or sequential Bayesian
framework. For example, the posterior distribution of � estimated from k � 1 items
can readily be used both to select the kth item and as the prior for the derivation of
the next posterior distribution.

When designing a CAT, a test developer must decide how initial and interim abil-
ity estimates will be calculated, how items will be selected based on those estimates,
and how the final ability estimate will be derived. This chapter provides state-of-
the-art alternatives that could guide the development of these core procedures for
efficient and robust item selection and ability estimation.

1.2 Classical Procedures

1.2.1 Notation and Some Statistical Concepts

The following notation and concepts are needed. The items in the pool are denoted
by i D 1; :::; I , whereas the rank of the items in the adaptive test is denoted by
k D 1; : : : ; K . Thus, ik is the index of the item in the pool administered as the kth
item in the test. The theory in this chapter will be presented for the case of selecting
the kth item in the test. The previous k � 1 items form the set Sk D fii ; : : : ; ik�1g;
they have responses that are represented by realizations of the response variables
Ui1 D ui1 ; : : : ; Uik�1

D uik�1
. The set of items in the pool remaining after k � 1

items have been selected is Rk D f1; : : : ; I gnSk�1. Item k is selected from this set.
For the sake of generality, the item pool is assumed to be calibrated by the three-

parameter logistic (3PL) model. That is, the probability of a correct response on
item i is given as

pi .�/ � Pr.Ui D 1 j �/ � ci C .1 � ci /
expŒai .� � bi /�

1 C expŒai .� � bi /�
; (1.1)

where � 2 .�1; 1/ is the parameter representing the ability of the examinee
and bi 2 .�1; 1/, ai 2 Œo; 1/, and ci 2 Œ0; 1� represent the difficulty, dis-
criminating power, and the guessing probability on item i , respectively. One of
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the classical item-selection criteria discussed below is based on the three-parameter
normal-ogive model,

pi .�/ � ci C .1 � ci /ˆŒai .� � bi /�; (1.2)

where ˆ is the normal cumulative distribution function.
The likelihood function associated with the responses on the first k � 1 items is

L.� j ui1 : : : uik�1
/ �

k�1Y

j D1

fexpŒaij .� � bij /�guij

1 C expŒaij .� � bij /�
: (1.3)

The second-order derivative of the loglikelihood reflects the curvature of the ob-
served likelihood function at � relative to the scale chosen for this parameter. The
negative of this derivative is generally known as the observed information measure:

Jui1
:::uik�1

.�/ � � @

@�2
ln L.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1

/: (1.4)

The expected value of the observed information measure over the response variables
is Fisher’s expected information measure:

IUi1
:::Uik�1

.�/ � EŒJUi1
:::Uik�1

.�/�: (1.5)

For the response model in (1.1), the expected information measure reduces to

IUi1
:::Uik�1

.�/ D
k�1X

j D1

Œp0
ij

.�/�2

pij .�/Œ1 � pij .�/�
; (1.6)

with
p0

ij
.�/ � @

@�
pij .�/: (1.7)

In a Bayesian approach, a prior for the unknown value of the ability parameter,
g.�/, is assumed. Together, the likelihood and prior yield the posterior distribution
of � :

g.� j ui1 : : : uik�1
/ D L.� j ui1 : : : uik�1

/g.�/R
L.� j ui1 : : : uik�1

/g.�/d�
: (1.8)

Typically, this density is assumed to be uniform or, if the examinees can be taken
to be exchangeable, to be an empirical estimate of the ability distribution in the
population of examinees. The population distribution is often modeled to be normal.
For the response models in (1.1) and (1.2), a normal prior distribution does not
yield a normal small-sample posterior distribution, but the distribution is known to
converge to normality (Chang & Stout, 1993).

It is common practice in adaptive testing to assume that the values of the item
parameters have been estimated with enough precision to treat the estimates as the
true parameter values. Under this assumption, the two-parameter logistic (2PL) and
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one-parameter logistic (1PL) or Rasch models, obtained from (1.1) by setting ci D 1

and ai D 0, subsequently, belong to the exponential family. Because for this fam-
ily the information measures in (1.4) and (1.5) are identical (e.g., Andersen, 1980,
sect. 3.3), the distinction between the two measures has only practical meaning for
the 3PL model. This fact will be relevant for some of the Bayesian criteria later in
this chapter.

1.2.2 Ability Estimators

The ability estimator after the responses to the first k � 1 items is denoted as
b�ui1

;:::;uik�1
, but for brevity we will sometimes use b�k�1. Several ability estima-

tors have been used in CAT. In the past, the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimator
was the most popular choice. The estimator is defined as the maximizer of the like-
lihood function in (1.3) over the range of possible � values:

b�ML
ui1

:::uik�1
� arg max

�

˚
L.� j ui1 : : : uik�1

/ W � 2 .�1; 1/
�

: (1.9)

An alternative is Warm’s (1989) weighted likelihood estimator (WLE), which is
the maximizer of the likelihood in (1.3) weighted by a function wk�1.�/:

b�WLE
ui1

:::uik�1
� arg max

�

˚
wk�1.�/L.� j ui1 : : : uik�1

/ W � 2 .�1; 1/
�

; (1.10)

where the weight function wk�1.�/ is defined to satisfy

@wk�1.�/

@�2
� Hk�1.�/

2Ik�1.�/
; (1.11)

with

Hk�1.�/ �
k�1X

j D1

Œp0
ij

.�/�Œp00
ij

.�/�

pij .�/Œ1 � pij .�/�
; (1.12)

p00
ij

.�/ � @2pij .�/

@�2
; (1.13)

and Ik�1.�/ � IUi1
:::Uik�1

.�/ as defined in (1.5). For a linear test, the WLE is

attractive because it has been shown to be unbiased to order n�1 (Warm, 1989).
In a more Bayesian fashion, a point estimator of � can be based on its poste-

rior distribution in (1.8). Posterior-based estimators used in adaptive testing are the
Bayes modal (BM) or maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator and the expected a
posteriori (EAP) estimator. The former is defined as the maximizer of the posterior
of � ,

b�MAP
ui1

:::uik�1
� arg max

�

˚
g.� j ui1 : : : uik�1

/ W � 2 .�1; 1/
� I (1.14)
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the latter as its expected value:

b�EAP
ui1

:::uik�1
�
Z

�g.� j ui1 : : : uik�1
/d�: (1.15)

The MAP estimator was introduced in IRT in Lord (1986) and Mislevy (1986).
Use of the EAP estimator in adaptive testing is discussed extensively in Bock and
Mislevy (1988).

A more principled Bayesian approach is to refrain from point estimates at all, and
use the full posterior of � as the ability estimator for the examinee. This estimator
not only reveals the most plausible value of � but shows the plausibility of any other
value as well. It is common to summarize this uncertainty about � in the form of the
variance of the posterior distribution of � :

Var.� j ui1 : : : uik�1
/ �

Z
Œ��E.� j ui1 : : : uik�1

/�2g.� j ui1 : : : uik�1
/d�: (1.16)

For the 3PL model, a unique maximum for the likelihood function in (1.3) does
not always exist (Samejima, 1973). Also, for response patterns with all items cor-
rect or all incorrect, no finite ML estimates exist. However, for linear tests, the ML
estimator is consistent and asymptotically efficient. For adaptive tests, the small-
sample properties of the ML estimator depend on such factors as the distribution
of the items in the pool and the item-selection criterion used. Large-sample theory
for the ML estimator for an infinite item pool and one of the popular item-selection
criteria will be reviewed later in this chapter.

For a uniform prior, the posterior distribution in (1.8) becomes proportional to
the likelihood function over the support of the prior, and the maximizers in (1.9)
and (1.14) are equal. Hence, for this case, the MAP estimator shares all the above
properties of the ML estimator. For nonuniform prior distributions, the small-sample
properties of the MAP estimator depend not only on the likelihood but also on
the shape of the prior distribution. Depending on the choice of prior distribution,
the posterior distribution may be multimodal. If so, unless precaution is taken, MAP
estimation may result in a local maximum.

For a proper prior distribution, the EAP estimator always exists. Also, unlike the
previous estimators, it is easy to calculate. No iterative procedures are required; one
round of numerical integration generally suffices. This feature used to be important
in the early days of computerized adaptive testing but has become less critical now
that the typical adaptive testing platform has become much more powerful.

1.2.3 Choice of Estimator

The practice of ability estimation in linear testing has been molded by the availabil-
ity of a popular computer program (e.g., BILOG, see Zimoski, Muraki, Mislevy &
Bock, 2006; MULTILOG, see Thissen, Chen & Bock, 2002). In adaptive testing,
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such a de facto standard is missing. Most testing programs run their operations
using their own software. In developing their software, most of them have taken
an eclectic approach to ability estimation. The reason for this practice is that, un-
like linear testing, in adaptive testing three different stages of ability estimation
can be distinguished: (1) ability estimation to start the item-selection procedure;
(2) ability estimation during the test to adapt the selection of the items to the
examinee’s ability; and (3) ability estimation at the end of the test to report a
score for the examinee. Each of these stages involves its own requirements and
problems.

Initial Ability Estimation

As already noted, the method of ML estimation does not produce finite estimates for
response patterns with all items correct or all incorrect. Because such patterns are
likely for the first few items, ML estimation cannot be used for ability estimation
at the beginning of the test. Several measures have been proposed to resolve this
problem. First, it has been proposed to fix the ability estimate at a small (incorrect
items) or large value (correct items) until finite estimates are obtained. Second, abil-
ity estimation is sometimes postponed until a larger set of items has been answered.
Third, the problem has been an important motive to use Bayesian methods such as
the EAP estimator. Fourth, if relevant empirical information on the examinees is
available, such as scores on earlier related tests, initial ability estimates can be in-
ferred from this collateral information. A method for calculating such estimates is
discussed later in this chapter.

None of these solutions is entirely satisfactory, though. The first two solutions
involve an arbitrary choice of ability values and items, respectively. The third so-
lution involves the choice of a prior distribution, which, in the absence of response
data, completely dominates the choice of the first item. If the prior distribution is
located away from the true ability of the examinee, it becomes counterproductive
and can easily produce a longer initial string of correct or incorrect responses than
necessary. (Bayesian methods are often said to produce a smaller posterior variance
after each new datum, but this statement is not true; see Gelman, Carlin, Stern &
Rubin, 1995, sect. 2.2. Initial ability estimation in adaptive testing with a prior at the
wrong location is a good counterexample.) As for the fourth solution, although there
are no technical objections to using empirical priors (see the discussion later in this
chapter), the choice of them should be careful. For example, the use of general back-
ground variables easily leads to social bias and should be avoided.

Fortunately, the problem of inferring an initial ability estimate is only acute for
short tests, for example, 10-item tests in a battery. For longer tests, of more than 20
to 30 items, say, the ability estimator generally does have enough time to recover
from a bad start.
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Interim Ability Estimation

Ideally, the next estimates should converge quickly to the true value of the ability
parameter. In principle, any combination of ability estimator and item-selection cri-
terion that does this job for the item pool could be used. Although some of these
combinations look more “natural” than others (e.g., ML estimation with maximum-
information item selection and Bayesian estimation with item selection based on
the posterior distribution), practice of CAT has not been impressed by this argument
and has often taken a more eclectic approach. For example, a popular choice has
been the EAP estimator in combination with maximum-information item selection.

As already noted, in the early days of adaptive testing, the numerical aspects
of these estimators used to be important. For example, in the 1970s, Owen’s
item-selection procedure was an important practical alternative to a fully Bayesian
procedure because it did not involve any time-consuming, iterative calculations.
However, for modern PCs, computational limitations to CAT no longer exist.

Final Ability Estimation

Although final ability estimates should have optimal statistical properties, their pri-
mary function is no longer to guide item selection but to provide the examinee with
a meaningful summary of his or her performance in the form of the best possi-
ble score. For this reason, final estimates are sometimes transformed to an equated
number-correct score on a reference test, that is, a released linear version of the test.
The equations typically used for this procedure are the test characteristic function
(e.g., Lord, 1980, sect. 4.4) and the equipercentile transformation that equates the
ability estimates on the CAT into number-correct scores on a paper-and-pencil ver-
sion of the test (Segall, 1997). The former is known once the items are calibrated;
the latter has to be estimated in a separate empirical study. To avoid the necessity
of explaining complicated ML scoring methods to examinees, Stocking (1966) pro-
posed a modification to the likelihood equation such that its solution is a monotonic
function of the number-correct score. However, the necessity to adjust the scores
afterward can be entirely prevented by imposing appropriate constraints on the item
selection that automatically equate the number-correct scores on an adaptive test to
reference test (van der Linden, this volume, chap. 2).

The answer to the question of what method of ability estimation is best is
intricately related to other aspects of the CAT. First of all, the choice of item-
selection criterion is critical. Other aspects that have an impact on ability estimates
are the composition of the item pool, whether or not the estimation procedure uses
collateral information on the examinees, the choice of the method to control the ex-
posure rates of items, and the presence of content constraints on item selection. The
issue will be returned to at the end of this chapter where some of these aspects are
discussed in more detail.
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1.2.4 Classical Item-Selection Criteria

Maximum-Information Criterion

Birnbaum (1968) introduced the test information function as the main criterion for
linear test assembly. The test information function is the expected information mea-
sure in (1.5) taken as a function of the ability parameter. Birnbaum’s motivation
for this function was the fact that, for increasing test length, the variance of the
ML estimator is known to converge to the reciprocal of (1.5). In addition, the mea-
sure in (1.5) is easy to calculate and additive in the items. In adaptive testing, the
maximum-information criterion was immediately adopted as a popular choice. The
criterion selects the kth item to maximize (1.5) at � Db�ui1

;:::;uik�1
. Formally, it can

be presented as

ik � arg max
j

n
IU1

; : : : ;Uk�1;Uj
.b�ui1

;:::;uik�1
/ W j 2 Rk

o
: (1.17)

Because of the additivity of the information function, the criterion boils down to

ik � arg max
j

n
IUj

.b�ui1
;:::;uik�1

/ W j 2 Rk

o
: (1.18)

Observe that, though the ML estimator is often advocated as the natural choice,
the choice of estimator of � in (1.18) is open. Also, the maximum-information crite-
rion is often used in the form of a previously calculated information table for a fine
grid of � values (for an example, see Thissen & Mislevy, 1990, Table 5.2).

For a long time, the use of ML estimation of � in combination with (1.19)
as item-selection criterion in CAT missed the asymptotic motivation that existed
for linear tests. Recently, such a motivation has been provided by Chang and
Ying (2009). These authors show that, for this criterion, the ML estimator of �

converges to the true value with a sampling variance approaching the reciprocal of
(1.5). The result holds only for an (infinite) item pool with all possible values for
the discrimination parameter in the item pool bounded away from 0 and 1, and
values for the guessing parameter bounded away from 1. Also, for the 3PL model,
a slight modification of the likelihood equation is necessary to prevent multiple
roots. Because these conditions are mild, the results are believed to provide a useful
approximation to adaptive testing from a well-designed item pool. As shown in
Warm (1989), the WLE in (1.10) outperforms the ML estimator in adaptive testing.
The results by Chang and Ying are therefore expected to hold for the combination
of (1.18) with the WLE as well.

Owen’s Approximate Bayes Procedure

Owen (1969; see also 1975) was the first to use a Bayesian approach to adaptive
testing. His method had the format of a sequential Bayes procedure in which at each
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stage the previous posterior distribution of the unknown parameter serves as its new
prior distribution.

Owen’s method was formulated for the three-parameter normal-ogive model in
(1.2) rather than its logistic counterpart. His criterion was to choose the kth item
such that ˇ̌

bik � E.� j ui1 : : : uik�1
/
ˇ̌

< ı (1.19)

for a small value of ı � 0; where E.� j ui1 : : : uik�1
/ is the EAP estimator defined

in (1.15). After the item is administered, the likelihood is updated and combined
with the previous posterior to calculate a new posterior. The same criterion is then
applied to select a new item. The procedure is repeated until the posterior variance
in (1.16) reaches the level of uncertainty about � the test administrator is willing
to tolerate. The last posterior mean is reported to the examinee as his or her final
ability estimate.

In Owen’s procedure, the selection of the first item is guided by the choice of a
normal density for the prior, g.�/. However, the class of normal priors is not the
conjugate for the normal-ogive model in (1.2); that is, they do not yield a normal
posterior distribution. Because it was impossible to calculate the true posterior in
real time, Owen provided closed-form approximations to the posterior mean and
variance and suggested using these to normalize the posterior distribution. The ap-
proximation for the mean was motivated by its convergence to the true value of � in
mean square for k ! 1 (Owen, 1975, Theorem 2).

Note that in (1.19), bi is the only item parameter that determines the selection of
the kth item. No further attempt is made to optimize item selection. However, Owen
did make a reference to the criterion of minimal preposterior risk (see below) but
refrained from pursuing this option because of its computational complexity.

1.3 Modern Procedures

Ideally, item-selection criteria in adaptive testing should allow for two different
types of possible errors: (1) errors in the ability estimates and (2) errors in the esti-
mates of the item parameter.

Because the errors in the first ability estimates in the test are generally large,
item-selection criteria ignoring them tend to favor items with optimal measurement
properties at the wrong value of � . This problem, which was documented as the at-
tenuation paradox in test theory a long time ago (Lord and Novick, 1968, sect. 16.5),
has been largely ignored in adaptive testing. For the maximum-information criterion
in (1.18), the “paradox” is illustrated in Figure 1.1, where the item that performs best
at the current ability estimate,b� , does worse at the true ability, ��. The classical so-
lution for a linear test was to maintain high values for the discrimination parameter
but space the values for the difficulty parameter (Birnbaum, 1968, sect. 20.5). This
solution goes against the nature of adaptive testing.
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Fig. 1.1 Attenuation paradox in item selection in CAT

Ignoring errors in the estimates of the item parameter values is a strategy without
serious consequences as long as the calibration sample is large. However, the first
large-scale CAT applications showed that to maintain item pool integrity, the pools
had to be replaced much more often than anticipated. Because the costs of replace-
ment are high, the current trend is to minimize the size of the calibration sample.
A potential problem for CAT from a pool of items with errors in their parameter
values, however, is capitalization on chance. Because the items are selected to be
optimal according to a criterion, the test will tend to have both items with optimal
true values and less than optimal values with compensating errors in their parameter
estimates. Figure 1.2 illustrates the effect of capitalization on chance on ability esti-
mation for a simulation study of a 20-item adaptive test from item pools of varying
sizes calibrated with samples of different sizes. For the smaller calibration samples,
the error in the ability estimates at the lower-end scale goes up if the item pool
becomes larger. This counterintuitive result is due only to capitalization on chance;
for other examples of this phenomenon, see van der Linden and Glas (2000).

Recently, new item-selection criteria have been introduced to fix the above prob-
lems. These criteria have shown to have favorable statistical properties in extended
computer simulation studies. Also, as for their numerical aspects, they can now eas-
ily be used in real time on the current generation of PCs.

1.3.1 Maximum Global-Information Criterion

To deal with large estimation error in the beginning of the test, Chang and
Ying (1996) suggested replacing Fisher’s information in (1.17) by a measure based
on Kullback-Leibler information. The Kullback–Leibler information is a general
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Fig. 1.2 Mean absolute error (MAE) in ability estimation from item pools with k D 40, 80, 400,
and 1200 items (size of calibration samples: 250: solid; 500: dashed; 1200: dotted; 2500: dashed-
dotted)

measure for the “distance” between two distributions. The larger the Kullback–
Leibler information, the easier it is to discriminate between two distributions, or
equivalently, between the values of the parameters that index them (Lehmann &
Casella, 1998, sect. 1.7).

For the response model in (1.1), the Kullback–Leibler measure for the response
distributions on the kth item in the test associated with the true ability value (�0) of
the examinee and the current ability estimate (b�k�1) is

Kik

�
b�k�1; �0

�
� E

"
log

L.�0 j Uik /

L.b�k�1 j Uik /

#
; (1.20)

where the expectation is taken over response variable Uik . The measure can there-
fore be calculated as

Kik

�
b�k�1; �0

�
D pik .�0/ log

pik .�0/

pik

�
b�k�1

�

C Œ1 � pik .�0/� log
1 � pik .�0/

1 � pik .b�k�1/
: (1.21)
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Because of conditional independence between the responses, information in the
responses for the first k items in the test can be written as

Kk

�
b�k�1; �0

�
� E

"
log

L.�0 j Ui1 ; : : : ; Uik /

L.b�k�1 j Ui1 ; : : : ; Uik /

#
D

kX

hD1

Kih

�
b�k�1; �0

�
:

(1.22)
Kullback–Leibler information tells us how well the response variable discriminates
between the current ability estimate,b�k�1, and the true ability value, �0. Because the
true value �0 is unknown, Chang and Ying propose replacing (1.20) by its integral
over an interval about the current ability estimate, [b�k�1 � ık;b�k�1 C ık], with ık

a decreasing function of the rank number of the item in the adaptive test. The kth
item in the test is then selected according to

ik � arg max
j

8
<

:

Z b�k�1Cık

b�k�1�ık

Kj .b�k�1; �/d� W j 2 Rk

9
=

; : (1.23)

Evaluation of the criterion will be postponed until all further criteria in this section
have been reviewed.

1.3.2 Likelihood-Weighted Information Criterion

Rather than integrating the unknown parameter � out, as in (1.23), the integral could
have been taken over a measure of the plausibility of the possible values of � . This
idea has been advocated by Veerkamp and Berger (1997). Although they presented
it for the Fisher information measure, it can easily be extended to the Kullback–
Leibler measure.

In a frequentistic framework, the likelihood function associated with the re-
sponses Ui1Dui1 ; : : : ; Uik�1

D uik�1
expresses the plausibility of the various values

of � given the data. Veerkamp and Berger proposed weighing Fisher’s information
with the likelihood function and selecting the kth item according to

ik � arg max
j

�Z 1

�1
L.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1

/Iik .�/d� W j 2 Rk

�
: (1.24)

If maximum-likelihood estimation of ability is used, the criterion in (1.24) places
most weight on � values close to the current ability estimate. In the beginning of the
test, the likelihood function is flat, and values away fromb�k�1 receive substantial
weight. Toward the end of the test the likelihood function tends to become peaked,
and nearly all of the weight will go to values close tob�k�1.

Veerkamp and Berger (1997) also specified an interval information criterion that,
like (1.23), assumes integration over a finite interval of � values about the current
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ability estimate. However, rather than defining an interval with the size of ık , they
suggested using a confidence interval for �: The same suggestion would be possible
for the criterion in (1.23).

1.3.3 Fully Bayesian Criteria

All Bayesian criteria for item selection involve the use of a posterior distribution of
� . Because a posterior distribution is a combination of a likelihood function and a
prior distribution, the basic difference with the previous criterion is the assumption
of the latter. Generally, unless reliable collateral information about the examinee
is available, the prior distribution of � should be chosen to be low informative.
The question of how to estimate an empirical prior from collateral information is
answered in the next section. The purpose of the current section is to review several
of the Bayesian criteria for item selection proposed in van der Linden (1998). For a
more technical review, see van der Linden and Glas (2007).

Analogous to (1.24), a posterior-weighted information criterion can be defined as

ik � arg max
j

�Z
IUj

.�/g.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1
/d� W j 2 Rk

�
: (1.25)

Generally, the criterion puts more weight on items with their information near the
location of the posterior distribution. However, the specific shape of the posterior
distribution determines precisely how the criterion discriminates between the infor-
mation functions of the candidate items.

Note that the criterion in (1.25) is still based on Fisher’s expected information
in (1.5). Though the distinction between expected and observed information makes
practical sense only for the 3PL model, a more Bayesian choice would be to use
observed information in (1.4). Also, note that it is possible to combine (1.25) with
the earlier Kullback–Leibler measure.

All of the next criteria are based on preposterior analysis. They predict the re-
sponse distributions on the remaining items in the pool, i 2 Rk , after k � 1 items
have been administered and then choose the kth item according to the update of
a posterior quantity for these distributions. A key element in this analysis is the
predictive posterior distribution for the response on item i , which has probability
function

p.ui j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1
/ D

Z
p.ui j �/g.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1

/d�: (1.26)

Suppose item i 2 Rk were selected. The examinee would respond correctly to this
item with probability pi .1 j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1

/. A correct response would enable us to
update any of the following quantities:

1. the full posterior distribution of � ;
2. any point estimate of the ability value of the examinee,b�k ;
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3. the observed information atb�k; and
4. the posterior variance of � .

An incorrect response has probability pi .0 j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1
/ and could be used

for similar updates. It should be noticed that the update of the observed information
atb�k involves an update fromb�k�1 tob�k . Because of this, the information measure
must be reevaluated at the latter not only for the predicted response to candidate
item k but for all previous k � 1 responses as well.

The first item-selection criterion based on preposterior analysis is the maximum
expected information criterion. The criterion maximizes observed information over
the predicted responses on the kth item. Formally, it can be represented as

ik � arg max
j

n
pj .0 j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1

/Jui1
;:::;uik�1

;Uj D0.b� ui1
;:::;uik�1

;Uj D0/

Cpj .1 j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1
/Jui1

;:::;uik�1
;Uj D1.b�ui1

;:::;uik�1
;Uj D1/

W j 2 Rk

o
: (1.27)

If in (1.27) observed information is replaced by the posterior variance of � , the
minimum expected posterior variance criterion is obtained:

ik � arg min
j

n
pj .0 j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1

/Var.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1
; Uj D 0/

Cpj .1 j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1
/Var.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1

; Uj D 1/

W j 2 Rk

o
: (1.28)

The expression in (1.28) is known as the preposterior risk associated with a quadratic
loss function for the estimator. Owen (1975) referred to this criterion as a numeri-
cally more complicated alternative to his criterion in (1.19).

It is possible to combine the best elements of the ideas underlying the criteria in
(1.25) and (1.28) by first weighting observed information using the posterior distri-
bution of � and then taking the expectation over the predicted responses. The new
criterion is

ik � arg max
j

�
pj .0 j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1

/

�
Z

Jui1
;:::;uik�1

;Uj D0.�/g.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1
; Uj D 0/d�

�
Z

Jui1
;:::;uik�1

;Uj D1.�/g.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1
; Uj D 1/d� W j 2 Rk

�
: (1.29)

It is also possible to generalize the criteria in (1.26)–(1.28) to a larger span of pre-
diction. For example, when predicting the responses for the next two items, (ik; ik0),
the generalization involves the replacement of the posterior predictive probability
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function in the above criteria by

p.uik j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1
/p.uik0

j ui1 ; : : : ; uik /; (1.30)

as well as a similar modification of the other posterior updates. Although the op-
timization is over pairs of candidates for items k and k C 1, better adaptation is
obtained if the candidate for item k is actually administered but the other item is re-
turned to the pool, whereupon the procedure is repeated. Combinatorial problems
inherent in the application of the procedure with larger item pools and spans of
prediction can be avoided by using a trimmed version of the pool with unlikely
candidate items left out.

1.3.4 Bayesian Criteria with Collateral Information

As indicated earlier, an informative prior located at the true value of � would give
Bayesian ability estimation its edge. For a large variety of item-selection criteria,
such a prior would not only yield finite initial ability estimates but also improve
item selection and speed up convergence of the estimates during the test. If useful
collateral information on the examinee exists, for example, in the form of previous
achievements or performances on a recent related test, an obvious idea is to infer
the initial prior from this information. An attractive source of collateral information
during the test is the response times (RTs) on the items. They can be used for a
more effective update of the posterior distribution of � during the rest of the test.
This section deals with the use of both types of collateral information.

Statistically, no objections whatsoever exist against this idea; when the interest
is only in ML or Bayesian estimation of � , item-selection criteria based on collat-
eral information are known to be ignorable (Mislevy & Wu, 1988). Nevertheless,
if policy considerations preclude the use of collateral information in test scores, a
practical strategy is to still use the information to improve the design of the test but
to calculate the final ability estimate only from the last likelihood function for the
examinee.

Initial Empirical Prior Distribution

Procedures for adaptive testing with the 2PL model with the initial prior distribution
regressed on predictor variables are described in van der Linden (1999). Let the
predictor variables be denoted by Xp, p D 0; : : : ; P . The regression of � on the
predictor variables can be modeled as

� D ˇ0 C ˇ1X1 C � � � C ˇP XP C "; (1.31)

with
" � N.0; �2/: (1.32)
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Substitution of (1.30) into the response model gives

pi .�/ D expŒai .ˇ0 C ˇ1X1 C � � � C ˇP XP C " � bi /�

1 C expŒai .ˇ0 C ˇ1X1 C � � � C ˇP XP C " � bi /�
: (1.33)

For known values for the item parameters, the model amounts to logistic regres-
sion with examinees’ values of " missing. The values of the parameters ˇ1; : : : ; ˇP

and � can be estimated from data using the EM algorithm. The estimation
procedure boils down to iteratively solving two recursive relationships given in
van der Linden (1999, Eqs. 16–17). These equations are easily solved for a set
of pretest data. They also allow for an easy periodical update of the parameter
estimates from response data when the adaptive test is operational.

If the item selection is based on point estimates of ability, the regressed value of
� on the predictor variables,

b�0 D ˇ0 C ˇ1x1 C � � � C ˇP xP ; (1.34)

can be used as the prior ability estimate for which the initial item is selected. If the
items are selected using a full prior distribution for � , the choice of prior following
(1.32)–(1.33) is

g.�/ � N
�
b�0; �

�
: (1.35)

Observe that both (1.34) and (1.35) provide an individualized initialization for
the adaptive test: Different examinees will start at different initial ability estimates.
The procedure therefore offers more than statistical advantages. Initialization at the
same ability estimate for all examinees leads to first items in the test that are always
chosen from the same subset in the pool. Hence, they become quickly overexposed,
and the testing program becomes vulnerable to security breaches. On the other hand,
the empirical initialization of the test above entails a variable entry point to the pool,
and hence offers a more even exposure of its items.

Item Selection with RTs as Collateral Information

RTs on test items are recorded automatically during adaptive testing, They are also
a potentially rich source of collateral information about the examinee’s ability. One
possible use of RTs is as an additional source of information for the update of the
posterior distribution of � during testing. This procedure becomes possible as soon
as we have a model for the RT distributions on the items in the pool that is statisti-
cally linked to the response model.

The modeling framework used in this demonstration of the procedure is a hi-
erarchical framework with (i) the 3PL model and a lognormal model for the RT
distribution as distinct first-level models and (ii) a bivariate normal model for the
distribution of the person parameters in these models as a second-level model. The
lognormal model is a normal model for the log of the RTs with £j 2 .�1; 1/ as
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the speed for examinee j and ˇi 2 .�1; 1/ and ˛i 2 .0; 1/ are the time intensity
and discrimination parameters for item i . The model equation is

f .tij I £j ; ˛i ; ˇi / D ˛i

tij
p

2�
exp

�
�1

2

�
˛i .ln tij � .ˇi � £j //

�2
�

: (1.36)

At the second level,

.�; £/ � MVN.�P ; †P/; (1.37)

with mean vector �P D .�� ; �£/ and covariance matrix †P for the person param-

eters in the population of examinees. More details on the model and the estimation
of its parameters are given in Klein Entink, Fox, and van der Linden (2009) and van
der Linden (2007).

The idea is to adjust the posterior distribution of � in (1.8) using simultaneous
updates of its two components:

1. An update of the likelihood L.� j ui1 : : : uik�1
/ using the response on the item.

This is the regular Bayesian update of a posterior distribution.
2. The retrofitting of the original prior g.�/ in (1.8) using the RTs on the items.

The new prior distribution is the posterior predictive density of � given the RTs,
that is,

f .e� j tk�1/ D
Z

f .� j £/f .£ j tk�1/d£: (1.38)

For the models in (1.36)–(1.37), use of the log RTs leads to a normal density for

(1.38) with closed-form expressions for the mean and standard deviation that are
easily calculated from the known item parameters and RTs on the previous items.

Observe that (1.38) leads to an individualized prior that is continuously improved
during the test using additional information obtained from the individual test taker.
The result is faster convergence of the posterior distribution of � as well as the
improved item exposure mentioned above relative to the case of a common fixed
prior distribution for all examinees.

The procedure is demonstrated empirically in van der Linden (2008). Figure 1.3
shows the results from this study for adaptive tests of n D 10 and 20 items for
various degrees of correlation between � and £. Even for a modest correlation of
��£ D 0:2, the improvement for the EAP estimator used as final estimate in this
study is already conspicuous. In fact, a comparison between the two panels shows
that for ��£ D 0:2 the MSE function for n D 10 already has a similar shape as the
MSE function for n D 20 without the use of RTs. Also, observe that the curves
for the conditions with RTs are generally flatter than the one for the case without.
The empirical item pool used in this study was relatively scarce at the lower end
of the scale (fewer easy items). The use of the RTs nicely compensated for this
scarcity.
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Fig. 1.3 MSE functions of EAP estimator of � for item selection without RTs (dashed line) and
with RTs with ��£ D 0:2, 0:4, 0:6, and 0:8 (solid lines; the darker the line, the higher the cor-
relation) for tests of n D 10 and 20 items. [Reproduced with permission from W. J. van der
Linden (2008). Using response times for item selection in adaptive testing. Journal of Educational
and Behavioral Statistics, 33, 5-20.]

1.3.5 Bayesian Criteria with Random Item Parameters

If the calibration sample is small, errors in the estimates of the values of the item
parameters should not be ignored but dealt with explicitly when estimating � in
adaptive testing. A Bayesian approach would not fix the item parameters at point
estimates but leave them random, using their posterior distribution given all previ-
ous responses in the ability estimation procedure. Tsutakawa and Johnson (1990)
describe this empirical Bayes approach to ability estimation for responses to linear
tests. Their procedure can easily be modified for application in adaptive testing.

The modification is as follows: Let y be the matrix with response data from all
previous examinees. For brevity, the parameters (ai;bi ; ci ) for the items in the pool
are collected into a vector �. Suppose a new examinee has answered k�1 items, and
we need the update of his or her posterior distribution for the selection of item k.
Given a prior for �, the derivation of the posterior distribution of this vector of item
parameters is standard. The result is the posterior density g.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1

; y/.
Using the assumptions in Tsutakawa and Johnson (1990), the posterior distribu-

tion of � after item k � 1 can be updated as

g.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1
; y/ D g.�/

R
p.uik�1

j �; �/g.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�2
; y/d�

p.uik�1
j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�2

; y/
:

(1.39)

Key in this expression is the replacement of the likelihood associated with the re-
sponse to the last item, ik�1, by its average over the posterior distribution of the
item parameters given all previous data, g.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�2

; y/. Such averaging is
the Bayesian way of accounting for posterior uncertainty in unknown parameters.
Given the posterior distribution of � , the posterior predictive probability function
for the response on item ik can be derived as

p.uik j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1
; y/ �

Z
p.uik j �/g.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1

; y/d�: (1.40)
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Once (1.40) is calculated, it can be used in one of the criteria in (1.25) or (1.27)–
(1.29).

In spite of all our current computational power, a real-time update of the posterior
distribution of the item parameters, g.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1

; y/, is prohibitive, due to the
evaluation of complex multiple integrals. However, in practice, it makes sense to up-
date the posterior only periodically, after prior screening of the new set of response
patterns for possible aberrant behavior by some of the examinees or compromise
of the items. When testing the next examinees, the posterior distribution of � then
remains fixed until the next update. The resulting expression in (1.39)–(1.40) can
easily be calculated in real time using appropriate numerical integration. Alterna-
tively, we could use the simplifying assumptions for the update of g.� j y/ given in
Tsutakawa and Johnson (1990).

A different need for item-selection criteria to deal with random item parame-
ters arises in adaptive testing with rule-based item generation. In this application,
the traditional pool of discrete items is replaced by a pool of computer-generated
items, or, more challenging, the items are generated by computer algorithms in real
time. The first experiments with rule-based item generation typically involve two
different types of rules. One type is based on the structural aspects of the items
(generally referred to as “radicals”) found in a cognitive analysis of the content
domain. The second type is rules for item cloning, that is, for generating a fam-
ily of items that look different but are based on the same combination of radicals.
Within the families, the items thus differ only in their surface features (generally
referred to as “incidentals”). Recent examples of the use of such types of rules
are given in Freund, Hofer, and Holling (2008) and Holling, Bertling, and Zeuch
(in press).

The structure of an item pool with items nested in families with the same combi-
nations lends itself nicely to hierarchical response modeling with a regular response
model for each individual item, such as the one in (1.1), as first-level models and a
separate second-level model for each family to describe the distribution of its item
parameters. Generally, the differences in item parameters between families will be
much larger than within families. Nevertheless, explicit modeling of the within-
family differences is much better than ignoring them and treating all items within
a family as psychometrically equivalent. Hierarchical response models for this pur-
pose have been proposed by Glas and van der Linden (2001, 2003; see also Sinharay,
Johnson & Williamson, 2003) and Geerlings, van der Linden and Glas (2009). The
first model is treated more in detail elsewhere in this volume (Glas, van der Linden &
Geerlings, chap. 15); this chapter should be consulted for item calibration and model
fit issues.

Let the pool be generated to have item families p D 1; : : : ; P , each with distri-
bution p.�j�p; †p/ of its item parameters � D .a; b; c/. In the hierarchical model
by van der Linden and Glas, each family has a distinct normal distribution for its
item parameters. The item pool is assumed to be calibrated using samples of items
from each family to estimate its mean �p and covariance †p.
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Item selection from a pool of calibrated items proceeds along the following two
steps:

1. adaptive selection of a family; i.e., identification of the family with the best match
of its �pand †p with the current �

2. estimate; and
3. random selection of an item from the family.

More formally, in a Bayesian framework, the procedure is as follows. The update
of the posterior distribution of � after these k � 1 items is given by

p.� j uk�1/ / g.�/

k�1Y

pD1

Z
p.up j �; �p/p.�pj�p ; †p/d�p: (1.41)

The first step is to select the kth family to be optimal at this posterior distribution.
As an example, item selection based on the minimum expected posterior variance
criterion in (1.32) is proposed. The only necessary change in this criterion is an
adjustment of the posterior predicted distribution of the responses on the candidate
item in (1.32) to those for a random item from a candidate family. Consider family
p as the candidate for the kth family in the test; this candidate is denoted as pk . The
posterior predicted distribution for the response on a random item from this family
has probability function

p.upk
j uk�1/ D

Z 	Z
p.upk

j �; �pk
/p.�pk

j�pk
; †pk

/d�pk



p.� j uk�1/d�:

(1.42)

Observe that in this expression we first average the response probability over the
distribution of the item parameters for family pk to allow for the random sampling
of an item from it, and then average the result over the posterior distribution of the
ability of the examinee. This expression is used in (1.32) to identify the best family
in the pool. The second step is to randomly sample an item from this family.

For an exploration of the behavior of this criterion using simulated adaptive test-
ing, see Glas and van der Linden (2003).

1.3.6 Miscellaneous Criteria

The item-selection criteria presented thus far were statistically motivated. An item-
selection procedure that addresses both a statistical and a more practical goal
is the method of multistage ˛-stratified adaptive testing proposed in Chang and
Ying (1999). The method was introduced primarily to reduce the effect of ability
estimation error on item selection. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, if the errors are large,
an item with a lower discrimination parameter value is likely to be more efficient
over a larger range of � values than one with a higher value.
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These authors therefore propose stratifying the pool according to the values of the
discrimination parameter for the items and restricting item selection to strata with
increasing values during the test. In each stratum, items are selected according to
the criterion of minimum distance between the value of the difficulty parameter and
the current ability estimate. In a recent theoretical study, the authors showed why
early selection of highly discriminating items after a few initial incorrect responses
is detrimental to the estimation of � (Chang & Ying, 2008). The procedure also
provides a remedy to the problem of uneven item exposure in CAT. Because items
with a lower discrimination parameter have an equal chance of being chosen, uneven
exposure of the higher parameters is prevented.

To deal with capitalization on calibration error (see Figure 1.2), it may be effec-
tive to cross-validate item parameter estimation during adaptive testing. A practical
way of doing so is to split the calibration sample into two parts, and estimate the
item parameters separately for each part. One set of estimates can be used to se-
lect the items; the other to update the ability estimate after the examinee has taken
them. Item selection then still tends to capitalize on the errors in the estimates in
the first set, but the effects on ability estimation are neutralized by using the second
set of estimates. Conditions under which this neutralization offsets the loss in pre-
cision due to calibration from a smaller sample were studied in van der Linden and
Glas (2001).

Most of the item-selection criteria in this chapter select items for which the ex-
aminee has a probability of a correct response close to 0.5. For some educational
applications, for instance, formative assessment to monitor the achievements of stu-
dents during class work, such response probabilities may be less motivating. Eggen
and Verschoor (2006) examined the effects of modifying item selection to produce
higher or lower response probabilities. Direct selection on such probabilities worked
well for the 1PL model but not for models with varying discrimination parameters,
for which selection at a deliberate shift in the ability estimate worked better.

A final suggestion for item selection in adaptive testing was offered in Wainer,
Lewis, Kaplan, and Braswell (1992). As selection criterion they used the posterior
variance between the subgroups that scored the item in the pretest correctly and
incorrectly. Results from an empirical study of this criterion are given in Schnipke
and Green (1995).

1.3.7 Evaluation of Item-Selection Criteria and Ability Estimators

The question of which combination of item-selection criterion and ability estimation
is best is too complicated for analytic treatment. Current statistical theory provides
us only with asymptotic conclusions.

A well-known result from Bayesian statistics is that for k ! 1; the poste-
rior distribution g.� j ui1 ; : : : ; uik�1

/ converges to degeneration at the true value
of � . Hence, it can be concluded that all posterior-based ability estimation and
item-selection procedures reviewed in this chapter produce identical asymptotic
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results. Also, the result by Chang and Ying (2009) referred to earlier shows that
for maximum-information item selection, the ML estimator converges to the true
value of � as well. The WLE in (1.10) is expected to show the same behavior.

However, particularly for adaptive testing with its much shorter test length,
small-sample comparisons of estimators and criteria are more relevant. For such
comparisons we have to resort to simulation studies.

Relevant studies have been reported in Chang and Ying (1999), van der
Linden (1998), Veerkamp and Berger (1997), Wang, Hanson, and Lau (1999),
Wang and Vispoel (1998), Weiss (1982), Weiss and McBride (1984) and Warm
(1989), among others. Sample results for the bias and mean-square error (MSE)
functions for five different combinations of ability estimators and item-selection
criteria are given in Figures 1.4 and 1.5. All five combinations show the same slight

Fig. 1.4 Bias functions for five item-selection criteria after n D 5, 10, 20, 30 items (maximum-
information with MLE: solid; maximum-posterior weighted Information: dotted; maximum ex-
pected information: dashed-dotted; maximum expected posterior variance: dashed; maximum
expected posterior weighted information: finely dotted). [Reproduced with permission from W. J.
van der Linden (1998). Bayesian item-selection criteria for adaptive testing. Psychometrika, 62,
201–216.]
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Fig. 1.5 MSE functions for five item-selection criteria after n D 5, 10, 20, 30 items (maximum-
information with MLE: solid; maximum-posterior weighted information: dotted; maximum
expected information: dashed-dotted; maximum expected posterior variance: dashed; maxi-
mum expected posterior weighted information: finely dotted). [Reproduced with permission from
W. J. van der Linden (1998). Bayesian item-selection criteria for adaptive testing. Psychometrika,
62, 201–216.]

inward bias for n D 10, which disappears completely for n D 20 and 30. Note
that the bias for the ML estimators in Figure 1.4 has a direction opposite the one in
the estimator for a linear test (e.g., Warm, 1989). This result is due to a feedback
mechanism created by the combination of the contributions of the items to the bias
in the estimator and the maximum-information criterion (van der Linden, 1998).

MSE functions for linear tests are typically U-shaped with the dip at the � values
where the items are located. However, as Figure 1.5 shows, for the same item-
selection criteria as in Figure 1.4, after n D 10 items all MSE functions are already
flat. The best functions were obtained for the criteria in (1.27)–(1.29). Each of these
criteria was based on preposterior analysis. Hence, a critical element in the success
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of an item-selection criterion seems to be its use of posterior predictive probability
functions to predict the item responses on the remaining items in the pool. As re-
vealed by the comparison between the MSE functions for the maximum-information
and maximum posterior-weighted information criteria in Figure 1.5, simply using
the posterior distribution of � appears to have little effect.

Weiss (1982) reported analogous results for the maximum-information criterion
and Owen’s criterion in (1.19). In Wang and Vispoel’s (1998) study, the behavior of
the ML, EAP, and MAP estimators in combination with the maximum-information
criterion were compared with Owen’s criterion. For a 30-item test from a real-world
item pool, the three Bayesian procedures behaved comparably, whereas the ML esti-
mator produced a worse standard error but a better bias function. Wang, Hanson, and
Lau (1999) reported several conclusions for modifications of the ML and Bayesian
estimators intended to remove their bias. A sobering result was given by Symp-
son, Weiss, and Ree (see Weiss, 1982, p. 478) who, in a real-world application of
the maximum-information and Owen’s selection criterion, found that approximately
85% of the items selected by the two criteria were the same. However, the result may
largely be due to the choice of a common initial item for all examinees.

1.4 Concluding Remarks

As noted in the introduction section of this chapter, methods for item selection and
ability estimation within a CAT environment are not yet as refined as those currently
employed for linear testing. Hopefully, though, this chapter has provided evidence
that substantial progress has been made in this regard. Modern methods have be-
gun to emerge that directly address the peculiarities of adaptive testing, rather than
relying on simple modifications of rules used in linear testing situations. Recent
analytical studies with theoretical frameworks to evaluate the different procedures
have been especially good to see. In addition, the constraints on timely numerical
computations imposed by older and slower PCs have all but disappeared.

The studies discussed in this chapter only relate to a small part of the conditions
that may prevail in an adaptive testing program. Clearly, programs can differ in the
type of item-selection criterion and ability estimator they use. However, they can
also vary in numerous other ways, such as the length of the test and whether the
length is fixed or variable; the size and composition of the item pools; the availabil-
ity of useful collateral information about the examinees; the size and composition of
the calibration samples; the ability to update item parameter estimates using opera-
tional test data; the use of measures to control item exposure rates; and the content
constraints imposed on the item-selection process. Important trade-offs exist among
several of these factors, which also interact in their effect on the statistical behavior
of the final ability estimates.

Given the complexities of a CAT environment and the variety of approaches
(some untested) that are available, how should one proceed? One method would
be to delineate all the relevant factors that could be investigated and then undertake
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an extensive simulation study—a daunting task at best. A more practical strategy
is to study a few feasible arrangements in order to identify a suitable, though not
necessarily optimal, solution for a planned adaptive testing program.
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Chapter 2
Constrained Adaptive Testing with Shadow Tests

Wim J. van der Linden

2.1 Introduction

The intuitive principle underlying adaptive testing is that a test has better
measurement properties if the difficulties of its items match the ability of the
examinee. Items that are too easy or difficult have predictable responses and cannot
provide much information about the ability of the examinee. The first to formalize
this principle was Birnbaum (1968). The information measure he used was Fisher’s
well-known information in the sample. For dichotomous response models, the
measure is defined as

I.�/ D
nX

iD1

Ii .�/ D
nX

iD1

.P 0.�//2

P.�/ Œ1 � P.�/�
; (2.1)

where Pi .�/ is the probability of a correct response to item i D 1; : : : ; n for an
examinee with ability �; Ii .�/ is the information in the examinee’s response to
item i , and I.�/ is the information in his or her joint responses to the test.

For the one-parameter logistic (1PL) model, the information measure is maximal
when the value of the difficulty parameter bi is equal to the examinee’s � . The
same relation holds for the two-parameter (2PL) model, though the maximum is
now monotonically increasing in the value of the discrimination parameter of the
items, ai . The empirical applications discussed later in this chapter are all based on
response data fitting the three-parameter (3PL) model,

Pi .�j / � ci C .1 � ci /
eai .�j �bi /

1 C eai .�j �bi /
: (2.2)

For this model, the optimal value of the item-difficulty parameter is greater than
the ability of the examinee due to the possibility of guessing on the items. The
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difference between the optimal value and the ability of the examinee is known to be
monotonically increasing with the guessing parameter, ci .

Both test theoreticians and practitioners immediately adopted the information
measure in (2.1) as their favorite criterion for the assembly of fixed test forms.
The fact that item information additively contributes to the test precision has greatly
enhanced its popularity. Though other criteria of item selection have been intro-
duced later (for a review, see van der Linden and Pashley, this volume, chap. 1), the
most frequently used criterion in computerized adaptive testing (CAT) has also been
the one based on the information measure in (2.1).

Though adaptive testing research was initially mainly motivated by the intention
to make test scores statistically more informative, the first testing programs to make
the transition to CAT quickly discovered that adaptive testing operating only on this
principle would lead to unrealistic results. For example, if items are only selected to
maximize the information in the ability estimator, test content may easily become
unbalanced for some ability levels. If examinees happen to learn about this feature,
they may change their test preparations and, as a result, item calibrations might cease
to be valid. Furthermore, even a simple attribute such as the answer key becomes a
problem if the adaptive test administrations produced highly disproportionate use of
one of the keys. Lower-ability examinees might then start benefiting from patterned
guessing, whereas some of the more able examinees might become anxious and
begin second-guessing their answers to previous items. As examinees get different
selections of items, and items differ greatly in the amount of time they take, without
any further provisions, adaptive tests may have a tendency to become differentially
speeded—a condition leading to negatively biased scores for examinees who happen
to get more time-intensive items.

More examples of necessary nonstatistical specifications for adaptive tests are
easy to provide. In fixed-form testing, violations of such specifications are generally
caught when candidate test forms are reviewed, but in adaptive testing this safety
net is not available and the item-selection algorithm has to guarantee automatic
satisfaction of the set of specifications. In fact, what most testing programs want if
they make the transition from linear to adaptive testing is test administrations that
meet the same set of test specifications as their old test forms (i.e., have exactly the
same “look and feel”) but that are much shorter because of a better adaptation to the
ability levels of the individual examinees.

Formally, each test specification an adaptive test has to meet imposes a constraint
on the selection of the items from the pool. As a consequence, a CAT algorithm that
combines maximization of statistical information with the realization of several non-
statistical specifications can be viewed as an algorithm for constrained sequential
optimization. The objective function to be optimized is the statistical information
in the test items at the current ability estimate. All other specifications are the con-
straints subject to which the optimization has to take place.

The goal of this chapter is to develop this point of view further and discuss a
general method of constrained sequential optimization for application in adaptive
testing. This method has proven to be successful in several applications. The basic
principle underlying the method is to implement all constraints through a series of
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shadow tests assembled to be optimal at the updated ability estimates of the exam-
inee. The items to be administered are selected from these shadow tests rather than
directly from the item pool. Use of the method will be illustrated for item pools from
well-known large-scale testing programs.

2.2 Review of Existing Methods for Constrained CAT

2.2.1 Item-Pool Partitioning

An adaptation of the maximum-information criterion to make item selection
balanced with respect to test content was presented in Kingsbury and Zara (1991).
Their proposal was to partition the item pool according to the item attributes. While
testing, the numbers of items selected from each class in the partition are recorded.
In order to maintain content balance, the algorithm follows a minimax principle, se-
lecting the next item from the class for which the largest number of items is lacking.
A further modification was proposed to prevent items from being readministered
to examinees that have taken the same test earlier. Finally, to reduce the exposure
of the most informative items in the pool, these authors suggested not to select
the most informative item from the current class in the partition but to pick one at
random from among the � best items in the class. The last adaptation was used in
an early version of the CAT-ASVAB (Hetter & Sympson, 1997).

2.2.2 Weighted-Deviation Method

A more general approach is the weighted deviation method (WDM) by Swanson
and Stacking (1993). In their approach, all content specifications for the CAT are
formulated as a series of upper and lower bounds on the numbers of items to be
selected from the various content classes. Likewise, a target for the test information
is formulated as a series of upper and lower bounds on its values. A weighted sum
of the deviations from all bounds is taken as the objective function, with the weights
reflecting the desirability of the individual specifications. The items in the adaptive
test are selected one at a time to minimize the objective function.

2.2.3 Maximum Priority Index Method

The maximum priority index method (Cheng & Chang, 2009) is related to the WDM
in that it also weighs deviations from bounds on the numbers of items to be se-
lected from content classes, and then selects the item with the highest value for a
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weighted index. But a critical difference between the two methods is that all de-
viations are scaled relative to the size of their bound, and the weights no longer
have to be set to allow for scaling differences between constraints in addition to
their relative importance. Because the rescaling only works for upper bounds, con-
straints with lower bounds are dealt with through an application of a two-phase
selection method introduced by Cheng, Chang and Yi (2007), in which the items
are initially selected treating the lower bounds in the constraints as upper bound, but
the method focuses on the upper bound in a constraint as soon as its lower bound
is met.

2.2.4 Testlet-Based Adaptive Testing

Some of the first to address the necessity of combining content specification and
statistical criteria in item selection for CAT were Wainer and Kiely (1987). Their
solution was to change the size of the units in the item pool. Rather than discrete
items, they proposed the use of “testlets”, that is, bundles of items related to sets
of content specifications that are to be selected as intact units. Testlets are pre-
assembled to have a fixed item order. New psychometric theory for testlet-based
adaptive testing is offered by Glas, Wainer and Bradlow (2000), Vos and Glas
(this volume, chap. 20), Wainer, Bradlow and Du (2000), and Wainer, Bradlow, and
Wang (2007).

2.2.5 Multistage Testing

The idea of testlet-based adaptive testing is closely related to the older format of
multistage testing (Lord, 1980). In multistage testing, examinees proceed through
a sequence of subtests, moving to a more difficult subtest if they do well but to
an easier one if their previous performances are low. Though the earlier literature
discussed a paper-and-pencil version of this format with nonstatistical scoring of
the ability of the examinees after each subtest, the advent of computers in testing
practice has made an implementation with statistical estimation of ability after each
subtest possible. Adema (1990) and van der Linden & Adema (1998) offer 0–1 inte-
ger programming models for the design of multistage testing systems based on the
maximum-information criterion that allow for a large variety of constraints on the
composition of the subtests. The possibility to include such constraints into mul-
tistage testing systems has rekindled the interest in this testing format (Luecht &
Nungester, 1998; Zenisky, Hambleton & Luecht, this volume, chap. 18). For a re-
view of a testing program designed around a multistage testing format, see Melican,
Breithaupt, and Zhang (this volume, chap. 9).
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2.2.6 Evaluation of Existing Approaches

The above approaches differ in important ways. The first three approaches imple-
ment the constraints through a modification of the item-selection algorithm. The last
two approaches build all constraints directly into the units in the pool from which
the test is administered. This distinction has consequences with respect to

1. the degree of adaptation possible during the test;
2. the possibility of expert review of actual test content;
3. the nature of constraint realization; and
4. the possibility of constraint violation.

The item-pool partitioning, WDM, and priority index methods allow for an
update of the ability estimate after each item. They thus offer the maximum de-
gree of adaptation possible. The WDM and priority index methods optimize an
objective function based on weighted deviations from the constraints rather than
controlling these constraints directly. Some of their constraints can therefore be vi-
olated. In all three approaches, both the selection of the items and the realization of
the constraints are sequential. Though sequential item selection allows for optimal
adaptation, sequential realization of constraints is less than ideal. Algorithms with
this feature tend to pick items with an attractive value for the objective function early
in the test—a choice that may turn out to be inadequate later on. If so, the result is
completion of the test with constraint violation and/or less than optimal adaptation
to the ability estimates. An empirical comparison among the item-pool partitioning
method, WDM approach, and adaptive testing with the shadow-test approach in this
chapter is reported in van der Linden (2005b).

The testlet-based and multistage approaches have the option of expert review of
all intact testing material prior to administration. Explicit coding of relevant item
attributes is not always necessary, but it is dangerous to omit such coding because
human review easily leads to overlooking of relevant item attributes. However, two
approaches select larger sets of items at a time, and adaptation of item selection to
the ability estimates within these sets is impossible. Also, the task of assembling
a pool of testlets or a multistage testing system such that any path an examinee
may take satisfies all constraints involves a huge combinatorial problem that can
quickly become too complicated for intuitive methods. The result may be a subopti-
mal branching system and/or constraint violation. However, as already noted, when
adequate item coding is available, formal methods for assembling multistage testing
systems can be exploited. In order to realize all constraints when assembling a pool
of testlets or a multistage testing system, their use is necessary.

This evaluation of the existing methods for constrained CAT thus reveals an im-
portant dilemma. An optimal algorithm should select its items sequentially to allow
for optimal adaptation but must realize all constraints simultaneously to prevent
violation of certain constraints or suboptimal adaptation later in the test. Possible
solutions to the dilemma are (1) to allow the algorithm to work backwardly to im-
prove on previous decisions or (2) to have the algorithm project forwardly to take
future consequences of decisions into account. In adaptive testing, backtracking is
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impossible; earlier choices cannot be undone. Thus, the only possibility left is to
have the algorithm project forwardly each time a new item is selected. This is ex-
actly what the shadow-test approach to adaptive testing does.

2.3 Constrained CAT with Shadow Tests

The basic concept of a shadow-test approach is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The selec-
tion of each new item in the adaptive test is preceded by real-time assembly of a
shadow test. A shadow test is a full-length test that (1) meets all the test constraints,
(2) contains all items already administered to the examinee, and (3) has maximum
information at the current ability estimate. The item to be administered is the one
with maximum information among the unused items in the shadow test. The hor-
izontal axis of the graph shows the position of the items in the adaptive test; the
vertical axis represents the ability measured by the items. The higher the verti-
cal position of the shadow tests, the higher the current estimate of � . Toward the
end of the test, the estimates of � stabilize. The darker portion of the shadow tests
represents the items that are actually taken by the examinee. The lighter portion rep-
resents the part of it that is reassembled after a new update of the ability estimate.
The very last shadow test contains the complete selection of the items actually taken
by the examinee. Because each of the shadow tests meets all of the constraints, this
selection does.

The following pseudo-algorithm gives a more precise summary of the idea:

Step 1: Initialize the ability estimator;
Step 2: Assemble a shadow test that meets the constraints and has maximum in-

formation at the current ability estimate;
Step 3: Administer the item in the shadow test with maximum information at the

ability estimate;

Fig. 2.1 Constrained adaptive testing with shadow tests
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Step 4: Update the ability estimate;
Step 5: Update the test-assembly model to include the administered item in the

next shadow test;
Step 6: Return all unused items to the pool;
Step 7: Repeat Steps 2-6 until n items have been administered.

Observe that the test length has been fixed in this algorithm. This choice is in
agreement with practice in nearly all existing adaptive testing programs. Though a
stopping rule based on a predetermined level of accuracy for the ability estimator
is desirable from a statistical point of view, it is impossible to guarantee the same
specifications for all examinees for a test with random length.

The ideal underlying all test assembly is a test that both is feasible (i.e., meets all
specifications) and has maximal information at the examinee’s true ability. But, as
the true ability is always unknown, all one can hope for is item selection approxi-
mating this ideal as closely as possible. The shadow-test approach has this feature;
it yields feasible adaptive tests converging to the optimal value for the information
function at the true ability of the examinees.

This claim can be shown to hold as follows. The algorithm realizes all constraints
simultaneously for each shadow test. Each next shadow test contains all items al-
ready administered to the examinee. Thus, the last shadow test is the actual adaptive
test and always meets all constraints. Further, each shadow test is assembled to have
a maximum value for the information function in (2.1), and the item selected from
the shadow test has a maximum contribution to this function. For a consistent ability
estimator, it follows from Slutsky’s theorems (e.g., Ferguson, 1996) that the value
for the function in (2.1) converges to the maximum value possible at the true ability
of the examinee. Mild conditions for the case of maximum-information item se-
lection to yield consistent maximum-likelihood estimation of � are formulated in
Chang and Ying (2009).

This argument assumes an infinitely large item pool with all possible combina-
tions of values for the item parameters. However, the conclusion is expected to hold
closely enough for all practical purposes for any well-designed finite item pool. Of
course, the speed of convergence depends on the size and nature of the item pool as
well as the set of constraints. For a severely constrained adaptive test from a small
pool, convergence may be slower than for a test from a large pool involving only a
few constraints. The empirical examples later in this chapter will shed some light
on the question of how fast the ability estimator converges in typical applications of
the procedure.

2.4 Technical Implementation

The idea of constrained adaptive testing with shadow tests was introduced in van der
Linden and Reese (1998), who used the technique of 0–1 linear integer program-
ming (IP) to assemble the shadow tests. The same idea was explored independently
in Cordova (1997), whose test assembly work was based on the network-flow
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programming approach introduced in Armstrong and Jones (1992). A comprehen-
sive review of approaches to automated test assembly, including adaptive assembly,
is given in van der Linden (2005b).

In principle, any algorithm for automated test assembly that generates an optimal
feasible solution and is fast enough for application in real time can be used to im-
plement the above adaptive testing scheme. Even for test-assembly heuristics that
tend to provide suboptimal solutions, considerable gain over the existing methods
of constrained adaptive testing can be expected.

The examples later in this chapter are all based on the technique of 0–1 IP. This
technique allows us to deal with virtually any type of constraint that can be met
in test assembly and thus offers maximum flexibility when modeling the problem
of shadow-test assembly (van de Linden, 2005b). In addition, a choice of powerful
solvers for IP is available that can be used to solve such models in real time for
adaptive testing programs.

2.4.1 Basic Notation and Definitions

In order to maintain generality, an IP model for the assembly of shadow tests from
an item pool with some of its items organized as sets with a common stimulus is for-
mulated. This testing format has become increasingly popular; several of the item
pools used in the empirical examples later in this chapter involved this format. Typ-
ically, in testing with set-based items, the numbers of items per stimulus available
in the pool are larger than the numbers to be selected in the test. The basic trick to
use IP modeling for the assembly of set-based shadow tests is to introduce sepa-
rate decision variables for the selection of the stimuli and items while using logical
constraints to keep their values consistent.

The following notation is used throughout this chapter:

items in the pool : i D 1; : : : ; I ;
stimuli in the pool : s D 1; : : : ; S ;
set of items in the pool with stimulus s : Us , s D 1; : : : ; S ;
items in the adaptive test : k D 1; : : : ; n;
stimuli in the adaptive test : l D 1; : : : ; m.

Thus, ik and sl are the indices of the kth item and l th stimulus in the adaptive test,
respectively. Let Sk�1 � fi1; : : : ; ik�1g be defined as the set of the first k � 1 items
administered. Consequently, Rk � f1; : : : ; I gnSk�1 is the set of items remaining in
the pool after k � 1 items have been administered.

The kth shadow test is denoted as Tk � fi1; : : : ; ik�1; i
0

k
; : : : ; i

0

ng, where

i
0

k
; : : : ; i

0

n are the free items in this test. Besides, Sl � .s1; : : : ; sl g is defined
as the set of the first l stimuli in the test. If the constraints on the number of items
for the l th stimulus in the adaptive test have not yet been satisfied, sl is called the
active stimulus and Usl

the active item set . If sl is active, the next item is selected
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from Usl
\ fi 0

k
; : : : ; i

0

ng. As long as sl is active, the constraints in the test-assembly
model on the size of the item sets in the shadow test guarantee that Usl

is not empty.

Otherwise, the next item is selected from fi 0

k
; : : : ; i

0

ng. Therefore, the list of eligible
items in the kth shadow test is defined as

Ak �
(

Usl
\ fi 0

k
; : : : ; i

0

ng; if the l th stimulus is active;

fi 0

k
; : : : ; i

0

ng; otherwise.
(2.3)

Let b�k�1 denote the ability estimate updated after the first k � 1 items in the
adaptive test. It thus holds that the kth item in the adaptive test is

ik � arg max
i

fIi .b�k�1/I i 2 Akg: (2.4)

When assembling shadow tests, the objective function should be maximized only
over the set of items eligible for administration. In particular, if the l th stimulus is
active, it may be disadvantageous to maximize the information in the shadow test
over items not in Usl

(even though such items are needed to complete the shadow
test). To implement this idea for the objective function in the model below, the fol-
lowing set is defined:

Ok �
(

Usl
; if the l th stimulus is active;

Rk; otherwise:
(2.5)

2.4.2 IP Model for Shadow Test

The model is an adapted version of the one for fixed-form test assembly with
item sets presented in van der Linden (2005b, sect. 7.1). To formulate its objec-
tive function and constraints, 0–1 decision variables xi and zs are introduced. These
variables take the value one if item i and stimulus s are selected in the shadow test,
respectively; otherwise, they are equal to zero.

The following notation is needed to denote the various types of item and stimulus
attributes that may play a role in the assembly of the shadow test. The set of items
in the pool for stimulus s is denoted as Vs . Categorical item attributes, such as item
content or format, partition the item pool into sets of items V item

c ; c D 1; : : : ; C .
Note that different attributes involve different partitions. For simplicity, however,
only the case of one attribute is discussed; adding more constraints is straightfor-
ward. In addition, the items and stimuli are assumed to be described by quantitative
attributes, such as a word count or an item difficulty parameter. For simplicity, the
case of one quantitative attribute with value qi for item i and qs for stimulus s, re-
spectively, is discussed. Finally, the use of logical constraints on the assembly of the
shadow tests is illustrated through the presence of sets of items, V item

e ; e D 1; : : : ; E ,
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and sets of stimuli, V stim
e ; e D 1; : : : ; E , that clue each other; therefore, these items

or stimuli cannot be selected for the same test. In sum, the notation is

set of items with categorical attribute c : V item
c , c D 1; : : : ; C ;

set of stimuli with categorical attribute c : V stim
c , c D 1; : : : ; C ;

quantitative item attribute : qitem
i , i D 1; : : : ; I ;

quantitative stimulus attribute : qstim
s , s D 1; : : : ; S ;

sets of mutually exclusive items : V item
e , e D 1; : : : ; E;

sets of mutually exclusive stimuli : V stim
e , e D 1; : : : ; E .

The shadow-test model is

maximize
X

i2Ok

Ii .b�k�1/xi .maximum information/ (2.6)

subject to

IX

iD1

xi D nI . test length/ (2.7)

SX

sD1

zs D mI .number of stimuli/ (2.8)

X

i2Sk�1

xi D k � 1I .items already administered/ (2.9)

X

i2Vs

xi T nszs ; s D 1; :: ; S I .number of items per stimulus/ (2.10)

X

i2V item
c

xi T nitem
c ; c D 1; : : : ; C I .categorical item attribute/ (2.11)

IX

iD1

qi xi T bitem
q I .quantitative item attribute/ (2.12)

X

i2V stim
c

zs T nstim
c ; c D 1; : : : ; C I .categorical stimulus attribute/ (2.13)

IX

iD1

qszs T bstim
q I .quantitative stimulus attribute/ (2.14)

X

i2V item
e

xi � 1; e D 1; : : : ; EI .mutually exclusive items/ (2.15)

X

s2V stim
e

zs � 1; e D 1; : : : ; EI .mutually exclusive stimuli/ (2.16)

xi 2 f0; 1g; i D 1; : : : ; I I .domain of variables/ (2.17)

zs D f0; 1g; s D 1; : : : ; S: .domain of variables/ (2.18)
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The first two constraints set the numbers of items and stimuli in the test. The
constraint in (2.9) forces all k � 1 items already administered to be in the test. In
doing so, the model automatically accounts for the attributes of all these items. In the
next constraints, T indicates the choice of an equality or inequality symbol. Besides,
bounds on the number of items in a set are denoted as n and bounds on quantitative
attributes as b, with appropriate subscripts and superscripts to denote the nature of
the set or attribute. The constraints in (2.10) serve a double goal; not only do they
set a bound on the number of items per stimuli, but the presence of the stimulus
variables on their right-hand sides also keeps the selection of the stimuli and items
consistent. It is necessary to use these constraints always for a combination of a
lower and upper bound. If only one bound is needed, the other should be a dummy
chosen to be large or small enough to remain inactive (for an explanation, see van
de Linden, 2005b, sect. 7.1).

2.4.3 Numerical Aspects

A solution for an IP model as in (2.6)–(2.18) is a set of optimal values for the vari-
ables xi ; i D 1; : : : ; I , and zs ; s D 1; : : : ; S . Such solutions can only be obtained
through implicit enumeration in the form of a well-implemented branch-and-bound
(BAB) method. Although IP problems are known to be NP-hard (that is, have a
running time for their worst cases not bounded by a polynomial in the size of the
problem), we now have powerful solvers in the form of commercial software that
preprocess the problem and automatically avoid such cases. Nevertheless, the fol-
lowing ideas are still helpful (cf. van der Linden, 2005b, sects. 4.2 and 9.1.5).

First, note that the constraints in (2.7)–(2.18) do not depend on the value ofb� .
The update of this estimate only affects the objective function in (2.6). Repeated
application of the model for k D 1; : : : ; n can thus be described as a series of prob-
lems for which the space of feasible solutions remains the same but the coefficients
in the objective function (i.e., the values for the item information function) change.
The changes become generally small when the ability estimates stabilize. As a start
from a good initial feasible solution is essential, the obvious choice is to use the
.k � 1/th shadow test as the initial solution for the kth test. This measure has been
proven to improve the speed of the solution processes dramatically. Also, the first
shadow test need not be calculated during operational testing. If necessary, it can be
preassembled for the initial estimate of � in advance.

Second, additional improvement is gained by deliberate choice of the order in
which the solver branches on the decision variables. The variables for the items, xi ,
determine the selection of individual items, but those for the stimuli, zs , have an
impact on larger sets of items. It always pays off to branch first on the variables
with the largest impact. In the branching order, the stimulus variables should thus
precede the item variables.

Also, forcing the slack variables for the constraints in the model to be integers
has proven to be efficient. In the branching order, slack variables for constraints with
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stimuli should have higher priority than the decision variables for these stimuli, and
the same should hold for the items.

Finally, it is common to find values close to optimality for BAB processes long
before the end of the process. It therefore makes sense to stop the process as soon as
the objective function approaches a well-chosen bound satisfactorily closely. Good
results have been found for the objective function values for the relaxed version of
the model as upper bound with tolerances as small as 1–2% of the value.

All applications later in this chapter used CAT software developed at the
University of Twente. To calculate the shadow tests, the software made calls to
the solver in the CPLEX package. For a recent version of the solver (e.g., CPLEX
9.0; ILOG, 2003), the running time needed for one cycle of ability estimation and
item selection on a current PC is less than a second for item pools much larger
than the typical real-world pool. In fact, much larger times would not have involved
any problem since it is always possible to calculate ahead; that is, calculate two
solutions for the kth shadow test, one for the update of b� after a correct and the
other after an incorrect response, while the examinee works on item k � 1.

2.5 Four Applications to Adaptive Testing Problems

As shadow tests are full-size linear tests, any feature possible for regular fixed-form
test assembly can also be realized for an adaptive test. The only thing needed is
inserting the appropriate constraints into the shadow-test model in (2.6)–(2.18). The
shadow-test approach thus immediately accommodates the earlier-discussed wish
of testing programs that want to go adaptive but keep the same “look and feel” for
its tests.

For a testing program that already assembles its fixed forms using IP, the only
change required is to halve the right-hand-side bounds in the constraints in its
models. The result is a shadow-test model for an adaptive test of half the length
of its fixed test form but with the same relative composition. In fact, as discussed
at the end of this chapter, an adaptive testing algorithm based on the shadow-test
approach can used to assemble any of the existing test formats: adaptive, linear,
multistage, etc., in real time.

The flexibility of the shadow-test approach is illustrated with four applications
each addressing a different aspect of adaptive testing. In the first application, the
practicality of the shadow-test approach is demonstrated for an adaptive testing pro-
gram with an extremely large number of content constraints of varying nature. The
second application deals with the problem of differential speededness in adaptive
testing. As each examinee gets a different selection of items, and items differ greatly
in their time intensity, some of them may have trouble completing the test. It is
shown how the problem can be resolved by inserting a response-time constraint in
the shadow-test model. The question of how to deal with item-exposure control in
constrained adaptive testing with shadow tests is addressed in the third example.
The control is based on the use of random constraints in the test-assembly model
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that determine which items are eligible for the examinees with probabilities that
guarantee predetermined exposure rates. The last example addresses the case of a
testing program that uses a released fixed form of the test as a reference test to
help its examinees interpret their scores. It is shown how the observed scores on the
two versions of the test can be automatically equated by inserting a few additional
constraints into the model for the shadow test.

2.5.1 CAT with Large Numbers of Nonstatistical Constraints

In order to check the practicability of the shadow-test approach for a CAT program
with a large number of nonstatistical constraints, a simulation study was conducted
for a pool of 753 items from the Law School Admission Test (LSAT). A 50-item
adaptive version of the LSAT was simulated. The current linear version of the LSAT
is twice as long; all its specifications were reduced to half their size. The specifi-
cations dealt with such item and stimulus attributes as item and stimulus content,
gender and minority orientation, word counts, and answer-key distributions. The
set of content attributes defined an elaborate classification system for the items and
stimuli for which the test had to meet a large number of specifications. In all, the IP
model for the shadow test had 804 variables and 433 constraints.

Three conditions were simulated: (1) unconstrained CAT (adaptive version of
the LSAT ignoring all current specifications); (2) constrained CAT with the least
severely constrained section of the LSAT first; and (3) constrained CAT with the
most severely constrained section first. Mean-square error (MSE) and bias functions
were calculated for each of the three conditions after n D 10; 20; : : : ; 40 items.

The results are shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. For all test lengths, the results for
the conditions of unconstrained CAT and constrained CAT with the least severely
constrained section first were practically indistinguishable. The MSE and bias func-
tions for the condition of constrained CAT with the most severely constrained first
were less favorable for the shorter test lengths but matched those of the other two
conditions for n > 20. The results are discussed in more detail in van der Linden
and Reese (1998). The main conclusion from the study is that adding large numbers
of constraints to an adaptive test without substantial loss in statistical precision is
possible.

2.5.2 CAT with Response-Time Constraints

A problem not anticipated before adaptive testing became operational was differ-
ential speededness of the test. Most adaptive testing programs offer fixed-length
tests administered with fixed-size time slots. Test questions, however, vary consid-
erably in the amount of time needed to complete them due to the amount of reading
involved in the item, the nature of the problem formulated in it, etc. Because each
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Fig. 2.2 MSE functions after n D 10; 20; 30; and 40 items (unconstrained CAT: dotted; con-
strained CAT with least severely constrained section first: dashed; constrained CAT with most
severely constrained section first: solid)

examinee gets an individual selection of items, some examinees may run out of time
whereas others are able to finish easily.

The logic of adaptive testing with the shadow-test approach suggests resolving
the issue of differential speededness by adding a constraint to the shadow-test model
that guarantees the same time pressure for all examinees. Such a constraint is possi-
ble provided we have a model for the distribution of the response times (RTs) of an
examinee responding to an item with separate parameters for the examinee and the
item. The following approach is based on a lognormal response-time model (van der
Linden, 2006). For an examinee j operating at a speed 	j 2 .�1; 1/ on the items
in the test, the model assumes a normal density for the distribution of the logarithm
of his or her RT on item i , ln Tij , with item parameters ˇi 2 .�1; 1/ for the time
intensity of the item and discrimination parameters ˛i > 0. The model equation is

f .tijI 	j ; ˛i ; ˇi / D ˛i

tij

p
2�

exp

�
�1

2
Œ˛i .ln tij � .ˇi � 	j //�2

�
: (2.19)
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Fig. 2.3 Bias functions after n D 10; 20; 30, and 40 items (unconstrained CAT: dotted; con-
strained CAT with least severely constrained section first: dashed; constrained CAT with most
severely constrained section first: solid)

The mean of the distribution is thus equal to ˇi � 	j , which implies a tendency to
a longer RT for an item that is more time-intensive and/or an examinee working
at a higher speed. The relation between ln tij and its mean ˇi � 	j is modified by
discrimination parameter ˛i , which is the reciprocal of the standard deviation of the
distribution. It is easy to estimate the item parameters as part of the standard item
calibration required for adaptive testing, provided the RTs of the examinees during
item pretesting have been saved (van der Linden, 2006).

The necessary constraint assumes a permanent update of an estimate of the
examinee’s speed parameter 	j using his or her RTs during the test, just as the esti-
mate of the ability parameter � is updated using his or her responses. The estimate
of 	j is then used along with the known item parameters ˇi and ˛i to predict the RT
distributions for the examinee on all remaining items in the pool from the model in
(2.19). The constraint to be added to the shadow-test model requires the sum of the
predicted RTs on the free items in the shadow test and the time actually used on the
items already administered not to be larger than the time limit for the test.
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The procedure combines excellently with a Bayesian update of 	 during the test
using the logRTs. For a normal prior distribution of � , the posterior predictive densi-
ties of the logRTs on the remaining items are also normal with means and variances
that are easily calculated. Details of the statistical aspects of this procedure are pre-
sented in van der Linden (2009a).

More formally,suppose k�1 items have already been administered. At this point,
the total time spent on the test is equal to

X

i2Sk�1

tijxi : (2.20)

Also, the posterior predicted distributions of the RTs on the remaining items in Rk

are known. Letet ij be the predicted RT by examinee j on item i , whereas ln et �k

ij is
the �th percentile in the posterior distribution of ln Tij to be used to select the kth
item. It makes sense to choose more liberal values of �k in the beginning of the test
but become conservative toward the end of it. The predicted time on the free items
in the shadow test is X

i2Rk

Qt �k

ij xi : (2.21)

For time limit tlim in use for the test, the constraint required to control the item
selection for differential speededness is

X

i2Sk�1

tijxi C
X

i2Rk

Qt �k

ij xi � tlim: (2.22)

The procedure was applied to an item pool for the adaptive version of the Arith-
metic Reasoning Test in the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB).
The pool consisted of 186 items calibrated under the model in (2.1). Response times
were recorded for 38,357 examinees who had taken the test previously. The test had
a length of 15 items and the time limit was tlim D 39 minutes (2,340 seconds). Per-
centile �k was chosen to be the 50th percentile for k D 1 and moved up in equal
steps to the 95th percentile for the last three items. In order to evaluate the effects
of the constraint in (2.22) on the time needed by the examinees, versions of the test
without and with the constraint were simulated. The range of the ability and speed
parameters in the simulation was the same as for the empirical estimates of these
parameters from the data set.

Some of the results are shown in Figure 2.4. The first panel shows the average
time needed to complete the test as a function of speed parameter 	 for the condition
without the constraint. Different curves are displayed for the different values of �

used in the study. The faster examinees had considerable amounts of time left after
completion of the test, but one of the ability groups among the slowest examinees
ran out of time. The second panel shows the same information for the condition with
the constraint. For this condition, none of the ability groups ran out of time.
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Fig. 2.4 Time needed to complete the test without (first panel) and with (second panel) the re-
sponse time constraint in (2.22). Note: dotted line indicates the time limit. [Reproduced with
permission from W. J. van der Linden (2009). Predictive control of speededness in adaptive testing.
Applied Psychological Measurement, 33, 25–41.]

Interestingly, the group that ran out of time for the condition without the con-
straint was the group with the highest ability. This finding may go against the
reader’s intuition but can be explained as follows. Additional analyses of the data
set revealed a rather strong positive correlation between the difficulties and time in-
tensities of the items in the pool (r D 0:65). Because the test was adaptive, the more
able examinees received the more difficult items, particularly toward the end of the
test, and thus needed more time to solve them. Consequently, the examinees in this
group who operated more slowly had trouble completing the test on time. The corre-
lation between speed and ability for the sample of ASVAB examinees was r D 0:04,
suggesting that the combination of high ability with high speed was equally likely
as with low speed.

The results indicate that the current time limit for the ASVAB test was quite gen-
erous. The effects of differential speededness were therefore minor. In fact, a much
more conspicuous feature of the plots in Figure 2.4 is the large amount of unused
time after completion of the test for the majority of the examinees. This finding
suggests shortening the time limit and using the constraint in (2.22) to prevent dif-
ferential speededness under the tighter limit. For results that show that the constraint
remained fully effective when the time limit was shortened to tlim D 29 minutes, see
van der Linden (2009a).

2.5.3 CAT with Item-Exposure Control

For item selection based on (2.1), the probability of an item being selected for an
examinee with a given estimate of � depends on the size of its information measure
at the estimate relative to the other items in the pool. As is well known, the informa-
tion measure is predominantly determined by the discrimination parameter of the
item. However, the fact that an item is selected frequently does not mean that all
other items are necessarily much worse. Even a small difference in discriminating
power can make one item be selected frequently and another rarely.
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In order to avoid security problems due to capitalization on a small subset of
items, CAT programs usually modify their item-selection process to yield exposure
rates for their most popular items not larger than a well-chosen target value. As a
result, the exposure rates of the other items in the pool go up, generally in the order
of the value of their discrimination parameters.

Sympson and Hetter (1985) introduced the idea of having a probability
experiment determine if an item selected should be actually administered or re-
moved from the pool for the examinee. The experiment had to be repeated until an
item was administered. Stocking and Lewis (1998, 2000) proposed a conditional
version of this method. Let P.Si j �/ denote the probability of selecting item i

conditional on the ability � , and Ai the event of administering the item. For a given
maximum exposure rate, rmax, it should thus hold that

P.Ai j �/ D P.Ai ; Si j �/ D P.Ai j Si ; �/P.Si j �/ � rmax: (2.23)

The probabilities of item selection P.Si j �/ depend on the composition of the
item pool and the algorithms in the CAT software, and are thus fixed by design.
Hence, the upper bound on the exposure rates P.Ai j �/ should be realized by
manipulating the values for the conditional probabilities P.Ai j Si ; �/. However,
finding optimal values for these control parameters requires an extensive iterative
process of computer simulations with cycles of (1) simulating the test, (2) esti-
mating the probabilities of selection, and (3) adjusting the values for the control
parameters.

Stocking and Lewis also suggested a more efficient probability experiment to
implement Sympson–Hetter item-exposure control, which does not require separate
experiments for each of the individual items selected by the CAT algorithm but
enables us to pick the item from the result of a single experiment over the list of
the � most informative items at the ability estimate, where � is a number to be
selected by the testing program. The same experiment can easily be implemented for
Sympson–Hetter item-exposure control in adaptive testing with shadow tests. The
only necessary modification is the replacement of the list of the most informative
items in the item pool by a list of the most informative free items in the shadow test.

A disadvantage of the implementation, however, is the decrease in the number of
available free items toward the end of the test. An alternative without this problem
is a multiple-shadow-test approach in which a set of shadow tests (two or three,
say) is assembled prior to the selection of each item instead of a single test. Each of
the shadow tests in the set has to meet the same set of test specifications. Also, the
tests share the k � 1 items that have already been administered; otherwise, they are
different but parallel. The list of the best � items for the Stocking–Lewis experiment
is then selected from the set of all free items in the shadow tests.

Simultaneous assembly of a set of shadow tests requires only a simple reformula-
tion of the optimization model in (2.6)–(2.18), and the method does not involve any
new technical or computational complications (van der Linden, 2005b, sect. 9.4.3;
Veldkamp & van der Linden, 2008). As demonstrated by the empirical results in
these references, the method works well. However, like any other method based on
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Sympson–Hetter item-exposure control, it still requires the time-consuming itera-
tive process of finding the optimal control parameters in (2.23).

An alternative approach within the shadow-test framework, which avoids
this process, is to control the exposure rates through random selection of item-
ineligibility constraints in the shadow test model rather than a probability
experiment that eliminates items after they have been selected. The appropriate
constraints are

x1 D 0; i D 1; : : : ; I: (2.24)

To derive the probabilities with which the constraints have to be imposed for
each of the items in the pool, a relation analogous to (2.23) can be derived. Let Ei

denote the event of item i being eligible for the current examinee whereas Ai still
denotes the event of the item being administered. Because Ai � Ei , it should thus
hold that

P.Ai j �/ D P.Ai ; Ei j �/ D P.Ai j Ei ; �/P.Ei j �/ � rmax: (2.25)

As shown in van der Linden and Veldkamp (2007), the relation can be
rewritten as

P.Ei j �/ � rmax

P.Ai j �/
P.Ei j �/: (2.26)

Let j denote the examinees in the order in which they take the test. We can con-
ceive of (2.26) as a recurrence relation across these examinees; that is, for examinee
j C 1, the relation becomes

P .j C1/.Ei j �/ � rmax

P .j /.Ai j �/
P .j /.Ei j �/: (2.27)

The equation gives the update of the probability of item eligibility for each next
examinee. The two right-hand-side probabilities can easily be estimated from con-
tinuously updated counts of the events Ei and Ai during all previous examinees.
To determine if the constraint in (2.23) has to be imposed, a Bernoulli experiment
for each of the items with the left-hand-sided probability in (2.27) suffices. The
experiments have to be conducted only once, before the examinee begins the test.

Use of the equation in (2.27) results in a self-adaptive system of item-
exposure control. As soon as P .j /.Ai j �/ > rmax, the probability of eligibility
P .j C1/.Ei j �/ goes down, and so will P .j /.Ai j �/. The reverse also holds. For
these and other features of the method, see van der Linden and Veldkamp (2007).

Figure 2.5 shows a selection from the conditional exposure rates in a simulation
study with a 25-item adaptive version of a section from the LSAT from a pool of 305
items. Six different levels of exposure control were simulated: no control and control
with rmax D 0:20, 0:15, 0:10, 0:05, and 0:025. The patterns of conditional exposure
rates for the 305 items in Figure 2.3 were typical of all patterns in this study: First,
except for some negligible remaining random noise, the maximum exposure rate
was always lower than the target value rmax. Second, the lower this target, the greater
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Fig. 2.5 Time needed to complete the test without (first panel) and with (second panel) the re-
sponse time constraint in (2.22). Note: dotted line indicates the time limit. [Reproduced with
permission from W. J. van der Linden and B. P. Veldkamp (2007). Conditional item-exposure
control in adaptive testing using item-ineligibility probabilities. Journal of Educational and Be-
havioral Statistics, 32, 398–418.]

the set of items with positive exposure rates. Finally, for the lowest value for the
target rmax, nearly all items became active.

For programs with larger sets of content constraints, low target values, and
smaller item pools, the Bernoulli experiments may occasionally result in too
many ineligibility constraints and as a result the shadow-test model may become
infeasible. Also, rather than using direct updates of the probability estimates in
(2.27), it is advantageous to use a technique from Bayesian networks known
as fading. For these and other implementation issues, see van der Linden and
Veldkamp (2007).

2.5.4 CAT with Equated Number-Correct Scores

The necessity to equate scores on an adaptive test to number-correct scores on a
fixed, linear test has at least two practical reasons. First, testing programs making
the transition to an adaptive testing format may want to offer their examinees the
choice between a former linear version with number-correct scoring and the new
adaptive version of the test. However, this choice is only justified if the scores on
both versions are comparable. To achieve comparable scores, the method of equiper-
centile equating has been applied to equate ability estimates to number-correct
scores for this purpose (Segall, 1997). Second, as the items in an adaptive test can-
not be released when an examinee takes the test, some testing programs release a
linear version of the test to help the examinees with the interpretation of their CAT
scores. This use of a linear test as a reference test requires the same type of score
equating.
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Instead of a separate equating study for each new reference test, the logic of con-
strained adaptive testing with shadow tests proposed in this chapter suggests the use
of constraints that guarantee an adaptive test to have observed scores automatically
equated to those on the linear test. Such constraints are possible using a condition
derived in van der Linden and Luecht (1998). These authors show that, for any
value of � , the conditional distributions of observed number-correct scores on two
test forms with items i D 1; : : : ; n and j D 1; : : : ; n are identical if and only if

nX

iD1

P r
i .�/ D

nX

j D1

P r
j .�/; r D 1; : : : ; n: (2.28)

They also show that the conditions quickly vanish for r ! n, and report nearly
perfect empirical results for r D 2 or 3.

Note that the conditions in (2.28) are linear in the items. They therefore lend
themselves easily to insertion in an IP model for the assembly of shadow tests.

Let j D 1; : : : ; n indicate the items in the reference test to which the adaptive
test has to be equated. The following set of constraints should be used:

nX

iD1

P r
i

�
b�k�1

�
xi �
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j D1

P r
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�
b�k�1

�
� c; r D 1; : : : ; R; � n; (2.29)
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iD1

P r
i .b�k�1/xi �
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j D1

P r
j

�
b�k�1

�
� �c; r D 1; : : : ; R � n; (2.30)

where c is a tolerance parameter with an arbitrarily small value and R need not be
larger than 3 or 4. Note that these constraints thus require the difference between
the sums of powers of the response functions at b�k�1 to be in an arbitrarily small
interval about zero, (�c; c). They do not require the two sets of response functions
to be identical across the whole range of � . Also, they only require sums of powers
of their values atb�k�1 to be identical, not the powers of the response functions of the
individual items. Thus, the algorithm does not build adaptive tests that are required
to be item-by-item parallel to the alternative test.

In order to assess the effects of the constraints in (2.29)–(2.30) on the observed
number-correct scores in the adaptive test, a simulation study was conducted for
the same item pool from the LSAT as in the first application above. Two results for
two different conditions were compared: (1) unconstrained CAT and (2) constrained
CAT with the above conditions for R D 1; 2. In either condition, the true values of
the examinees were sampled from N.0; 1/. The observed number-correct scores
were recorded after n D 20; : : : ; 50 items. As a reference test, a previous form of
the LSAT was used.

The results are given in Figure 2.6. As expected, the observed number-correct
distribution for the unconstrained CAT was peaked with a mode slightly larger
than n=2. After 20 items the observed number-correct distributions for the con-
strained condition had already moved away from this distribution toward the target
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Fig. 2.6 Observed-score distributions for CAT with and without constraints for number-correct
score equating (Target distribution: dotted; CAT without constraints: solid; CAT with constraint for
R D 1: dashed-dotted; CAT with constraints for R D 1; 2: dashed). [Reproduced with permission
from W. J. van der Linden (2001). Adaptive testing with equated number-correct scoring. Applied
Psychological Measurement, 24, 343–355.]

distribution on the reference test. After 30 items, the observed number-correct dis-
tributions for the constrained CAT and the reference test were indistinguishable for
all practical purposes. The choice of value for R did not seem to matter much.
Neither did the ability estimators show any differences in bias between the two
conditions. On the other hand, the study revealed a loss in mean-square error for the
constrained CAT condition comparable to that for the constrained CAT conditions in
Figure 2.2.

Observe that the equating introduced by the constraints in (2.29)–( 2.30) is ac-
tually much more powerful than traditional equipercentile equating. The goal of
the latter is only to match the marginal distributions for the population in the
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study whereas the current constraints imply local equating, that is, matching of the
conditional distributions given the ability level of the examinees as well (van der
Linden, 2009b).

2.6 Concluding Remarks

The empirical examples above illustrate the application of several types of
constraints. These examples do not exhaust all possibilities. A more recent exam-
ple is the formulation of Chang and Ying’s (1999) ˛-stratified multistage adaptive
testing scheme in the current framework to allow for large numbers of content
constraints on the adaptive test (Chang & van der Linden, 2003; van der Linden &
Chang, 2003). Also, because the adaptive test is realized through a series of shadow
tests, specifications can be imposed in ways that do not exist for the assembly of a
single linear test. These new implementations include the possibility of alternating
systematically between objective functions for successive shadow tests to deal with
cases of multiple-objective test assembly and, as illustrated in the third application
above, using random constraints. However, the full array of possible applications of
such implementations to constrained adaptive testing still has to be explored.

It seems tempting to think of adaptive testing as a specific form of test assembly
in which one item is selected at a time rather than all items simultaneously. However,
as already hinted at, a software program for adaptive testing with the shadow-test
approach is the most general test assembler possible. A change from one testing for-
mat to another can easily be realized through a change of the test-assembly model or
the selection of the items from the shadow tests. Earlier in this chapter, we have al-
ready indicated how to change from a linear testing program to an adaptive program
with the same content specifications. Conversely, a linear test form can be treated as
a common first shadow test administered in full to all examinees. Likewise, linear-
on-the-fly testing can be made adaptive by first assembling shadow tests at the initial
ability estimates for the examinees, which then are also taken in full. A software pro-
gram for adaptive testing with shadow tests can also serve as a real-time assembler
of multistage tests. The only necessary change is administering more than one item
from a shadow test before reassembling it at a new ability estimate.
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Chapter 3
Principles of Multidimensional Adaptive Testing

Daniel O. Segall

3.1 Introduction

Tests used to measure individual differences are often designed to provide
comprehensive information along several dimensions of knowledge, skill, or ability.
For example, college entrance exams routinely provide separate scores on math and
verbal dimensions. Some colleges may elect to base qualification on a compen-
satory model, where an applicant’s total score (math plus verbal) must exceed some
specified cutoff. In this instance, the individual math and verbal scores may provide
useful feedback to students and schools about strengths and weaknesses in apti-
tudes and curriculum. In other instances, colleges may elect to base qualification on
a multiple-hurdle model, where the applicant’s scores on selected components must
exceed separate cutoffs defined along each dimension. For example, a college may
elect to have one qualification standard for math knowledge and another standard
for verbal proficiency. Applicants may be required to meet one or the other, or both
standards, to qualify for entrance. In all these instances, it is useful and important
for the individual component scores to possess adequate psychometric properties,
including sufficient precision and validity.

When the dimensions measured by a test or battery are correlated, responses to
items measuring one dimension provide clues about the examinee’s standing along
other dimensions. An examinee exhibiting a high-level vocabulary proficiency is
likely (although not assured) to exhibit a similar high level of reading compre-
hension, and vice-versa. Knowledge of the magnitude of the association between
the dimensions in the population of interest, in addition to the individual’s perfor-
mance levels, can add a unique source of information, and if used properly can
lead to a more precise estimate of proficiencies. This cross-information is ignored
by conventional scoring methods and by unidimensional item selection and scoring
methods used in computerized adaptive testing (CAT). The challenge discussed in
this chapter is to increase the efficiency of adaptive item selection and scoring algo-
rithms by extending unidimensional methods to the simultaneous measurement of
multiple dimensions.
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The cross-information gathered from items of correlated dimensions can be
effectively modeled by multidimensional item response theory. In the case of com-
puterized adaptive testing, this information can aid measurement in two ways. First,
it can aid in the selection of items, leading to the choice of more informative
items. Second, it can aid in the estimation of ability, leading to test scores with
added precision. In order to realize these benefits, two generalizations of unidi-
mensional adaptive testing are necessary, one for item selection, and another for
scoring. The benefit of this multidimensional generalization is increased measure-
ment efficiency—manifested by either greater precision or reduced test lengths.

3.2 Literature Review

Bloxom and Vale (1987) were the first to formally consider the extension of uni-
dimensional adaptive testing methods to multiple dimensions. They noted that the
direct multivariate generalization of unidimensional IRT scoring procedures could
easily exceed the computational power of personal computers of the time (mid-
1980s). To avoid intensive calculations associated with iterative algorithms and
numerical integration, they proposed an efficient scoring procedure based on a
multivariate extension of Owen’s (1975) sequential updating procedure. Through
a series of normal approximations, the multivariate extension provides closed-form
expressions for point estimates of ability. The issue of efficient item selection was
not explicitly addressed by Bloxom and Vale.

Tam (1992) developed an iterative maximum likelihood (ML) ability estimation
procedure for the two-dimensional normal-ogive model. Tam evaluated this proce-
dure along with several others using such criteria as precision, test information, and
computation time. Like Bloxom and Vale, the problem of item selection was not
specifically addressed. Tam’s item selection procedures assumed ideal item pools
where the difficulty of the item was matched to the current ability level of the
examinee.

Segall (1996) extended previous work (Bloxom and Vale, 1987; Tam, 1992) by
providing a theory-based procedure for item selection that incorporates prior knowl-
edge of the joint distribution of ability. Segall also presented maximum likelihood
and Bayesian procedures for item selection and scoring of multidimensional adap-
tive tests for the general H -dimensional model. By this point in time (mid-1990s),
the power of personal computers could support the computations associated with
iterative numerical procedures, making approximate-scoring methods of the type
suggested by Bloxom and Vale (1987) less desirable. The benefits of the Bayesian
approach were evaluated from simulations based on a large-scale high-stakes test:
the Computerized Adaptive Testing version of the Armed Services Vocational Apti-
tude Battery (Segall and Moreno, 1999). Segall demonstrated that for realistic item
pools, multidimensional adaptive testing can provide equal or higher precision with
about one third fewer items than required by unidimensional adaptive testing.
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Luecht (1996) examined the benefits of applying multidimensional item selection
and scoring techniques in a licensing/certification context, where mandatory com-
plex content constraints were imposed. He compared the reliability of the ML
multidimensional approach (Segall, 1996) to a unidimensional CAT. Results demon-
strated that a shorter multidimensional CAT with content constraints could achieve
about the same subscore reliability as its longer unidimensional counterpart. Esti-
mated savings in test lengths were consistent with Segall’s findings, ranging from
about 25–40%.

van der Linden (1999) presents a multidimensional adaptive testing method in-
tended to optimize the precision of a composite measure, where the composite of
interest is a linear function of latent abilities. The composite weights associated with
each dimension are specified a priori, based on external developer-defined criteria.
Ability estimation proceeds according to ML, and item selection is based on a min-
imum error variance criterion. The error (or sampling) variance of the composite
measure is obtained from a linear combination of elements from the inverse Fisher-
information matrix. van der Linden demonstrates that for a two-dimensional item
pool, a 50-item adaptive test provides nearly uniform measurement precision across
the ability space. For shorter tests (of 10 and 30 items), the ML estimates tended to
be considerably biased and inefficient.

As pointed out by van der Linden (1999), a Bayesian procedure such as the one
proposed by Segall (1996) can lead to inferences that are more informative than
those based on ML approaches. This is true when the dimensions underlying the
item responses are correlated, and the joint distribution of latent ability is known
or estimable with a fair degree of accuracy. The greatest benefit of a Bayesian ap-
proach is likely to occur for short to moderate test lengths, or when test length
is short relative to the number of dimensions. Added information is provided by
the prior distribution, which incorporates known dependencies among the ability
variables. The remainder of this chapter provides an explication of Segall’s (1996)
Bayesian methodology for item selection and scoring of multidimensional adap-
tive tests.

3.3 Multidimensional Item Selection and Scoring

Two-unidimensional item selection and scoring approaches, based on maximum
likelihood and Bayesian estimation, have direct multidimensional counterparts.
Associated with each of the two approaches are adaptive item selection rules,
and methods for estimating ability and quantifying the level of uncertainty in
the ability estimates. However, the extension based on maximum-likelihood the-
ory has serious deficiencies. Although successful unidimensional applications of
maximum-likelihood procedures exist, at least two drawbacks are exacerbated in
multidimensional CAT. First, toward the beginning of the adaptive test, item selec-
tion is hampered by noninformative likelihood functions that possess indeterminate
or poorly defined maxima. Consequently, some adhockery is needed to bolster item
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selection procedures in the absence of sufficient data. Second, the ML item selection
approach does not consider prior knowledge about the joint distribution of ability.
These shortcomings are remedied by the Bayesian methodology.

The objective of the multidimensional adaptive testing algorithms is the efficient
estimation of the H -dimensional vector of ability values � D f�1; �2; : : : ; �H g.
The development of these algorithms is based on five principles and their associated
steps drawn primarily from Bayesian theory. The first section below describes the
specification of the prior density function which characterizes all usable information
about the latent ability parameters before the data (item-responses) are observed.
The second section describes the likelihood function, which provides a mathematical
description of the process giving rise to the observed item responses in terms of
the unknown ability parameters. The next section outlines the specification of the
posterior distribution, which summarizes the current state of knowledge (arising
from both the observed responses and the prior information). The fourth section
casts the issue of item selection in terms of a Bayes decision problem for choosing
among optimal experiments, and derives an expression for item-specific information
measures to be used for choosing among candidate items. The final section derives
specific posterior inference statements from the posterior distribution, which consist
of point estimates of ability.

3.3.1 Prior Density

Here we consider a two-stage process that leads to an individual’s item responses.
First, an individual is sampled from a population (with a known distribution). That
is, a value of � is sampled from a population with distribution f .�/. Second, this
individual (with fixed �) is administered multiple test items resulting in a set of
binary (correct/incorrect) responses. Under this model, the ability parameters � are
treated as random variables with distribution f .�/. We shall consider the case in
which f is multivariate normal,

f .�/ D .2�/�H=2jˆj�1=2 exp

	
�1

2
.� � �/0ˆ�1.� � �/



; (3.1)

with mean vector � D f�1; �2; : : : ; �H g and H 	 H covariance matrix ˆ. We
further assume that � and ˆ are known. The prior f .�/ encapsulates all usable
knowledge about � before the item responses have been collected.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the joint density function for a bivariate normal prior with
centroid �1 D �2 D 0, and covariance terms 
11 D 
22 D 1, and 
12 D 0:6.
Also displayed are the marginal distributions for each dimension, which are also
normally distributed with means and variances equal to their corresponding values
in the bivariate distribution (i.e., 0 and 1, respectively). From Figure 3.1 it is evi-
dent that prior information about �1 comes from two sources. First, the range of
probable values is confined primarily to the interval .�2; C2/, as indicated by the
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Fig. 3.1 Bivariate normal prior distribution

marginal distribution. Second, small values of �1 tend to be associated with small
values of �2, and a similar association is observed for moderate and large values of
�1 and �2. Thus, a second source of information about �1 comes from its associ-
ation with �2. In the general H -dimensional case, prior information derived from
correlated dimensions leads to additional precision for the estimation of individual
ability parameters.

3.3.2 Likelihood Function

The modeled data consist of a vector of scored responses from an individual ex-
aminee un D fui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uing to n adaptively administered items. The set of
administered items is denoted by Sn D fi1; i2; : : : ; ing, whose elements uniquely
identify the items, which are indexed in the pool according to i D 1; 2; : : : ; I . For
example, if the first item administered was the 50th item in the pool, then i1 D 50;
if the second item administered was the 24th item in the pool, then i2 D 24; and so
forth. In this case S2 D f50; 24g. If item 50 was answered correctly, and item 24
answered incorrectly, then u2 D f1; 0g. For notational simplicity, we shall assume
that the nonsubscripted item-response vector u contains n elements (i.e. u � un).
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Furthermore, examinees can be characterized by their standing on H traits
denoted by the vector � D f�1; �2; : : : ; �H g, where each trait affects performance
on one or more test items. The item-response function for item i is given by

pi .�/ � Prob.Ui D 1j�/ D ci C 1 � ci

1 C exp
��Da0

i .� � bi 1/
� ; (3.2)

where Ui is the binary random variable containing the response to item i (Ui D 1,
if item i is answered correctly; and Ui D 0 otherwise), ci is the probability that
a person with infinitely low ability will answer item i correctly, bi is the difficulty
parameter of item i , 1 is an H 	 1 vector of 1’s, D is the constant 1:7, and a0

i is an
1 	 H vector of discrimination parameters for item i .

The form of the item-response function (3.2) is a generalization of the three-
parameter logistic model proposed by Birnbaum (1968), with the addition of a
linear-compensatory rule for multiple latent traits. For a one-dimensional model
(H D 1), this function reduces to the standard three-parameter logistic model. Also
note that the model possesses a single difficulty parameter bi . Separate difficulty
parameters for each dimension are indeterminate and thus cannot be estimated from
observed response data.

Another basic model assumption is that of local or conditional independence
(Lord & Novick, 1968). According to this assumption, the joint probability function
of a set of n responses fui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uing for an examinee of ability � is equal to the
product of the probabilities associated with the individual item responses,

f .Ui1 D ui1 ; Ui2 D ui2 ; : : : ; Uin D uin j�/ D
Y

i2Sn

pi .�/ui qi .�/1�ui ; (3.3)

where the product runs over the set of administered (or selected) items Sn D
fi1; i2; : : : ; ing, and qi .�/ D 1 � pi .�/. The ability to express f .Ui1 D ui1 ; Ui2 D
ui2 ; : : : ; Uin D uin j�/ as a product of terms that depend on individual item-response
functions leads to computational simplifications in item selection and scoring. With-
out the assumption of local independence, expressions required by ML and Bayes
methods would be intractable for all but very short tests.

The likelihood function given by

L.uj�/ D
Y

i2Sn

pi .�/ui qi .�/1�ui (3.4)

is algebraically equivalent to the joint probability function (3.3). The change in no-
tation, however, reflects a shift in emphasis from the random variables u with �

fixed, to the parameters � , with u fixed. Since u are a set of sampled (observed)
values of the item responses, the quantity L.uj�/ is merely a function of the param-
eters � .

Figure 3.2 illustrates the likelihood function for the pattern of responses to the
eight-item test displayed in Table 3.1. As indicated, the region of highest likelihood
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Table 3.1 Example item parameters and responses

Item a1 a2 b c u Item a1 a2 b c u

1 1.0 0.0 0.00 0.20 1 5 0.0 1.0 0:55 0.20 1
2 0.0 1.0 0.50 0.20 0 6 1.0 1.5 0:95 0.20 0
3 1.0 1.0 0.75 0.30 1 7 2.0 0.0 �1:00 0.20 1
4 2.0 0.0 0.60 0.25 0 8 0.0 1.7 �0:70 0.20 1

occurs near the point .0:257; 0:516/. However, this value as a point estimate of abil-
ity does not consider information contributed by the prior distribution. Both sources
of information are combined, however, by the posterior density.

3.3.3 Posterior Density

Given specifications for the prior f .�/ and likelihood L.uj�/, we are now in a
position to make probability statements about � given u. These can be made through
an application of Bayes’ rule that is used to construct the posterior density function

f .� ju/ D L.uj�/f .�/

f .u/
; (3.5)
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where f .�/ is the multivariate normal density function (3.1), L.uj�/ is the likeli-
hood function (3.4), and f .u/ is the marginal probability of u given by

f .u/ D
Z 1

�1
L.uj�/f .�/d�:

The posterior density f .� ju/ contains all existing information about � and is used
as a basis to provide point and interval estimates of ability parameters � . As implied
by the notation, the posterior represents the distribution of � for fixed u, where u is
fixed at the observed response values for the n items.

Figure 3.3 displays the posterior density function for the pattern of responses dis-
played in Table 3.1. According to (3.5), the height of the posterior density function
is proportional to the product of the prior times the likelihood. Since the posterior
distribution incorporates the information from the item responses, it is generally
less variable than the prior distribution (Figure 3.1). Note also that the posterior
density function forms a compromise between the prior and likelihood (Figure 3.2)
functions. In the example displayed in Figure 3.3, the mode of the posterior density
.0:233; 0:317/ forms a compromise between the prior centered at .0; 0/ and the data,
which suggest that the most likely value of � is .0:257; 0:516/. In this example, the
centroid of the posterior distribution is more heavily influenced by the data than by
the prior. In general, the role of the prior diminishes as the test length is increased.

Fig. 3.3 Posterior
distribution f .� ju/ 4
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3.3.4 Item Selection

Item selection in adaptive testing can be framed in terms of a specialized area
of Bayesian decision theory, namely the area pertaining to choice of experiments
(Bernardo & Smith, 1994, p. 63). Suppose that to assist in the measurement of � ,
we can choose among several experiments. In the adaptive testing context, the kth
experiment would involve the administration of item ik from the pool of remaining
items, denoted by Rk D f1; 2; : : : ; I g n Sk�1. Given that k � 1 items have already
been administered, the task is to decide which item is to be administered as the next
(kth) item from the set of remaining items Rk .

Bayesian decision theory considers the utility of administering each candidate
item, and chooses the item with the highest expected utility. The item-specific utility
can be expressed as a function of at least two sources: the cost of administering item
i , and a loss for making inference O� when the true parameter is � . When the cost of
administration is the same for all items, then it can be shown (O’Hagan, 1994, p. 87)
that the following item-selection strategy will maximize utility: Choose the item that
provides the largest decrement in the size of the posterior credibility region.

This item-selection criterion can be illustrated with an example in which two
dimensions are measured, and where the posterior distribution f .� juk/ is bivari-
ate normal. Figure 3.4 displays two normal posterior distributions with centroids
.0; 0/, � D 0:6, and standard deviations �1 D �2 D 1 (Figure 3.4a) and �1 D
�2 D 0:8 (Figure 3.4b). Associated with each distribution is an isodensity contour—
a cross-section of the surface made by a plane parallel to the .�1; �2/-plane. In
general, these contours are elliptical and can be used to define multidimensional
credible regions—regions of the posterior distribution containing 50%, 90%, 95%,
or 99% of the probability under f .�juk/. The coverage proportions or percentages
can be adjusted by raising or lowering the altitude of the intersecting parallel plane,
which in turn influences the size of the elliptical region.
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Fig. 3.4 Isodensity contours: (a) N.� D 0I �1 D �2 D 1:0/; (b) N.� D 0I �1 D �2 D 0:8/
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The two elliptical regions displayed in Figure 3.4 each contain about 39% of
the probability under their respective densities. Geometrically, this means that the
volume of the three-dimensional region between the bivariate normal surface and the
(�1; �2)-plane, bounded laterally by the right elliptic cylinder based on the pictured
ellipse, is equal to 0.39 (Tatsuoka, 1971, p. 70). Note, however, that the size (area) of
the elliptical credible region in Figure 3.4b is considerably smaller than the region
in Figure 3.4a. If these distributions represented the expected posterior outcomes
from administering two different items, we would prefer the outcome depicted in
Figure 3.4b—the outcome that provides the smallest credible region.

For a normal posterior distribution, the size (length, area, volume) of the credible
region is given by

Vi D j†i j1=2 	 g.H/ 	 ��2
H .p/

�H=2
; (3.6)

where †i is the posterior covariance matrix based on the administration of item i

(for i 2 Rk), H is the number of dimensions, g.H/ is a term based on the num-
ber of dimensions, and �2

H .p/ is the �2-value .df D H/ located at the p 	 100

percentile (Anderson, 1984, p. 263). The coverage probability p can be altered by
reference to the appropriate percentiles of the �2-distribution. When comparisons
are made among the credible regions of different candidate items, all terms except
the first remain constant in (3.6). Thus, the item with the smallest value of j†i j will
provide the largest decrement in the size of the posterior credibility region.

Two related issues hamper the direct application of j†i j as an item selection cri-
terion. First, the posterior density f .�juk/ as parameterized by (3.5) is not normal.
Second, the posterior density of interest is based on responses uik to candidate items
.ik 2 Rk/, which have not yet been observed. Both these problems can be solved
by approximating the nonnormal posterior with a multivariate normal density based
on the curvature at the mode. Specifically, the posterior distribution f .� juk/ (ob-
tained after the administration of item ik and observation of the associated response
uik ) can be approximated by a normal distribution having mean equal to the poste-

rior mode O�k�1
, and covariance matrix †i jSk�1

equal to the inverse of the posterior

information matrix evaluated at the mode O�k�1
:

†i jSk�1
D �

Ii jSk�1

��1
;

where the information matrix Ii jSk�1
is minus the expected Hessian (second deriva-

tive matrix) of the log posterior

Ii jSk�1
D �E

	
@2

@�@� 0 ln f .� juk/



; (3.7)

and where the expectation is over the random item-response variables uk . As the
conditional notation “i jSk�1” implies, the posterior covariance and information
matrices associated with the i th item depend on both (a) the characteristics
of the candidate item i itself, and (b) the characteristics of the administered
items Sk�1.
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Note that in (3.7), the last element of uk , namely uik , has not yet been observed.
However, by taking the expectation of the matrix of second derivatives, the item-
response terms uk are replaced by their expected values pi .�/, and the covariance
matrix †i jSk�1

can be calculated prior to the administration of the candidate item i .

The required posterior mode O�k�1
is calculated from the k � 1 administered items.

The information matrix Ii jSk�1
is calculated from the item parameters of the k � 1

administered items, and from the parameters of the i th candidate item. These calcu-
lations are detailed in Section 3.6.

One additional simplification can be made by noting that the determinant of the
inverse of Ii jSk�1

is equal to the reciprocal of the determinant (Searle, 1982, p. 130).
With this simplification the item selection criterion becomes

ˇ̌
†i jSk�1

ˇ̌ D
ˇ̌
ˇŒIi jSk�1�

�1
ˇ̌
ˇ

D ˇ̌
Ii jSk�1

ˇ̌�1
: (3.8)

Then from inspection of (3.8) we see that the candidate item that maximizes the
determinant of the posterior information matrix Ii jSk�1

will provide the largest
decrement in the size of the posterior credibility region.

The suitability of the item-selection criterion depends in part on how well the
nonnormal posterior can be approximated by a normal distribution. Figure 3.5
displays the normal approximation to the posterior distribution based on the eight
sets of item responses and parameters provided in Table 3.1. The centroid of the dis-
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tribution was set equal to the mode of the posterior .0:233; 0:317/. The covariance
matrix † was computed from the inverse of the information matrix (3.7), which
provides

† D
�

0:343 0:092

0:092 0:367

�
:

A comparison of Figures 3.3 and 3.5 suggests that with these data, the normal ap-
proximation provides a close representation of the nonnormal posterior. In general,
close agreement of the sort displayed here provides support for the use of

ˇ̌
Ii jSk�1

ˇ̌

as an inverse indicator of the credibility region’s volume.
Selection of the kth adaptively administered item involves evaluation of the

determinant of the posterior information matrix for candidate item i , denoted byˇ̌
Ii jSk�1

ˇ̌
. This quantity is computed for each of the unadministered (remaining)

items contained in the pool, i 2 Rk . The candidate item with the largest crite-
rion value will be selected for administration. Computational details are provided in
Section 3.6.

3.3.5 Posterior Inference

Because the information in the form given by (3.5) is not readily usable, various
numerical summaries of the posterior distribution are used. In item-response theory,
the posterior distribution is typically characterized by summary measures of cen-
tral tendency and dispersion. Point estimates of ability are typically defined as the
mean or mode of the posterior distribution. In many instances (for tests of moderate
to long lengths), these will be nearly identical. However, the mode of the posterior
distribution (modal estimate) is better suited than the mean for applications involv-
ing higher dimensionality, since far fewer calculations are required. In addition to
providing a score (posterior summary-measure of ability), the mode is also required
for item selection purposes, as described in the previous section. Accordingly, it
is computed after each item response to aid in the selection of the next item, and
can be computed at the end of the test to provide an overall or final point estimate
of ability. Below we drop the subscripts k in uk with the understanding that modal
estimates can be computed for any set or super-set of responses by straightforward
application of the following formulas.

The modal estimates of � , denoted by O� , are those values that correspond to the
maximum of the posterior density function: O� D max� f .� ju/. The estimate O� can
be found by taking the H partial derivatives of the log-posterior density function,
setting these equal to zero, and solving the H simultaneous nonlinear equations
for � ,

@

@�
ln f .� ju/ D 0: (3.9)

Since there is no closed-form solution to (3.9), an iterative method is required. Sup-
pose we let �.m/ denote the mth approximation to the value of � that maximizes
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ln f .� ju/; then a better approximation is generally given by

�.mC1/ D �.m/ � ı.m/; (3.10)

where ı.m/ is the H 	 1 vector

ı.m/ D
h
M
�
�.m/

�i�1 	 @

@�
ln f

�
�.m/ju

�
: (3.11)

The matrix M.�.m// is either the matrix of second partial derivatives J.�/ (Newton-
Raphson method) or the negative posterior information matrix �I.�/ (Fisher
method of scoring)—evaluated at � D �.m/. Modal estimates can be obtained
through successive approximations using (3.10) and (3.11). Additional approxima-
tions are obtained until the elements of �.m/ change very little from one iteration to
the next. Explicit expressions for the required derivatives and information matrix
are provided in Section 3.6.

3.4 Example

This section provides a detailed example of multidimensional item selection and
scoring calculations based on the methodology presented in the previous section.
The calculations presented below are for a single examinee administered a fixed-
length, four-item adaptive test, where items are selected from a pool of eight items
spanning two latent dimensions. Note that all computational formulas presented
below can be applied to higher-dimensionality .H > 2/ problems without modifi-
cation. The matrix notation used enables the calculations to be presented in a way
that is independent of the number of dimensions H . Item parameters and associated
responses are displayed in Table 3.1. The prior distribution of ability is assumed
to be multivariate normal with unit variances, zero means, and correlated dimen-
sions .
12 D 0:6/. The basic steps consisting of initialization, provisional ability
estimation, item selection, and scoring are detailed below.

3.4.1 Initialization

First, the provisional ability estimate O�k
(where k D 0) is set equal to the mean of

the prior distribution of ability. In this example the mean of the prior is � D .0; 0/.
The inverse of the prior covariance matrix is also calculated, since it is used in all
subsequent item selection calculations:

ˆ�1 D
�

1 0:6

0:6 1

��1

D
�

1:563 �0:938

�0:938 1:563

�
:
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3.4.2 Item Selection

Item selection proceeds by computing the determinant of the posterior information
matrix

ˇ̌
Ii jSk�1

ˇ̌
for each candidate item .i 2 Rk/, where the information matrix

is evaluated at the provisional ability estimate O�k�1
. From (3.14) (Section 3.6), we

see that the posterior information matrix consists of summands arising from three
sources:

Ii jSk�1
D

Prior‚…„ƒ
ˆ�1 C

Administered Items‚…„ƒ
WSk�1

C
Candidate Item‚…„ƒ

Wi : (3.12)

The first source is the inverse prior covariance matrix (initialized in the first step).
The second source consists of summed W-matrices associated with previously ad-
ministered items

WSk�1
D

X

j 2Sk�1

Wj ;

where Wj for item j is defined by (3.13), and the sum
P

j 2Sk�1
runs over those

items already selected. The final term consists of the W-matrix for the candidate
item i , also defined by (3.13).

Table 3.2 displays values required to select the first item. These include the
Wi D fwi.11/; wi.12/ D wi.21/; wi.22/g and posterior information Ii D fIi.11/,
Ii.12/ D Ii.21/; Ii.22/g matrices and their determinants for the eight candidate items.
Since no items have been administered prior to the first item, the posterior informa-
tion matrix consists of terms from two (rather than three) sources:

Ii D
Prior‚…„ƒ
ˆ�1 C

Candidate Item‚…„ƒ
Wi :

From inspection of the last column in Table 3.2, item 8 is selected for administration,
since it has the largest criterion value: jI8j D 2:612.

Table 3.2 Item selection calculations: First item

Item i wi.11/ wi.12/ wi.22/ Ii.11/ Ii.12/ Ii.22/ jIi j
1 0.482 0.000 0.000 2.044 �0.938 1.563 2.315
2 0.000 0.000 0.330 1.563 �0.938 1.893 2.079
3 0.028 0.028 0.028 1.591 �0.909 1.591 1.703
4 0.302 0.000 0.000 1.865 �0.938 1.563 2.034
5 0.000 0.000 0.310 1.563 �0.938 1.873 2.047
6 0.003 0.005 0.007 1.566 �0.933 1.570 1.588
7 0.287 0.000 0.000 1.850 �0.938 1.563 2.011
8 0.000 0.000 0.672 1.563 �0.938 2.234 2.612
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3.4.3 Provisional Ability Estimation

Once the kth selected item has been administered and scored, the provisional ability

estimate O�k�1
is updated using the full set of k observed responses and administered

items to produce O�k
. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that the required iterative

numerical procedures (Newton–Raphson or Fisher’s scoring algorithms) will con-
verge if the starting value for the ability parameter �.1/ in (3.10) and (3.11) is far
from the maximum. However, satisfactory convergence behavior is generally ob-
tained by setting the starting value �.1/ equal to the posterior mode obtained from

the previous calculations (i.e. �.1/ D O�k�1
). The starting value �.1/ for the first

provisional update is set equal to the mean of the prior. Typically if one method
fails (Newton–Raphson or Fisher’s scoring), the other will converge to the true
maximum. In practice, it is useful to program both methods, using one as a backup
in case the other fails to converge. Using the Newton–Raphson algorithm based on
(3.10) and (3.11), a correct response to item 8 results in the posterior mode estimate
O�1 D .0:102; 0:170/.

3.4.4 Item Selection and Scoring Cycle

The previous two steps of item selection and provisional ability estimation are re-
peated until the test termination criterion has been satisfied—in this example, until
four items have been administered. Tables 3.3 and 3.4 display key summary calcu-
lations used in item selection and scoring.

Table 3.3 provides a summary of the administered items i , responses u, and
modal ability estimates ( O�1 and O�2). As indicated, the first item selected was item 8.
A correct response to this item (u D 1) resulted in a two-dimensional Bayes mode
estimate of O�1 D 0:102 and O�2 D 0:170. The second, third, and fourth items se-
lected were 1, 4, and 2, respectively. Note that a correct response to an item resulted
in higher O� values along both dimensions. Similarly, an incorrect response also
influenced the provisional ability estimates of both dimensions—resulting in lower
O� scores. The final ability estimate after providing an incorrect response to the fourth

item was O�4 D .0:034; �0:075/.

Table 3.3 Item selection and scoring summary

Posterior Mode

Sequence k Item i u O�1
O�2

0 – – 0.000 0:000

1 8 1 0.102 0:170

2 1 1 0.457 0:343

3 4 0 0.103 0:171

4 2 0 0.034 �0:075
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Table 3.4 Item selection indices jIijSk�1 j
Adaptive Test Sequence k

Item i 1 2 3 4

1 2:315 ) 3:265 – –
2 2:079 2:893 3:782 ) 5:247

3 1:703 2:591 3:920 4:617

4 2:034 3:247 ) 5:572 –
5 2:047 2:864 3:754 5:201

6 1:588 2:355 3:390 4:345

7 2:011 2:692 2:992 4:658

8 ) 2:612 – – –

O�k�1
.0:000; 0:000/ .0:102; 0:170/ .0:457; 0:343/

.0:103; 0:171/

Table 3.5 Item selection calculations: Fourth item

Item i wi.11/ wi.12/ wi.22/ Ii.11/jS3 Ii.12/jS3 Ii.22/jS3

ˇ̌
IijS3

ˇ̌

1 0.491 0.000 0.000 – – – –
2 0.000 0.000 0.396 2.538 �0:938 2.413 5.247
3 0.058 0.058 0.058 2.597 �0:879 2.075 4.617
4 0.485 0.000 0.000 – – – –
5 0.000 0.000 0.378 2.538 �0:938 2.395 5.201
6 0.010 0.015 0.022 2.548 �0:923 2.039 4.345
7 0.206 0.000 0.000 2.745 �0:938 2.017 4.658
8 0.000 0.000 0.455 – – – –

Table 3.4 provides the item selection criteria based on the
ˇ̌
Ii jSk�1

ˇ̌
indices. The

last row displays the provisional ability estimate used in the evaluation of the poste-
rior information matrix Ii jSk�1

. As indicated, the first item selected was Item 8,
which had the maximum value of the criterion jI8j D 2:612. The second item
selected was item 1, which had the largest criterion value among the remaining
candidate items, and so forth.

Table 3.5 displays calculations associated with the selection of the last (fourth)
item. The elements of the Wi -matrices evaluated at the provisional ability estimate
O�3 D .0:103; 0:171/ are displayed in columns 2–4. Columns 5–7 display elements
of the posterior information matrices Ii jS3

for candidate items (those not previously
administered). These matrices are computed from (3.14), which, after the third ad-
ministered item, take the form

Ii jS3
D

Prior‚…„ƒ
ˆ�1 C

Administered Items‚ …„ ƒ
W1 C W4 C W8 C

Candidate Item‚…„ƒ
Wi :

The item selection criteria computed from the determinant of the posterior informa-
tion matrices are displayed in the last column of Table 3.5. The maximum value is
associated with item 2, which was administered as the fourth item in the adaptive
sequence.
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3.5 Discussion

The multidimensional item-selection and scoring methods presented here provide
an opportunity for increased measurement efficiency over unidimensional adap-
tive testing methods. However, before these benefits can be fully realized, several
practical issues including item parameter specification and item exposure must
be addressed. Segall (1996) provides a discussion of a straightforward approach
for item-parameter specification based on unidimensional 3PL estimates. Also dis-
cussed is an approach to exposure control that places a ceiling on the administration
rates of the pool’s most informative items, while sacrificing only small to moderate
amounts of precision.

By applying Bayesian principles to multidimensional IRT, item-selection and
scoring algorithms can be specified that enhance the precision of adaptive test
scores. This increase in precision or efficiency can be potentially large for test scores
obtained from batteries that measure several highly correlated dimensions. How-
ever, the magnitude of the efficiency gain over unidimensional methods is likely
to be test- or battery-specific. For specific applications, efficiency gains can be in-
vestigated through a direct comparison of unidimensional and multidimensional
approaches. To this end, this chapter presents the underlying theoretical and com-
putational bases for the multidimensional approach—increasing the accessibility of
this new methodology to interested researchers and practitioners.

3.6 Appendix: Computational Formulas

First Partial Derivatives

@

@�
ln f .� ju/ D D

X

i2S

vi ai � ˆ�1.� � �/;

where the sum runs over items contained in S , and

vi D Œpi .�/ � ci � Œui � pi .�/�

.1 � ci /pi .�/
:

Second Partial Derivatives

JS .�/ � @2

@�@� 0 ln f .�ju/ D D2
X

i2S

ai a0
i wi � ˆ�1;

where

wi D qi .�/Œpi .�/ � ci

�
ci ui � p2

i .�/
�

p2
i .�/.1 � ci /2

:
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Posterior Information Matrix
The information matrix for a set of items S is given by

IS D �E

	
@2

@�@� 0 ln f .�ju/



D ˆ�1 C

X

i2S

Wi ;

where
Wi D D2ai a0

i w
�
i (3.13)

and

w�
i D qi .�/

pi .�/
	
	

pi .�/ � ci

1 � ci


2

:

The posterior information matrix associated with candidate item i ,

Ii jSk�1
D ˆ�1 C Wi C

X

j 2Sk�1

Wj ; (3.14)

is formed from W-terms associated with previously administered items Sk�1, and
from a W-term associated with candidate item i .
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Chapter 4
Multidimensional Adaptive Testing
with Kullback–Leibler Information
Item Selection

Joris Mulder and Wim J. van der Linden

Although multidimensional item response theory (IRT) (e.g., McDonald, 1962,
1997; Reckase, 1985, 1997; Samejima, 1974) has been available for some time,
it has been applied much less frequently in adaptive testing than unidimensional
IRT. The main reason for this was a lack of computational power. However, recently
this condition has changed dramatically. Even for the more time-intensive Bayesian
treatments of multidimensional models, regular PCs now have plenty of computa-
tional power to deal with them in a large variety of applications.

A promising area of multidimensional IRT is testing for diagnosis, with its goal
of extracting as much information as possible about the multiple abilities required,
for instance, to solve complex learning tasks (e.g., Boughton, Yoa & Lewis, 2006;
Yao & Boughton, 2007). The test batteries used in this area are generally time-
intensive and could profit greatly from the high efficiency of multidimensional
adaptive testing.

Earlier explorations of multidimensional implementations of adaptive testing
are offered in Bloxom and Vale (1987), Fan and Hsu (1996), Luecht (1996),
Segall (1996, this volume, chap. 3), van der Linden (1999; 2005, chap. 9), Veld-
kamp and van der Linden (2002), and Mulder and van der Linden (2009). Some of
these implementations used classical statistics; the others were Bayesian. The for-
mer explored the use of likelihood-based ability estimation and item selection based
on a criterion of optimality defined on the Fisher information matrix. The latter used
the responses to the items to update the (joint) posterior distribution of the ability
parameters and based item selection on these updates. For a more general review
of the differences between these two approaches in unidimensional adaptive testing,
see van der Linden and Pashley (this volume, chap. 1).
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The research reported in this chapter continues the Bayesian tradition. More
specifically, the goal was to evaluate the behavior of Bayesian item selection based
on the Kullback–Leibler (KL) information measure. KL information is a versa-
tile measure for the “distance” between two distributions with many applications
elsewhere in statistics (e.g., Lehmann and Casella, 1998, sect. 4.5). In the current
research, it was combined with the posterior distribution of the ability parameters to
define new multidimensional item-selection criteria, to analyze the preferences of
these criteria for the statistical features of the items, and to evaluate the impact
of these criteria on the change of the posterior distribution during the test. As
our intention was to understand theoretically the complex interactions between
these quantities, our approach was mainly analytical. In particular, we refrained
from the more superficial evaluation of item selection based on simulating adaptive
testing.

Since the statistical inference in multidimensional adaptive testing has to be op-
timized with respect to multiple ability components, attention should be paid to the
status of each of them. We therefore also examined the behavior of KL-based item
selection in the special case when not all parameters are intentional but some of
them should be ignored as nuisance parameters. Nuisance parameters occur in ed-
ucational testing when, in addition to the primary abilities that are tested, the test
items appear to be sensitive to abilities related to their format as well. Examples of
such abilities are language abilities or abilities to deal with graphical information.
In addition, we examined KL-based item selection when the inference has to be op-
timized with respect to a weighted combination of ability parameters. The last case
arises, for instance, when the test has to be scored by a scalar that summarizes the
intentional abilities measured by the test.

4.1 Multidimensional IRT model

A multidimensional version of the common three-parameter logistic (3PL) model
for dichotomous items is assumed throughout this chapter. The model gives the
probability of a correct response to item i as a function of a p-dimensional
ability � as

Pi .�/ � P.Ui D 1j�; ai ; di ; ci /

� ci C 1 � ci

1 C exp
�aT

i � C di

� ; (4.1)

where ai is the (column) vector with the discrimination parameters of item i for each
of the component abilities �l ; l D 1; : : : ; p in � , di is the scalar parameter for the
difficulty of the item, and ci is the height of the lower asymptote for the probability
of a correct response necessary to deal with the effects of random guessing. The
probability of an incorrect response is given by Qi .�/ D 1�Pi .�/. As is customary
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in adaptive testing, the items are assumed to be calibrated with enough precision to
consider their parameters as known.

The following notation will be used to describe the testing process:

N : size of the item pool;
n: length of the adaptive test;
i D 1; : : : ; N : index for the items in the pool;
k D 1; : : : ; n: index for the items in the test;
ik: index of the item in the pool administered as the kth item in the test;
Sk�1: set of first k � 1 items administered in the test;
uk�1: vector with the responses to the first k � 1 items;
Rk: set of items in the pool from which item k is picked, i.e., f1; : : : ; N gnSk�1.

4.2 Bayesian Estimation of �

In a Bayesian approach, the posterior distribution of � is updated after each ob-
served response. Suppose k � 1 responses have already been observed and the
current posterior has density f .�juk�1/. The update of the posterior distribution
after the response to the kth item follows from Bayes’ theorem as

f .� juk/ D f .uik j�/f .� juk�1/

f .uik juk�1/
; (4.2)

where f .uik j�/ is the model probability for the response Uik D uik to item ik
given by

f .uik j�/ D P
uik

ik
.�/Q

1�uik

ik
.�/ (4.3)

and f .uik juk�1/ is the posterior predictive probability function defined as

f .uik juk�1/ D
Z

�

f .uik j�/f .�juk�1/d�: (4.4)

Unfortunately, the model probability in (4.3) does not have a conjugate family
from which the prior distribution of � could be chosen. This means that the pos-
terior distribution cannot be in the same family as the prior distribution and the
update of the latter never reduces to a simple update of its parameters. For this
reason, Owen (1975) proposed a Bayesian method for adaptive testing more gen-
erally known as restricted Bayesian updating. His method assumes a normal prior
distribution and replaces the subsequent posterior distributions by a normal with
the same mean and variance as the true posterior. This normal approximation is
not unreasonable; Chang and Stout 1993) have shown that, under mild nonparamet-
ric assumptions, the posterior in (4.2) is asymptotically normal with a mean equal
to � . We will use this approximation in our numerical examples and then assume a
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multivariate normal posterior distribution with mean �, covariance matrix †, and
density

f .�/ D .2�/� p
2 j†j� 1

2 exp

	
�1

2
.� � �/T †�1.� � �/



: (4.5)

It is important to note that the off-diagonal elements of † are generally nonzero;
that is, the abilities in the posterior distribution correlate. One reason for the cor-
relation is the fact that the model probability in (4.3) does not factor according to
the individual abilities. Another reason is possible correlation between the abilities
in the assumed prior distribution. This makes sense, for instance, when the prior
distribution is chosen to reflect empirical correlation in a population of interest.

Usual choices of point estimates of � are the mean and the mode of its poste-
rior distribution known as the expected (EAP) and maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimates, respectively. The former requires numerical integration; in our examples,
we will use the Gauss–Hermite formulas from Glas (1992). The latter can be deter-
mined using a Newton–Raphson procedure; see, for instance, Segall (1996).

Two features of Bayesian inference for the IRT model in adaptive testing are
worth noting. First, the well-known statistical relations

E.�/ D E.E.�ju// (4.6)

and
var.�/ D E.var.�ju// C var.E.�ju// (4.7)

aqre used (e.g., Gelman et al., 1995, sect.1.8). The first equation implies that the
average posterior mean of � over the distribution of possible response on an item is
equal to its prior mean. The second equation is more interesting in that it implies an
average posterior variance of � is smaller than its prior variance by an amount equal
to the variance of the posterior mean over the distribution of possible responses.
Thus, generally, from an item selection point of view, it is desirable to select items
that result in posteriors with highly variable means.

Second, in item selection the discrimination parameters appear to be the critical
parameters in the model probabilities in (4.3). For an analysis that leads to this
conclusion, see Mulder and van der Linden (2009). Here, we only illustrate the
role of the discrimination parameters graphically for a unidimensional ability space;
the generalization to a multidimensional space is immediate. Figure 4.1 shows a
standard normal prior distribution along with the posterior distributions for a correct
response on an item with varying discrimination parameters a whereas d and c are
assumed to be fixed at zero. (Note that the posterior distributions for an incorrect
response reflect these curves at the line � D 0.) For a ! 1, the probability of a
correct response approaches the step function

f .U D 1j�/ D

8
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂:

1 if � > 0;

0:5 if � D 0;

0 if � < 0;
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0.
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−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

θ
Fig. 4.1 Plots of standard normal prior density and posterior densities for a correct response on
an item with d D 0 and c D 0 for an increasing discrimination parameter a. Note: For a ! 1,
the likelihood approaches a step function and the posterior distribution becomes discontinious

which explains the discontinuity of its posterior at � D 0. The figure clearly shows
a decrease in posterior variance with the size of the discrimination parameter. Items
with a larger discrimination parameter are therefore more informative about the abil-
ity parameter.

4.3 Kullback–Leibler Information

KL information for two alternative densities f and g for a continuous variable X is
defined as

K.f; g/ D Ef

	
log

f .X/

g.X/



(4.8)

D
Z

f .x/ log
f .x/

g.x/
dx; (4.9)

where Ef denotes expectation under f . For a discrete variable, KL information is
defined as

K.p; q/ D
X

x

p.x/ log
p.x/

q.x/
; (4.10)

where p and q are probability functions (Cover and Thomas, 1991). Note that
these definitions admit any dimension of X and that the result is always a scalar.
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Unlike item selection based on Fisher information, which becomes a full matrix for
a multidimensional ability space, the use of KL information allows us to generalize
immediately from unidimensional to multidimensional adaptive testing.

Lehmann and Casella (1998) point at a useful feature of KL information: The
larger K.f; g/ is, the easier it is to discriminate between f and g. Chang and
Ying’s (1996) choice of a KL-based item-selection criterion of unidimensional adap-
tive testing (see below) was motivated by this feature.

The same feature explains the popular interpretation of KL information as a mea-
sure for the distance between two distributions. This interpretation is motivated by
two of its features. Firstly, for any two distributions f and g, K.f; g/ � 0. Using a
similar argument as in Lehmann and Casella (1998), this can be proven as follows:

K.f; g/ D Ef

	
log

f .x/

g.x/




D �Ef

	
log

g.x/

f .x/




� � log Ef

	
g.x/

f .x/




D � log
Z 	

f .x/
g.x/

f .x/
dx




D � log
Z

Œg.x/dx�

D 0;

where the third step is based on Jensen’s inequality Eh.X/ � h.EX/ for a convex
function h.x/ D � log.x/. Secondly,

K.f; f / D Ef

	
log

f .x/

f .x/




D Ef Œlog 1�

D 0;

which makes intuitive sense because the distance between two identical densities
should be equal to zero.

On the other hand, KL information is not symmetric, i.e., K.f; g/ ¤ K.g; f /.
The lack of symmetry follows from the fact that the expectation in (4.8) is taken
over the first argument. Also, neither does the triangular inequality hold.

We will nevertheless follow the interpretation of KL information as a distance
measure in this chapter and refer to it as “L distance” but admit that the only correct
interpretation of it is as the information about g at f .
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The KL distance between two subsequent posterior distributions in adaptive test-
ing quantifies the impact of the information in the response to the item on our
uncertainty about � . If we use the earlier normal approximation, the KL distance
has to be calculated between two normal distributions. For normal densities f and
g with means �1 and �2 and variances �2

1 and �2
2 , respectively, the expression for

the KL distance between f and g is

K.f; g/ D
Z

f .x/ log
f .x/

g.x/
dx

D
Z

1p
2��1

exp

�
� .x � �1/2

2�2
1

�

	 log

�
�2

�1

exp

�
� .x � �1/2

2�2
1

C .x � �2/2

2�2
2

��
dx: (4.11)

Writing out the second factor and distributing the first factor, we obtain

K.f; g/ D log

�
�2

�1

�
C
�

x2

�
1

2�2
2

� 1

2�2
1

�
C x

�
�1

�2
1

� �2

�2
2

C �2
2

2�2
2

� �2
1

2�2
1

��

	
Z

1p
2��1

exp

�
� .x � �1/2

2�2
1

�
dx (4.12)

which simplifies to the closed form

K.f; g/ D log

�
�2

�1

�
C �2

1

2�2
2

C .�2 � �1/2

2�2
2

� 1

2
(4.13)

Two interesting properties follow. First, the KL distance depends only on the
means �1 and �2 through their difference. If the variances are equal, that is, for
�1 D �2 D � ,

K.f; g/ D .�2 � �1/2

2�2
: (4.14)

Thus, when the variances are equal, the distance between two normal distributions is
symmetric and proportional to the difference between their means and the reciprocal
of their common variance. Both relations make intuitive sense.

Second, if the means are equal, the distance depends only on the variances
through their ratio; that is, for �1 D �2,

K.f; g/ D log

�
�2

�1

�
C 1

2

�
�1

�2

�2

� 1

2
: (4.15)

The KL distance is then no longer symmetric. The distance is plotted as a function of
�2=�1 > 0 in the first panel of Figure 4.2. The second panel of this figure shows that
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Fig. 4.2 Kullback–Leibler distance between two normal distributions with equal means as a
function of the ratio of their standard deviations �2=�1

when �1 D �2 and �1 > �2, K.f; g/ > K.g; f /. This property will be used later
in this chapter when the KL distance between subsequent posterior distributions is
calculated.

4.3.1 Mutual Information

An interesting generalization of KL information is the mutual information measure.
For two continuous random variables X and Y , mutual information is defined as

IM .X; Y / D
Z

Y

Z

X

f .x; y/ log
f .x; y/

f .x/f .y/
dxdy: (4.16)

For discrete variables, the integrals are replaced by sums.
Mutual information IM is a measure of the amount of information X provides

about Y . Expression (4.16) clearly shows symmetry; IM is thus also a measure of
the amount of information in X about Y . Further, when X and Y are independent,
I.X; Y / D 0. This feature follows directly from the fact that under this condition
f .x; y/ D f .x/f .y/.

Mutual information between two identical random variables X is also known
as the entropy of X . Entropy is a measure of how much information is con-
tained in a variable X . For more on entropy and information theory, see Cover and
Thomas (1991).

4.4 Item Selection Using KL Information

Three Bayesian criteria for item selection based on KL information are discussed.
Each of the criteria involves a different, plausible summary of the information in a
response to a test item. Interestingly, the criteria can be used in both unidimensional
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and multidimensional adaptive testing. The only modification involved in a change
of dimensionality is in the dimension of �; otherwise, the mathematical expressions
for each of the criteria remain the same. We believe this to be an advantage over
item selection based on Fisher information, which for the multidimensional case
generalizes to a matrix. In order to use this matrix for a ranking of the items in
the pool, an additional criterion of optimality has to be specified. For the use of
criteria from the optimal design literature (e.g., Silvey, 1980), such as D-, A-, and
E-optimality, for this purpose, see Mulder and van der Linden 2009).

4.4.1 Posterior Expected Kullback–Leibler Information

Chang and Ying (1996) were the first to propose the use of KL information for item
selection in unidimensional adaptive testing. Their item-selection rule was based on
the distance between the response distributions on the candidate item at the current
ability estimate O� and the true ability � , with the expectation taken over the response.

For a multidimensional ability space, this measure generalizes to

Ki . O�I �/ D E

2

4log
f
�
Ui j O�

�

f .Ui j�/

3

5 (4.17)

D Pi

� O�
�

log
Pi

� O�
�

Pi .�/
C Qi

� O�
�

log
Qi

� O�
�

Qi .�/
; (4.18)

where Pi .�/ is the response function for item i in (4.3) and Qi .�/ D 1 � Pi .�/. As
already indicated, the larger the measure, the better the item discriminates between
O� and � .

For a test of n items, KL information is equal to

Kn. O�I �/ � E

"
log

f .U1; : : : ; Unj O�/

f .U1; : : : ; Unj�/

#

D E

"
log

nY

iD1

f .Ui j O�/

f .Ui j�/

#

D
nX

iD1

E

"
log

f .Ui j O�/

f .Ui j�/

#

D
nX

iD1

Ki . O�I �/;
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where the second step follows from the usual assumption of conditional indepen-
dence between the responses given � . The KL information measure is thus additive
in the items.

Because the examinee’s true ability � is unknown, Chang and Ying proposed to
integrate (4.18) over a confidence interval for � . For the multidimensional case, the
proposal would generalize to integration over a confidence region.

Alternatively, Veldkamp and van der Linden (2002) proposed a Bayesian version
of this item-selection criterion. This criterion, which we will refer to as posterior
expected KL information, KB , selects the item

arg max
ik2Rk

KB
ik

� O�k�1

�
D arg max

ik2Rk

Z

�

Kik . O�k�1I �/f .�juk�1/d�; (4.19)

where uk�1 is the vector of item responses of the previously k � 1 administered
items and O�k�1 is the EAP estimate of the ability

O�k�1 D
Z

�f .� juk�1/d� (4.20)

after k � 1 items have been administered. This idea implies the selection of an item
that maximally discriminates between the EAP estimate and the other abilities in the
multidimensional ability space covered by the current posterior. Simulating adaptive
testing, these authors showed that KB results in ability estimates of approximately
the same accuracy as the Bayesian item-selection criterion based on the information
matrix by Segall (1996; this volume, chap. 3). They further note that KB is easier to
use in real-world adaptive testing than Segall’s criterion because when the test has
to satisfy content constraints, e.g., bounds on the numbers of items for certain topics
or skill categories, use of the shadow-test approach (van der Linden, this volume,
chap. 2) is straightforward.

The information surfaces of KB for two items with parameters aT
1 D

Œ1 0:5�; aT
2 D Œ0 0:8�, and all other parameters fixed at zero are plotted in Figure 4.3.

Remember that we use a normal approximation for the current posterior distribu-
tion. The integration in (4.19) was performed using the Gauss–Hermite formulas in
Glas (1992). The surfaces were calculated by varying the posterior mean .��1

; ��2
/

with a covariance matrix with fixed positive covariances between the abilities. The
influence of the posterior covariances on the criterion will be discussed later in this
chapter.

The same items were used in Mulder and van der Linden (2009) to check if items
discriminating along one ability dimension are generally more informative than
those discriminating along all dimensions. For Fisher information with D-optimality
or A-optimality, this was found to be the case. However, the surface in Figure 4.3
shows that item 1 is generally more informative than item 2 and, therefore, that KB

has a preference for items that discriminate along all dimensions. One possible rea-
son is the dependence between the abilities in the joint posterior of � . Also, as will
become clear later, when the posterior dependence is strong, item information tends
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Fig. 4.3 Kullback–Leibler distance between subsequent posterior distributions, KB; for two items
with aT

1 D Œ1:5 0:5�, aT
2 D Œ0 0:8� and d1 D d2 D 0 and c1 D c2 D 0 for a multivariate normal

prior distribution with fixed covariance matrix Œ1 0:4I 0:4 1� and varying mean � D .��1 ; ��2/.
Note: The darker surface is for the item with aT

1 D Œ1:5 0:5�

to depend on the discrimination parameters through their sum rather than their indi-
vidual values. Finally, note that KB is constant wherever aT � � is. This was also the
case for the common factor g.� I a; d; c/ in the elements in the Fisher information
matrix in Mulder and van der Linden (2009). The constancy is a direct consequence
of the presence of the same linear combination of the abilities parameters in the
response function in (4.3).

4.4.2 KL Distance between Subsequent Posteriors

If the posterior distribution of � did not change much after administering an item,
which is the case, for instance, when a hard item is administered to a low-ability test
taker, the item should be avoided. This observation suggests selecting items with
the largest expected distance between the current and new posterior distributions
of � . The KL distance can be used to formalize this argument. Because one of
the possible responses to the candidate item would move the posterior toward the
examinee’s true ability and the other would move it away from it, the criterion is
defined as the expected KL distance across the response distribution.
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More formally, this item-selection criterion, denoted as KP , selects the item

arg max
ik2Rk

KP
ik

Œf .� juk�1/�

D arg max
ik2Rk

1X

uik
D0

f .uik juk�1/K.f .�juk�1/; f .�juk�1; uik //; (4.21)

where K.f .�juk�1/; f .�juk�1; ui // is the KL distance between the two poste-
rior densities and f .uik juk�1/, uik D 0, 1, is the posterior predictive probability
function in (4.4).

A plot of the information surfaces for KP for the same two items as for the
previous criterion in Figure 4.3 resulted in surfaces that were only slightly wider
than the information surfaces of KB but otherwise entirely similar. These plots are
therefore omitted here.

4.4.3 Mutual Information

The third criterion is based on the definition of mutual information in (4.16). For
unidimensional adaptive testing, Weissman (2007) suggested selecting items that
maximize mutual information between the test taker’s current posterior distribution
and the response distribution on the candidate item, the idea being that these items
are closest to � according to the posterior information in the previous items. Let IM

denote this criterion. Formally, the best item according to the criterion is

arg max
ik2Rk

IM .� I uik /

D arg max
ik2Rk

1X

uik
D0

Z

�

f .�; uik juk�1/ log
f .�; uik juk�1/

f .� juk�1/f .uik juk�1/
d�: (4.22)

Note that f .�; uik juk�1/ D f .uik j�/f .� juk�1/; hence, the factor with the loga-
rithm in (4.22) simplifies to

log
f .uik j�/

f .uik juk�1/
;

which is the log of the ratio between the model and the posterior predictive proba-
bility of uik .

An important interpretation of mutual information comes from the relation

IM .�I uik / D H.�/ � H.� juik /;

with

H.�/ D �
1X

uik
D0

Z

�

f .�; uik / log f .�/d�;
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and

H.�juik / D �
1X

uik
D0

Z

�

f .�; uik / log f .�juik /d�:

H.�/ is the information in � and H.�ju/ is the information in � upon the obser-
vation of u. Consequently, mutual information IM .�I uik / can be interpreted as the
reduction in uncertainty about � due to the response Uik D uik .

Again, a plot with the surfaces of the mutual information measure for the same
items as in Figure 4.3 yielded surfaces a little wider than those for both KB and KP

but otherwise entirely similar.

4.5 Relationship between Selection Criteria

Rewriting (4.19) and (4.21), it can be shown that KB and KP only differ in their
definitions of the probabilities of a correct and incorrect response. For the former, it
holds that

KB
ik

� O�k�1

�
D
Z

�

Kik . O�k�1; �/f .�juk�1/d� (4.23)

D
Z

�

0

@Pik

� O�k�1

�
log

Pik

� O�k�1

�

Pik .�/
CQik

� O�k�1

�
log

Qik

� O�k�1

�

Qik .�/

1

A

	f .� juk�1/d�

D Pik

� O�k�1

�
log Pik

� O�k�1

�
C Qik

� O�k�1

�
log Qik

� O�k�1

�

�Pik

� O�k�1

� Z

�

f .� juk�1/ log Pik .�/d�

�Qik

� O�k�1

� Z

�

f .�juk�1/ log Qik .�/d�; (4.24)

where Pik . O�k�1/ and Qik . O�k�1/ are the model probabilities for a correct and in-
correct response evaluated at the point estimate of � .

Likewise, substituting the definition of the KL distance in (4.13) and rewriting
the result, the latter can be shown to be equal to

KP
ik

Œf .�/juk�1� D f .0juk�1/ log f .0juk�1/ C f .1juk�1/ log f .1juk�1/

�f .0juk�1/

Z

�

f .� juk�1/ log Qik .�/d�

�f .1juk�1/

Z

�

f .� juk�1/ log Pik .�/d�; (4.25)

where f .1juk�1/ and f .0juk�1/ are the posterior predicted probabilities of a cor-
rect and incorrect response in (4.4).
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Thus, KP operates more in agreement with standard Bayesian methodology than
KB ; it uses the posterior distribution to calculate an update of the response proba-
bilities. Unlike KB , KP therefore takes the uncertainty in the ability estimate into
account and is more robust with respect to ability estimation. This suggests KP to
be a better item-selection criterion than KB .

For a multivariate normal posterior f .�juk�1/ and guessing parameter cik D 0,

KB
ik

� O�k�1

�
� KP

ik
Œf .� juk�1/�; (4.26)

with equality at �aTb�k�1 C d D 0. This relationship holds because, for this sym-
metric posterior, Pik . O�k�1/ D R

�
f .� juk�1/Pik .�/d�.

For cik D 0, the two criteria appear to take their maximum value at �aT
ik
b�k�1 C

dik D 0. Although intuitively clear, due to the complexity of their expressions, it
has not been possible to construct a formal proof of this feature.

Similarly as mutual information IM in (4.22), KL information between sub-
sequent posteriors, KP , can also be written as the KL distance between a joint
probability distribution and the product of its marginal distributions:

KP
ik

Œf .� juk�1/� D
1X

uik
D0

f .uik juk�1/K.f .�juk�1/; f .� juk�1; uik //

D
1X

uik
D0

f .uik juk�1/

Z

�

f .�juk�1/ log
f .� juk�1/

f .�juk�1; uik /
d�

D
1X

uik
D0

Z

�

f .uik juk�1/f .� juk�1/ log
f .uik juk�1/f .�juk�1/

f .�; uik juk�1/
d�:

(4.27)

It can be concluded that KP is the KL distance between the joint and product dis-
tributions of � and the response on the candidate item.

It can also be shown that mutual information is the average KL distance between
the new and current posteriors. (Observe that KP is defined as the average KL
distance between the current and new posteriors; the measure is not symmetric!)
This is proved by the following derivation:

IM .�I uik /D
1X

uik
D0

Z

�

f .�; uik juk�1/ log
f .� ; uik juk�1/

f .�juk�1/f .uik juk�1/
d�

D
1X

uik
D0

Z

�

f .�juk�1; uik /f .uik juk�1/ log
f .� juk�1; uik /f .uik juk�1/

f .� juk�1/f .uik juk�1/
d�
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D
1X

uik
D0

f .uik juk�1/

Z

�

f .�juk�1; uik / log
f .� juk�1; uik /

f .�juk�1/
d�

D
1X

uik
D0

f .uik juk�1/KŒf .�juk�1; uik /; f .� juk�1/�: (4.28)

In the previous section, we observed that, for equal means �1 D �2 and
variances �1 > �2, the KL distance between two normal densities f and g is less
robust with respect to the ratio of the variances than the distance between g and f .
This property suggests that, because the expected posterior variance decreases upon
the administration of an item, KŒf .�juk�1; uik /; f .�juk�1/� should be more robust
than KŒf .�juk�1/; f .�juk�1; uik /�. If so, IM would be more robust with respect
to error in the ability estimate than KP .

4.6 Special Status of Some of the Ability Parameters

As described in van der Linden (1996), five different cases of multidimensional test-
ing can be distinguished depending on whether (i) the abilities measured by the test
are intentional or a nuisance and (ii) the interest is in scoring separate abilities or a
composite of them. The item-selection criteria above are particularly apt for the case
of all abilities intentional. We now explore what modifications of KB , KP , and IM

are necessary when some of the abilities are nuisances or the interest is only in the
estimation of a given linear combination of intentional abilities. In order to provide
insight into the behavior of these modified criteria, a few numerical examples will
be given.

4.6.1 Nuisance Abilities

Assume that the ability space consists of h intentional abilities and p � h nuisance
abilities. The following notation for the ability vector � will be used: �I , a vector
of length h consisting of the intentional abilities,m and �N a vector of length p � h

consisting of the nuisance abilities.
Veldkamp and van der Linden (2002) proposed a modification of KB to deal with

the presence of nuisance abilities following a profile-likelihood approach. For the
selection of the kth item, the modification comprises of the following steps: First,
the EAP estimate of the nuisance abilities from the first k�1 responses is substituted
in the probability function for the response on the candidate item. Although this
approximation of the function may be poor in the beginning of the test, the EAP
estimates of the nuisance abilities do converge to their true values with an increase
in the number of items. For candidate item ik , the approximation is defined as

f
�

uik j�I ; O�N

k�1

�
D Pik

�
�I ; O�N

k�1

�uik
Qik

�
�I ; O�N

k�1

�1�uik
: (4.29)
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Second, the approximate probability function is substituted into the KL distance

Kik . O�I

k�1I �I /. Third, integrating Kik . O�I

k�1I �I / over the marginal posterior of �I ,
which has density function

f
�
�I juk�1

�
D
Z

: : :

Z
f .�juk�1/ d�N ; (4.30)

gives the selection criterion

arg max
ik2Rk

KB
ik

� O�I

k�1

�

D arg max
ik2Rk

Z

�

Kik

� O�I

k�1I �I
�

f
�
�I juk�1

�
d�I : (4.31)

As for the modification of the KL distance between subsequent posteriors, KP,
an obvious Bayesian choice is to use the largest expected distance between the sub-
sequent marginal posterior distributions of the intentional abilities as a criterion.
The measure is defined as

K
�
f
�
�I juk�1

�
; f

�
�I juk�1; uik

��
D
Z

f
�
�I juk�1

�
log

f
�
�I juk�1

�

f
�
�I juk�1; uik

�d�I

D
Z

f
�
�I juk�1

�
log

f

uik juk�1

�

f
�

uik j�I
� d�I ;

(4.32)

where f
�

uik j�I
�

is likelihood for the intentional abilities obtained as

f
�

uik j�I
�

D
Z

f
�

uik j�I ; �N
�

f
�
�N j�I ; uk�1

�
d�N : (4.33)

Consequently, the kth item is selected according to

arg max
ik2Rk

KP
ik

h
f
�
�I juk�1

�i

D arg max
ik2Rk

1X

uik
D0

f

uik juk�1

�
K
�
f
�
�I juk�1

�
; f

�
�I juk�1; uik

��
: (4.34)

A main difference between the two modifications is inserting the estimates of
the nuisance abilities in the likelihood for KB instead of marginalizing the poste-
rior distribution in KP . The former does not allow for any uncertainty about the
nuisance abilities, but the latter does. Consequently, near the beginning of the test,
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when the uncertainty is high, the modified version of KP is expected to be more
appropriate for item selection than KB .

When nuisance abilities are present, mutual information IM can be modified
analogously to KP. As shown in (4.28), IM is equal to the average KL distance be-
tween the new and current posteriors. This relationship suggests the replacement of
the full posterior distributions for all abilities in (4.28) by the marginal distributions
of the intentional abilities, i.e., the modified criterion

arg max
ik2Rk

IM

�
�N I uik

�

D arg max
ik2Rk

1X

uik
D0

f

uik juk�1

�
K
�
f
�
�I juk�1; uik

�
; f

�
�I juk�1

��
: (4.35)

Numerical Example

Again, as our interest is in the effects of the discrimination parameters, we fix the
difficulty and guessing parameters at d D 0 and c D 0. Suppose we have a two-
dimensional ability space with �1 intentional and �2 a nuisance ability and a current
posterior distribution of � given by

f .� juk�1/ � N

�	
0

0



;

	
1 0:3

0:3 1


�
: (4.36)

Figure 4.4 shows the new posterior distribution of the intentional ability �1 upon a
response to three different items with ai1 fixed at 1.5 but different values for ai2.

Fig. 4.4 Current and new (marginal) posterior distributions of �1 upon observation of a correct
response for three different values for ai D .1:5; ai2/, i D 1; 2; 3. Note: The posterior distributions
for an incorrect response are mirrored about �1 D 0
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Fig. 4.5 The three modified versions of KB, KP, and IM as a function of the discrimination param-
eters when �1 is intentional and �2 is a nuisance ability for a normal current posterior distribution
with mean .0; 0/, covariance matrix Œ10:3I 0:31�, and the item parameters fixed at d D 0 and c D 0

The item with the smallest value for a2 results in the smallest posterior variance of
the intentional ability. It can be considered to be the most informative item. Obvi-
ously, an item that discriminates less along a nuisance ability causes less noise in
the responses used for inference about an intentional ability.

We next illustrate the differences among the three modified versions of informa-
tion measures KB, KP, and IM for the same posterior as in (4.36). The surfaces of
the three measures as a function of a1 and a2 are shown in Figure 4.5. These sur-
faces were also calculated using the Gauss–Hermite formulas in Glas (1992). As the
measures are used to select the best item, only the ordinal features of their surfaces
should be evaluated. Each of the three measures increases with the discrimination
parameter for the intentional ability, a1, which is what they should do. However,
for the current posterior and �2 D 0, the version of KB appears to be independent
of a2, whereas both KP and I M decrease slightly with it for the more substantial
values of a1. This independence of KB does not make much sense. As we just saw,
a large value of a2 actually results in a larger posterior variance of �1 and a plausible
criterion should therefore decrease with it. We therefore conclude that the modified
versions of KP and I M are the best criteria for item selection in the presence of a
nuisance ability.

4.6.2 Composite Ability

Suppose the test has to be scored only for a linear combination of the abilities

pX

lD1

�l�l ; (4.37)

with 0 < �l < 1 for l D 1; : : : ; p and
Pp

lD1
�l D 1.
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Veldkamp and van der Linden (2002) suggest a change of variables so that one
of the new ability variables, say the first, is precisely the composite in (4.37). This
ability is then treated as an intentional ability and all other abilities are considered
to be nuisance dimensions in the new ability space. We follow the suggestion for
each of the three KL-based item-selection criteria.

The mapping of � to a new ability space � is

� D B� ; (4.38)

where B is a p 	 p matrix with weights �l , l D 1; : : : ; p, in the first row so that
1 D Pp

lD1
�l�l . The other elements in B can be chosen arbitrarily as long as B

is invertible. We choose them to yield orthogonal new abilities l , which have the
advantage of the other abilities l , l D 2; : : : ; p; not having any influence on the
item-selection criterion. This choice implies

B D

2

6666664

�1 �2 �3 � � � �p

��2 �1 0 � � � 0

0 ��3 �2

: : :
:::

:::
: : :

: : :
: : : 0

0 � � � 0 ��p �p�1

3

7777775
: (4.39)

As � D B�1�, the parameterization of the item response function in (4.3) becomes

QPi .�/ D ci C 1 � ci

1 C exp.�aT
i B�1� C di /

D ci C 1 � ci

1 C exp.�QaT
i � C di /

; (4.40)

with a new discrimination parameter for the intentional ability 1 equal to

Qa1 D
Pp

lD1
�lalPp

lD1
�2

l

:

Finally, the new model probability function is

f .uik j�/ D QP uik

ik
.�/ QQ1�uik

ik
.�/; (4.41)

with QQik .�/ D 1 � QPik .�/.
A useful property of the linear transformation in (4.38) is that when � is multi-

variate normal with mean � and covariance matrix †, the new ability vector � has
a multivariate normal distribution with mean B� and covariance matrix B†BT .
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Applying the modification of KB above to the case of 1 an intentional and
2; : : : ; p nuisance abilities, the item-selection criterion changes into

arg max
ik2Rk

KB
ik

.b1;k�1/ D arg max
ik2Rk

Z
Kik .b1;k�1I 1/f .1juk�1/d1; (4.42)

withb1;k�1 the EAP estimate of 1 and f .1juk�1/ the marginal posterior density
obtained by integrating all nuisance abilities out of the joint posterior distribu-
tion of �.

Likewise, the modified versions of KP and IM are

arg max
ik2Rk

KP
ik

Œf .1juk�1/�

D arg max
ik2Rk

1X

uik
D0

f .uik juk�1/K.f .1juk�1/; f .1juk�1; uik // (4.43)

and

arg max
ik2Rk

IM .1I uik /

D arg max
ik2Rk

1X

uik
D0

f .uik juk�1/KŒf .1juk�1; uik /; f .1juk�1/�; (4.44)

respectively.

Numerical Example

Suppose the interest is in the composite 0:5�1 C 0:5�2. As before, the posterior
distribution of � is the one in (4.36), the difficulty and guessing parameters are
arbitrarily fixed at d D 0 and c D 0, and we analyze the new information measures
as a function of the discrimination parameters. The orthogonal matrix in (4.39) is
used to map � to �; that is,

B D
	

0:5 0:5

�0:5 0:5



: (4.45)

Hence,

Qai D 
B�1
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Fig. 4.6 The three modified versions of KB , KP , and IM as a function of the discrimination
parameters when the interest is in a linear combination of �1 and �2 for a normal current posterior
distribution with mean .0; 0/, covariance matrix Œ10:3I 0:31�, and the item parameters fixed at d D
0 and c D 0. Note: The transformation matrix is B D Œ0:50:5I �0:50:5�

Figure 4.6 shows the surfaces of KB , KP , and IM as a function of the discrimi-
nation parameters. The surfaces reveal a similar general shape for all three criteria.
Each of them increases with a1 and a2. The fact that some of them increase locally
somewhat faster than the others will hardly influence item selection. Thus, these
results do not suggest any differential performance of the three criteria for item se-
lection with the interest in the estimation of an equally weighted linear composite
of �1 and �2.

4.7 Posterior Covariance

In all previous examples, the posterior covariance between the ability parameters
was fixed. In this section, the role of this covariance is explored. In particular, the
interest is in whether the covariance modifies the role of the discrimination parame-
ters in the selection of the items for the three criteria. For instance, as demonstrated
earlier, unlike the criteria of D- and A-optimality for the Fisher information matrix
(Mulder and van der Linden, 2009), item-selection criteria KB , KP , and IM do
not tend to select items that mainly test a single ability dimension. In this section,
we explore whether this selection behavior changes as a function of the correlation
between the abilities.

In each of the examples below, the case of two abilities was investigated with
the sum of the two discrimination parameters fixed at a1 C a2 D 3. The choice
allowed us to vary the relative size of the individual discrimination parameters with-
out increasing the overall quality of the item. As before, the difficulty and guessing
parameters were fixed at d D 0 and c D 0. Furthermore, the current posterior was
assumed to be multivariate normal,

f .� juk�1/ � N

�	
0

0



;

	
1 �12

�12 1


�
: (4.46)
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Fig. 4.7 Information measure KP as a function of the combination of the two discrimination
parameters a1 C a2 D 3 for different posterior covariances �12 (both abilities intentional)

We varied the size of the posterior correlation �12 and evaluated its impact on the
three KL-based information measures.

First, the case of both �1 and �2 being intentional is reported. Figure 4.7 displays
the KL distance between subsequent posterior distributions, KP , for different val-
ues of �12. The larger the covariance, the higher KP for any combination of the
discrimination parameters. The Bayesian explanation for this relationship is that of
borrowing information. Because �1 and �2 correlate, information in the response on
either of them also means information on the other. Except for a difference in scale,
the shapes of the curves for KB and IM were entirely similar to those in Figure 4.7;
their figures are therefore omitted here.

The second case is that of �1 being intentional and �2 a nuisance ability. From
(4.31), it can be seen that KB is independent of the posterior covariance. The other
two measures, KP and IM , do depend on the posterior covariance. The curves for
IM are shown in Figure 4.8a. The curves for KP were similar and are therefore
omitted. Obviously, an item that mainly tests the nuisance ability (i.e., high value of
a2/ becomes more informative when this nuisance ability correlates highly with the
intentional ability. The principle of borrowing information also explains this fact.
The curve for KB was similar to that in Figure 4.8a for �12 D 0. The intuitively
more attractive behavior of KP and IM for correlated abilities therefore does not
hold for KB .

The final case is the estimation of the composite ability �c D �1�1 C �2�2.
The orthogonal transformation in (4.45) was used to map ability space � to �, with
1 D �1�1 C �2�2 as the new intentional ability. Figure 4.8b shows the curves
for IM . The curves for KP were entirely similar and are omitted here. Although
�1 and �2 have equal weights, the most informative combination of discrimination
parameters was aT D .1:5; 1:5/. This is somewhat surprising because the case of
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Fig. 4.8 Information measure IM as a function of combination of the two discrimination parame-
ters a1 C a2 D 3 for different posterior covariances �12 when �1 is intentional and �2 a nuisance
ability (first panel) and the interest is in the linear combination 0:5�1 C 0:5�2 (second panel)

both �1 and �2 intentional could also be considered as one with equal weights for the
two abilities. But in this case aT D .1:5; 1:5/ was the least informative combination
(see Figure 4.7). Apparently, both information measures IM and KP have opposite
preferences for the items when the interest is in estimating them separately than as
part of an (equally weighted) composite. This result illustrates the necessity of being
explicit about the status of each of the ability parameters before choosing an item-
selection criterion in multidimensional adaptive testing. The surface for KB is at a
constant height when a1 C a2 is a constant (see Figure 4.6). Although this feature
may seem desirable for a test supposed to measure a linear composite of �1 and
�2, the height is the same no matter the covariance between the ability parameters.
Thus, in the case of the estimation of a composite ability, KB also has less favorable
properties than KP and IM .

Finally, as demonstrated by the limiting horizontal curves in Figures 4.7 and 4.8,
for a higher covariance, the information measures become exclusively dependent on
the sum of the discrimination parameters. This feature is another consequence of
the Bayesian principles of borrowing on one parameter from the information in the
data about the other as their correlation goes up.

4.8 Conclusion

The item-selection criteria studied in this chapter were all based on the Kullback-
Leibler definition of the “distance” between two probability distributions. The first
measure, KB , was the distance between the response distributions at a current es-
timate of the ability vector, b� , and the true vector � integrated over the current
posterior distribution of the latter. The second, KP , was the expected distance be-
tween the prior distribution of � and its posterior distribution upon administration of
the candidate item. The third criterion was a symmetric version of the KL distance
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known as the mutual information measure, which was defined between the current
posterior distribution of � and the response distribution on the candidate item. We
also proposed modifications of these criteria that are appropriate for the case in
which some of the ability components are only intentional and the others should
be treated as nuisance parameters as well as the case of the interest being only in a
linear composite of the ability components.

An attractive feature of all these KL-based criteria is their immediate general-
ization from unidimensional to multidimensional adaptive testing. Except for the
dimensionality of the ability parameter in the response model, no other changes are
involved. No matter the dimensionality of � , each of these criteria is thus always as
scalar. Unlike item selection based on Fisher’s information, no additional reduction
of an information matrix to a unidimensional criterion is therefore necessary.

Although all three criteria appear to be meaningful for multidimensional adaptive
testing when all ability components are intentional, this conclusion has to be mod-
ified somewhat when some of the ability components have the status of a nuisance
parameter. In this case, the behavior of the posterior expected KL measure, KB, ap-
pears to be independent of the discrimination parameters of the nuisance abilities
when the ability estimate of the nuisance abilities is approximately zero, whereas it
should have shown a decrease with them. Due to its independence of the posterior
covariance for a constant sum of the discrimination parameters, KB also has the
least favorable behavior when the interest is in an equally weighted linear compos-
ite of the ability parameters. For the case of not all ability parameters intentional, we
therefore only recommend the KL distance between the subsequent posterior distri-
butions of the ability parameters, KP, and the mutual information in the responses
distribution on the candidate item about the test taker’s posterior distribution, IM ,
as item-selection criteria.

These conclusions were derived analytically assuming an item pool with any pos-
sible combination of discrimination parameters over a reasonable range of values.
In real-world applications with less than ideal distributions of the item parameters,
we may be forced to restrict the selection to special combinations of parameters, and
the analysis in this chapter may have to be completed with computer simulations of
adaptive testing from the actual item pool.
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Chapter 5
Sequencing an Adaptive Test Battery

Wim J. van der Linden

5.1 Introduction

Switching a testing program from a linear to an adaptive format increases its
efficiency considerably. The gain in efficiency can be used to shorten the length
of the test or increase the accuracy of the scores. The gain is especially relevant
to testing programs in which a battery of tests has to be administered in a single
session but the testing time has to remain feasible. Examples of such programs are
diagnostic testing for instructional purposes (e.g., Boughton, Yao, & Lewis 2006;
Yao & Boughton, 2007) and large-scale assessments of education. These programs
generally involve the reporting of profiles of scores of students, schools, or districts.
In order to use such profiles for decision making, each of their individual scores
should have satisfactory accuracy. The more advantageous combination of testing
time and score accuracy made possible by the use of a battery of adaptive instead
of linear tests has been highlighted earlier, for instance, in Brown and Weiss (1977)
and Giallucca and Weiss (1979).

In an adaptive test battery, each individual test is assembled from a different
item pool. For the first test, an initial ability estimate is chosen and the first item is
selected from the first pool to be optimal at this estimate. The response is then used
to update the initial estimate, and the second item is selected to be optimal at the
update. The process is repeated until a predetermined number of items or accuracy
level is reached, whereupon a new test from a new pool is started. Using this format,
a typical saving of the length of the individual tests by some 40–60% percent relative
to a linear version of them is possible.

It is easy to confuse the case of a battery of unidimensional adaptive tests ad-
dressed in this research with a multidimensional adaptive test, particularly if the
abilities correlate. Multidimensional adaptive testing has its own procedures of op-
timal item selection (Mulder & van der Linden, 2009; Segall, 1996, this volume,

W.J. van der Linden (�)
CTB/McGraw-Hill, 20 Ryan Ranch Road, Monterey, CA 93940, USA

W.J. van der Linden and C.A.W. Glas (eds.), Elements of Adaptive Testing, Statistics
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c� Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2010
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chap. 3; van der Linden, 2005, sect. 9.7.; Veldkamp & van der Linden, 2002). For
these procedures, it is not necessary (and, in fact, even disadvantageous) to con-
strain the selection of items to one and the same subpool until a predetermined
number of items is administered, as is done in testing with a battery of unidimen-
sional tests.

In the current research, the focus was not on the question of how to select the
individual items. Readers with an interest in this question should refer to Thissen
and Mislevy (2000) or van der Linden and Pashley (this volume, chap. 1). Instead,
the interest was in the optimal sequencing of the test battery, the idea being that
instead of always administering the tests in the battery in the same predetermined
order for each test taker, its efficiency could be increased further by optimizing the
order for the individual test takers. In fact, the best approach seems to repeat the
principle of adaptation at the level of the selection of the tests. We would then pick
the first test to be optimal over the initial estimates of each of the test taker’s abilities
measured by the battery. The second test would be chosen to be optimal given the
test taker’s responses to the first test. And so on.

A statistical notion relevant to such an approach is that of collateral information,
i.e., the information about the test taker’s ability measured by one test available in
the other tests. We expect the amount of collateral information in test batteries to be
substantial because they are typically designed to measure a set of strongly related
but distinct abilities, for instance, abilities in early mathematics or language acqui-
sition in elementary education. It would be a waste to ignore such information when
choosing a next test from the battery. The problem of how to improve subtest scores
by borrowing information from other subtests has received considerable attention
recently (e.g., Wainer et al., 2001). The solution to the problem of sequencing the
tests in a battery addressed in this research can be viewed as an adaptive solution to
this more general problem.

An appropriate framework for implementing the adaptive approach is multilevel
item-response theory (IRT) in combination with an empirical Bayes procedure for
the selection of the tests. The two-level model used in this research consists of dis-
tinct response models for the unidimensional item pools as first-level models and a
specification of the joint distribution of their ability parameters for the population of
test takers as a second-level model. The second-level model allows the borrowing
of information from earlier response vectors about the abilities measured by later
tests. An empirical Bayes approach represents this information in the form of prior
and posterior distributions: each time a test is completed, the test taker’s response
vector is used to update the posterior predictive distributions of the abilities mea-
sured by the remaining tests, whereupon the updates are used as prior distributions
for the selection of the next test. The approach is empirical in that the second-level
model for the distribution of the abilities is estimated from test data collected during
pretesting of the items.

For the results to be realistic, we have to allow for content constraints on the item-
selection process. These constraints are necessary to implement the test agency’s
specifications for each individual test, such as its required content distribution,
possible logical relations between the items in the pool (e.g., items that should not
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be combined in the same test administration), and the total amount of time available
for the test. In addition, if item security is a problem (which we do not generally
expect to be the case for a diagnostic battery), it would be necessary to control the
exposure rates of the items in the pools through the imposition of random ineligibil-
ity constraints on the items for the test takers.

In the next sections, we define this multilevel structure more precisely and present
an algorithm for sequencing the test battery that satisfies any real-world set of con-
tent constraints. In the final section, results from an extensive simulation study are
presented. Because the correlations between the abilities for the individual tests are
critical, we varied the correlation structure in this study and examined its impact on
the sequence of tests as well as the accuracy of the ability estimates. The same was
done for different test lengths as well as testing with and without content constraints.
As a baseline, we used the statistical accuracy of the ability estimators for the tradi-
tional case of a fixed but arbitrary order of the tests that ignored the responses to the
earlier tests in the battery.

5.2 Multilevel Model

Suppose the battery consists of individual tests from item pools h D 1; 2; : : : ; H

of size Nh. The items in the pools are denoted as ih D 1; 2; : : : ; Nh. The length
of the test from pool h is equal to nh. The ability measured by pool h is repre-
sented by a (scalar) parameter �h: The parameter is assumed to be defined by the
three-parameter logistic (3PL) response model, which describes the probability of
a successful response (Ui D 1) by a test taker with ability �h 2 .�1; 1/ on
item i as

pi .�h/ � PrfUij D 1g � ci C .1 � ci /
expŒai .�h � bi /�

1 C expŒai .�h � bi /�
; (5.1)

where bi 2 .�1; 1/, ai > 0, and ci 2 Œ0; 1� are the difficulty, discriminating
power, and guessing parameters of item i D 1; : : : ; N in the pool, respectively
(Birnbaum, 1968).

The ability structure of the population of test takers is represented by a multivari-
ate normal density,

f .�1; �2; : : : ; �H / D MVN.�� ; †� /: (5.2)

Finally, it is assumed that all item and population parameters have been esti-
mated with enough precision during the pretest of the battery to consider them as
known during the test administration. When the battery begins, the only unknown
parameters are thus the abilities �1; �2; : : : ; �H :
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5.3 Empirical Bayes Approach

5.3.1 Selection of Initial Pool

Items in an adaptive test are typically selected using a maximum-information
criterion or a Bayesian criterion derived from the posterior distribution of �

(van der Linden & Pashley, this volume, chap. 1). We will use the Bayesian criterion
of maximum posterior expected information in the responses to the candidate items.
The criterion is defined more precisely below.

It may seem attractive to use the same item-selection criterion to pick the initial
test in a battery, that is, to begin the battery with the item pool that contains the item
expected to be most informative at the test taker’s initial ability estimate across all
item pools. But this strategy would be less prudent for two reasons. First, this most
informative item may have neighboring items in its pool that are less informative
than some of the neighbors of the best items in the other pools. Selection of the pool
will then be penalized immediately by less than optimal item selection after the test
has begun. Second, as already indicated, real-world adaptive tests typically have
to meet constraints on their composition that represent their content specifications.
These constraints cannot be satisfied if we focus on one item at a time. The first
problem can be avoided by evaluating the best set of items of the size of the intended
test lengths, nh, from each pool. The second problem is resolved if we require each
of these sets to meet the content constraints on the individual tests.

The problem of selecting sets of items of length nh from item pools h D
1; : : : ; H can be formalized as follows. For the response model in (5.1), Fisher’s
information about � in the response to a test item i is defined as

Ii .�/ D �E
	

@2

@�2
ln l.� I Ui /




D Œp0
i .�/�2

pi .�/Œ1 � pi .�/�
; (5.3)

where Ui is a random response to item i by a test taker with ability � , l.� I Ui / is the
likelihood statistic associated with its distribution, and p0

i .�/ is the derivative of the
response probability in (5.1) with respect to � (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985,
sect. 6.3).

The criterion we propose is the expected value of Fisher’s information over
the posterior distribution of �: (The same procedure can be followed for crite-
ria based on any other posterior expected quantity; for such criteria, see van der
Linden, 1998.) If no items have been administered yet, the appropriate marginal
distribution of (5.2) should be used. For item ih, the criterion takes the value

Z
Iih.�h/f .�h/d�h; (5.4)

where f .�h/ is the marginal distribution of �h from (5.2).
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Let xih denote a binary decision variable for the selection of item ih, i D
1; : : : ; Nh, h D 1; : : : ; H . That is, xih D 1 if the item is selected and xih D 0

otherwise. The set of items selected from pool h can be found by solving

maximize
NhX

ihD1

	Z
Iih.�h/f .�h/d�h



xih ; (5.5)

subject to

NhX

ihD1

xih D nh; (5.6)

xih 2 f0; 1g; ih D 1; : : : ; Nh: (5.7)

The objective function maximizes the sum of the prior expected information in
the items. The constraint in (5.6) requires the selection of nh items. Observe that
both the objective function and the constraint are linear in the variables xih . The
initial pool in the battery selected for the test taker is that with the largest value for
the objective function for the solution of the optimization problem in (5.5)–(5.7).

It may seem somewhat overdone to formalize the selection of the sets of items as
a 0–1 linear optimization program because we could directly pick the nh items with
the largest values for (5.4) from the pools. But it immediately becomes advantageous
to do so when test specifications are to be imposed on the selection of the items.

Such specifications are conveniently imposed using the shadow-test approach to
adaptive testing (van der Linden, 2005, chap. 9; this volume, chap. 1). In order to
illustrate the approach, we impose a set of constraints on some of the categorical
attributes of the items (e.g., a content category or item format), a quantitative at-
tribute (e.g., word count or expected time to respond to the items), and the exposure
rates of the items. Let Vch

be the subsets of items in pool h for content categories
ch D 1; 2; : : : ; Ch and qih the value of item ih D 1; 2; : : : ; Nh for quantitative
attribute q. A general representation of the constrained version of the optimization
problem for pool h is

maximize
NhX

ihD1

	Z
Iih.�h/f .�h/d�h



xih ; (5.8)

subject to

NhX

ihD1

xih D nh; (5.9)

X

ih2Vch

xih T nch
; ch D 1; 2; : : : ; Ch; (5.10)
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NhX

ihD1

qihxih T bq; (5.11)

xih D 0; ih 2 Rj;: (5.12)

xih 2 f0; 1g; ih D 1; 2; : : : ; Nh; (5.13)

where T denotes the appropriate choice of an equality or inequality.
The new constraints are those in (5.10)–(5.12). In (5.10), the numbers of items

in category ch D 1; : : : ; Ch from pool h are constrained by bounds nch
. Likewise,

(5.11) constrains the sum of the quantitative item attributes qi (e.g., the total word
count for the test) by a bound bq . The constraints in (5.12) are ineligibility con-
straints for the items in subset Rj for test taker j in the pool. They are added to
control the exposure rates of the items in the pool. Subset Rj is chosen randomly
for each test taker; that is, before the test is administered to each new test taker j ,
a probability experiment is conducted to determine which items belong to Rj with
probabilities of selection that depend on both a chosen upper limit rmax on the expo-
sure rates of the items and the counts of certain events during the history of the tests.
For a derivation of these probabilities of eligibility and implementation details, see
van der Linden and Veldkamp (2004, 2007). A larger collection of examples of pos-
sible content constraints for adaptive testing is presented in van der Linden (2005).
In real-world applications, multiple versions of the same type of constraint may be
required to impose existing test specifications.

A solution to the optimization problem is a vector of zeros and ones for the
decision variables that identifies the set of items that meets the constraints and
has a maximum value for the objective function. These solutions are known as
shadow tests. They are easily found by a call to an integer solver in a standard
linear-programming computer program prior to the item selection; for a descrip-
tion of such solvers, see van der Linden (2005, sect. 4.2.5). Using a well-initialized
solver, shadow tests from a pool of several hundreds of items are found within a
second.

Shadow tests are not administered; their sole purpose is to identify the set of
items in each of the pools from which the CAT algorithm should pick the best item
for administration.

5.3.2 Selection of First Test

For each item pool, a shadow test is calculated. The first test is the test from the pool
for which the shadow test has the largest value for the objective function in (5.8).
Without loss of generality, we will denote this first pool by h D H:
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5.3.3 Administration of First Test

Once the first pool is identified, the first item that is administered is that in the
shadow test with the largest value for the expected information in (5.4).

Each next item is the best item among the remaining free items in an update of the
shadow test. The update involves two operations: (i) the addition of the constraint
xiH D 1 for the last item that was administered to the model for the shadow test;
and (ii) the update of the posterior distribution of �H in the item-selection criterion
in the objective function of the model. The addition of the constraint guarantees that
earlier items are automatically included when the shadow test is reassembled. The
update of the posterior distribution guarantees that the shadow test remains optimal
when it is reassembled. Because of these two features, the adaptive test meets all test
specifications and still adapts the selection of the items optimally to the test taker’s
responses.

The more complicated operation is the update of the posterior distribution of �H .
We give the update for the selection of the kth item. Let u.k�1/

Hj be the response
vector of test taker j for the first k�1 items in the first test. The posterior distribution
of �H after k � 1 items is defined as

f
�
�H ju.k�1/

Hj

�
D

f
�

u.k�1/
Hj j�H

�
f .�H /

R
f
�

u.k�1/
Hj j�H

�
f .�H /d�

; (5.14)

where f
�

u.k�1/
Hj j�H

�
is the model probability associated with the current response

vector,

f
�

u.k�1/
Hj j�H

�
D

k�1Y

iD1

P

UiH j D 1j�H

�uiH j
�
1 � P.UiH j D 1j�H /

�1�uiHj:

(5.15)
Hence, the update of (5.4) for the selection of the kth item in the test is

Z
IiH .�H /f

�
�H ju.k�1/

Hj

�
d�H : (5.16)

As the final estimate of �Hj , we suggest the mean of the last posterior distribution
(expected a posteriori or EAP estimate),

b� .nH /
Hj D

Z
�H f

�
�H ju.nH /

Hj

�
d�H ; (5.17)

or any other measure of its location. Alternatively, we could use the maximum-
likelihood estimate (MLE) of �H , that is, the maximizer of (5.15) for the response
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vector u.nH /
Hj . We then still profit from the extra information from earlier tests when

picking a new test and selecting its items but report scores that are inferred only
from the responses to the current test. This option should be used when it is deemed
undesirable to report test scores based on any other statistical information than the
test taker’s responses to the proper test.

5.3.4 Selection of Subsequent Tests

The second pool has to be chosen from h D 1; : : : ; H � 1 using (5.8)–(5.13) with
an update of the marginal density f .�h/ from (5.2) to f .�hjuHj /. Observe that this
is the posterior distribution for the second ability given the responses to the items in
the first test. This new posterior density can be written as

f .�hjuHj / D
Z

f .�h; �H juHj /d�H

D
Z

f .�hj�H /f .�H juHj /d�H

/
Z

f .�hj�H /f .�H /f .uHj j�H /d�H

D
Z

f .�h; �H /f .uHj j�H /d�H ; (5.18)

where the second step follows upon the usual assumption of conditional indepen-
dence of �h and uHj given �H (“local independence”). Observe that the second step
also reveals the nature of the posterior distribution: it actually is a predictive poste-
rior distribution with the second-level model probability f .�hj�H / integrated over
the posterior distribution of �H given uHj .

The first factor in the last integrand of (5.18) is a known normal density that
follows from (5.2) as

f .�h; �H / D
Z

: : :

Z
f .�1; : : : ; �H /d�1 : : : d�h�1d�hC1 : : : d�H�1: (5.19)

The second factor of the same integrand is just the probability of the responses to
the items in the first test given �H . The integral in the last step of (5.18) is therefore
easily calculated from known expressions; see the Appendix.

Since the norming constant for the posterior density f .�hjuHj / is independent
of �h; we can directly use the unnormed posterior density in (5.18) for comparison
between the remaining item pools. The second pool is therefore found as the solution
of the updated model for the shadow tests that has the maximum value over h D
1; : : : ; H � 1 for the new objective function in (5.8).
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For the selection of the third pool, it is straightforward to show that (5.18) gener-
alizes to

f

�hjuHj ; u.H�1/j

� /
Z Z

f .�h; �H�1; �H / f

u.H�1/j j�H�1

�

	f

uHj j�H

�
d�H�1d�H : (5.20)

For batteries with more than three tests, the expressions for the selection of the
subsequent tests are analogous.

5.3.5 Administration of Subsequent Tests

In order to select the items in the second test, we need to update the posterior

distribution f
�
�hju.k�1/

hj

�
in (5.16) to

f
�
�hju.k�1/

hj ; uHj

�
D

f
�

u.k�1/
hj j�h

�
f .�hjuHj /

R
f
�

u.k�1/
hj j�h

�
f .�hjuHj /d�

: (5.21)

The kth item is then selected to maximize
Z

Iih.�h/f
�
�hju.k�1/

hj ; uHj

�
d�h: (5.22)

The second test should be scored using the version of (5.17) with f
�
�hju.nH /

Hj

�

replaced by f
�
�hju.nh/

hj ; u.nH /
Hj

�
, or, when ML estimation is more appropriate, by

the maximizer of (5.15) for the new test. For the third test, we should replace

f
�
�hju.k�1/

hj ; uHj

�
in (5.21) by f

�
�hju.k�1/

hj ; u.H�1/j ; uHj d
�

. And so on.

5.4 Simulation Study

Adaptive testing from a real-world item pool was simulated to get a first impression
of the empirical behavior of the method for sequencing a test battery presented in
this chapter. The battery consisted of short tests from the three sections of the Law
School Admission Test (LSAT), which measure analytic reasoning (AR), reading
comprehension (RC), and logical reasoning (LR). (The current LSAT is a paper-
and-pencil test with two subtests in its LR section.) A previous pool of operational
items from the LSAT was used to run the adaptive tests. Although the items in
the pool had been calibrated jointly under the 3PL model in (5.1), we treated the
subpools for each of the three sections as a separate unidimensional pool. The sizes
of the three subpools were 208 (AR), 240 (RC), and 304 items (LR).
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To set a baseline, a simulation of the traditional version of an adaptive test battery
with independent sequencing of the three tests was conducted.

5.4.1 Design of Study

The impact of the following factors was studied:

1. Adaptive versus independent sequencing of the tests.
2. Adaptive testing with and without content constraints.
3. Test lengths equal to n D 5, 10, 15, and 20 items.

The main comparison in this study was between adaptive and independent
sequencing of the tests in the battery. The baseline procedure of independent se-
quencing consisted of 500 adaptive administrations for the true abilities �h D �2:0;

�1:5; : : : ; 2:0 for each of the three tests. Each test started with b�h D 0 as the
initial ability estimate. All subsequent items were selected using the maximum
posterior expected information criterion in (5.4). The tests were simulated entirely
independently; no information from one of the tests was used in any of the others.

The procedure with the adaptive sequencing of the tests was as described above.
AR was always chosen to be the first test. [For a test battery starting from the prior
distribution in (5.2), the first test is automatically the same for all test takers; for a
suggestion of adaptive selection of the first test as well, see the discussion at the end
of this chapter.] For each of the true abilities �1 D �2:0, �1:5; : : : ; 2:0; 500 admin-
istrations of the battery were simulated. The true abilities in the simulations of the
second and third tests were sampled conditionally on �1 from the population in (5.2)
to realize the correlational structure in (5.23) below. Again, the first test started with
b�h D 0 as the initial ability estimate. But the subsequent items and tests were se-
lected using the empirical Bayes approach in (5.14)–(5.22). The integrals in the pro-
cedure were calculated using the Monte Carlo approach described in the Appendix.

The content constraints adopted in the model for the shadow test were actual
constraints for the LSAT. They were for specifications related to the content, item
type, and answer-key distributions of the three sections, possible gender or minority
orientation of their items, and word counts. An important difference was the omis-
sion of all constraints associated with the item-set structure for two of the tests. They
had to be omitted to be able to study the impact of the different lengths of n D 5,
10; 15; and 20 items for these tests. The total numbers of constraints chosen for the
tests were 12 (AR), 23 (RC), and 16 (LR).

Clearly, the pattern of covariances between the abilities in the covariance matrix
in (5.2) is critical to the success of the method. The covariance matrix used was

X
D
0

@
1:0 0:8 0:8

1:0 0:3

1:0

1

A : (5.23)
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As already indicated, real-world test batteries usually consist of tests of highly re-
lated domains that need to be distinguished for practical reasons (e.g., diagnosis).
The covariances between the first test (AR) and the two alternative second tests (RC
and LR) in (5.23) are believed to represent a typical case. The covariance between
the two alternative tests did not actually play a role in the sequencing of these two
tests; when one of them was identified as the best second test for a test taker, the
choice of the other as the third test was automatically fixed.

For each simulated administration of the battery, we recorded the error in the
estimate of �h at the end of each test and counted the number of times each of
the two possible paths through the battery (AR-RC-LR vs. AR-LR-RC) was taken.
In the next section, we compare the estimated mean-square error (MSE) functions
of the ability estimators between the different conditions in more detail. We made
the same comparison for the estimated bias functions of the estimators but omit a
discussion of the results because they matched those for the MSE functions.

5.4.2 Results

The estimated MSE functions for the baseline case of independent test selection
are given in Figure 5.1. Because the impact of adaptive selection of the tests sets
in after the first test, the functions are shown only for RC and LR. For the shorter
tests, their curves tend to be convex because of the effect of the initial estimates
b�h D 0. But for the longer tests, the benefits of adaptive testing become quickly
visible in the form of flatter curves at a lower height. Generally, the constraints do
not seem to have much impact on the MSE functions, a result typical of the efficient
way the constraints are implemented by the shadow-test approach (van der Linden,
2005, chap. 9). Also, the MSE functions for the RC and LR tests do not differ much.
In fact, the only noticeable difference was a tendency of the curves for RC to go
up at the upper end of the � scale in the condition with content constraints. This
happened even for the longer tests. Because the curves run flat for the condition
without the constraints, the tendency is no doubt the result of the constraints forcing
the algorithm to select items for the highest ability level that are actually optimal at
lower levels.

For every test length, the selection of RC as the second test yielded substantially
lower MSEs than for the baseline case in Figure 5.1. The only exceptions were for
the combinations of the two most extreme values of � , n D 5, and no content
constraints. For the selection of RC as the third test, the MSEs are substantially
lower again and the curves run much flatter, even for test lengths as short as n D 5.

Table 5.1 shows the counts of the simulated test takers who took the two possible
paths through the battery (AR-RC-LR vs. AR-LR-RC) for the conditions with and
without content constraints in this study. Observe that the total number of simulated
test takers was 18,000 (=i.e., 500 test takers at nine ability levels for each of the
four test lengths). The counts reveal a strong preference for RC as the second test
over LR. The preference must be due to the composition of their two item pools;
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Fig. 5.1 Estimated mean-square error (MSE) functions of the ability estimators for independent
administration of the reading comprehension (RC) and logical reasoning (LR) tests without and
with content constraints on the item selection (baseline case). Note: The darker the line, the longer
the test (n D 5, 10, 15, 20)

Table 5.1 Number of test takers with the paths
RC-LR and LR-RC for the conditions with and without
constraints

Path RC-LR LR-RC

Without constraints 11,295 6,705
With constraints 16,605 1,395

apparently, for the criteria in (5.5) and (5.8), the RC pool contained initial sets of
items that were more informative than for the LR pool. A practical consequence
of these effects was not enough data to estimate the MSE functions accurately for
some of the conditions in this study. This somewhat unfortunate development was
the price paid for the choice of a simulation study with a real-world item pool.

The estimated MSE functions for the conditions with adaptive sequencing of the
tests are given in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. Observe that the curves in the upper right (LR
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Fig. 5.2 Estimated mean-square error functions (MSE) of the ability estimators for administration
of the reading comprehension (RC) and logical reasoning (LR) tests as the second and third tests
in the battery (without content constraints). Note: The darker the line, the longer the test (n D 5,
10, 15, 20)

as second test) and lower left plots (RC as third test) of each of these figures show
more variability because, as just indicated, they had to be based on much less data.
For the same reason, for RC as the third test in Figure 5.3, only the estimates of
the lower parts of the MSE functions could be estimated. Nearly all points in these
omitted parts of these functions had less than 10 observations; a substantial portion
of them even had no observations at all.

The best demonstration of the impact of the use of the collateral information in
the responses to the earlier tests in the empirical study was the set of MSE functions
estimated for RC as the third test in Figure 5.2. Even for a test length as small
as n D 5, these functions ran already flat along the entire range of � values. This
feature shows that the impact of the use of collateral information from earlier tests
is not only a general increase of the efficiency of the later tests but also enables
them to start at initial ability estimates away fromb�h D 0 and therefore move faster
to true abilities that are at the upper or lower end of the scale—hence, these entirely
flat curves.
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Fig. 5.3 Estimated mean-square error functions (MSE) of the ability estimators for administration
of the reading comprehension (RC) and logical reasoning (LR) tests as the second and third tests
in the battery (with content constraints). Note: The darker the line, the longer the test (n D 5, 10,
15, 20)

5.5 Concluding Remarks

Test batteries usually have severe time constraints on their tests, but the abilities
they measure are highly correlated. Hence, as demonstrated in studies by Brown and
Weiss (1977) and Gialluca and Weiss (1979), such batteries stand to profit substan-
tially from adaptive testing. In this research, the idea of adaptation was extended
to include the sequencing of the individual tests during the administration of the
battery. While their sequence traditionally is arbitrarily fixed, this research suggests
to adapting the sequence to the performances of the individual test takers. An ap-
propriate framework for doing so is the combination of hierarchical item response
modeling with an empirical Bayes approach presented above. The framework al-
lows us to model the multivariate structure of the abilities measured by the tests and
use this structure to translate empirical information from earlier tests directly into
more efficient updates of the prior ability distributions for the later tests.
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The empirical study was only the first of its kind; others have to be conducted to
get a better insight into the precise quantitative effects of adaptive test sequencing,
especially for batteries with larger numbers of tests and more complicated patterns
of correlation between them. Such studies should also explore the additional effects
of including known covariates for the abilities measured by the tests. Examples of
useful covariates are observed scores on tests taken in the past or response times
during the tests in the battery. The former is expected to adapt the selection of the
first test to the individual test takers, which now was the same for all of them, and
therefore to be automatically beneficial to all later tests as well. Response times
have already proven to be a powerful source of collateral information for the case
of a single adaptive test (van der Linden, 2008) and are expected to lead to even
stronger advantages for a full battery of them.

5.6 Appendix: Computational Approach

Because of the population distribution in (5.2), the prior density f .�h/ in (5.4) is
that of N .��h

; �hh/ with �hh the hth diagonal element of †� . Although (5.4) could
easily be calculated using Gauss–Hermite quadrature, in the empirical study we
preferred simple Monte Carlo integration and approximated this criterion as

Z
Iih.�h/f .�h/d�h 
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�
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.r/
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�
; (A1)

where �
.r/

h
is the r th draw from f .�h/.

From (5.18), it follows that the criterion for the selection of the second test can
be approximated as
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where
�
�

.r/

h
; �

.r/
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�
is the r th draw from f .�h; �H /. A composition method was used
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h
; �
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�
; that is, �
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H was drawn from f .�H / and �

.r/

h
from f

�
�hj� .r/

H

�
.

Because of the multivariate normality in (5.2), either step involves a draw from a
known normal density. [The ease of these steps explains our current preference for
(A1) over numerical quadrature.]

In the study, the third test was automatically fixed when the first two were se-
lected. But it may be interesting to note that the use of the generalization in (5.20)
would have involved two simple operations: (i) the multiplication of the numerator
and denominator of (A3) by the likelihood associated with the last test selected and
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(ii) one more step of the composition method. That is, we could have approximated
the criterion using
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with an extra step to draw �
.r/

h
from f

�
�hj� .r/

H ; �
.r/
H�1

�
.

The EAP estimates at the end of each test were calculated similarly with I
�
�

.r/

h

�

in (A1)–(A3) replaced by �
.r/

h
.

Generally, care should be exercised when using Monte Carlo integration for the
current type of problem because the draws are from prior distributions that can be
expected to be wider than the likelihoods. Consequently, the effective sample size
tends to be smaller than its nominal value. When preparing the simulation study,
several trial values for the sample size were used and the results were found to be
stable for sizes larger than 3,000. This number should not be taken blindly as a
recommendation of this computational approach, certainly not for applications in
operational testing with larger test batteries than in this study.
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Chapter 6
Adaptive Tests for Measuring Anxiety
and Depression

Otto B. Walter

6.1 Introduction

Psychological constructs such as depression or anxiety, and health-related measures
such as pain or physical functioning, can be reliably assessed today by means of
standardized tests. In fact, such tests are now well established as being an impor-
tant part of clinical practice. Over the last few years, the number of bio-medical
publications citing the word questionnaire has risen exponentially (Figure 6.1).

As a result, a considerable item burden is often placed on patients. In this context,
the application of computer adaptive tests (CATs) seems promising. However, most
of the theoretical and practical contributions to the application of CATs are still in
the area of ability and achievement testing. Although efforts have been made to de-
velop CATs for health-related measures, there have been very few reports on using
CATs as a means of psychometric assessment in a medical setting. This situation
is about to change. A prominent example is a joint initiative working on building a
“Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System” (PROMIS) spon-
sored by the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH). The aim of this network is
to develop a large bank of items that measures patient-reported outcomes and to
create a computerized adaptive testing system that allows for efficient assessment in
clinical research of a wide range of chronic diseases. These tools are expected to be
available to the general medical community in 2008 (Fries, Bruce & Cella, 2005;
Cella et al., 2007).

Given the advantages that the application of CATs promises, this large-scale ef-
fort on the part of the NIH to advance the development of CATs in patient-reported
outcomes measurement is not surprising. Many of the advantages of CATs seem to
be well suited to assessments in clinical psychology (Embretson, 1996) or medicine.

A particularly attractive property of CATs is the possibility of determining the
measurement precision conditional upon the level of the underlying latent trait � .
A low measurement precision often occurs for extreme (high or low) �-values. In
CATs constructed within the framework of item response theory (IRT), situations
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Fig. 6.1 Number of publications listed in MedlineTM that contain the word questionnaire

with undesirably low measurement precision can be identified and, if necessary,
corrected by the administration of additional items. These additional items are not
required when the measurement precision is already high. Substantial item savings
may result, which would help to reduce the item burden placed on patients while
still ensuring an efficient and precise measurement.

Response formats used in clinical psychology and medicine differ from those
employed in ability and achievement tests. Typically, such clinical tests involve
polytomous items, whereas a dichotomous coding of responses (correct vs. in-
correct) is often a more natural choice for ability and achievement tests. These
differences in response formats might have contributed to the delay in the use of
CATs in medicine (compared to its use in educational contexts) even though many
results holding for the dichotomous case have been generalized to polytomous items
(e.g. Samejima, 1993).

As far as CATs are concerned, polytomous response formats open up the op-
portunity for substantial item savings. With the exception of highly discriminating
dichotomous items, information in responses to polytomous items is usually consid-
erably higher than in the dichotomous case. As the asymptotic standard error (SE) of
a response pattern is the reciprocal of the square root of the sum of item information
of this response pattern, a CAT algorithm that terminates as soon as the current error
falls below a given error bond will terminate sooner if item information is high.

For instance, the Anxiety-CAT presented by Walter et al. (2005, 2007) requires,
on average, about seven items to reach a predefined measurement precision of
SE � 0:32 (stopping criterion, corresponding to a reliability � � 0:9) for latent
trait values within two standard deviations around the population mean. Similar
reports on substantial item savings have been published by Ware, Bjorner, and
Kosinski (2000), Ware et al. (2003), Fliege et al. (2005, 2009), or Haley et al. (2006).

If IRT, as a general framework, and computer adaptive testing, as a specific ap-
plication of this framework, are recognized as being beneficial for overcoming the
shortcomings of classical test theory (e.g., Hambleton, 2000; Hornke, 1999), the
question remains as to why there are relatively few working applications of CATs
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in a clinical setting. In contrast, a number of authors have already employed an
IRT-based approach to the analysis of health-related items (e.g., Bjorner, Kosinski &
Ware, 2003c; Childs et al., 2000; Cooke et al., 1999; King et al., 1993; Krueger &
Finger, 2001; Santor & Ramsay, 1998).

One possible explanation for this small number of applications of CATs in a
medical context is the fact that there is, to date, no golden standard for construct-
ing CATs. Crucial methodological issues in developing CATs include topics such
as the assessment of item fit, the ensuring of the unidimensionality of the underly-
ing construct, and the selection of an IRT model (e.g., for polytomous responses,
the choice among rating scale, partial credit, generalized partial credit, or graded
response model). Moreover, the construction of item banks requires substantial re-
sources. For example, even though the exact number of respondents necessary for
item calibration is still under debate, there is general agreement that this number
should be rather large.

The majority of theoretical and practical contributions concerning the applica-
tions of CATs can be traced back to the seminal and ground-breaking work by Lord,
Novick, and Birnbaum, which was focused on the ability and achievement testing
context. In comparison, CATs in clinical contexts are still kittens. The development
of clinical CATs is, however, moving forward and large-scale programs, such as by
the PROMIS network, will play an important role in advancing them.

6.2 Development of CAT Systems

Using the IRT framework, we have developed and evaluated two item banks to
measure anxiety (Anxiety-CAT) and depression (Depression-CAT) by means of a
computerized adaptive method. The development of these CATs aimed at providing
instruments that can be used in a real clinical setting for the assessments of these
constructs in healthy persons, patients with somatic chronic diseases, and psycho-
somatic in- and outpatients. The development was motivated by the discrepancy
between the general excitement about the theoretical advantages of CATs and the
scarcity of reports of working CAT applications in clinical settings to date. A major
aim of our studies was to evaluate the extent to which the theoretical advantages
of CATs, namely precise and efficient measurement, would materialize in clinical
practice.

The steps involved in the item bank construction process are summarized in
Table 6.1. The following description focuses on the methodological decisions; a de-
tailed description of the steps in development can be found in Walter et al. (2005,
2007) (Anxiety-CAT) and Fliege et al. (2005, 2009) (Depression-CAT).

6.2.1 Patient Samples for Empirical Item Analyses

The development of the item banks was based on data from the application of vari-
ous standardized and well-established questionnaires used for routine psychometric
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Table 6.1 Development steps of the Anxiety-
and Depression-CATs

Definition of target construct
Unidimensionality checks
Inspection of item response functions
DIF analysis
Item calibration and item linking
Evaluation of model fit

assessment of in- and outpatients at the Department of Psychosomatic Medicine,
Charité, University Medicine Berlin, Germany, obtained between 1995 and 2002.
The item banks developed were comprised of subsets of items that were drawn from
those standardized instruments considered pertinent to the constructs of anxiety and
depression and met the statistical requirements of the IRT framework. The overall
sample used for the construction of the Anxiety- and Depression-CAT consisted of
N D 2; 348 and N D 3; 270 respondents respectively. These samples were used to
conduct the empirical analyses and the item calibration described below.

6.2.2 Definition of Target Construct

In the first step of the construction process, the target constructs were defined con-
ceptually. In the case of the Anxiety-CAT, the authors assented to Spielberger’s
(1972) definition of (state) anxiety as an “emotional state, characterized by strain,
solitude, nervousness, inner discomposure and fear of future occasions” (Häcker &
Stapf, 1998). This definition conforms to criteria for generalized anxiety disorders
(F41.1) reported in the Tenth Revision of the International Classification of Dis-
eases (ICD-10), where “fear, vegetative arousal and tenseness” are considered to
be the main properties of anxiety disorders (Dilling, Mombour & Schmidt, 1999).
Specific situations, activities, or objects pertaining to phobic disorders were not in-
cluded. Depression was defined according to the criteria outlined in the American
Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
Fourth Edition (DSM-IV), which include depressed mood, loss of interest and plea-
sure, activity disturbance, appetite or weight disturbance, sleep disturbance, fatigue
or loss of energy, and thought of death/suicide.

6.2.3 Initial Item Pool

The initial item pool consisted of more than 300 items drawn from 13 standard-
ized questionnaires used routinely in psychometric assessment at the Department
of Psychosomatic Medicine, Charité, University Medicine Berlin, Germany. Ad-
ministration of these questionnaires was conducted in a computer-assisted mode
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using personal digital assistants (PDAs). Each item was presented separately on the
PDA screen (Rose et al., 2002). Among the instruments were German versions of
questionnaires widely used internationally, for instance, the Center for Epidemi-
ological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D), Beck Depression Inventory (BDI),
Hospital Anxiety Depression Scale (HADS), SF-36 Health Survey, State Trait Anx-
iety Inventory (STAI), and Selfefficacy Scale and Life Orientation Test (SES/LOS).
As the items were drawn from different instruments, only a subset of them was ex-
pected to be pertinent to the target constructs. All items were rated separately by
members of the research group as to their relevance to anxiety or depression. Only
those items upon which the raters agreed remained in the item pool (anxiety: 81
items; depression: 144 items).

6.2.4 Test Dimensionality

The question as to whether the items are measuring one underlying dimension or
separate dimensions (Bjorner, Kosinski, & Ware, 2003b) is a crucial one in IRT
(Embretson & Reise, 2000). Exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis can
be employed to determine the extent to which items are unidimensional (Hays,
Morales & Reise, 2000). To ensure unidimensionality, we conducted a one-factorial
confirmatory factor analysis for categorical variables using MPlus (Muthén &
Muthén, 2004) and excluded one item of each pair of items exhibiting residual cor-
relations larger than 0.25. This particular choice of cut-off level was motivated by
reports that item calibration is to some extent robust to slight violations of unidimen-
sionality (Drasgow & Parsons, 1983; Reckase, 1979) and by the approach employed
by Bjorner, Kosinski, & Ware (2003b), in which a similar, albeit slightly more con-
servative, cut-off of 0.20 was used.

6.2.5 Nonparametric Analyses

In our approach to item bank construction, visual inspection of item response
functions (IRFs) computed nonparametrically (Gaussian kernel smoothing; see,
Ramsay, 1995) proved to be a useful step during the analysis. The aim of this step
was to compare the shapes of the observed response functions with those of para-
metrically modeled functions. An ideal category function exhibits steep trace lines
with one sharp maximum and exceeds all other response functions in exactly one
interval of the latent trait. Sorted in ascending order, the � values for which a re-
sponse function is maximal should match the order in which the response choices
of an item are presented (Figures 6.2a and 6.2b). In some cases, the observed pattern
could be brought into line with the ideal pattern by collapsing two or more response
options (Figures 6.2c and 6.2d). In other cases, such amendments were not possible.
Items with unsatisfactory response functions were excluded from further analysis.
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6.2.6 DIF Analysis

Systematic differences due to group biases can be determined by tests of differential
item functioning (DIF; Holland & Wainer, 1993). To ensure that all items can
be applied to individuals of any age or sex group, DIF analyses were conducted
using a polytomous logistic regression model (Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990;
Zumbo, 1999) with item response as the dependent variable and scale score and
group membership (gender, age group, sample group) as independent variables. In
this approach, uniform DIF is revealed by a direct effect of group membership on
the item score when controlled for the scale score; nonuniform DIF is indicated by
an interaction effect between item scale score and group membership (Zumbo &
Hubley, 2003). Statistical significance and Nagelkerke’s R2 (Nagelkerke, 1991) can
be used as criteria for determining whether or not an item exhibits DIF. The latter
criterion quantifies the magnitude of DIF as the difference between variance be-
fore and after including the variable for group membership (Bjorner, Kosinski, &
Ware, 2003b). This criterion is particularly useful when dealing with large sample
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sizes where even small DIF effects may become statistically significant. We saw
an item as exhibiting DIF if the R2-difference (�R2) exceeded a cut-off value of
0.03. The method proposed by Zumbo (1999) was found to be less restrictive (i.e.,
to exclude fewer items), so we used the more conservative �R2 > 0:03 as the indi-
cator of DIF. Recommendations on how to choose such cut-off values are rare, with
Bjorner, Kosinski, & Ware (2003b), who used a similar, slightly more restrictive
cut-off value of 0.02, being an exception.

6.2.7 Item Calibration

The items of the Depression- and Anxiety-CAT had polytomous response categories
ranked appropriately. For instance, the item I am worried (Anxiety-CAT) had the
following four response categories: not at all; somewhat; rather; very. Visual anal-
ysis of nonparametric item response curves (see above) suggested that the slopes of
their trace lines ranked the response categories differently. Therefore, these items
were calibrated using the generalized partial credit model (GPCM; Muraki, 1992),
a two-parameter model for polytomous items. In contrast to the partial credit model
(PCM; Masters & Wright, 1997), the item parameters in the GPCM are allowed to
vary in slope. Item parameter estimation was conducted by the marginal maximum
likelihood estimation procedure implemented in the Parscale software (Muraki &
Bock, 1999). As in the two-parameter model for dichotomous items, the slope pa-
rameter in the GPCM largely determines the level of information in responses to
the item. As in our CAT algorithm item selection was based on this information (the
higher the information in an item at the current � estimate, the more likely the selec-
tion of the item during the test), we decided to exclude items with slope parameters
smaller than 0:80 (Anxiety-CAT) and 0:70 (Depression-CAT).

The sample of respondents consisted of several subsamples to which different
sets of items were administered. The items in the sets had to be linked to a com-
mon scale. A prerequisite of such a linking is a set of common items used in all
subsamples (Kim & Lee, 2006). These anchor items were used to estimate a lin-
ear transformation that linked the different item sets. More specifically, we used the
mean/sigma method for the b parameter (Kolen & Brennan, 2004, p. 167) to adjust
the item parameters of the anchor items in one sample to those of the other sample.
These adjusted parameters then remained fixed while the other items in the second
sample were recalibrated.

6.2.8 Investigation of Model Fit

At present, there are no widely accepted procedures for assessing the model fit of
polytomous IRT models such as the GPCM. This is particularly true when dealing
with large sample sizes where even tiny discrepancies may become statistically
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significant. In the construction of the item banks for the Anxiety- and Depression-
CAT, we pursued two approaches to the investigation of model fit. To examine
the relationship between the ratio of well-predicted and mispredicted scores, we
conducted the likelihood-ratio �2 statistics provided by the Parscale software (Mu-
raki, 1997; Muraki & Bock, 1999). For a more detailed analysis of the model fit,
we computed a test statistic for each response category using an approach described
by Bjorner and colleagues (Bjorner, Kosinski & Ware, 2003a). This approach was
an extension of likelihood-based fit indices for dichotomous IRT models devised by
Orlando and Thissen (2000). The IRT model was employed to predict the distribu-
tion of item responses for each response category and each level of the sum score
of all items in the scale. From the observed versus expected frequencies, a �2 fit
statistic was computed for each response category of each item. Additionally, the
observed proportions of responses in each category were plotted as a function of
the sum score. Predicted proportions with 95% confidence intervals were displayed
in the same graph and allowed for graphical investigation of the model fit of each
response category for each item.

6.2.9 Item Banks

The final item pool of the Anxiety- and Depression-CAT was comprised of 50 and
64 items, respectively. On the basis of the criteria described above, 31 (Anxiety-
CAT) and 80 items (Depression-CAT) were excluded in total. The items excluded
during the construction of the Anxiety-CAT pertained to specific physical aspects
of anxiety, attention deficiencies, hypochondriac or social fears, and concerns re-
garding health or other people. Items excluded from the Depression-CAT mainly
focused on side effects of depression, on social contacts, sexual function, work, and
obligations.

6.2.10 CAT Algorithm

The CAT algorithm consists of several steps: (1) Initially, the person parameter es-
timate is set to O�0 D 0:0, which is the assumed population mean. (2) For the current
� estimate, the item with the highest item information is selected and presented
to the respondent. (3) After the respondent has answered, the response is used to
compute both a new estimate O�1 and standard error (SE) using the expected a pos-
teriori (EAP) method (Bock & Mislevy, 1982). Steps (2) and (3) are repeated until
either the current SE falls below 0.32 (stopping rule) or all items in the item bank
have been presented to the respondent. The criterion SE � 0:32 corresponds to a
reliability of � � 0:9 (� D 1 � SE2). When the algorithm has terminated, the �

estimate and standard error from the last step are reported.
In addition to person parameter estimation by the EAP method, the current

implementation of the CAT algorithm allows for an extension of Warm’s (1989)
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weighted likelihood estimation (WLE) to polytomous items. It has been noted that
person parameter estimates using the EAP approach may be severely biased toward
the prior mean (Chen, Hou & Dodd, 1998; Meijer & Nering, 1999). Results obtained
from our own simulation studies supported these reports and also indicated that, for
a given standard error, the EAP approach requires slightly fewer items than Warm’s
WLE. However, as for bias and root mean-square error, Warm’s WLE is superior to
the EAP method (Wang & Wang, 2001). The superiority is particularly noticeable
for extreme values of � , say, j� j > 2: However, for j� j � 2 (i.e., where some 95%
of the standard normal population is expected to score), the difference between both
methods becomes negligible, as the bias of EAP estimates tends to be small for this
interval (Bock & Mislevy, 1982).

Warm’s WLE is computationally more intensive. Its use is therefore recom-
mended only in cases where unbiased test scores are needed, for instance, when
cut-off scores are set on the ability scale or a comparison between scores on CAT
and paper-and-pencil versions of a test are planned. Because of its ease of imple-
mentation, when only a ranking of test takers is required, the EAP method is an
attractive option.

6.2.11 Delivery System

The CAT algorithm was implemented as a computer program written by the author.
The core of this program (CAT engine) was written in standard C++ and can be run
on several platforms. Various parametric IRT models for dichotomous and polyto-
mous items are supported, such as the 1PL, 2PL, 3PL, partial credit, and generalized
partial credit models. The CAT engine can be used for both simulation studies and
psychometric assessment. In assessment mode, the engine can be attached to several
graphical clients and CATs can be presented to respondents on PCs, laptops, or
handheld devices. The most recent version of it runs on a web server and allows the
delivery of CATs through a web browser interface.

6.3 Evaluation Studies

This CAT engine was used in various simulation studies in which the properties
of the item banks of the Anxiety- and Depression-CAT were evaluated using the
PC version of the CAT engine. In the first study, we used the method described by
Wang (1999) and generated response patterns for simulated respondents. For each
of the values of � D �3:5.:25/3:5, we generated the responses for 100 respondents.
The stopping rule was set to SE � 0:32, and � was estimated using EAP estimation.
Figures 6.3a and 6.3b show the average number of items needed to measure the
various levels of � with the predefined precision.

For j� j � 2, the average number of items needed was 6:9 ˙ 2:6 and 7:15 ˙ 1:4

items (mean ˙SD) for the Anxiety- and Depression-CAT, respectively. For extreme
values of the latent trait (j� j > 2), substantially more items were required.
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In a second simulation, the ability levels were estimated from simulated CATs
based on the real responses by the patients in the sample used to calibrate the item
banks. Two runs were made. In the first run, the stopping rule was set to SE � 0:32.
In the second run, each item in the bank was used to estimate � (provided a response
to the item existed in the data set). As the respondents were administered different
sets of items, not every item in the item bank was answered by all respondents.
Nevertheless, the correlation between the � estimates for the two runs was very
high: r D 0:97 (Anxiety-CAT); r D 0:95 (Depression-CAT); see Figure 6.4. These
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findings indicate that, in spite of substantial savings of testing time for the CAT
algorithm, not much information was lost and � can still be estimated with as much
precision as from the total item bank.

6.4 Discussion

The two CATs presented here were designed to measure the severity of symptoms
of anxiety and depression. To this end, we selected items from those existing stan-
dardized questionnaires that met the statistical requirements of the IRT model and
exhibited high discriminative power between individuals with different levels of
anxiety or depression.

The IRT model we used assumes that an individual’s responses to the items can
be accounted for by just one latent variable. An evaluation of this assumption of uni-
dimensionality showed that items assessing somatic symptoms of anxiety could not
be located on the same scale as those focusing on emotional or cognitive symptoms.
From a clinical perspective, the exclusion of somatic symptoms from the test is not
ideal. However, some encouraging results concerning the validity of the two CATs
have been reported recently (Becker et al., 2004; Rose et al., 2004). In one of our
real-world applications of the Anxiety-CAT, a comparison between the Anxiety-
CAT and two standardized questionnaires for the assessment of anxiety (STAI,
HADS) yielded lower correlations than in simulation studies. Nevertheless, the cor-
relations between the CAT scores and STAI and HADS were entirely comparable to
those between STAI and HADS (Walter et al., 2007). These results suggest that the
Anxiety- and Depression-CATs cover the underlying constructs in a manner similar
to well-established standardized questionnaires.

It should be noted that differences in focus exist even between conventional,
fixed-length questionnaires. STAI, HADS, and our Anxiety-CAT focus more on
general distress and negative affects, whereas, for example, the Beck Anxiety In-
ventory (BAI) emphasizes somatic symptoms. These different foci correspond with
the findings of several empirical studies favoring a three-factor model for anxiety,
in which the first two factors reflect nonspecific aspects and somatic manifestations
of anxiety (Joiner, Catanzaro & Laurent, 1996; Zinbarg & Barlow, 1996; Mineka,
Watson & Clark, 1998). As long as the use of multidimensional IRT models has not
yet arrived in the field of measurement of health-related constructs (e.g., Gardner
et al., 2002), it seems recommendable to use a separate item bank to capture the
somatic aspects of anxiety or depression.

In the Anxiety- and Depression-CATs, item selection is determined solely by
the statistical criterion of maximum information. A possible refinement of the item
selection could include the balancing of test content across test takers.

However, even in its present form, both the Anxiety- and Depression-CAs
provide efficient measurement of clinically relevant constructs. Given the well-
known fact that patients with depressive disorders often experience each extra
questionnaire item as a burden, the substantial reduction of the test length not only
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reduces testing time but also alleviates the stress involved in the testing procedure.
Even though the era of CATs in health-related measurement has just begun, and
many problems still need to be solved, the results obtained so far indicate that med-
ical applications of computer-adaptive testing have the potential to further improve
psychometric assessment in the near future.
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Chapter 7
MATHCAT: A Flexible Testing System
in Mathematics Education for Adults

Angela J. Verschoor and Gerard J.J.M. Straetmans

7.1 Introduction

One of the mathematics courses in adult basic education in the Netherlands is
offered at three different levels. The majority of the students are foreign and, due
to a large variation in background, most of their educational histories are unknown
or can be determined only unreliably. In the program’s intake procedure, a place-
ment test is used to assign students to a course level. As the students’ abilities vary
widely, the paper-and-pencil placement test currently used has the two-stage format
described in Lord (1971). In the first stage, all examinees take a routing test of 15
items with an average difficulty matching the average proficiency in the population
of students. Depending on their scores on the routing test, the examinees then take
one of the three follow-up tests. Each follow-up test consists of 10 items.

There are several drawbacks to this current testing procedure:

1. Test administration is laborious because of the scoring that has to take place after
the routing test.

2. Preventing disclosure of the test items is difficult due to the flexible intake pro-
cedure inherent in adult basic education. Disclosed items can easily lead to
misclassifications (assignment of prospective students to a course level for which
they lack proficiency).

3. Because only one branching decision is made, possible misroutings cannot be
corrected (Weiss, 1974) and measurement precision may be low.

A computerized adaptive placement test has offered a solution to these problems.
First, such tests have as many branching decisions as items in the test. Erroneously
branching on the items, because of incorrect responses to items that are too easy
or correct responses to items too difficult, is corrected later in the test. Second,
computerized test administration offers the advantage of immediate test scoring and
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feedback. As a result, remedial measures can be taken right after the test. Third,
preventing disclosure of testing material is less of a problem because, in principle,
each examinee takes a different test.

These features of computerized adaptive testing are very interesting, particularly
because all colleges offering adult basic education in the Netherlands already have
well-equipped computer rooms or are in the process of installing them. Besides,
the technology of computerized adaptive testing is flexible enough to deliver tests
from the same pool for other purposes than placement decisions, such as monitoring
student achievements during the course or grading the students at the end of it.
A testing system with these additional features has been thought to be very helpful
in supporting the current movement toward a more flexible adult education system
in the Netherlands.

In this chapter, a description of MATHCAT, the current adaptive testing sys-
tem that has replaced the old paper-and-pencil two-stage test, is given. MATHCAT
delivers tests serving two different educational purposes. One purpose is placing ex-
aminees into courses in arithmetic/mathematics at three available levels. The other
is achievement testing during these courses to monitor the students’ achievements.
We first describe the item bank because its quality has strong consequences for
the utility of the test scores. Then, the testing algorithms for the placement and
achievement tests are discussed and results from an evaluation of these algorithms
are presented. Finally, we will discuss some features of the student and teacher mod-
ules in MATHCAT.

7.2 The Item Bank for Numerical and Mathematical Skills

Adaptive testing requires an item bank calibrated using an appropriate IRT model.
The item bank currently used by MATHCAT contains 578 items, of which 476 were
calibrated using the following model (Verhelst & Glas, 1995):

pi .�/ � P.Xi D 1j�/ � exp.ai .� � bi //

1 C exp.ai .� � bi //
: (7.1)

The response to item i is either correct (Xi D 1) or incorrect (Xi D 0). The
probability of answering an item correctly in (7.1) is an increasing function of the
latent proficiency, � , and depends on two item characteristics: difficulty bi and dis-
criminatory power ai . All parameters of the items in the bank were estimated using
the OPLM software (Verhelst & Glas, 1995). The software iteratively chooses in-
teger values for the item parameters ai , computes conditional maximum likelihood
estimates (CML) of the item parameters bi , and tests for model fit, until acceptable
estimates of the values of the item parameters ai and bi are obtained. The distribu-
tion of � was estimated using a marginal maximum likelihood (MML) method. The
estimated mean and standard deviation were O� D 0:074 and O� D 0:519. In addition,
the item pool has a changing subset of items that are not yet operationally used but
seeded into the tests to collect responses for their future calibration.
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The length of the pen is ...... centimeters and ...... millimeters.

Fig. 7.1 Sample item #1 (domain: basic concepts and skills; level: 1; format: short answer)

Cutoff scores on the proficiency scale are used to define the three course levels.
The cutoff scores were derived through the following procedure: First, content spe-
cialists defined subsets of items by labeling them as Level 1, Level 2, or Level 3
items. Second, the mean difficulty of each subset of items was computed. Third,
using the basic equation of the OPLM model in (7.1), the cutoff scores were defined
as the abilities that had a minimum probability of success equal to 0:7 for all items
labeled as Levels 1 and 2, respectively. This procedure resulted in �12 D �0:544

(cutoff score between Levels 1 and 2) and �23 D �0:021 (cutoff score between
Levels 2 and 3).

The item bank covers end-of-course objectives in the following four cognitive
domains:

1. Basic concepts and skills (e.g., number operations, mental arithmetic, use of elec-
tronic calculator, measurement, fractions, percentages, and proportions);

2. Geometry (e.g., orientation in space, reading maps, identification of geometrical
figures);

3. Statistics (e.g., interpreting tables and graphs, measures of central tendency,
probability);

4. Algebra (e.g., relations between variables, equations).

Most items are of the short-answer type. Other item formats frequently used are
the multiple-choice and multiple-response formats.

In Figures 7.1–7.4, four typical items from the MATHCAT pool are shown. The
items were selected to represent the three different course levels, the four domains,
and the dominant item formats.

7.3 Item-Selection Algorithm

The item-selection algorithm drives the adaptation of the test; it determines how the
test starts, continues, and stops. Different purposes of the test should be supported
by different algorithms. The algorithms used for placement and achievement testing
are discussed in the next two sections.
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Fig. 7.2 Sample item #2 (domain: geometry; level: 2; format: select each alternative that applies)
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The graph above shows the percentage of women giving birth to a child at home or
in the hospital. What is the percentage of women giving birth in the hospital in

1985? ....... percent.

Fig. 7.3 Sample item #3 (domain: statistics; level: 3; format: short answer)
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Fig. 7.4 Sample item #4 (domain: algebra; level: 3; format: multiple choice)

7.3.1 Placement Testing

Purpose. The purpose of the placement test is to assign prospective students of adult
basic education to three different course levels. An important practical requirement
is that tests for this purpose should be as short as possible, with a maximum length
of 25 items.

Administration Procedure. In adaptive testing, the choice of the next item is de-
pendent on the current estimate of the examinee’s proficiency. When testing begins,
however, no previous information about the proficiency level of the examinee is
available. This holds particularly for placement testing of new students to decide
on their optimal level of instruction. In many CAT programs, this problem is re-
solved by selecting an item optimal at the average proficiency of the examinees in
the calibration study.

In MATHCAT, a different strategy is used, the reason being that its examinees are
often poorly educated and have bad recollections of attending school. In addition,
many of them suffer from test anxiety. To make examinees feel more comfortable,
the first two items in the placement test are selected at random from a subset of
relatively easy (Level 1) items.

Mental arithmetic is an important topic in adult mathematics education. Its im-
portance is reflected by the relatively large percentage of mental arithmetic items
in the item bank (89 of 476 items). These items should be answered by performing
mental calculations without the use of any paper or pencil. In order to meet this
condition, the testing algorithm selects the first four items from a subset of mental
arithmetic items. As soon as an examinee has responded to the fourth item in the
test, he or she receives the following message from the software: “From now on you
are free to use paper and pencil.”

Wainer (1992) suggests that the use of adaptation in tests with a cutoff score
is not worth the trouble. According to him: “The most practical way to make the
test adaptive is to choose an adaptive stopping rule. Thus after each item we make
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the decision “pass”, “fail”, or “keep on testing”. If testing is continued, an item is
selected whose difficulty matches that of the cut-score as closely as possible” (p. 4).
The “trouble” Wainer refers to is the update of the examinee’s proficiency estimate
each time an item has been responded to. However, modern computers have enough
power to perform the required calculations very quickly.

Another reason why Wainer’s suggestion was difficult to follow was the very
large numbers of items it would require at the cutoff scores. Also, the present
item bank had to be designed to provide sufficient numbers of items along the full
achievement continuum. This was necessary because of the two different purposes
of MATHCAT (placement and achievement testing).

For the placement test, the items are selected using the maximum-information
criterion (van der Linden & Pashley, this volume, chap. 1). This criterion selects
items with maximum information at the current proficiency estimate for the exam-
inee. The test stops as soon as the examinee can be assigned to a course level with
90% certainty, that is, when the 90% confidence interval for the examinee’s current
proficiency estimate no longer covers either of the cutoff scores. This rule is used in
combination with the requirement that the test length be between 12 and 25 items.

Figure 7.5 depicts an example of the process of administering the placement test
to a high-proficiency examinee (Straetmans & Eggen, 1998). In the graph, the hor-
izontal axis represents the successive items in the test. On the vertical axis both
the difficulties of the selected items (denoted by crosses) and the proficiency esti-
mates of the examinee (denoted by circles) are projected. The two horizontal lines
represent the cutoff scores between Levels 1 (easy) and 2 (moderate) and between
Levels 2 and 3 (hard). To put the examinee at ease, the first two items were selected
at random from a subset of relatively easy items. After the examinee responded to
the second item, the proficiency was estimated for the first time. Of course, this
estimate cannot be very precise. The bar about each estimate represents the 90%
confidence interval for the examinee’s proficiency. As both cutoff scores fell in the
first confidence interval, it was not yet possible to determine which course level this
examinee had to be assigned to; therefore, testing was continued. From this point

Fig. 7.5 Sample placement test taken by a high-proficiency student
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on, the adaptive test did what it is supposed to do and selected items with difficul-
ties close to the proficiency estimates. If the examinee gave an incorrect answer, the
estimate went down; for a correct answer, it went up. As demonstrated by the size
of the 90% confidence interval, in either case the uncertainty about the examinee’s
proficiency level was decreased. After 12 items, the test was stopped because the
confidence interval no longer covered either of the cutoff scores. Because the lower
bound of the confidence interval was above the higher cutoff score, we could be
fairly sure that the examinee had to be assigned to the Level-3 course.

Reporting of Results. Immediately after the test, the student gets information about
his or her performance. It has been difficult to find a straightforward, yet sufficiently
informative way of doing so. In adaptive testing, the number-correct score is not a
good indicator of the student’s performance. But reporting an estimate of � only
is not very informative either. Therefore, it was decided to report the examinees’
performances on a graphical representation of the proficiency scale along with a
short explanatory text. On the same scale, the three course levels are marked in
various shades of gray. See Figure 7.6 for a sample report.

Evaluation of Placement Test. An important criterion for the evaluation of a place-
ment test was the accuracy of the decisions based on it. In order to determine the
accuracy of the MATHCAT system, the following simulation study was performed:
Values for the proficiency parameter were drawn from the population distribution.
For each course level, the proficiency range was divided into 10n equal-size inter-
vals; 100 draws were made from each interval. For each value, an adaptive test was
simulated using the algorithm above. The test was stopped using the rule above.

Table 7.1 shows how many simulees were placed at each of the levels by their
test scores.

The accuracy was largest for proficiency values from Level 3 and smallest for
values from Level 2. This result follows from the fact that Level 2 has two adja-
cent levels, while the two others have only one. It never occurred, for instance, that
a Level 1 examinee was placed in Level 3, or vice versa. A simulation study for

level 1 level 2 level 3

Test result:

You have mastered course level 2, but not level 3

Fig. 7.6 Sample results for the placement test
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Table 7.1 Accuracy of placement tests

True Course Observed Course Level % of Correct
Level 1 2 3 Decisions

1 920 80 0 92.0
2 93 831 76 83.1
3 0 53 947 94.7

Table 7.2 Length of placement tests

Average Percentage Percentage
Course Test Length of Minimum of Maximum
Level (SD) Test Lengths Test Lengths

1 17 (5.9) 49 32
2 20 (5.6) 19 48
3 16 (5.4) 51 22

the previous two-stage, paper-and-pencil test resulted in percentages of correct de-
cisions equal to 88.5% (Level 1), 81.6% (Level 2), and 91.1% (Level 3). Thus, the
new adaptive test was more accurate.

Table 7.2 shows the average test lengths (with standard deviations) as well as the
percentages of tests that had minimum (12 items) and maximum length (25 items).
Compared to the current two-stage test (fixed length of 25 items), the average length
of the adaptive tests was considerably shorter.

7.3.2 Achievement Testing

Purpose. The second purpose of MATHCAT was to monitor the achievements of
the examinees after placement at a course level. The two questions that had to be
addressed by the test results were (1) To which extent are the objectives of the
course level met? (2) What are the strong and weak points in the achievements of
the student?

To be able to identify the strong and weak points in the achievements, the relevant
content domains had to be represented in the test by reasonable numbers of items.
A test that is just generally most informative does not necessarily represent these
domains well. Thus, the item-selection algorithm for the achievement test should
deal with several content constraints; for a review of techniques to impose such
constraints, see van der Linden (this volume, chap. 2).

Item-Selection Procedure. The procedure used to implement the content constraints
on the item-selection process consists of three phases.

The goal of the first phase is to provide an initial estimate of the proficiency of the
student. This information is then used to determine which test content specification
should be used. The initial idea was to use the results from the placement test for
this purpose, but the idea had to be abandoned for two reasons: First, students do
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Table 7.3 Numbers of items from (sub)domains in achievement test

Level

Domain Subdomain 1 2 3

1. Basic concepts �10
and skills

1.1 Number operations, �10 �10
mental arithmetic

1.2 Electronic calculator
1.3 Fractions, proportions �10

and percentages
1.4 Measurement �10 �10

2. Geometry �10
3. Statistics �10
4. Algebra �10

Total 30 35 40

not always take the placement test. Second, these test results might already have
become obsolete, particularly if some time has elapsed between the administration
of the placement test and the current achievement test.

Therefore, in the first phase, 10 new items are administered; the first four are
mental arithmetic items, the remaining six are drawn from Domain 1 (see the content
specifications for the achievement test in Table 7.3). Depending on the proficiency
estimate, the items administered in the second phase have to obey one of three dif-
ferent sets of content specifications. Ifb� � �0:544, the specifications belonging to
the objectives of Level 1 are chosen. Ifb� � �0:021, the specifications for Level 3
are chosen. For the intermediate values, the content specifications for Level 2 are
chosen.

In the second phase, 20 to 30 items are administered. The items for Level 1 are
mainly from Domain 1. The other domains are covered only marginally at this level.
Also, for Domain 1, most items are taken from Subdomains 1.1 and 1.4. As an addi-
tional constraint, for the first and second phases together, at least ten items should be
taken from these two subdomains. The other 10 items are selected freely from all do-
mains. The items for Level 2 are approximately from the same domain as those for
Level 1, one exception being that 10 items should be selected from Subdomain 1.3.
For Level 3, the items are to be selected predominantly from Domains 2, 3, and 4.

In the third phase of the test, five pretest items are administered. The responses
to these items are not used for any proficiency estimation but for calibration pur-
poses only. To prevent examinees from taking pretest items that are too easy or too
difficult, the items are selected according to the following rule:

� � 0:544: random selection from the domains for Levels 1 and 2.
�0:544 � � � �0:021: random selection from the domains for all three levels.
� � �0:021: random selection from the domains for Levels 2 and 3.

Reporting of Results. Again, immediately upon completion of the test, the results are
reported graphically along with a short explanatory text. The report not only depicts
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level 1 level 2 level 3

Test:

1.1:

1.3:

1.4:

Test result:

You have mastered course level 2, but not level 3

You might have a deficiency in subdomain 1.3

Fig. 7.7 Sample report for the achievement test

Table 7.4 Accuracy of phase 1 of achievement tests

Observed Course Level % of Correct
True Course Level 1 2 3 Decisions

1 848 152 0 84.8
2 122 760 118 76.0
3 0 122 878 87.8

the general proficiency level but also proficiency estimates for relevant domains or
subdomains. If an estimate for a domain is significantly lower than the overall esti-
mate, a warning is given that there might be a deficiency in the student’s knowledge.
An example of a report is shown in Figure 7.7.

Evaluation of Achievement Test. To assess the accuracy of the test, a simulation
study was performed. The accuracy of the first phase in the test was evaluated by
the percentage of correct branching decisions made for a typical population of ex-
aminees. The accuracy of the whole test was evaluated by the standard error of the
proficiency estimate for the combination of the responses from the first and second
phases.

Evaluation of First Phase. To this end, 1,000 proficiency values from each course
level were drawn. That is, 1,000 values were drawn from the interval [�1; �0:54];
1,000 values from the interval [�0:54; 0:002]; and 1,000 values from the interval
[�0:02; 0:46]. The values were drawn from a uniform distribution over the inter-
vals. Table 7.4 shows how many examinees were branched toward the three different
levels.

The accuracy was largest for the true proficiencies at Level 3 and smallest for
those at Level 2. The latter result can be explained by the fact that Level 2 has two
adjacent levels, while the two others have only one. Examinees were never placed
more than one level from their true proficiency.

Evaluation of Final Proficiency Estimate. To assess the accuracy of the final pro-
ficiency estimate, 5,000 proficiency values were drawn from the population distri-
bution, which was estimated to be normal with mean 0.074 and standard deviation
0.519. For each value, an adaptive test was simulated and the test length and final
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Table 7.5 Some statistics on achievement tests

Mean SD
Estimated Proficiency 0.071 0.530
SEM 0.088 0.022
Test Length 37.147 3.692

Table 7.6 Statistics on achievement tests per course level

Level Mean Estimated Proficiency SEM Sample Size

1 �.761 .101 675
2 �.239 .082 1480
3 .430 .088 2842

Table 7.7 Statistics on achievement tests per (sub)domain

Mean Estimated
SEM

Sample # of Deficiency
Proficiency Size Warnings

Subdomain 1.1 �.405 .170 2155 126 (5.8%)
Subdomain 1.3 �.252 .145 1480 52 (3.5%)
Subdomain 1.4 �.393 .164 2155 71 (3.3%)
Domain 1 .434 .181 2842 175 (6.2%)
Domain 2 .417 .189 2842 139 (4.9%)
Domain 3 .423 .230 2842 219 (7.7%)
Domain 4 .420 .186 2842 140 (4.9%)

proficiency estimate were recorded. Table 7.5 gives some statistics of the distribu-
tion of estimates and test lengths.

The same statistics were also calculated for each course level separately. The
results are shown in Table 7.6.

Finally, a number of statistics specific to each of the (sub)domains were cal-
culated. These results are given in Table 7.7. The deficiency warnings in the last
column of Table 7.7 are erroneous; no true deficiencies were simulated.

7.4 MATHCAT Software

The MATHCAT software consists of both a student and a teacher module. The stu-
dent module administers the test and reports the results to the students. The teacher
module can be used to perform the following tasks:

1. Adding and removing students;
2. Planning a test for a student (a student is only allowed to take a test that the

teacher has planned for him or her);
3. Viewing the most recent test results for all students (group report);
4. Viewing all available test results for a selected student (individual report).

Group Report. In Figure 7.8, an example of a group report is given:
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Student ID Student Name Placement Test Achievement Test
1 E. Long 79 (4/1/99) 86 (10/3/99)
2 R. Smith 91 (4/2/99)
3 S. Baker 103 (4/2/99) XXX

Fig. 7.8 Example of a group report

Name: E. Long
Date: 4/1/99 6/2/99 10/3/99
Placement Test: 79 - Level 1
Achievement Test: 83 - Level 2 86 - Level 2
Subdomain 1.1: 87 - Level 2 88 - Level 2
Subdomain 1.3: 75 - Level 1 85 - Level 2
Subdomain 1.4: 86 - Level 2 86 - Level 2
Domain 1:
Domain 2:
Domain 3:
Domain 4:

Fig. 7.9 Example of individual report

To report more realistic numbers, the estimated proficiencies in the reports are
transformed byb�� D 28:68b� C 96:44. Thus, the cutoff score between Levels 1 and
2 in the reports is at 82 and the one between Levels 2 and 3 is at 96. If no test result is
shown, the student has not yet taken the test. If the test result is reported as “XXX”,
the student is currently taking the test.

Individual Report. An example of a review of all test results by one selected stu-
dent is given in Figure 7.9. The review not only depicts the transformed proficiency
estimates for this student but also the levels at which these estimates were classified.
Besides the overall scores, the relevant profile scores are shown, together with their
course levels, as well as the diagnostic warnings.

The report provides diagnostic warnings of two different types. The first type is
detected deficiencies. In Figure 7.9, this type of warning is printed in boldface; for
example, the score of 75 for Subdomain 1.3 taken on 6/2/99 is suspect. The second
type is a warning of absence of progress issued when an estimated proficiency is not
substantially higher than the previous estimate. In Figure 7.9, this type of warning
is printed in italic; for example, the score of 88 for Subdomain 1.1 taken on 10/3/99
is not substantially higher than the previous result of 87 on 6/2/99.

7.5 Conclusions

Since January 1999, the MATHCAT testing system has been available to Dutch
colleges for basic adult education. The use of MATHCAT has several advantages:
greater accuracy, shorter test lengths, and easier usage. Decisions based on these
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tests are slightly more accurate than for the previous two-stage paper-and-pencil
placement test (89.9% vs. 87.3% of correct placements). At the same time, however,
the tests are considerably shorter. The software has been proven to be simple to use
in practice. All test scoring, previously done by hand, is now done by the testing
system. Unlike the previous two-stage test, no manual scoring after a first subtest
is necessary. In sum, the main advantage of the system is less time-consuming test
administration for both the students and the teachers. As a result, the teachers can
now spend more time on their core activity: teaching.
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Chapter 8
Implementing the Graduate Management
Admission Test Computerized Adaptive Test

Lawrence M. Rudner

Wise and Kingsbury (2000) argue that the success of an adaptive testing program
is a function of how well the various practical issues are addressed. Decisions must
be made with regard to test specifications, item selection algorithms, pool design
and rotation, ability estimation, pretesting, item analysis, database design, and data
security. The test sponsor is ultimately responsible for each of these decisions and
must work closely with the vendor to assure that the sponsor interests are met.

This chapter draws on the 12 years of experience of the Graduate Management
Admission Councilr in implementing a CAT-driven large-scale assessment. The
chapter starts with an overview of the Graduate Management Admission Testr

(GMAT), outlines the conversion to CAT in 1996, and then presents a range of
practical issues. For each issue, we outline several options that are available and, to
the extent possible, the approaches taken by GMAC.

8.1 Overview of the GMAT

The GMAT is a standardized assessment intended to help business schools assess
the qualifications of applicants for advanced study in business and management and
is comprised of three main components, the Analytical Writing Assessment (AWA),
the Quantitative section, and the Verbal section. More than 200,000 examinees take
the examination annually and GMAT scores are reported to more than 3,000 dif-
ferent programs. The test is continuously available, by appointment, through more
than 400 testing centers worldwide.

An analysis of the results from 273 validity studies involving 41,338 students
conducted during the calendar years 1997–2004 has shown the GMAT to be a
good predictor of first-year grades (Talento-Miller & Rudner, 2005, 2008). The in-
terquartile range of the predictive validity of the GMAT total score, AWA score,
and undergraduate grade point average is 0.448 to 0.626, with a mean of 0.530. Of
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special note is that the test is a much better predictor of performance in the first-year
MBA program than prior grades, perhaps because of the wide diversity of students
pursuing a degree in management.

The GMAT relies on the three-parameter logistic (3PL) response model. Items
are calibrated and evaluated, in part, based on item parameters. Pools are formed to
meet target conditional errors based on the model. The testing algorithm uses 3PL
item parameters in selecting items to be adaptively administered.

8.1.1 Content

Table 8.1 provides and overview of GMAT content, allotted times, and scoring. Total
examination time is 2.5 hours, not including a short questionnaire and optional
breaks.

While the content titles may appear to be similar to those of a general-purpose
admissions test, the GMAT test emulates business-like conceptualization through
its emphasis on logical reasoning in both the verbal and quantitative sections and its
use of business-related content.

With data sufficiency, an item type that is unique to the GMAT, the examinee is
required to determine whether there is enough information to solve a problem; the
examinee is not asked to solve the problem. These questions are designed to measure
the examinee’s ability to analyze a quantitative problem, to recognize which infor-
mation is relevant, and to determine at what point there is sufficient information to
solve the problem. An example is shown in Figure 8.1.

The correct answer is D. While data sufficiency and problem solving tap high-
order skills, the content specifications call as well for a balance of items requiring
basic arithmetic, algebra, and geometry skills. In addition, there are specified
numbers of items that are applied mathematics problems and problems that are prin-
cipally formula-driven. Within each of the three basic skills, there are upper bounds
to the numbers of items that tap specific skills. For example, no more than a certain
percentage of items can include triangles or percentages. There are also lower and

Table 8.1 Overview of GMAT content, allotted time, and scoring

Number of Allotted
Questions Time Scoring

Analytical Writing Assessment 60 minutes 0 – 6
Analysis of an issue 1 30 minutes (half-point
Analysis of an argument 1 30 minutes increments)
Quantitative 37 75 minutes 0 – 60
Problem solving (1-point
Data sufficiency increments)
Verbal 41 75 minutes 0 – 60
Verbal (1-point
Sentence correction increments)
Critical reasoning
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If a real estate agent received a commission of 6 percent of the
selling price of a certain house, what was the selling price of the
house?

(1) The selling price minus the real estate agent’s
commission was $84,600.

(2) The selling price was 250 percent of the original
purchase price of $36,000.

(A) Statement (1) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (2) alone
is not sufficient.

(B) Statement (2) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (1) alone
is not sufficient.

(C) BOTH statements TOGETHER are sufficient,

sufficient

but NEITHER
statement ALONE is sufficient.

(D) EACH statement ALONE is sufficient.
(E) Statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are NOT .

Fig. 8.1 Sample data sufficiency problem

upper bounds regarding gender content and a correct answer location. In total, the
GMAT Quantitative exam has 27 constraints; the Verbal has many more. The prob-
lem in Figure 8.1 can be classified as a data sufficiency, algebra, percentage content,
applied answer “D” problem. It does not count toward the gender limits.

8.2 Becoming a Computerized Adaptive Test

The GMAT first became an adaptive examination in October 1997, five years af-
ter the idea was first presented to GMAC management. The principal issue for the
GMAC at the time was access. The paper-and-pencil GMAT examination was of-
fered only four times each year. Test-taking volume was growing and prospective
test takers were having an increasingly difficult time obtaining a seat, especially
in locations outside the U.S. The second issue was that the more selective schools
were having a harder time discriminating among the large number of test takers at
the upper end of the score scale.

The first presentation to the GMAC Board of Directors was made in 1992 by
Ernest Anastasio, then a vice president at Educational Testing Service. At the time,
ETS provided comprehensive test development, administration, and scoring and re-
porting services for the GMAT, and ETS was interested in moving several of their
clients (including GRE and TOEFL) to adaptive testing. Presumably a larger client
base would mean more tests being administered and would make computer-based
delivery economically feasible. Anastasio talked about increased access, opportuni-
ties for new item types, and the possibility of adding new assessments to the GMAC
portfolio at some point in the future.

The first formal presentation to the GMAC Board in 1993 addressed the potential
benefit of transitioning the GMAT to adaptive testing. CAT promised to address both
of GMAC’s principal issues—better access would be provided by more frequent
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testing opportunities, worldwide, and converting the test to adaptive format offered
the promise of better discrimination at the upper end of the score scale. ETS told
GMAC that the transition to an adaptive format would be principally a change in
test delivery and that additional infrastructure costs would be incurred for changes
in registration systems, item banking, score reporting, and the like. Because GMAC
already had a fairly extensive item bank, ETS expected there would be no need
for an appreciable increase in item production and the expected bill for conversion
would be between $4 and $7 million.

The GMAC Board approved the move in 1995 and proceeded to communicate
the plans to its membership and other GMAT score users. Because GMAC had no
resident psychometric expertise (the entire staff was only 10 people) and the GMAC
Board was comprised for the most part of deans and admissions directors, none of
whom had measurement expertise, Barbara Plake of the Buros Institute was brought
in as an independent third party to advise GMAC on the merits of the ETS plan and
to review the migration of the test from paper-and-pencil (P&P) to adaptive format.
One of Plake’s major contributions was the insistence on a study to compare the
results of CAT administration with P&P testing on the paper-and-pencil scales that
GMAC knew so well.

In mid-1996, well after GMAC had told its clients of all the benefits and the
need for the pending changes, ETS came to understand that it had substantially
underestimated the need for additional, new item development, and communicated
that to the GMAC Board. GMAC was already committed and reaffirmed its desire
to implement GMAT CAT. The risk to GMAC was enormous. The final bill for the
CAT transition, new item development and infrastructure changes came in at nearly
$11.7 million—almost the entire cash reserves of GMAC. Improved access was
needed and the CAT transition was viewed as essential to attaining that objective.

In October 1996, 12 months before launch, the comparability study was con-
ducted. Details of the comparability study and a subsequent equating study are
documented in Bridgeman, Wightman & Anderson (n.d.). The intent was a bal-
anced design with examinees taking both P&P and CAT, with randomly assigned
order. Invitations were issued to test registrants to participate in the first study. They
were offered free examinations with only the highest score being reported. Of the
10,196 invitees, 4,300 examinees accepted, 3,606 satisfactorily completed the CAT
version, and 2,545 took both versions. The members of the P&P-first group in the
usable sample were notably different than the members of the CAT-first group on
several important measurable variables, and the groups as a whole were different
than all other people historically taking the P&P version.

The study concluded that P&P results were not comparable to CAT results and
that sizable equating adjustments would be required. “Between scores of 290 and
600, the equated scores (from the first equating study) were within plus or minus
10 points of the original scores. However, adjustments of 20 to 30 points were
needed at the lower end of the scale and 20 to 40 points at the high end of the
scale” (Bridgeman, Wightman & Anderson, n.d.). In other words, the results were
not comparable at the tails and differential adjustments were required.
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Part of the issue was that the CAT test was unexpectedly speeded. Some 18%
failed to answer the last two Quantitative items; many additional examinees clearly
applied guessing strategies without reading the final questions. In an attempt to rem-
edy this situation, ETS decided to add 5 minutes to the CAT Quantitative and to
shorten the test by 2 operational items.

A second study to equate results was conducted in April 1997, a scant six
months before launch. Because of the time constraint, a P&P-first-only design was
used. Three thousand registrants were invited to participate, but only 773 who
took the P&P version also took the CAT version. Apparently, many examinees
were well satisfied with their P&P scores, and they did not return for the CAT
administration.

Recognizing that the design and sample size of the April administration were not
adequate for a defensible equating study, the final equating was based on a combi-
nation of data from the October and April data collections. While the details of how
these data were combined are not clear, the resulting GMAT scaled scores would no
longer be linearly related to theta.

There were numerous design and implementation issues. The comparability
study was conducted in October 1996—a month with historically documented sig-
nificantly higher mean GMAT scores. The second equating study was conducted
in April 1997—a month with historically lower GMAT scores. Most important, the
April administration used a P&P-first-only design. Participation rate was low, and
it is highly unlikely that the samples were representative of the GMAT test-taking
population. Most of these issues had been pointed out by Plake in her critique of the
design document.

It is worth noting that the comparability study conducted in 2006, when GMAC
transitioned the test contractor, used propensity score analysis (Rubin, 1997;
Rudner & Peyton, 2006). Individuals taking the GMAT under the new contractor
were matched to individuals having taken the test under the prior contractor. This
rigorous methodology overcomes the issues encountered in the 1996 comparability
study.

The impact of the 1997 equating study was as follows: (a) CAT-based scaled
scores were not truly equivalent to the familiar P&P scores even though the scores
were forced to that scale; (b) mean quantitative scores climbed dramatically once
CAT was introduced; and (c) the new test failed to meet the goal of better differen-
tiation in the upper end of the score scale.

Nevertheless, despite these outcomes, admissions officers and GMAC were quite
pleased with the results. To them, there was no discernible difference in scores from
P&P and CAT administrations and access was, in fact, greatly improved. Nine years
later, focus groups were held to discuss the desirability of normalizing and extending
the scale on the upper end. The overwhelming response was that this would be an
unnecessarily disruptive refinement that would have very little practical advantage.
Scores that are in the top 20th percentile are treated equally by almost all admissions
representatives using the GMAT.
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8.3 Implementation Issues

The following sections discuss several implementation issues that have arisen and
the approach taken by GMAC to address those issues.

8.3.1 Meeting Content Specifications

Because the content specifications define the test and the construct being measured
(Sireci, 1998), meeting the content specifications is of critical importance. The issue,
then, is how to draw items from a larger pool and meet the specifications given a
large number of desired specifications and the limited number of operational test
item slots.

Kingsbury and Zara (1989) outline a constrained adaptive testing (C-CAT) pro-
cedure that provides content balancing by selecting the item within the content area
that has the largest discrepancy and that provides the most information at the exam-
inee’s current achievement level estimate. A major disadvantage of this approach is
that the item groups must be mutually exclusive. In this case, as the number of item
features of interest increases, the resulting number of items per partition decreases.

Wainer and Kiely’s (1987) testlet approach can provide excellent content balanc-
ing as each testlet can cover specific parts of the desired test specifications. Wainer,
Kaplan, and Lewis (1992) have shown that when the size of the testlets is small, the
gain to be realized in making the testlets themselves adaptive is modest.

Swanson and Stocking (1993) and Stocking and Swanson (1993) describe a
weighted deviations model (WDM), which selects the subsequent item for which
a weighted sum of deviations from the projected test attributes is minimized. WDM
seeks to satisfy all the conditions by treating some as desired properties and mov-
ing them to the objective function (Stocking and Swanson, 1993, p. 280). However,
WDM only assures that the test specifications will be meet on the margin. That is,
on average, a given group of test takers will meet the specifications, however certain
individual test takers in the group may not meet the test specifications. To GMAC,
this is not acceptable. All test takers should receive the same content mix.

van der Linden (this volume, chap. 2) and van der Linden and Reese (1998) de-
scribe the shadow-test approach (STA) in which the items are not selected directly
from the item pool but from a sequence of full tests (i.e., shadow tests) assembled
in real time. With STA, large sets of content specifications can be met along with
other desired constraints such as item cloning, item-exposure control, and control of
speededness. The relative importance of each constraint can be specified and trade-
offs of objectives can be evaluated.

The approach taken for the GMAT is to separate the specifications for the indi-
vidual and the specifications for the item pool. At the broadest level, GMAT Quan-
titative items can be classified using three categories: skill area (data sufficiency or
problem solving), content base (algebra, arithmetic skills, or geometry), and applica-
tion (applied or formula-based). GMAC specifies that each individual must receive
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a certain number of items in each of the seven categories just mentioned. We do
not specify the interactions, e.g., the number of items on data sufficiency, algebra,
or applied. The pools must contain the desired balance in terms of answer location,
gender, and within-subject content. These specifications are implemented by having
prespecified content for each item position, with varying order. This way we can
assure that the critical content specifications are always met, and permit the less
critical specifications, e.g., answer location, to vary slightly.

Test specifications for paper tests typically call for minimum reliabilities. For
CAT we call for a minimum marginal reliability and specify a target for the condi-
tional error curve. Rather than have the standard errors follow the U shape typical
of observed data, the GMAT targets are completely flat across the center of the
achievement scale. Rather than using conditional mean standard errors, we use con-
ditional median standard errors. This way, once the target standard error for an
examinee is met, the algorithm is free to select from all the items that maintain
the target standard error rather than items that maximize information. The use of
median rather than mean target values provides an opportunity to broaden the use
of items within the pool.

8.3.2 Item Exposure, Item Use, and the CAT Algorithm

Test items are costly to develop, often in the range of US$1,500–2,500 per item.
Given that expense, the test publisher is interested in assuring that all items are
used and that no items are overused. An unconstrained greedy algorithm can cause
a severe problem in that respect. Wainer (2000) describes an item pool consisting
of 822 items. Upon repeat administrations of an exam utilizing this item pool with
an information-greedy algorithm, 14% of the item pool, or 113 items, accounted
for 50% of the items administered to examinees. If one considers a hypothetical
situation in which the average ability of examinees is very high and the standard
deviation of test scores is very low, an information-greedy algorithm would reduce
the effective size of the item pool even further.

Figure 8.2 shows the observed item-exposure distribution for items in a past op-
erational pool of GMAT items using a constrained algorithm based on maximum
information. Approximately 28% of the items were never used, and 18% of the
items in the pool were seen by more than 15% of the examinees. Because the sum
of the exposure rates of the items across the pool is always equal to the test length
(van der Linden & Veldkamp, 2007), for this pool and test length, the ideal exposure
distribution, ignoring content constraints, would have been each of the 100% of the
items being seen by slightly less than 3% of the examinees.

Without adequate exposure control, item selection based on maximum infor-
mation will force some items to be underutilized and others to be overutilized.
An example is shown in Figure 8.3 which presents item response functions and the
corresponding information functions for three items. The response functions are
nearly identical. Each of the three items would perform comparably if administered
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Fig. 8.2 Distribution of item exposure under a maximum information algorithm

Fig. 8.3 Three item response functions and their associated information functions

to an examinee with near-average ability. However, if one is selecting items based
just on maximum information, one item would supersede the others nearly every
time. The end result is an exposure distribution similar to that shown in Figure 8.2.

An additional problem is that in the beginning of a testing session items are being
selected that are targeted to the current, poor theta estimate. Because the theta esti-
mate is poor, the difficulty of the selected items is often far from the examinee’s true
ability. An algorithm that selects the most informative, discriminating items at this
stage is wasteful. The best items are being exposed while contributing little to the
examinee’s final ability estimate.

Overriding the item-selection process to limit exposure will better assure the
availability of item level information and enhance test security. However, overriding
also degrades the quality of the adaptive test. Thus, it is likely a longer test would
be needed. However, if (a) a pool is made of sufficiently high-quality items, (b) the
test is of sufficient length, and (c) the goal is to meet a target standard error rather
than to minimize each examinee’s standard error, then degradation is not an issue.

Sympson and Hetter (1985) developed an approach that controls item exposure
using a probability model. The approach seeks to assure that the probability the item
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is administered, P.A/ is less than some value r—the expected, but not observed,
maximum rate of item usage. If P.S/ denotes the probability an item is selected as
optimal, and P.AjS/ denotes the probability the item is administered given that it
was selected as optimal, then P.A/ D P.AjS/ � P.S/. The values for P.AjS/,
the exposure control parameters for each item, can be determined though simula-
tion studies. Sympson–Hetter control addresses the overexposure problem and only
slightly helps the underexposure problem.

Another approach to control exposure is to randomly select the item to be admin-
istered from a small group of best-fitting items. Various randomization rules can be
applied. For example, McBride and Martin (1983) suggest randomly selecting the
first item from the five best-fitting items, the second item from the four best-fitting
items, the third from a group of three, and the fourth from a group of two. The fifth
and subsequent items would be selected optimally. After the initial items, the ex-
aminees would be sufficiently differentiated and would optimally receive different
items. Kingsbury and Zara (1989, p. 369) report adding an option to Zara’s CAT
software to randomly select from two to 10 of the best items. The randomization
rule developed by ACT and now used with the GMAT, which is a mixture of these
two approaches, yields item exposures that are closely distributed around the ideal.

At GMAC, exposure risk is gauged by examining the probability that exami-
nees with similar theta values will be administered items in common. Given a fixed
number of examinees, as pool size gets larger, all items are exposed less and the
conditional exposure rates will decrease. Another approach to reduce conditional
exposure rates used for the GMAT has been to randomly select from multiple pools
in the field at any one time. We have also staggered our pool rotation, have rotated
pools frequently, and have used different pools in different regions. The closer the
algorithm and pool are to achieving the ideal of administering a totally independent
set of items, the less likely a given examinee can benefit from compromised items.

8.3.3 Item Pool Characteristics

In preparation for converting from paper and pencil to CAT in 1997, GMAC built
up its item bank to include more than 9,000 quality items, and there has been a
steady increase in the size of the available bank since that time. The challenge is to
partition the item bank into pools that meet the specifications and to allow examinees
to receive items that yield satisfactory standard errors.

The ideal item pool for an adaptive test would be one with a large number of
highly discriminating items covering each content requirement at each ability level.
The information functions for these items would appear as a series of peaked dis-
tributions across all values of theta. Another way to look at an item bank is to
look at the sum of the item information functions. This Test Information Function
shows the maximum amount of information the item bank can provide at each level
of theta.
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One approach to pool formation is to put all the available items from the item
bank into the pool. Certainly this would yield a pool with the best available items.
However, there may be dire consequences should that massive pool become com-
promised. As a test sponsor, we would like to see the smallest possible pools that
permit the content specifications to be met. Weiss (1985) points out that satisfactory
implementations of CAT have been obtained with an item pool of 100 high-quality,
well-distributed items. He also notes that properly constructed item pools with
150–200 items are preferred. If one is going to incorporate a realistic set of con-
straints (e.g., random selection from among the most informative items to minimize
item exposure, or selection from within subskills to provide content balance) or ad-
minister a very high-stakes examination, then a much larger pool would be needed.
Given content constraints and standard error targets, pools of 600–1,000 items for
tests such as the GMAT are not unrealistic.

Weiss was correct in that an item pool of 100 items can be used to produce a
highly satisfactory CAT. In developing an online, 24-item, diagnostic adaptive ver-
sion of the GMAT, we ran simulations to evaluate the needed pool size given our
desired content balance, the quality of the item bank in terms of mean item discrim-
ination parameter (ai in the 3PL model), and our desire to permit examinees to use
the same pool for up to three administrations with the constraint that an examinee
would never see the same item twice. The criterion was the marginal reliabilities
for examinees in the middle 90% of the distribution as a function of the number of
times they took the test. The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 8.4 and
Table 8.2. With an item bank having a mean ai parameter of 1.0, one can develop a
quality CAT, i.e., one having a marginal reliability of 0.90 or greater with as few as
48 items, provided one is only going to administer the test one time.

Fig. 8.4 Reliability as a function of testing attempt, item bank quality, and bank size
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Table 8.2 Reliability as a function of test attempt, item bank quality, and
bank size

Number of Attempts

Bank Size Mean a 1 2 3 4 5

48 0:50 0:77 0:70

48 0:75 0:84 0:76

48 1:00 0:90 0:83

48 1:25 0:93 0:85

96 0:50 0:73 0:72 0:70 0:57

96 0:75 0:86 0:84 0:81 0:65

96 1:00 0:92 0:90 0:86 0:70

96 1:25 0:92 0:91 0:88 0:71

144 0:50 0:75 0:74 0:74 0:71 0:66

144 0:75 0:86 0:86 0:85 0:82 0:78

144 1:00 0:91 0:91 0:89 0:88 0:81

144 1:25 0:94 0:93 0:92 0:89 0:81

192 0:50 0:72 0:70 0:70 0:71 0:68

192 0:75 0:86 0:85 0:85 0:84 0:83

192 1:00 0:91 0:91 0:91 0:89 0:88

192 1:25 0:94 0:94 0:93 0:92 0:89

240 0:50 0:71 0:74 0:72 0:73 0:72

240 0:75 0:86 0:85 0:84 0:85 0:84

240 1:00 0:91 0:90 0:90 0:90 0:88

240 1:25 0:93 0:94 0:93 0:92 0:91

288 0:50 0:73 0:74 0:75 0:74 0:75

288 0:75 0:85 0:85 0:84 0:85 0:84

288 1:00 0:91 0:91 0:90 0:90 0:89

288 1:25 0:94 0:94 0:94 0:93 0:92

While these results are appropriate when one can hand-pick items and have few
constraints, forming relatively small, effective pools for the actual GMAT admin-
istration is a more difficult task. The content specifications must be met, sufficient
numbers of quality items at each score point are needed, and one wants to mini-
mize the number of items that have been used extensively in the past. Because some
items are clones of others or have similar content, pools are typically formed so that
they do not contain any item enemies. In addition, because many examinees retake
a test—Rudner (2005) reports that 61% of the GMAT examinees that retake the
GMAT do so within three months—one would not want to use items that have ap-
peared in recent pools. The GMAC pool formation rules require a certain rest period
before items are considered for reuse.

Given the constraints, software tools have been developed to help form initial
GMAT pools. Simulation studies taking into account the expected score distribu-
tions are used to evaluate the pools. These simulations provide a host of information
including expected exposure rates and expected conditional standard errors. Gaps
in the conditional errors are then corrected by manually replacing or adding items.
The process is iterated until targets are met. The GMAT test development contractor,
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ACT, runs these simulations for each pool. GMAC reviews the results months in
advance. Sporadically GMAC compared the simulations against actual data. To date,
the simulations have mimicked reality exceptionally well.

Given the work needed to formulate a pool, it is tempting to reuse pools or large
parts of previous pools. However, brain dumps, illicit test preparation sites, and
other groups making operational items available make reusing portions of pools a
risky proposition. GMAC pool formation rules also include a specification of the
maximum percent of items that can overlap with any previous pool. GMAC now
devotes more than two full-time-equivalent staff members to monitor the Internet,
document infringements, and bring civil and criminal action against individuals,
who infringe on GMAC’s copyrighted material.

8.3.4 Item Bias

The common approach to investigating differential item functioning is to examine
the item parameters resulting from group-specific calibrations. GMAC does this on
a routine basis as part of the item pretest evaluation.

Pretest data, however, are often limited in terms of the number of examinees
in subgroups. Accordingly, we also investigate bias using operational items. For
example, we were interested in whether GMAT items show any bias when used in
Europe (see Talento-Miller, 2008). Guo, Rudner, Owens, and Talento-Miller (2006)
present a method suitable for operational adaptive tests that redefines item bias using
an adverse impact perspective rather than a group difference perspective. Item bias
was defined in that paper as the difference between the item response function (IRF)
from a subgroup and the IRF defined by the operational item parameters. More
specifically, an item is biased if examinees in a subgroup with the same ability do
not have the same conditional probability of correct answers as the population (total
group used in calibrating the operational item parameters).

8.3.5 Item Parameter Shift

The final practical consideration to be discussed in this chapter is shifting parameter
estimates. Once an item is calibrated and found to be of sufficient quality, there is
little reason, other than being compromised, to retire the item as long as it continues
to function as it did when originally calibrated. Thus, there are the very real ques-
tions as to whether the individual item parameters have shifted and whether that
shift makes a difference. Guo and Wang (2005) present a methodology used for the
GMAT based on a set of commonly administered items. Other methodologies used
by GMAC have included examining empirical IRFs from alternate administrations,
calibrating operational items that have been placed in pretest slots, and calibrat-
ing adaptively administered items given examinee thetas and prior c parameter
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values. We have had the most success simultaneously recalibrating an entire pool’s
worth of item response data including the nonoperational items. Given the relatively
large number of examinees seeing collections of nonoperational items, the resultant
parameter estimates proved to be quite stable. Very few items had item parame-
ters beyond the standard error of calibration. Parameters were updated for those
that did.

8.4 Conclusion

A key component to any successful CAT program is the careful design and imple-
mentation of a system that provides quality information regarding examinee ability
while minimizing item exposure and security risks. This chapter presented some of
the practical issues considered by the Graduate Management Admission Council in
the design and evaluation of the Graduate Management Admission Test.

Some of the key considerations are

1. Content specifications. Content specifications should assure similarity of con-
tent for every examinee, while balancing a wide range of considerations.
GMAT Content Specifications identify the items to be received by every
examinee, requirements for the pools, and specifications for the conditional
errors.

2. Item exposure, item use, and the CAT algorithm. Most of the work on item expo-
sure has addressed the issue of overexposure. We do not want the same items to
be administered to large percentages of examinees. At the same time, the spon-
sor is interested in maximal use of the investment; that is, the test sponsor would
like every quality item to be used. Quality test items are expensive to develop.
Exposure and use issues associated with an algorithm based only on maximum
information were identified.

3. Item-pool characteristics. While there are psychometric advantages to placing
all available items in a test pool, there are practical issues to consider as well,
not the least of which are the consequences of a security breach. Small pools
are attractive from the test sponsor’s perspective, but small pools raise issues
with regard to conditional exposure rates. A practical balance and an approach to
evaluating pools are discussed.

4. Item bias. While traditional approaches to investigating item bias are employed
for pretest items, operational pools provide opportunities for investigations that
are not possible for pretest items. This chapter presents an alternative: a prac-
tical viewpoint of differential item functioning focused on adverse impact for
adaptively administered items.

5. Parameter shift. Items administered adaptively can have an extremely long shelf
life. Approaches employed to investigate the consistency of GMAT item param-
eters over time are presented.
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The papers offered by Georgiadou, Triantafillou, and Economides (2006) and
Green, Bock, Humphreys, Linn, and Reckase (1984) provide excellent guidelines
for evaluating adaptive tests. The issues presented here supplement these guidelines
by examining practical concerns of test sponsors.
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Chapter 9
Designing and Implementing a Multistage
Adaptive Test: The Uniform CPA Exam

Gerald J. Melican, Krista Breithaupt, and Yanwei Zhang

9.1 Introduction

The Uniform CPA Exam (CPA Exam) was first administered in 1917 as a
requirement in the licensing of certified public accountants. It included a series
of accounting problems in auditing, accounting, and commercial law that were
graded by members of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(AICPA). Since 1917, the CPA Exam evolved to include four independently scored
sections that included not only accounting problems, but essays, multiple-choice
questions, and extended multiple-choice formats. Until 2004, the CPA Exam was
presented twice each year, in a paper-based format. At its peak in the early 1990s,
over 300,000 individual CPA Exam papers were scored each year.

Beginning in the mid-1990s, consideration was given to transforming the CPA
Exam from a paper-based test to one that could be administered by computer (Board
of Examiners, 1995). The Board of Examiners explored computer-based formats to
allow testing requisite CPA skills via high-fidelity technological tools (such as the
ability to research accounting standards online), and other measures of skills that are
not feasible in a paper-based examination. Other desirable advantages of computer-
based testing were considered, such as improving exam security by scrambling
content on multiple forms, imposing uniform secure proctoring in a greater num-
ber of test centers, test adaptation and reduced testing times, and allowing more
flexible test scheduling for candidates.

After considerable study of the feasibility of implementing a computer-based
CPA Exam (Professional Examination Service, 1999) and discussions of these
findings with key stakeholders, the AICPA and the National Association of State
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Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) formed a joint Computerization Implementa-
tion Committee to plan and execute the transition to computer-based testing in
accordance with state boards of accountancy, the AICPA, and CPA candidates
(AICPA, 1997; AICPA & NASBA, 1998). After almost nine years of study, dis-
cussion, planning, and development, national administration of the computer-based
CPA Exam was offered on April 5, 2004.

As of 2004, the Uniform CPA Exam has been a 14-hour test comprising four
sections: Auditing and Attestation (AUD); Financial Accounting and Reporting
(FAR); Regulation (REG); and Business Environment and Concepts (BEC). Can-
didates must pass all four sections within 18 months of passing the first section as
part of satisfying the requirements for licensure as a CPA in each of the 50 states, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and Guam. Each section
is administered separately and has a unique proficiency requirement for passing. If
more than 18 months elapse, success on a previous section will be discounted and
that exam must be retaken until all sections have been passed within an 18-month
rolling window.

The purpose of the CPA Exam is to provide assurance to boards of accountancy
that CPA candidates have mastered required knowledge and skills needed by entry-
level CPAs to protect the public interest. While each board of accountancy has ad-
ditional requirements for licensure, including specific education and experience re-
quirements, the CPA Exam is one uniform standard that all 54 boards have adopted.

The Uniform CPA Exam is a high-stakes, highly visible examination with a long
and valued history. Making changes of any magnitude, much less changes of the
scale that were undertaken, requires a rigorous, comprehensive plan and the in-
put of thousands of participants (CPAs, university faculty, psychometricians, and
large numbers of students). The process of computerization was transparent to these
stakeholders, and key decisions were vetted with representatives from the profession
and the regulators. The decision to administer the CPA exam using a computerized
adaptive multistage testing (MST) model for the multiple-choice portions of the
tests is an example of this collaborative process.

The initial part of this chapter reviews the decision-making points that led to
selection of the administration format for the MST. The rest of the chapter is orga-
nized around the development and implementation process and the major activities
required to implement the MST exam program. Pretesting, calibrations of items, au-
tomatic test assembly, standard setting, score reporting, and quality control activities
are described in later sections as highlights of the process that may have broad appli-
cation in high-stakes testing programs considering an adaptive psychometric model.

9.2 Decision Making

9.2.1 Content

The accounting profession is constantly evolving in a modern business environ-
ment. The rise in multinational trade and the rapid changes in technologies require
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frequent reevaluation of the knowledge and skills required of entry-level CPAs. To
ensure that the computer-based CPA Exam covers appropriate subject matter at the
level needed by entry-level CPAs, a series of studies and evaluations was conducted.
The keystone of this process was a 2001 national practice analysis study of account-
ing knowledge and skills involving thousands of CPAs (American Institutes for Re-
search, 2001). The results of the study were then evaluated by the AICPA Board of
Examiners’ Content Committee for appropriateness to entry-level practice, impact
on public protection, and feasibility for assessment on the computer-based exam.

This committee was comprised of nominees approved by the AICPA Board of
Directors and the Board of Examiners. The membership on the committee was bal-
anced by state representation, by years of experience, and by areas of expertise in
regulation, accounting, auditing, and business. The Content Committee reviewed
the results from the practice analysis and determined the number of test sections
and lengths required to assess knowledge and skill for entry-level proficiency. Their
recommendation for four test sections with independent passing requirements was
based on the belief that strong knowledge in one content area could not compensate
for lack of knowledge in another important content area. The resulting structure was
a multiple-hurdle examination program, where candidates must demonstrate profi-
ciency in all four content areas within the 18-month time frame.

Several of the new test sections included content areas that were similar to the
previous four paper-based tests. However, one new test section was designed specif-
ically to incorporate measurement of the market forces and technologies important
to modern accounting practice. This section was titled Business Environment and
Concepts (BEC). This expansion of required content reflected the very public and
substantive changes in the accounting profession that had occurred over the preced-
ing decade.

The Content Committee solicited comment on the content blueprint, length, and
four-section structure proposed for the computer-based test through a series of invi-
tations that were shared with all major stakeholders. State Boards, NASBA, focus
groups of candidates, and review course providers were invited to review, discuss,
and comment on the draft test blueprint. Their input was documented carefully
and incorporated in the process of developing the test content and documentation.
The Content Committee offered its recommendations, along with documentation
describing the process, issues, and alternatives, to the Board of Examiners for
approval in 2002.

This discovery and evaluation process for content specification resulted in an ex-
posure draft describing the outline or blueprint for the computer-based CPA Exam.
The Board of Examiners adopted this recommendation after key stakeholders were
given the opportunity to comment. The content specifications for BEC, much of
which represented subject matter never before tested on the CPA Exam, was speci-
fied in more detail to aid educators and candidates in preparing for this new material.

Information to candidates, review course providers, and state boards was de-
signed to support and define each test outline well in advance of administration of
the new exam. When test content or administration formats are revised, a long lead
time is required to prepare all the educational materials and transitioning policies
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for candidates who will be or who are already in the process of certification. That
effort is already underway for future revisions to the CPA Exam content and format,
expected for implementation by 2010.

9.2.2 Administration Models

Identification of a test delivery model for the revised examination was an integral
part of the development of a computerized Uniform CPA Exam. A test delivery
model is a framework to organize test development activities, system design for item
banking, test administration, scoring, and reporting. A firm foundation for these ef-
forts was based on thorough psychometric research to ensure the validity of score
interpretations and the adherence to best practices in high-stakes testing programs.
To delineate important decision-making points, this section will highlight key as-
pects of that psychometric research program, including incorporation of adaptation
for multiple-choice items and innovative item types for performance assessment,
termed simulations.

In 2004, the CPA Exam was modified to include a new testing format made pos-
sible by the computerized delivery system. This new format incorporated complex
performances to assess skills using simulations of tasks natural to CPA practice
(simulations) and also real-time adaptation to individual candidate ability (adaptive
testing). During the design and research phases a wide range of potential admin-
istration models was initially considered, including pre-constructed fixed-length,
linear-on-the-fly, mastery, subtest-based adaptive, and item-level adaptive testing.

Initial research into the relative benefits of administration models favored three
alternatives. These were identified as the most appropriate in consideration of use
of test scores for the pass-fail decision required for credentialing, efficient use of
testing time for score precision, capability to produce equivalent and valid test forms
over time, and the characteristics of the multiple-choice questions in the CPA item
bank. The three administration models that were considered best were linear-on-
the-fly testing (LOFT), item-level computer adaptive testing (CAT), and multistage
adaptive testing (MST). These three models are described below.

Linear-on-the-Fly Testing (LOFT)

A linear-on-the-fly test is assembled automatically from a subpool of test questions
in real time during test administration or just prior to testing for individual can-
didates. The automated rules for selecting questions are usually derived from the
content requirements (knowledge and skills) and some basic statistical requirements
for item discrimination and difficulty. No information about candidate ability is used
to optimize the precision of total scores, and there is no adaptation.

This method is sometimes preferred over other computerized delivery methods
because test assembly and delivery software is available from existing vendors.
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Also, scrambled selection of items provides less opportunity for collusion or cheat-
ing during the test. This model is similar to paper-based testing in some respects.
For example, during the test, candidates may return to questions and change their
answers. Unlike paper-based testing, it is not possible for experts to preview real-
time assembled test forms for content validity.

Item-Level Adaptive Testing (CAT)

The item-level adaptive testing model, usually referred to as CAT, is the model most
familiar to many. In fact, CAT is often the expected model when computerized ad-
ministration is mentioned. With CAT, each test is automatically assembled during
the testing session using an item-level adaptive routing system. In addition to the
content and other item properties guiding test assembly, the choice of each suc-
cessive question presented to the test takers is based upon their ability estimate
calculated after each question is answered.

Item-level adaptive testing is attractive because it allows increased precision,
given shorter testing times, when item difficulty is targeted to the ability level of
candidates. Hence, a more precise total test score is possible using fewer test ques-
tions. However, unless more sophisticated forms of adaptive testing are chosen, such
as the shadow-test approach (van der Linden, this volume, chap. 2), adaptive test-
ing may raise concerns about the potential unfairness of the testing experience to
candidates who might get a generally more difficult or less difficult test (Rotou
et al., 2007): Candidates at different ability levels might use more or less time to
answer the questions selected for them as a function of the difficulty of the test
question and their ability level, leading to differential speededness for individual
test takers. Consequently, they may have different overall experiences with the test.

CAT also depends on implementing in real time a large number of constraints on
the selection of the items from the item bank. Also, a method of item-exposure con-
trol has to be used to prevent some questions from being overexposed because they
have desirable statistical properties and also fulfill key content constraints. Finally,
as with administrations based on multiple LOFT forms, it is usually not possible for
content committees to review test forms in advance.

Multistage Adaptive Testing

Multistage adaptive test (MST) designs are structured adaptive tests that employ pre-
assembled subtests as the basic units of test administration (Adema, 1990; Luecht,
Nungester & Hadadi, 1996; Luecht & Nungester, 1998, 2000; Luecht, 2000; Glas &
Vos, this volume, chap. 21). In contrast to item-level CAT designs, which result in
different test forms for each test taker, MST designs use a modularized configura-
tion of preconstructed subtests and embedded score-routing schemes to prepackage
validated test forms.
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Zenisky, Hambleton and Luecht (this volume, chap. 18) describe the MST con-
cept in detail, and only a short description is offered here. Candidates sitting for
the exam initially respond to a set of multiple-choice questions (MCQs) compris-
ing a short routing test, or subtest. The routing subtest is assembled from items of
medium difficulty from the item bank. The candidate will be presented new subtests
following his or her responses to the first routing subtest. Review and revision of re-
sponses may be possible within any subtest, but may be restricted after completion
of the subtest.

After completion of the routing test, the test taker is presented a second subtest,
which is selected based on difficulty level, depending in his or her performance on
the routing test. Also, the number of subsequent subtests that must be answered will
depend on the desired test length, item formats, and the decision that is made based
on test scores. For example, test questions that share a common exhibit might appear
together in a subtest (set-based items), or the subtest may be composed of traditional
MCQs selected to represent the content and skills to be measured. In any MST, the
subtests are constructed and selected based on the statistical properties of items and
some estimate of item difficulty.

The second subtest is chosen based on the performance of the test taker on the
first subtest, and the choice of the third subtest is based on the performance of the
test taker on the first two subtests. Scoring of the items for the purpose of select-
ing future subtests might be based on number-correct or more sophisticated scoring
schemes, such as item response theory (IRT) ability estimation. In MST, the subtests
are scored cumulatively to obtain provisional ability estimates that will be used to
select the next subtests. These provisional scores are compared to routing scores,
which determine whether the candidate is routed to a more or less difficult subse-
quent subtest.

MST provides some adaptation or tailoring to the candidate ability while al-
lowing test takers to review and change answers within subtests during the test
administration. An additional benefit of this mode of test administration is the pos-
sibility for review and validation of the test forms before these are administered to
candidates.

The MST has some efficiency afforded by tailoring to the ability level of the
examinee, and yields more precise scores, given fixed test lengths. However, this
efficiency is not as great as CAT administration where adaptation occurs for each test
item. However, Routou et al. (2007) compared a two-stage multistage test to a CAT
of the same length, which both included only set-based items. The MST had slightly
higher reliability under the one- and two-parameter models and equal reliability
under the three-parameter model. Also, given a fixed item bank size, due to the
possibility of building a variety of different forms that overlap at the module level,
MST does allow the test developer to create a greater diversity of forms compared
with LOFT.

The following section highlights some benefits and limitations of each model for
the CPA licensing examination.
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9.2.3 Evaluation Criteria

Given the general class of models considered, a selection decision for the CPA Exam
was developed using a rationale anchored by the intended use of test scores. The in-
tended purpose of the examination is to provide to State Boards a pass–fail decision
indicating proficiency for entry into CPA practice. Passing each of the four sections
of the Uniform CPA Exam within 18 months is just one of a set of requirements for
licensure as a CPA in the U.S. Legal defensibility of the licensing decision rests on
the validity of this pass–fail interpretation. Validity evidence for this decision must
be built into the test design and administration model.

Considerations that assure test-score precision and efficient use of testing time
were balanced against test development goals. Uniformly meeting content and other
nonstatistical test specifications is important to assure the quality and equivalence
of every test form. Operational considerations were also important in establishing
test validity and acceptability to the profession, such as whether to allow candidate
review of questions, how to code, maintain, and select test questions, and how to
manage the exposure of test questions and to block memorable content for those
candidates who retake the examination.

Each of the proposed computerized testing models involves automated test as-
sembly (ATA) of items or questions into test forms. Because of this automated
process, the formulation of exact rules to assemble the various test forms is required
to ensure that scores from each computerized test are comparable and that each
pass–fail decision is made accurately. The administration options, however, differ
in the opportunity to modify and review the results of assembly. LOFT or CAT con-
struction occurs during testing and depends on accurate selection of test questions
from a large item bank in the test center.

The recommendation for an appropriate model for the CPA Exam was based
on psychometric research and analysis of these considerations and offered to the
AICPA Board of Examiners. The process toward decision-making included crit-
ical evaluation by outside psychometric consultants and a research consortium
of three universities (University of Massachusetts–Amherst, University of North
Carolina–Greensboro, and University of Illinois–Urbana/Champaign). These con-
sulting teams implemented and published over 40 studies over a period of about
four years on topics relevant to practical and theoretical issues for computerizing
the CPA Exam. Guidance and participation in these efforts were available from a
Technical Research Issues Oversight (TRIO) committee of three internationally re-
spected psychometricians, who collaborated with the teams throughout the research
and development cycle. In addition, there was a standing Psychometric Oversight
Committee (POC) working under the auspices of the Board of Examiners.

The policy makers at the AICPA had been familiar with a twice-annual admin-
istration of the paper-based test, where each form was hand-crafted, underwent
numerous reviews by test developers and their professional committees, and was
administered on just one day. They would only be supportive of a mode of com-
puterization that allowed expert review and quality control analogous to that used
for paper administration at least until the efficacy of automated test assembly was
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firmly exhibited. Such review is usually not as convincing when items are adminis-
tered using CAT or LOFT. Although sample forms can be generated under CAT and
LOFT, as many as desired, it is possible that the sample forms may never be seen by
a real candidate, whereas MST modules can be preconstructed and reviewed prior
to packaging for administration.

Also, the adopted test model must allow passing scores to be set using a
criterion-referenced standard-setting process, and established on a score scale easily
understandable to candidates. All three models above were considered to meet this
criterion equally well, although some scoring complexity is associated with the use
of an IRT model (applicable to any of the administration formats).

Physical security of test items is essential to ensuring that test-score interpreta-
tions are valid. While this security can be established independently from the testing
mode, there are some benefits to the MST format when security is considered. Since
MST makes use of interchangeable modules that can be shuffled into various forms,
it may be easier to manage lower item exposure for smaller banks of test questions.
This also decreases the likelihood of adjacent test takers seeing the same test form.

Finally, stakeholders expressed a strong preference for giving candidates the ca-
pability to review and revise answers to test questions in the administration. The
MST model allows review within modules, and the opportunity to restrict reviews
between subtests.

9.2.4 The AICPA MST Model

The AICPA adopted a three-stage MST with one medium-difficulty subtest adminis-
tered at the first stage and two subtests available for selection at the second and third
stages of administration. One of the two subtests at the second stage is of medium
difficulty while the other is slightly more difficult, and the same is true for the third
stage. This format met all of the psychometric and practical criteria established by
the BOE and the psychometricians. A full description of benefits is available in
Luecht, Brumfield and Breithaupt (2006) and Melican et al. (2005).

The collection of all possible subtests for administration as an MST is referred to
as a panel. Multiple panels can be simultaneously preconstructed, balancing qual-
ity control, security, and score precision across panels. This approach allows score
precision to be built in exactly where it is needed for each panel. Test committees
are able to review the content and quality of the test forms within each panel. Fur-
thermore, trial runs could be made to ensure each panel is working properly, before
activation in the live examination pool. To address security risks, panels can be
randomly assigned to examinees, and the items can be randomly scrambled within
subtests. These factors deter strategizing by candidates. Finally, the panels can be
eliminated from selection if their content has been previously seen by a retesting
candidate.

Any of the computerized delivery models evaluated offers significant gains in se-
curity when compared with paper-based linear forms. For the MST, the reuse of test
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questions and simulations can be controlled explicitly when designing the examina-
tions. A pool of items forms the basis for test creation, and a very large number of
different panels are created as a result. This is important when testing appointments
are offered over a longer period of testing (e.g., ongoing for a two-month testing
window). Assembly of tests and rotation of test items during the year are planned
carefully so that only a small portion of candidates will see a given item or test form.

9.3 Implementation

9.3.1 Test Assembly

This section offers an overview of the assembly procedure that was used for the
Uniform CPA Exam for the implementation of the MST model. Typical test re-
quirements focus on content coverage described in a publicized test blueprint.
The blueprint imposes a variety of other nonstatistical construction rules, such as
content coverage, form lengths, and item formats. Another common rule imposes
limitations on test questions that might be termed “item enemies”; these are test
questions not allowed to appear on the same subtest because they cue other items
or are close variations of other items on that subtest. There may also be rules for
forced inclusion of items on key topics, or limits on the number of items of similar
content.

It is important to carefully design the automated assembly system to ensure that
high-quality subtests can be produced on a continual basis without overuse of pool
content. The following paragraphs describe some design issues to consider in iden-
tification of the rules for subtest construction for the multistage testing model, and
a solution used by the CPA Exam to solve the simultaneous assembly problem
for MST.

Four important decisions were required to finalize the subtest assembly design.
These were solved in the following order: (i) objective of test assembly; (ii) statis-
tical targets for the subtests; (iii) number of subtests; and (iv) stringency of content
constraints.

Objective of Test Assembly

The mandated goal of the CPA Exam is to protect the public by admitting only qual-
ified CPAs to licensure. The required standard for competency is represented by the
recommended passing score on the exam. Therefore, it is critical to obtain optimal
measurement precision on the score scale in the area of the passing score. A sec-
ondary goal is to provide informative feedback to candidates who are not successful
so they might prepare to retake the examination. Therefore, a lesser goal was defined
to obtain good measurement precision and coverage of a broad range of content just
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below the area of the passing score. Finally, a pervasive goal for all areas of any
high-stakes testing program is the security of test content to preserve the validity of
scores and classification decisions. In the assembly process, this security require-
ment led us to engineer an assembly method that would yield reliable and valid test
scores without depleting the best test content over the short term.

Statistical Targets for Subtests

Targets for subtest difficulty for an adaptive model of administration must be set
with the properties of the item bank and the intended use of test scores in mind.
Statistical criteria for selecting items for subtests must be in the range represented
by the majority of MCQs in the item bank; otherwise, it will not be possible to
assemble many (or any) subtests. In order to make good use of the existing pool of
MCQs for the CPA Exam, the median difficulty of the item pool was used to adjust
the preliminary difficulty targets for subtests. Since the MCQs in this licensing exam
program are developed for entry-level knowledge and skill, most test questions have
a difficulty level in a range close to the passing point on the examination. This means
that the selection of statistical targets for the moderate (M) and difficult (D) subtest
questions emphasize both difficulty around the passing score and the mean item
bank difficulty.

Subtest reliability and cumulative reliability across all subtests on a route were
also considered in designing assembly rules for the MST. Precision over each
possible set of three MCQ subtests candidates would be administered from each
panel was examined to ensure that marginal IRT reliability of total scores remained
above 0.90.

Number of Subtests

Once the test length, the location and kind of targets for subtest information, and the
content constraint ranges had been defined, it was possible to begin to determine the
maximum number of possible subtests that should be created from the entire pool of
items for an individual administration window. Several factors were considered in
deciding the number of panels and subtests needed for continuous administration,
including the size of the item pool, dependencies among items (e.g., item enemies),
and the minimum number of items required for adequate content coverage on each
content or skill per subtest.

In order to determine the feasibility of sustaining equally high-quality subtest
creation across administrations, the maximum number of subtests possible was as-
sembled from the master item pool. All of these subtests met the required content
and other statistical constraints, and were of the required length. After this initial
assembly, a small set of those subtests was used to actually create panels for the
first administration, and the remaining subtests were returned to the item pool. In
successive production cycles, new subtests were assembled using only a subset of
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the master item pool (including the unused subtest items and a selection of content
used in prior administrations). In this way, it was possible to ensure that subtests of
equivalent quality could be constructed during the short and longer terms. A full so-
lution to the long-term inventory system is provided in Breithaupt, Ariel, and Hare
(this volume, chap. 13).

Stringency of Content Constraints

The test blueprint defines what proportion of the examination will cover each
content topic area. These are expressed as ranges in the assembly problem to al-
low some variation in coverage according to the available item pool. Competing
goals exist in selecting the range of content to express in the assembly constraints.
It is desirable in simultaneous assembly to make the ranges as small as possible
so that subtests will be exactly parallel (e.g., each would have the same number of
questions on a particular content area). However, tightly constrained solutions will
have the effect of limiting the number of possible subtests. So, ranges were set with
an understanding of the exact contents of the item pool and within the allowable
variation in the published test blueprint.

Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) Solution

A general procedure for IRT assembly of parallel tests requires items to be selected
from a calibrated item pool to fill a desired shape of the test information function
(TIF). The reader is referred to Hambleton and Jones 1993) for an introduction of
this topic as well as more classical approaches to test design. An extension of the
general assembly method using TIFs has reformulated the problem in linear pro-
gramming terms (Theunissen, 1987; van der Linden, 2005; Veldkamp, 2002) using
discrete optimization to determine whether or not an item is selected. Typically,
some real-valued decision variables are required as well. The resulting mixed integer
programming (MIP) model may have a large number of constraints and variables.
This is true of the CPA Exam, where large numbers of parallel subtests have to
be assembled simultaneously to ensure equivalence in psychometric quality across
forms and to reduce the risk of overuse of the highly discriminating items. For these
multiple-forms assembly problems, each additional rule or requirement in the as-
sembly model has a multiplicative effect on the total number of variables and often
on the number of constraints that must be met as well. A solution that meets all
constraints is often computationally demanding or even impossible. These kinds of
problems used to be notoriously difficult to solve even when the models are small
(most are NP-hard problems; for examples, see Nemhauser & Wolsey, 1999). How-
ever, modern solvers for MIP problems have overcome many historic problems and
now easily solve real-world test assembly problems of substantial size.

A general model for the assembly process defined by van der Linden and
Boekkooi-Timminga (1989) was adapted for use in the operational production of
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the MST subtests. The model maximizes the lower bounds of the subtest informa-
tion at a specific ability point subject to the content constraints. The lower bounds
represent a relative target for the TIF. Let xit be the decision variable to indicate
whether or not item i D 1; : : : ; I in the pool is assigned to subtest t D 1; : : : ; T .
For each subtest t , the desired shape of the TIF is specified as a series of weights
for the TIF at ability values �k D k D 1; : : : ; K . Let wkt > 0 be the weight at
�k for subtest t . The item pool has item types or content areas that are represented
by subsets Vc , c D 1; : : : ; C . In addition, for each of the subtests critical content
Ct has to be included. Finally, enemy sets of items in the pool are denoted as Ve,
e D 1; : : : ; E , whereas bounds on sets are denoted by appropriate subscripts and
superscripts.

The general form of the model is

maximize y (9.1)

subject to

IX

iD1

Ii .�k/xit � wkty; t D 1; : : : ; T I k D 1; ::; KI (9.2)

(relative targets for subtests)

IX

iD1

xit D nt ; t D 1; : : : ; T I (9.3)

(length of subtests)

n
.l/
t �

X

i2Vc

xit � n
.u/
t ; t D 1; : : : ; T I c D 1; : : : ; C I (9.4)

(item types or content areas)
X

i2Ct

xit � 1; t D 1; : : : ; T I (9.5)

(critical content to be included in subtests)
X

i2Ve

xit � n.e/; t D 1; : : : ; T I e D 1; : : : ; EI (9.6)

(enemy set)

TX

tD1

xit � 1; i D 1; : : : ; I I (9.7)

(no overlap between subtests)

xit 2 f0; 1g; i D 1; : : : ; I I t D 1; : : : ; T: (9.8)

(definition of variables)
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The expressions in (9.2) serve a double goal: they defines a common factor, y, in
the lower bounds on the subtest information functions at the values �k but also intro-
duces the weights wkt for each of the subtests at these ability values that define the
shape of their information function. The common factor is maximized in (9.1), and
hence the functions are maximized subject to their shapes. For the CPA Exam, there
were three values �k needed to represent the information functions for the medium-
difficulty subtest and one value for the more difficult subtest. When a common value
�k is used to express different targets, the subtest with a higher weight at this �k will
be favored for the selection of the more discriminating items.

Perhaps the most distinctive element in this model should be emphasized, namely
the fact that the MIP model maximizes the (weighted) information for all subtests in
a single solution. The model therefore allows us to create the moderate and more
difficult subtests for multiple panels simultaneously and ensures the best possi-
ble combination of items into subtests that can be found. Each constraint is satisfied
completely for each individual subtest by the final optimal solution to the MIP. This
computationally intensive process can be completed using available software in a
reasonable amount of time. The subtest assembly using OPL Studio (ILOG, 2002)
for any one section of the Uniform CPA Exam applied approximately 50,000 con-
straints and 60,000 variables. Using a common desktop computer (1.2 GHz), the
solution time typically requires less than five minutes.

An example of the result from this assembly method is depicted in Figure 9.1.
The curves represent overlapping TIFs for medium and difficult subtests. Each curve
represents the information from a single subtest across the theta scale. The TIFs
are very close in the amount of information provided at equivalent theta points.
TIFs at the left (lower) ability level for the medium-difficulty subtests have a lower
information target and a smaller weight, compared with the more difficult subtests
on the right.
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Fig. 9.1 Test information functions from simultaneous subtest assembly
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When the optimization model is infeasible, no solution can be found. Detecting
the reasons of infeasibility can be complex when the assembly problem has many
constraints. An overview of literature on infeasibility analysis is given in Huitzing,
Veldkamp and Verschoor, (2005).

Some researchers have offered techniques to detect infeasibility (e.g., Huitzing,
2004), whereas others offer an algorithm to flexibly deal with the constraints while
choosing items for a test (e.g., Stocking & Swanson, 1993). When this flexibility
or relaxation of constraints is not desirable (that is, the content and item-exposure
constraints are necessary to ensure equality and test validity), careful examination
of the constraint sets and data can be used to solve infeasibility (see Breithaupt,
Ariel & Hare, this volume, chap. 13).

A simpler problem is the assembly and assignment of pretest questions to each
panel. The script functionality of OPL is capable of solving both the operational
subtests and the pretest assignment problems at the same time. Pretest blocks are
designed to fill weak areas in the item pool and are assigned to each stage of the
MST. Pretest questions are assigned to both the moderate and difficult subtests at
stages 2 and 3 to reduce calibration problems related to constrained samples.

When the solution run has been completed, the psychometric and content teams
review the results using a set of informative text files generated by the script. Out-
put files that describe key properties of the subtests include information concerning
content coverage and enemy conditions. In addition to these quality control files, a
solution input file is generated by the script file to convey the composition of sub-
tests to the next step in panel assembly.

Panel Construction

The panel construction step is accomplished via a custom software tool, but could
easily be completed using logic implemented by linear programming rules similar
to those used to assemble the subtests (Breithaupt & Hare, 2008). The panel builder
tool reads the subtest build output and places together five subtests on a single panel
for the MST design, according to specific rules. These rules include limits to enemy
items across subtests, placement of items for pretesting, content balancing across
routes, and a maximum reuse rule for any subtest on panels, among others. The
panel builder also generates the routing score table that is used by the test driver in
the field. The panel builder execution requires a few minutes to select rule conditions
and is completed in a matter of seconds.

Creation of the routing rules is an important activity of the panel assembly soft-
ware. The panel builder uses IRT properties of the subtests to identify a cutoff score
on an estimated-number-correct scale that directs the test driver to administer the
next subtest. Specifically, the point of intersection of the TIFs defined by each pair
of medium and more difficult subtests is used as the cut-off score. There are separate
cutoff scores for the stage 2 and 3 decisions. The routing score is expressed as the
expected number of correct answers represented by the � value at the point of inter-
section. This routing rule is enforced by the test administration software in the test
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center and is based on the number-correct score the candidate obtained. The routing
table that is packaged for the test driver for each panel includes these number-correct
cutoff scores.

Until this step in the process, all quality control work is completed using the
features of items, subtests, and panels that are represented as data input to the
automated test assembly process. The actual content of the test questions (stems,
exhibits, and distractors for MCQs) is not needed during the assembly process. This
procedure affords more protection for access to the actual test content, and therefore
reduces security risks to the production process. The result from panel building is
like a recipe for each administration of panels, including all required instructions but
none of the live test content that candidates will see. All features of the test content
important for valid panel and subtest assembly are extracted as codes in the item
pool. Of course, the success of the build depends on accurate and consistent coding
of each item, and the sufficiency of the item pool.

9.3.2 Calibration and Statistical Analyses
of Multiple-Choice Items

In order to build and sustain an item bank and use IRT scoring for the MCQs, it
is necessary to pretest and calibrate them. Therefore, these items must be adminis-
tered first as pretest and then as operational items. Pretest items do not contribute
to the scores of candidates. Instead, performances on them are evaluated to deter-
mine if their quality is adequate, and if so, estimate their IRT parameters. If the
estimates meet minimum standards for quality, the pretest items may be promoted
to operational status and used to assemble and score future examinations. This sec-
tion offers a discussion of the methods used for the calibration of the item bank for
the CPA Exams.

When the computerized version of the examination was launched, operational
items were identified based on calibrations using candidate records from selected
earlier paper-based administrations, where feasible. The items for the new section,
BEC, were pretested in special studies at universities across the nation. Since 2004,
the operational items have been selected using pretest calibrations from new items
that were administered via computer.

Monitoring Item Quality

Monitoring the quality of operational and pretest items also depends on analyzing
response data from operational administrations. For operational MCQs, the pri-
mary method of summarizing empirical quality for items is classical item analysis
(proportion correct or p-value; biserial correlation between item and total scores).
These summaries are created for each item, considering both the answer keys
and distractors for MCQs. The purpose of this analysis is to flag any operational
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item that behaves unexpectedly as a result of a presentation error, or flawed or
obsolete content. A set of guidelines is useful in identifying potentially flawed
items. If an anomaly is found in an operational MCQ, that question is removed
from scoring. Pretest items with problematic statistical properties are reviewed by
content experts and generally removed from the bank and excluded from operational
promotion.

Flagging criteria are based on a combination of statistical properties. However,
the classical item difficulty and discrimination estimates used in initial evaluation
are known to be conditional on the particular sample of test takers (Hambleton and
Jones, 1993). Although easily computed and widely used, this classical analysis is
thus insufficient when applied to MST administration models. Because of the rout-
ing, some operational items will be seen only by candidates within a defined range
of ability. This includes the group of high-ability candidates who are administered
the subtests of equal difficulty level at stages 2 and 3.

To alleviate the impact of the incomplete data on the estimation of classical es-
timates of item discrimination, individual item scores are not correlated with the
number-correct scores of operational MCQs but with the ability estimates from the
operational MCQs based on their IRT parameters. Because these ability estimates
have been adjusted for the characteristics of the items including difficulty, the es-
timate of item discrimination is independent of the particular route or items the
candidate saw during the administration.

Item Calibration

Responses to all objectively scored test components (MCQs and performance tasks
in the simulations) were calibrated to fit the three-parameter logistic IRT model.
This model for calibration established a common scale for all objectively scored
items in the bank.

Initially, the location for this IRT scale was established using responses to the
paper-based administration of the exam. New computer-administered item parame-
ter estimates were linked to this scale using a joint calibration method where known
item parameters were given fixed values. Once the common scale had been estab-
lished, the scores on different panels drawn from this bank yielded consistent ability
estimates for test takers of identical ability. In other words, scores for candidates
who were administered different panels were comparable without any postadminis-
tration score adjustment (e.g., classical observed score equating).

A separate step was undertaken to validate and update the IRT item parame-
ters. As described above, initial estimates for MCQs were based on large-sample
response data from paper-based tests. This calibration established the initial scale
for the IRT parameters and ability estimates. The new computerized simulations,
obviously, were only administered to computer-based candidates. The items were
calibrated and linked to the old scale through the MCQs. Also, MCQs for the parts
of the test measuring new content, as well as all new pretest items, were also cali-
brated using computer-based response data and linked to the old scale.
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Item Recalibration

Some time was needed for the computerized CPA Exam to allow candidate prepa-
ration and scheduling habits to stabilize. It was expected that the option to schedule
tests at the convenience of the candidate, the availability of appointments on a nearly
continuous basis, and growing familiarity of review course providers with the test
blueprint and the format of the new examination would lead to a different ability
scale. Therefore, a second calibration was conducted, taking advantage of larger
samples to recenter the IRT scale using responses only from computerized admin-
istrations. It is important to note that the recalibration would not impact expected
passing rates; in fact, the recalibration was validated based on replicating exactly
the estimates of the scores for previous examinees.

A series of calibrations was required to link sparse matrices of accumulated exam
data across multiple administrations. First, common MCQs between administrations
were identified and calibrated together to establish a scale. Next, remaining MCQs
were calibrated to this scale with common item parameter estimates fixed. Following
this step, all simulations were calibrated with MCQ item parameter estimates fixed.
Finally, all conversion tables used to compute expected number-correct scores were
recreated using new item parameter estimates.

After the recalibration of computerized responses was completed in 2005, the
new item parameter estimates and conversion tables were used to rescore past re-
sponses. The resulting scores matched the original scores well, within errors of
measurement in the reported score scale. This was only one part of an extensive
validation study, which also included evaluations of fit for the IRT model, data ver-
ifications, and staff peer reviews. These results were included in a review by the
Psychometric Oversight Committee and an independent psychometrician to ensure
no errors had been introduced during recalibration. After assurances and all quality
checks were completed, the production version of the scoring system was updated
with the new item parameter estimates and conversion tables to serve as the basis
for operationally reported scores.

After the recalibration, new items pretested in subsequent administrations have
been added to the item bank using the method of concurrent calibration with op-
erational item parameters fixed. Periodic evaluation of item-parameter drift and
trends in passing scores has been used to determine if an additional bank scale
adjustment might be reasonable. Such a new recalibration may be needed if any
significant changes in the preparation of candidates, in the administration mode, or
in the content or skills occurred that would represent a change in the construct being
measured.

9.3.3 Controls for Security and Score Accuracy

The CPA Exams are administered at the Prometric testing centers. Close coopera-
tion with the NASBA and Prometric, our partner and vendor in the testing program,
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was essential to ensuring the test scores were accurate and valid. Physical and
other security measures are important to preserve the veracity and validity of the
test scores. These security measures include restricted access to software and data,
and the creation of reasonable controls at each step of the registration, administra-
tion, test development, and scoring processes. This section offers a few examples of
practices in the CPA testing program to illustrate those controls.

No scores are provided immediately following the administration of the exam-
ination. Instead, a secure continuous transmission of response data is sent from
Prometric test centers to an AICPA-owned automated scoring system. This process
affords at least two important benefits related to security. First, there is an opportu-
nity to retain the final scores for a 100% replication on a separate scoring system
at AICPA. The automated system scores immediately on receipt of responses from
Prometric. Prior to approving release of those scores, all results are rescored on this
separate scoring system at AICPA. Each result must match before it goes out to
candidates. Second, the item calibrations required to construct scores are not dis-
tributed to test centers. As item calibrations are costly to develop and calculate, the
scoring data itself are a valuable asset for the testing program and the ability to
restrict access enhances both security and risks to accuracy.

Another issue concerns how and where test content is created. The test develop-
ment occurs at AICPA and vendor-hosted authoring meetings in locations across the
country. In each instance, only secure transmission of draft materials and completed
test questions is allowed. The test content itself is housed in a secure remote location
and has controlled access granted only by AICPA-approved administrators.

Test content and scoring information is backed up and stored in a separate secure
location by AICPA and the vendors on a regular schedule. Background checks for
all vendors and staff, in addition to strict confidentiality agreements and intellectual
property rights, are all important factors in constructing business agreements among
the vendors and partners. All these measures ensure that the best possible precau-
tions against disaster or intentional disruption have been taken. The CPA testing
program is also audited by as many as a dozen separate auditing bodies on an an-
nual basis. Many of these audits focus on systems and security, and all are intended
to exercise and test existing controls and quality checkpoints, and to identify new
controls, as these are needed.

Another example of controls for score accuracy is provided in procedures used
to review test content and scoring information for assembled panels. Committees
of expert CPAs provide approval for each test item before it can be used on the
examination. The AICPA staff validates the accuracy of the item bank coding that
forms the basis for selection of questions into test forms with automated assem-
bly. CPAs and software testing teams evaluate every panel prior to packing and
release to Prometric test centers. Psychometric teams provide assurances and inde-
pendent verification of data used for scoring each panel prior to the beginning of test
administration. Also, there are psychometric and CPA reviews of any new content
and scoring data analysis prior to score releases for every administration window.

In continuously testing programs, evidence of security risk usually appears too
late in the process to protect the integrity of scores. Although we monitor changes
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in the difficulty of test questions (item drift) and track the number of administra-
tions for any given item, most of the security focus is much earlier in the process.
For example, overexposure of test content can lead to collusion and sharing of test
content. Therefore, during the review of test panels, the CPA Exam staff check for
unbalanced exposure of subtests among panels and the appropriateness of the rout-
ing rules for each panel. This helps to ensure expected item exposures are restricted
to a minimum. In combination with a highly specific schedule for the authoring, use,
and retirement of test questions, it is possible to set guidelines on item exposure.
A more detailed description of the disciplined and specific inventory management
system is offered by Breithaupt, Ariel, and Hare (this volume, chap. 13). It may be
sufficient to note here that overlap of content between administrations is restricted,
and that new subtests and panels are constructed on a continual basis.

Monitoring of item drift has become an operational procedure that is conducted
every three months. Because an operational item may appear in subtests of different
difficulty in the MST model across different administrations, an expected proportion
of correct responses can be estimated for each item using IRT parameters. If the ob-
served proportion of correct responses, conditioned on the ability of the candidate,
is above projected estimates, the item is removed from the item bank and Prometric
and State Boards are contacted to evaluate possible breaches of security.

It is also possible to use response times to evaluate changes in speededness of
items (van der Linden, Breithaupt, Chuah, & Zhang, 2007) that might indicate pos-
sible cheating behavior. Because the keyboard and mouse movement of candidates
during the administration are exactly recorded, their response time to items can be
parsed, analyzed, and used to create a predictive model. Candidates spending too
little or too long on items may indicate preknowledge or memorizing, for exam-
ple. When the pattern of times does not match the expectation, based on previous
time use for examinees, an investigation can be conducted into possible misuse of
exam time.

Perhaps the most important responsibility for the overall security of the test-
ing program lies with the testdelivery vendors. Impersonation of candidates is the
most frequently identified source of security breach leading to invalid score deci-
sions. Prometric test centers make use of photographs, fingerprinting, and controlled
proctoring, and work with NASBA and AICPA to ensure that candidate data and
scheduling are secure.

A unique identifier known only to NASBA is assigned once strict eligibility re-
quirements are met and a test appointment may be scheduled. The registration at
Prometric generates a fake identifier that will follow the result through the score
calculation and transmission process to AICPA. Finally, if a candidate retakes the
examination, these identifiers are the basis of restricting administration of any new
panel that might contain the performance tasks the candidate has previously seen.
AICPA does not have, nor have access to, any information that might identify
candidates.
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9.3.4 Standard Setting

In order to qualify for licensure, each candidate must pass the four separate examina-
tions on Auditing and Attestation, Financial Accounting and Reporting, Regulation,
and Business Environment and Constructs. Each of the tests is constructed some-
what differently (e.g., three have simulation tasks, including written communica-
tions, and one is MCQ only). All four tests have a unique performance standard that
is represented as the required passing score. A series of research and operational
studies was conducted over a period of four years to develop passing scores for
each section. A detailed description is offered in the next section. Once the standard-
setting methods were identified, it was necessary to collect recommendations from
panelists of CPAs with knowledge of entry-level practice who were trained in the
standard-setting procedure. The recommendations of the panel provide an impor-
tant set of information for the final step, which was establishing the passing scores
for the four exams by the Board of Examiners. The Board of Examiners used the
panel’s recommendations as well as other sources of relevant information.

Research on Standard Setting

Initial studies were performed to evaluate and contrast different standard-setting
methods (Hambleton & Pitoniak, 2002; Mills, Hambleton, Biskin, Evans &
Pfeffer, 2000; Pitoniak, Hambleton & Sireci, 2002). The methods reviewed in-
cluded the Angoff, item-cluster, and direct consensus methods for the MCQs as
well as the work classification and analytic method for the simulations.

The familiar Angoff method requires panelists to develop and accept a definition
of borderline candidates and then to predict the proportion of such candidates who
will answer an item correctly. In the item-cluster method, items are arranged into re-
lated sets and the responses of approximately 15–20 test takers to the items in each
set are presented to the panelists. The panelists’ task is to rate the test takers into one
of four categories, from “hopeless” to “solid/exceptional.” In the direct consensus
method, the items are also clustered into related sets but the panelists’ task is to pre-
dict the number of items in the set that a borderline candidate will answer correctly.
The work classification method is similar to the item-cluster method in that the re-
sponses of 15–20 real test takers to the simulations are presented to the panelists
who rate the responses from failing to solid. The analytic method is similar to the
Angoff method in that panelists are required to predict the proportion of borderline
test takers who will provide a correct response to a question.

The team of CPA Exam staff and University of Massachusetts at Amherst faculty
who conducted the reviews recommended the use of the item-cluster method for
the multiple-choice section and the work classification method for the simulations
(Hambleton & Pitoniak, 2002; Pitoniak et al., 2002). The recommendation for the
work classification method was based on the idea that sorting test takers’ perfor-
mances is a more meaningful task for panelists than predicting the performance of
borderline candidates. The item-cluster method is similar to the work classification
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method. It was chosen given the preference for the latter and the secondary desire
to have similar tasks for the multiple-choice and simulation-based tests. The imple-
mentation of that recommendation occurred in the standard-setting study one year
before the examination was computerized.

Standard-Setting Study

Approximately 25 CPAs with requisite skills and experience were convened for four
two-day standard-setting meetings, one for each of the four tests. With no overlap
in panel membership, 100 CPAs participated in the standard-setting study. For the
multiple-choice section a prototype form of each test, representing the content spec-
ifications and the target test characteristic curve, was generated using the underlying
criteria discussed in the automated test assembly section. Using the prototype form
of the multiple-choice section meant that it was not necessary for the panelists to
evaluate each of the four possible pathways through the test.

The panelists were trained in the definition of borderline candidates and dis-
cussed what this meant and what behaviors could be expected on the job by
such candidates. They were then trained in each method, made initial ratings, and
discussed their ratings as a panel. Panelists could alter their ratings during a second
round. Thereafter, a projected passing score was computed for each panelist and one
last round of discussion concerning these passing scores ensued. Panelists could in-
dicate whether they felt their recommendation was too easy, too hard, or accurate.
Using the IRT parameters for the items in the prototype form, a test characteris-
tic curve was generated and the raw passing scores were placed on the scales for
the tests.

Three of the four tests include simulations. The panelists in these three standard-
setting studies also reviewed two simulations using the work classification method.
The recommended raw passing scores were placed on the scales for these tests using
the same method as for the multiple-choice items. These two scores, the multiple-
choice and the simulation, were weighted and combined to arrive at the panels’
recommendations for total test-passing scores.

Establishing the Operational Standards

The AICPA Board of Examiners was convened for a final decision after the first
window of administration of the new examination. The Board considered the pan-
els’ advisory recommendations and their comments about the entire standard-setting
process they had followed. The Board also reviewed empirical data and issues re-
lated to level of preparation of the candidates in this first window, their facility
with computerized administration, comparability to the paper-based examination,
and many other topics. Geisinger (1991) presents an excellent review of the types
of information that policy makers may want to address in making a final determina-
tion. Deliberations were documented and discussion was iterated with confidential
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voting between rounds. The Board members made their initial recommendations in-
dependently and then discussed them with regard to the above criteria to arrive at a
consensus.

9.4 Conclusion

The CPA Exam was launched with the multiple-choice portions presented as a mul-
tistage adaptive test. The criteria for choosing this model were primarily the ability
to capitalize on the benefits of adaptive testing without limiting the ability of the test
takers to revisit and change answers to previous items within subtests. The format
may also allow future changes to introduce better, more efficient diagnostic infor-
mation for the test taker.

This chapter reviews the decision-making process from conceptualization of the
new CPA Exam through the setting of the pass–fail standards to score reporting. The
model has performed well since launch in 2004. Panels and subtests meet stringent
validity and comparability standards, and the resultant scores are consistent across
panels, routes, examinees, and administration windows. It is important to note that
the computerized administration, assembly, and scoring model for MST has been
entirely accepted by the test takers.

The process was intense, disciplined, informed by research and best practices,
and completely transparent. In the future, test content will be updated based on a
2008 practice analysis, and even more flexible and secure content development poli-
cies will be implemented. In closing, the MST model is working well and expected
benefits have been demonstrated in the computerized CPA Exam.
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Chapter 10
A Japanese Adaptive Test of English
as a Foreign Language: Developmental
and Operational Aspects

Yasuko Nogami and Norio Hayashi

10.1 Introduction

With the advance and spread of computer technology, computerized adaptive testing
(CAT) is gradually replacing traditional paper-and-pencil testing. One of the first
computerized tests in Japan was the adaptive version of the Test of English as a For-
eign Language (TOEFL). As a result of the interest in this test, some of the Japanese
testing organizations are now in the process of computerizing their examinations.
The Japan Institute for Educational Measurement (JIEM) developed an adaptive
test of the proficiency of English as a foreign language—known as the Computer-
ized Assessment System for English Communication. In this chapter, we introduce
the test and describe its process of development. The information may be helpful to
other testing agencies that also consider moving their tests to an adaptive format.

10.2 Overview of the Test

The current version of the Computerized Assessment System for English Commu-
nication (CASEC) has the following features:

1. Adaptation: The test is adaptive, meaning that the level of the difficulty of test
items is automatically adjusted to the proficiency of the individual examinees
during the test;

2. Online service: With Internet connectivity, examinees can take the test at any
time and any place;

3. Immediate feedback: Examinees obtain feedback immediately upon completion
of the test;

4. Application of item-response theory: In order to assess proficiency in English
on a common scale, item response theory (IRT) is used. Consequently, the
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examinees are able to compare current with past results and keep track of the
developments in their proficiency over time;

5. Short testing time: The average time to take the CASEC is 40 minutes, which is
comparatively short for a test of this accuracy;

6. Broad-range measurement: The CASEC can be used to measure a wide range of
proficiency levels—from basic to advanced.

The CASEC was developed by the Society for Testing English Proficiency
(STEP). In 2000, JIEM became independent from STEP and took over the devel-
opment and management of CASEC. Currently, the CASEC is one of the largest
computerized adaptive tests in Japan. Since 2001, the number of examinees has
been steadily increasing. In 2008, the test was taken over 120,000 times. The exam-
inees range widely in background—from junior-high-school students to university
graduates and adults in the workforce. The results of the test are used for different
purposes and in different contexts, for instance, placement in schools and monitor-
ing of educational achievements. Examinees also take the test to check their English
proficiency for personal purposes.

The CASEC consists of a total of 55 items divided into four different sections
with an expected testing time of approximately 40 minutes. The four sections are
described in Figure 10.2, which also shows sample test items and a sample score
report that the examinees see on their screen.

Examinees answer each individual item when it is administered; they are not al-
lowed to go back and review their responses to previous items. Each item has a time
limit. The reason for setting this limit was to prevent the examinees from spending
too much time on the entire test because of dwelling too long on an occasional item.
The limit was set without giving the examinees a feeling of speededness. If an ex-
aminee is able to answer an item before the time limit passes, he or she can move
on to the next item, so the total time on the test still varies somewhat among the
examinees.

Although the CASEC is an adaptive test, it has a fixed number of test items. The
reason for this is explained below. Scores on each of the four sections are reported
on a scale from 0 to 250. The scores for the sections are also summed to report a
total score.

The CASEC requires Internet connectivity, a computer to offer the environment
described in Table 10.1, and, because it also has a listening component, either a
headphone or speakers. It is possible to take the test only with a sound-enabled
computer and a standard browser. Examinees who have taken the CASEC earlier can
access its website from a log-in window by typing their ID and password. After log-
in, the website performs a computer-environment check. If no problems are found,
the examinee proceeds to the test; otherwise, they are required to adjust their com-
puters or contact a support center for assistance. First-time examinees must register
before logging in; they receive an ID and password immediately upon registration.

When the test is completed, the score report appears on the screen. The scores
are stored for four years. The system allow examinees to check past records when
they log in using the same ID and password. As mentioned earlier, one of the special
features of the CASEC is that examinees can take the test anytime and can always
keep track of how their English proficiency has developed over time.
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Section 1 assesses vocabulary knowl-
edge. Examinees complete the pre-
sented sentence by selecting the most
appropriate word from four alterna-
tives to fill in the blank. The time limit
for each item is 60 seconds. 15 items
are administered in this section.

Section 2 assesses knowledge of
phrasal expression and usage. Exami-
nees read a given dialogue, look at a
picture that describes the situation, and
then select the most appropriate verbal
response from four choices to fill in the
blank. The time limit for each item is
90 seconds. 15 items are administered
in this section.

Section 3 assesses listening profi-
ciency, specifically the proficiency to
understand the main idea. Examinees
listen to sentences or dialogue through
speakers or headphones and attempt to
understand the content. Upon comple-
tion of a given passage, examinees are
presented with a question and choose
the most appropriate answer from four
given alternatives. The time limit for
each item is 60 seconds. 15 items are
administered in this section.

Fig. 10.1 Sample test items and sample score report for the CASEC
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Section 4 assesses listening profi-
ciency, specifically the proficiency to
understand specific information. This
is a dictation task in which examinees
listen to sentences being read while
observing the written text on their
computer screen. Examinees type in
the missing words in the blanks within
the text. The time limit for each item is
120 seconds. 10 items are administered
in this section.

CASEC Score Report. Examinees re-
ceive a score report immediately after
finishing their test. The report con-
tains the total test score, a score for
each section, and simple advice. The
report also provides estimated equiva-
lent TOEIC r and TOEFLr scores
and an estimated grade level of the
STEP Test as a reference. If exami-
nees use the same ID and password to
take the test multiple times, they can
look back at past test scores and see
how their English proficiency has var-
ied over time.

Fig. 10.1 continued

Table 10.1 The minimum computer and Internet requirements
for the CASEC

Component Requirement

CPU MMX 200 MHz or above
Memory At least 128 MB of RAM
OS Windows 98, Me, NT 4.0, 2000, XP, or Vista
Browser Internet Explorer 5.0 or above
Sound Windows Media Player 6.4 or above
Connection At least 56 Kbps
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10.3 CASEC Development Flow

Roughly, the developmental process of the CASEC can be divided into three stages:
(i) test specification and item construction, (ii) choice of testing algorithms, and (iii)
building the operational system.

During the first stage, the CASEC developers first determined which item formats
were most appropriate for measuring English proficiency, and then constructed the
items and calibrated them. During the second stage, the developers examined pos-
sible item selection rules and methods of proficiency estimation and made their
choice. During the last stage, they investigated how to run the actual testing system
efficiently and reliably. In the actual development process, these stages overlapped;
their flow is shown in Figure 10.2. In the following sections, we discuss the first two
stages in more detail.

10.3.1 Measurement Target

As already noted, the CASEC measures the English proficiency of a wide range
of examinees, from a basic level (approximately first year of middle school) to
university-graduate and working-adult levels. In fact, it was designed to match the
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Fig. 10.2 Developmental flow of the CASEC
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Table 10.2 Summary of the STEP levels

Grade
Level Vocabulary Acquisition Performance

1 10,000 to 15,000 words Understands English required for everyday life
thoroughly and with sufficient expressiveness

Pre 1 7,500 words Understands English required for everyday social
life with an emphasis on oral expression

2 5,100 words Understands English required for everyday life and
at the workplace with an emphasis on oral
expression

Pre 2 3,600 words Understands simple English required for everyday
life with an emphasis on oral expression

3 2,100 words Understands basic English with an emphasis on oral
expression

4 1,300 words Understands elementary English with the ability to
comprehend and speak simple English

5 600 words Understands rudimentary English with the ability to
comprehend and speak simple English

range from Grade 5 (the lowest) to Grade 1 (the highest) of the STEP test. This test,
which is sponsored by the Society for Testing English Proficiency (STEP) and is
designed according to the guideline provided by the Ministry of Education in Japan
is the largest English proficiency test in Japan with nearly 2.5 million examinees per
year. Over the past 40 years, more than 70 million examinees have taken it.

Examinees who take the STEP test select a level at which they want to test their
English proficiency. Table 10.2 is a summary of each level of the STEP test. The
score report for the test tells the examinee whether or not he or she has passed the
chosen level. Although it was designed to cover the same range as the STEP test,
the CASEC differs from it in that it measures the proficiency on a continuous scale.

10.3.2 Item Format

The test items were required to measure English communication proficiency. The
developers examined dozens of types of item formats to find what would suit this
objective best. They finally narrowed down their selection to 18 types and eval-
uated their appropriateness using trial items in a paper-and-pencil version. These
items were administered along with a 20-minute interview, which was evaluated by
two or three native English speakers. Furthermore, the developers thoroughly ex-
amined earlier empirical studies on the measurement of English proficiency. They
also sought the opinions of teachers and researchers involved in the instruction of
English.

Next, a short list of item formats with the highest correlations with the interview
scores was put together. Based on their feasibility for computer administration and
scoring, finally the four formats in Figure 10.1 were chosen.
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10.3.3 Item Response Model

For use in adaptive testing, a variety of response models is available. Item calibration
and proficiency estimation for the CASEC is based on the two- (2PL) or three-
parameter logistic (3PL) models (van der Linden & Pashley, this volume, chap. 1).
For each section, the choice of model was made to get compatibility with the
response format of the items. The first three sections of the CASEC have a multiple-
choice format with four alternatives for its items; for these sections, the 3PL model
is used. Section 10.4 has a format in which the examinee listens to an English dia-
logue and types in the blanks on a keyboard; for this section, guessing is less likely
and the 2PL model is used.

10.3.4 Item Construction and Pretesting

Once the item formats were chosen, the developers constructed and pretested the
items for the CASEC. Over a three-year period, the items were pretested using past
examinees of the STEP test. The total number of examinees used for these pretests
was over 100,000.

Special test forms for these pretests were designed. Items were classified into
three difficulty levels. Each form mainly consisted of items in one of the levels but
also included those of one level up or down. For each level, we used multiple forms.
Twenty percent of the items in each test form overlapped with other test forms.
The items in the overlap thus served as anchor items, which were used to link the
item parameters in different forms. After an examinee’s level on the STEP test was
identified, a test form appropriate at this level was given. At least 1,000 examinees
were assigned to each form. To date, over 60 test forms have been assembled and
administered. The process of pretesting the items still continues.

As a first step, the items were analyzed using classical test theory. Items with
extreme p-values or a very low correlation with the total test score were eliminated.
The IRT items parameter were then estimated using the computer program PC-Bilog
(Mislevy and Bock, 1990). For each section, a separate proficiency parameter was
fitted to the items. The final step was to use the anchor items to equate the estimates
on common scales.

10.3.5 Description of the Item Bank

The advantage of CAT is measurement with a high degree of precision at any pro-
ficiency level. But this high degree of precision requires a well-stocked item bank
to match any of these levels. So, the ideal shape of the difficulty distribution of an
item bank for adaptive testing is a uniform distribution. As shown in Figure 10.3,
the current shape of the item difficulty distribution of the nearly 4,000 items in
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Fig. 10.3 Item difficulty distribution in each section of the item bank

the CASEC bank is unimodal, with sufficient numbers of items at the intermediate
levels but fewer numbers at the lower and higher levels. The current distribution
is not a major problem when taking an adaptive test for the first time. However,
examinees at a high level who take the test multiple times have a probability of
seeing past items that increases with each subsequent tests. But, of course, we
will increase the number of easy and difficult items in the bank to accommodate
lower-level and higher-level examinees who want to take the test as many times as
they want.

Figure 10.4 shows that, even though the number of intermediate items is suffi-
cient, items at this level are exposed relatively more frequently. As discussed in
more detail below, the exposure frequency of intermediate items is mainly due to
the CASEC item-selection algorithm. The algorithm presents all examinees with
intermediate items at the beginning of the test; hence their higher exposure rate.
From this perspective, it makes sense that the CASEC has more intermediate items
than items at the other difficulty levels. As the CASEC becomes used more widely,
the numbers of examinees at each level will increase. In order to prepare for this,
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Fig. 10.4 Relationship between item difficulty and exposure frequency for each section in the item
bank

the developers are continuously pretesting new items. It is expected that, before too
long, examinees at any level who repeat the test will have a negligible probability of
encountering an item from a previous test.

10.3.6 Testing Algorithms

In adaptive testing, the examinee’s proficiency estimate is updated each time he or
she answers a question and the next item is selected to be optimal at the estimate.
Various algorithms for proficiency estimation and item selection have been proposed
to achieve this adaptation. Before describing the sequential estimation method cur-
rently used for the CASEC, we will look at a tree method (Hayashi, 1998), which
we experimented with during the development of the test.
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Tree Method

The tree method was a very simple testing method. It was useful because it could
be implemented in a short time and did not require complex calculations to estimate
the examinee’s proficiency.

As shown in Figure 10.5, the tree method involved a pyramidal arrangement. The
vertical columns of items had approximately equal difficulties. After a correct an-
swer, the next item was that on the lower right, whereas an incorrect answer invoked
that on the lower left. Each time an examinee answered a question, points were given
according to the difficulty level of the item block and whether the answer was cor-
rect or not.

We did a computer simulation to estimate the proficiency scores for the response
patterns corresponding to each route. Then, a conversion table was prepared to con-
vert the information about the examinee’s route into a proficiency estimate. During
the test, the algorithm followed the examinee’s route and read the conversion table
for an estimate of his or her proficiency score.

Although this method enabled us to run an adaptive test without complex calcu-
lations, it had some problems:

1. The proficiency estimates were fixed in advance and difficult to change.
2. The simulation to create a conversion table used the mean difficulty for each

column in Figure 10.5 as the item parameter. The differences between the pro-
ficiency estimates based on the conversion table and the estimates based on the
actual item parameters appeared not to be negligible though.

3. The proficiency estimator converged more slowly than necessary due to low mea-
surement efficiency.
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Fig. 10.5 Example of an item arrangement for adaptive testing using the tree method (15 items)
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As soon as we had more advanced computational capacity at our disposal, the
estimation method in the next section was developed for the CASEC to solve these
problems.

Estimation Method

The current testing algorithm is based on Owen’s method (Owen, 1975) (van der
Linden & Pashley, this volume, chap. 2), though we use a logistic response model
whereas Owen used a normal-ogive model.

As for the proficiency estimator, we use the Bayes expected a posteriori (EAP)
estimator (Bock & Aitkin, 1981) just as Owen (1975) suggested. We also examined
maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation. But the ML estimates appear to fluctuate
widely in the beginning of the test when an examinee answers a difficult question
correctly but misses the answer to an easy question.

Item-Selection Method

The item-selection rule is also based on Owen (1975). It selects the next item to
have a difficulty parameter differing no more than 0:5 from the current proficiency
estimate. That is, the kth item to be administered to an examinee i is chosen to
satisfy

jbik � E.� jui1 � � � uik�1
/j < ı; (10.1)

where bik is the difficulty parameter of an item i in the pool administered as the kth
item to the examinee, � is the proficiency parameter, and the posterior mean of � ,
that is, E.� jui1 � � � uik�1

/, is used as the proficiency estimate based on responses up
to the previous k�1 items, ui1 � � � uik�1

. In our application, we chose ı D 0:5. Notice
that Owen (1975) requires ı to be a small positive number but does not specify any
value.

The kth item is selected at random from the items that satisfy the condition given
in (10.1).

When using the maximum-information criterion for item selection (van der
Linden & Pashley, this volume, chap. 2), items with high discriminating power may
appear to be selected too frequently early in the test (Chang and Ying, 1999). When
selecting the items using the difficulty criterion in (10.1), this problem is reduced.
From the point of view of measurement accuracy, a smaller range of item difficulty
in (10.1) is better. Therefore, originally, ı was set at

ı D 0:5�k�1; (10.2)
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where �k�1 was the (asymptotic) standard error for the proficiency estimate after the
first k � 1 items. This choice implied that the more accurate the current proficiency
estimate, the closer the difficulty of the next item to it.

However, the item bank does not always have an item that satisfies this criterion.
We found this to happen more frequently when the proficiency of the examinees was
very low or high. Therefore, the rule in (10.2) was changed to the value of ı D 0:5

with further relaxation to ı D 0:75 when no item is found.
The initial item for each section is selected to meet the item-selection rule at

� D 0. That is, it is selected from those with difficulties �0:5 < bi1 < 0:5. The
value � D 0 is placed between the average proficiencies of the examinees who pass
the Grade 2 and pre-Grade 2 levels of the STEP test in Table 10.2.

10.3.7 Stopping Rule

When the CASEC was developed, we experimented with different stopping rules.
After examining both the results from these experiments and a survey of the po-
tential users, we decided to choose a stopping rule with a fixed number of items
instead of a fixed accuracy. The standard version of the test now has 15 items for
Sections 10.1 through 10.3 and 10 items for Section 10.4.

The lengths of the sections were chosen balancing between the time available
for the test and its measurement accuracy. Initially, the CASEC was expected to
be used mainly by middle-school and senior-high-school students. Since a class in
Japan usually takes 45 to 50 minutes, the maximum number of items feasible for
this period was chosen.

Measurement accuracy for a test of 15 items is not very high. But as Figure 10.6
shows, even if the number of items increased to 20, measurement accuracy would
not improve enough to offset the increased time required by the extra items. There-
fore, the current number of items was judged appropriate.

10.3.8 Score Scale

Since proficiency estimates directly on the scale of � are hard to interpret for the
examinees, the estimates are converted to a scale that is easier to comprehend. In
order to obtain a total score with a range from 0 to 1,000 points, the possible scores
for each of the four sections run from 0 to 250 points. The scores are obtained
from the O�s using a straightforward linear transformation. If all items are answered
incorrectly the score is truncated at 0. If all items are correctly, the score is trun-
cated at 250.
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Fig. 10.6 The relationship between the number of items and the root mean-squared error (RMSE)
for each section in the test

10.4 Validity Research

The development of the CASEC was supported by several empirical studies to as-
sess its effectiveness and validity. Two of these studies are reported here. One study
compares the measurement accuracies of an adaptive and a paper-and-pencil version
of the test. The other study was to estimate the reliability and validity of the test.
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10.4.1 Comparison of Measurement Accuracies Between
CAT and P&P Versions of the Test

A total of 168 examinees took both a computerized adaptive (CAT) version and a
paper-and-pencil (P&P) version of the test. For a description of both versions, see
Table 10.3.

Since we experimented with an early version of the CASEC at the time, the
stopping rule for the CAT version was different. It was stopped when either of the
following criteria was satisfied (cf. Thissen & Mislevy, 1990):

1. The standard error of measurement was smaller than 0.5 and the difference with
the preceding proficiency estimate was smaller than 0.001.

2. The number of items administered was up to 30.

The P&P version of the test was assembled from the same CASEC item bank as
the CAT version. It had a test information function covering the same wide range of
proficiency as the CAT version. Both versions had four sections. The P&P version
consisted of 30 items per section. The order in which the sections were administered
was the same for both versions. The total test time for the P&P version was two
hours; one hour for Sections 10.1 and 10.2 and one hour for Sections 10.3 and 10.4.

In order to eliminate possible order effects, the administrations of the two tests
were counterbalanced across the subjects. For both tests, the proficiencies were esti-
mated using maximum-likelihood estimation. The ML estimates were converted to
the regular score scale.

Table 10.4 shows the means, standard deviations, and correlations for the four
sections of the test. The differences between the means yielded significant t-tests
for all sections except Section 10.2. But no consistent trend for these differences
was observed. All differences between the standard deviations yielded a significant
t-test, where the standard deviations for the CAT version tended to be larger than
those for the P&P version of the test. The correlations between the scores for the
CAT and P&P versions were high, both for the individual sections (0.76 to 0.89)
and for the total test (0.96).

Table 10.3 Description of CAT and P&P versions of
the CASEC

P&P CAT

Number of items per
section

30 � 30

Item selection fixed adaptive
Time limit

Section 1 1) 60 sec/item
Section 2 1) 90 sec/item
Section 3 2) 60 sec/item
Section 4 2) 120 sec/item

1/ Total of 1 hour for Sections 1–2,
2/ Total of 1 hour for Sections 3–4.
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Table 10.4 Mean, standard deviation, and correlation between identical sections
of the CAT and P&P versions of the CASEC

Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4

Mean P&P 103.5 100.7 104.5 104.3
(10.7) (10.1) (10.0) (9.2)

CAT 100.2 100.6 107.7 100.7
(18.2) (12.0) (12.2) (11.2)

Correlation 0.89 0.76 0.82 0.87

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.

Table 10.5 Error of measurement for the P&P and CAT
versions of the CASEC

Mean Number of Items Mean Standard Error

Section CAT P&P CAT P&P

1 21.8 30.0 0.49 0.63
2 20.2 30.0 0.47 0.64
3 20.0 30.0 0.46 0.63
4 12.9 30.0 0.36 0.45

Table 10.5 shows the mean numbers of items and the mean standard errors of the
proficiency scores for both versions of the test. The numbers of items for the P&P
version were fixed at 30 items, but the numbers for the CAT version depended on
the stopping rule discussed above. The CAT version had both smaller standard errors
and smaller numbers of items than the P&P version. For example, the standard error
for Section 10.1 of the P&P version was 0.63 for 30 items, but for the CAT version
it was 0.49 for an average number of 21.8 items.

A much smaller error of measurement is one of the positive effects of adaptive
testing. From Table 10.5, it follows that, on average, the CAT version required only
12 items to estimate the proficiency with the same degree of accuracy as the 30-item
P&P version. This result confirms the rule of thumb that for an adaptive test to
have the same accuracy as a paper-and-pencil test, only some 40% of the items is
required.

10.4.2 Examining CASEC Reliability and Validity

In this experiment, 48 examinees took an early version of the CASEC three times in
one day. This version had a total of up to 120 items, with at most 30 items in each
section. For a fixed test, it is difficult to use the same setup because of retention
effects with the examinees. For an adaptive test, such effects are much smaller.

Table 10.6 shows the correlations between the three test administrations and
the means and standard errors of their proficiency scores. The correlations can
be interpreted as test–retest estimates of the reliability of the test. It is clear from
Table 10.6 that the three administrations yielded identical score distributions and
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Table 10.6 Means, standard deviations (SDs), and correlations
between test administrations (N = 48)

Test Administration
1st 2nd 3rd

1st 1:00

Correlations 2nd 0:98 1:00

3rd 0:97 0:96 1:00

Mean 423:2 425:2 423:7

SD 42:6 42:5 42:9
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Fig. 10.7 Scatterplots of the CASEC and the TOEIC and TOEFL scores

their reliability estimates were high. The reliability estimates remained high when
we corrected them for the difference in test length with the current version of the
CASEC using the Spearman–Brown formula. After correction they ranged from
0.92 to 0.96.

To assess the validity of the current version of the CASEC, we correlated its
scores with those on two well-established tests of English proficiency, namely the
TOEIC and the TOEFL. Examinees who took the CASEC were asked if they had
taken the TOEIC or the TOEFL within the last two years. They were then asked
to submit their score on a voluntary basis. A total of 9,738 examinees submitted
their score on the TOEIC and 88 their score on the TOEFL. Scatter plots of the
scores on the CASEC and the TOEIC or TOEFL are shown in Figure 10.7 We found
high validity coefficients. (Unfortunately, since we have no estimates of the relia-
bility of the TOEIC and the TOEFL, we cannot correct them for attenuation of the
criterion.)

Our conclusion from these two studies is that the CASEC has both high reliability
and concurrent validity as a test of English proficiency.
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10.5 Current Challenges

This section describes the challenges that the developers of the CASEC still face.
The first category of challenges is related to psychometric issues, the second to the
operational issues of running the testing program. For both categories, we outline
the problems and discuss the potential solutions that are currently being researched.

10.5.1 Psychometric Issues

Item Bank Maintenance and Item Pretesting

Only when a large supply of items with a large variation in difficulty is available
in the item bank can adaptive testing realize its potential of measuring examinees
over a broad range of proficiency levels. As indicated earlier, items of low and high
difficulty are currently underrepresented. Paradoxically, the same holds for items
with a medium level of difficulty. The item bank does have more of them, but they
are also needed more frequently because the test starts in the middle of the scale,
exactly where the majority of the examinees are. The CASEC research lab is still in
the process of administering pretest items to replenish the item bank.

Until recently, all items were pretested using fixed paper-and-pencil test forms.
The advantage of this format was that large amounts of data were collected in a
single test administration. Also, the quality of the data was high since the tests were
administered in proctored sessions. A disadvantage was that the testing format used
a different medium than the computer. Also, the expenses involved in finding test
sites, remunerating the examinees, and travel were enormous. Such expenses must
ultimately be incorporated in the examination fee.

By using an experimental testing system, developers are now experimenting with
a method in which the examinees are unaware of which items are pretested and
which are part of the real test. Currently, the number of pretest items is not larger
than three per section. However, in order to collect enough data, the method requires
a considerable number of examinees and is therefore not very efficient. On the other
hand, we cannot increase the current testing time or reduce the length of the sections
to create more space for pretest items. Also, we have to make sure that the examinees
answer the items earnestly.

The problem of item pretesting is not unusual for a CAT program. It is not suf-
ficient to build a program; once it is established, it must also be maintained. And
a major portion of the costs of maintenance is for constructing and pretesting new
items. Therefore, in order to make the test economically viable, we will continue
our search for more efficient methods of item-bank design and item construction
and pretesting. Ultimately, this would be beneficial not only for the testing agency
but also for its examinees.
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Initial Proficiency Estimate

Figure 10.8 shows for three actual examinees how their proficiency estimate and
standard error of measurement varied with the number of items answered. In each
panel, the black dots indicate the proficiency estimates and the bars the standard
errors. The examples are for the same early version of the CASEC, with the maxi-
mum of 30 items per section, that was used in the empirical study in Section 10.4.1.

The first panel shows a typical case. The initial proficiency estimate was close
to the final estimate value and the test stopped after 23 items. The second panel
shows a case in which the proficiency estimate converged rapidly. This tendency
is often observed for Section 10.4 of the test, which generally has items of high
discrimination power. The third panel shows a case in which the initial estimate is
far away from the final estimate value. Therefore, the process required more items
to reach the stability at the final estimate. As a result, the test took 29 items.

A comparison among these three cases indicates that an important determinant
of the length of the test and, hence, of its accuracy is how far the initial proficiency
estimate is from the examinee’s true proficiency. One possible improvement would
be to predict the initial proficiency estimate from a previous test score. Also, de-
pending on the correlations between the proficiencies for the sections of the test, the
initial estimate for one section could be based on the scores for the previous sec-
tions. JIEM is currently examining a number of strategies and plans to incorporate
the most effective of them into the CASEC.

Choice of Prior Distribution

The CASEC employs the Bayes EAP method as a proficiency estimation method.
The method requires specifying a prior distribution of examinee’s � in advance. One
possible choice of prior distribution is an estimate of the proficiency distribution of
the examinees in the target population.

Selecting a prior distribution is very important because a test cannot distinguish
examinees’ proficiencies adequately when an inappropriate informative prior dis-
tribution is employed. Because EAP scores will regress to the mean of the prior
(shrinkage), a short test may not be sufficiently able to detect differences between
examinees whose proficiencies correspond to the extreme ends of the scale. For in-
stance, proficiency estimates of two examinees may be almost the same even though
the true difference between their proficiencies was twice as much as the standard
deviation of the prior distribution. So when examinees whose proficiencies are, say,
� D �8 or � D 8 are assumed to take a test, a distribution such as the standard
normal distribution should not used as a prior distribution for the test.

Some test developers or managers may feel obliged to enlarge the range of profi-
ciency that the test can measure properly. However, even if they added many easier
or more difficult items to the item bank, those items would hardly be administered
to examinees as long as they used EAP estimators with informative priors for short
test lengths. To solve this problem, they should individualize the prior distribution
based on earlier information about the examinees.
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10.5.2 Operational Issues

Cheating

Since the CASEC is delivered over the Internet, it is impossible to verify the identity
of the examinees. This omission may stimulate cheating on the test or other unfair
practices. The reason that the CASEC has nevertheless been used successfully under
these conditions is largely due to the way it is used and implemented.

The test is taken both by individuals who use it to check their English proficiency
and by organizations, such as schools and businesses, that use it for placement and
educational purposes. When an individual takes the test at home, he or she usually
wants to check his or her English proficiency or track it over time. In this case, the
test is basically a low-stakes test and there is little merit in cheating.

When an organization wants to use the CASEC for its own purposes, the test may
become high-stakes. It is then in the interest of the organization to check the identity
of the examinees carefully and administer the test in a proctored environment.

Nevertheless, the possibility of cheating will be an important issue when the
CASEC is used in new areas of application. Since the test is short, the risks of
cheating will be extra high in high-stakes applications.

Item Bank Security

A test that uses the Internet basically exposes its items to many examinees. Com-
pared to a group-based paper-and-pencil test, where the test booklets are collected
at the end of the session, it is impossible to protect the CASEC 100% against every
attack on its item bank. Since developing and managing a CAT system involves an
enormous investment, the question of how to improve the protection of the item
bank is very important. One possible strategy is not to use a single operational item
bank but multiple banks that are periodically replaced. Also, it is important to de-
termine when and how to refresh the items in these banks. This feasibility of this
approach, which is described in more detail in Mills and Steffen (2000), is currently
being examined.

System Stability

Computers and the Internet are not stable entities. For example, when all students
at a school take the test at the same time, there is no guarantee that all computers
are equally well maintained or that all students have the same computer skills. Also,
computers may freeze without any warning or examinees may close the test window
by mistake. The CASEC has been administered in computer rooms at numerous
schools in the past, and interruptions due to system problems occurred 2% of the test
administrations. Although not responsible for the hardware and Internet problems,
it is important for JIEM to anticipate such problems and deal with them. If accidents
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occur during a test, all data up to the point of the accident are automatically saved. So
when an examinee logs in again with the same ID and password, the test can resume
from where it was interrupted. In fact, as a result of this, a CASEC examinee has
never been unable to complete a test.

10.6 Conclusion

The CASEC is a CAT system developed in Japan to measure proficiency in English
communication. The development of the system was supported by empirical re-
search with trial versions of it. From the experiments it was found that the CASEC
has (i) high measurement accuracy, even with fewer items than a traditional paper-
and-pencil test format, (ii) very high reliability, and (iii) high concurrent validity in
the form of correlations with other prominent tests of the same proficiency.

Many research issues have remained. In order to maintain the quality of the
CASEC and extend its applicability, JIEM will continue its research agenda for
the test.
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Chapter 11
Innovative Items for Computerized Testing

Cynthia G. Parshall, J. Christine Harmes, Tim Davey, and Peter J. Pashley

11.1 Introduction

As computer-based testing (CBT) becomes a dominant, if not the dominant, medium
for delivering assessments, interest in the potential of innovative items has grown.
Innovative items are those that make use of features and functions of the computer
to deliver assessments that do things not easily done in traditional paper-and-pencil
assessments.

Innovative features that can be used by computer-administered items include
sound, graphics, animation, and video. These can be incorporated into the item
stem, response options, or both. Other innovations concern how items function.
For example, examinees answering computerized items may highlight text, click on
graphics, drag or move objects around the screen, or reorder a series of statements
or pictures. The computer’s ability to interact with examinees provides further pos-
sibilities. Items are not restricted to merely accepting a response. Instead, they can
be designed to display content or provide new information, contingent on an ex-
aminee’s actions. Finally, scoring algorithms have been developed that allow the
computer to score items in which examinees generate, rather than simply select,
their responses. This allows complex, performance-based tasks to be graded reli-
ably and at minimal cost.

This chapter describes how innovative test items can make use of the computer’s
capabilities to improve measurement. Improvements can stem from innovations
that enable tests either to measure more than they formerly did, or to measure it
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better. The potential for improvement is real, but one caveat we offer is that if the
innovation does not improve measurement of the construct in some way, it should
not be used.

Our presentation is organized around a seven-faceted taxonomy for item inno-
vation. Each facet of the taxonomy can be conceptualized as a continuum, ranging
from less to more “innovative.” However, this should be regarded as a description
of innovations that can be developed rather than those that should be. For any given
testing application, and any facet of the taxonomy, our recommendation is that the
optimal level of innovation be targeted. In many cases, this optimal level will not
be the “most innovative” level, but may be at another point along the continuum.
A variety of other aspects of the exam program are likely to influence the determi-
nation of the appropriate target.

11.2 A Taxonomy for Innovative Items

Several ways of categorizing innovative items have been proposed (Koch, 1993;
Harmes & Parshall, 2005; Luecht & Clauser, 2002; Parshall, Stewart & Ritter, 1996;
Scalise & Gifford, 2006; Zenisky & Sireci, 2002). The first edition of this chapter
(Parshall, Davey & Pashley, 2000) provided a comprehensive framework for inno-
vative item types in terms of five dimensions: item format, response action, media
inclusion, level of interactivity, and scoring method.

With the rapid advancement of technology has come an increasing number of
options for innovation in CBTs. More elaborate structures for items and assess-
ments have evolved, and greater sophistication has been introduced into CBT user
interfaces and item functionality. To better capture assessments that are increasingly
divergent from the traditional testing environment and that incorporate a broader ar-
ray of innovations, a refinement to the taxonomy of testing innovations is necessary.

The revised taxonomy provided in this chapter is organized into seven di-
mensions: (1) assessment structure, (2) response action, (3) media inclusion, (4)
interactivity, (5) complexity, (6) fidelity, and (7) scoring method. Assessment struc-
ture defines the structure of the item presentation and the kind of response collected
from the examinee. These assessment structures range from selected response,
through various forms of constructed response, and beyond. Response action refers
to the means by which examinees provide their responses. Keyboard entry and
mouse selection are common, while other input devices and user actions are less so.
Media inclusion covers the use of elements such as graphics, sound, or video in an
item. Interactivity describes the extent to which an item reacts or responds to exami-
nee input. Complexity refers to the number and variety of elements examinees need
to interpret and use in order to respond to an item. Fidelity considers the degree to
which an item provides a realistic and accurate representation of the actual objects,
situations, or tasks that are part of the construct being measured. Finally, scoring
method addresses how examinee responses are translated into quantitative scores.

As will quickly become evident, these seven facets are far from independent in
application. For example, including a video presentation in an item may also change
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the demands on examinees for responding to the item. The controls included for
accessing and working with the video may require more innovative examinee re-
sponse actions to correctly use them. Similarly, highly interactive items may require
equally sophisticated scoring models. Although we attempt to differentiate the as-
pects of item innovation in the descriptions below, some of the items we present as
examples of one sort of innovation complicate matters by being innovative in one or
two other ways as well. However, each of the seven facets of the taxonomy relates to
important decisions that test developers must make when designing and developing
innovative items and their associated interfaces.

11.2.1 Assessment Structure

Conventional, paper-and-pencil tests generally make use of a limited number of item
formats. Multiple-choice is clearly the most common, but the success of the format
has spawned a number of variants. These include multiple-response, ordered re-
sponse, and matching items. These items may be presented as discrete questions, or
in sets in which all items relate to a common situation or stimulus. Formats not de-
rived from multiple choice include fill-in-the-blank, short-answer, and essay. These
require examinees to generate or construct rather than select their responses. Item
types that require extensive construction may be less amenable to automated scor-
ing; thus, these item types are less likely to be incorporated into a computerized
adaptive test (CAT). Some of the most common item formats are detailed below.

Selected Response Items

The most familiar selected response item format is the multiple-choice; in this item
type an examinee chooses an answer from a list of alternatives. Most often, the item
consists of a question, or stem, and a set of anywhere from two to five possible re-
sponses. Computerized adaptations of this format can provide the potential to reduce
guessing or to afford a more direct form of assessment. For example, items may ask
examinees to click on and select the proper sentence from a reading passage, or to
select one part of a complex graphic image. Because the number of available options
can be much greater than the usual four or five, and can vary from item to item, the
possibility of guessing correctly is substantially reduced.

Another selected response item type frequently adapted to CBTs is the multiple-
response format. In this type of item, an examinee is asked to select more than one
option; the examinee may be asked either to select a specified number of options, or
to select “all that apply.” The ordered response item format is a further instance of
selected response innovative item types. In this case, examinees are presented with a
list of elements that they are then asked to place in the correct order or sequence. In
a quantitative version of this item type, examinees may be asked to order numerical
elements, perhaps from smallest to largest. In verbal versions of this item format,
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examinees may need to indicate the correct order of a series of events (O’Neill &
Folk, 1996) or they may be asked to prioritize or rank a set of elements (Harmes &
Parshall, 2000).

The “hot spot” or figural response item is an additional extension of the selected
response item type. In figural response items, examinees respond by selecting a part
of a figure or graphic. For example, an examinee may be asked to select a specific
element or area within a spreadsheet, or a location on a diagram.

The primary goal in the design and use of each of these selected response item
formats ought to be improved measurement. Innovative item types have the poten-
tial to improve measurement in various ways. Some of the formats may tap slightly
different cognitive constructs than do traditional, text-based multiple-choice items.
For example, the ordering and multiple-response types may change the examinee’s
cognitive task. Figural response items may improve measurement by eliminating a
level of abstraction when they allow examinees to respond more directly with the
material rather than referring to a lettered, indirect subset. Finally, these nontradi-
tional formats may reduce the effect of guessing by expanding the range of possible
responses.

Constructed Response Items

A wide range of constructed response items has also been considered, varying from
fairly simple formats that are easy to score, to far more complex formats that require
the use of elaborate scoring algorithms. The simplest examples are items that require
the examinee to type a numerical answer to a quantitative question, or a very short
response to a verbal question. Mathematical constructed responses may broaden
the task by requiring examinees to enter formulas. The examinees’ responses are
scored by comparing each response to a list of acceptable answers that may include
alternate mathematical formulations or acceptable misspellings.

Another constructed response item format extends the selected figural response
type described above. The constructed version of this type allows examinees to mark
on, assemble, or interact with various elements on the screen. In a typical example
of this assessment structure, the examinees select from a set of reusable tools to
draw an onscreen figure.

Requiring examinees to use verbal, mathematical, or figural elements to construct
a response as opposed to merely selecting an answer represents an increase in cogni-
tive challenge and can potentially result in acquiring a different type of information
about the examinees’ knowledge. Many of these innovative item types can also be
incorporated within an adaptive computerized assessment. However, it should be
noted that the development of these item types is likely to require additional effort
in terms of item writing, programming, and possibly scoring.

Beyond Constructed Response

The descriptions of both selected response and constructed response items above
referred to discrete items. However, an alternative approach is to present groups of
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items together within the structure of a single context. This type of structure may be
created from sets of selected response items, various constructed response items, or
a combination. In one approach, this might involve a situation or scenario in which
examinees are asked to solve a problem, typically through a series of steps or items
(Harmes & Parshall, 2005). Assessments structured in this way can provide a type
of adaptivity within an item set or task (Zenisky & Sireci, 2002). Sets of items or
tasks such as these can be designed to progress in either a structured or unstruc-
tured manner. A structured task will progress through the same steps in the same
order for all examinees. An unstructured task will allow examinees to largely de-
termine their own paths, based on any number of choices that may be made. This
framework can be further extended to present representative items and tasks that
use tools in an integrated context. Exam programs that are using these types of ex-
tended assessment structures include the AICPA (2004), the NCARB (Braun, 1994;
Braun, Bejar & Williamson, 2006), and the USMLE (Melnick & Clauser, 2006).
These more innovative assessment structures appear to have an exciting potential
for expanding the construct validity of assessment, particularly through increasing
construct representation (Huff & Sireci, 2001; Sireci & Zenisky, 2006). However,
moving toward inclusion of these various types of integrated item sets or tasks may
present significant challenges for the development of the assessment as well as the
associated scoring method. Considerable effort is likely to be necessary to ensure
that the extended assessments meet professional measurement standards.

11.2.2 Complexity

For an innovative assessment, complexity can be defined as comprising the number
and variety of elements that an examinee needs to consider when responding to an
item. This includes both conceptual and functional aspects, as an item may include
both onscreen elements that need to be interpreted as well as item components that
an examinee may use. For example, a complex innovative item might include infor-
mative text or graphics in several different locations on the screen, as well as various
functional elements such as buttons, tabs, media players, or more.

Innovative items span a wide range of complexity. A low level of complexity is
evident in a multiple-choice item with a simple, noninteractive graphic in the stem.
This type of item would require little interpretation or inference beyond that re-
quired by a traditional item type. The difficulty of an item such as this is likely to be
based almost entirely on the problem posed in the stem. Complexity is increased in
an item type as additional visual elements are included on the screen. For example,
text might appear in headers, labels, tabs, or item-specific instructions. Other types
of visual elements include graphics, which may be either static or dynamic images.
All of these forms of visual information need to be processed by the examinee, and
thus affect the complexity of the item. The examinee’s task is also made more com-
plex as active or functional elements are added. The inclusion of a single functional
component, such as a media player, might increase the complexity only slightly,
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but when numerous active elements are included, the task can become substantially
more complex. The highest levels of complexity are perhaps evident in extended re-
sponse assessments, as these tend to include numerous, varied screen elements that
an examinee might need to interpret or use. An example of an innovative item with
high complexity might be the AICPA’s, 2004) forms completion task.

Complexity may tend to increase as other innovative dimensions of the item
increase, particularly interactivity and fidelity (discussed below). Furthermore, in-
creased item complexity may be associated with most contextualized, integrated
assessments. It is important to note that in many cases increased complexity is
likely to be associated with an increase in the item’s cognitive challenge. From
a measurement perspective, it is thus critical that the complexity of an item be
construct-relevant. Finally, a spurious aspect of item complexity can also arise from
an inappropriate complexity of the software’s user interface. Just as we do not want
traditional items to be made more difficult by “tricky” wording, so we should avoid
artificial challenges in CBT items due to poor interface design or inadequate soft-
ware usability (Parshall, Spray, Kalohn, & Davey, 2002).

11.2.3 Fidelity

In the context of this taxonomy, fidelity can be defined as the degree to which
the assessment provides a realistic and accurate reproduction of the actual objects,
situations, tasks, or environments that are part of the construct being measured
(Harmes & Parshall, 2005). While this definition of fidelity would typically lead
to face validity, it certainly goes beyond it. Instead of focusing just on examinees’
perceptions of an item’s merit, fidelity also incorporates the physical and functional
correspondence of item elements to those in the target environment. Fidelity may
relate to the way in which items or tasks are presented to examinees; it may also
relate to the required response actions. An example of fidelity in the item presen-
tation might include a video of a conversation (as opposed to a written transcript)
or a detailed photograph of a complex machine (instead of a simple line drawing).
An example of fidelity in the response action would be the inclusion of a simulated
device such as a mannequin for use in testing medical skills.

Increasing the fidelity of an assessment often requires a greater investment of
time and money in development. Various elements of an item or task may be eval-
uated as to their level of fidelity, and decisions are required on the part of the test
developers regarding the appropriate target for the fidelity of these elements. De-
cisions about which level of fidelity to target will depend upon the purpose of the
assessment. While a test in a computer-based flight simulator may provide enough
information to differentiate between candidates for selection, a full-flight simulator
with far greater fidelity would be necessary for qualifying a pilot to command an
airplane.

Targeting a higher level of fidelity is not always recommended. Instead, test
developers should carefully match fidelity levels to desired score inferences.
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Developing an innovative assessment with a high degree of fidelity clearly has
certain challenges. One potential challenge to the validity of an assessment is the
risk of targeting a high-fidelity match to one environment, while providing a poor
match to another environment. In some cases, increasing the level of fidelity may
result in a reduction in control over certain elements, or unnecessary interference
from elements occurring in a realistic setting (van der Linden, 2002). For example,
including a high-fidelity audio clip of a patient breathing may include other sounds
such as the heartbeat. By including this extra sound, the audio clip is more realistic;
however, the additional aspects of the higher-fidelity sound could interfere with an
examinee’s ability to discern the essential breathing sounds. If it is not important
that the examinee be able to undertake a task in the more difficult, albeit higher-
fidelity, context, then increasing the level of fidelity at the expense of control is
not appropriate. In this instance, if the assessment purpose is to demonstrate the
ability to identify a particular breath sound in isolation (i.e, the more controlled
situation), then a lower fidelity-audio clip would be appropriate. However, if the
desired inference is whether or not an examinee can distinguish a particular breath
sound within a realistic context of a physical assessment, then the higher-fidelity
clip would be a better match.

As with the dimensions of complexity and interactivity, assessments with greater
fidelity are likely to be more expensive to program. In addition, a high-fidelity
assessment may require that specific computer hardware or simulated devices be
available for test administration. It will be important for an exam program to tar-
get a useful level of fidelity, and not to divert program resources by unnecessarily
exceeding that level. Fidelity may be an important component of an assessment and
it may contribute to increasing the validity of an item or task. However, the relation-
ship is not absolute: increasing fidelity does not necessarily increase validity.

11.2.4 Interactivity

Interactivity, as a facet of this taxonomy, describes the extent to which an item re-
acts or responds to examinee input. It does not refer to the adaptive nature of a
CAT. Although interactivity can be incorporated into some types of discrete items,
its primary use is with more elaborate assessment structures, particularly multiple-
item sets.

The majority of innovative items are still discrete, single-step items. The exam-
inee takes an action (e.g., makes a selection), and the item is complete. For many
of these discrete innovative items, the only form of interactivity provided by the
computer is a highlighted or shaded display of the response option selected by the
examinee. At the next level of interactivity, a few item types provide a limited in-
crease in item–examinee interaction. With these item types, the examinee acts and
the computer then responds with some sort of reaction or information. Examples
of this modest interactivity include ordered response items and constructed figural
response items. When these item types are administered on the computer, a kind of
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contextual or informative feedback, along with a more direct means of responding
to the material, can change the examinee’s cognitive task.

More sophisticated use of interactivity typically occurs in assessment tasks
that are situated within a representative context. This might include clicking tabs
to access reference materials or clicking on elements within an item to view
supplemental information. An example of moderate interactivity is evident in an
assessment of research skills (Harmes & Parshall, 2000). In this test examinees
order a set of article titles resulting from a literature search. They are also able to
click on each article title to see a complete citation and abstract, in a manner that is
similar to a real literature search. Moderate interactivity can also be seen in a test
of conflict resolution skills (Olson-Buchanan, Drasgow, Moberg, Mead, Keenan &
Donovan, 1998). In this assessment, after an examinee views a video displaying
some type of workplace conflict, the response selected by the examinee branches to
a specific additional video.

Higher levels of interactivity are characterized by an increase in the series of ex-
aminee actions and computer reactions. In the NCARB exam (Braun, 1994; Braun,
Bejar & Williamson, 2006) examinees are presented with an architectural task and
must use a palette of computerized drawing tools to design a solution to the prob-
lem within specified criteria. Another example of high interactivity comes from the
NBME patient management tasks (Melnick & Clauser, 2006). Examinees are pre-
sented with a patient situation, and can order medical tests or procedures, receive
and interpret the results of those procedures, diagnose the condition, and monitor
changes in status over time and in response to actions taken.

There are numerous challenges inherent in developing interactive assessments.
They require extensive design and development. A specific concern in the design of
interactive assessments is determining the appropriate constraints on the examinee’s
possible actions. In particular, it is not beneficial for the interactive task to allow the
examinee to proceed down a lengthy set of incorrect actions. Furthermore, highly
interactive item designs can present significant scoring challenges.

11.2.5 Media Inclusion

Many innovative items are entirely text-based, providing innovation through assess-
ment structure, interactivity, or automated scoring. However, a major advantage of
administering tests via computer is the opportunity to include nontext media in the
items. The appropriate use of these media can expand measurement of the construct,
reduce unnecessary dependence on reading skills, and potentially enhance the va-
lidity of test scores.

Graphics

Graphics are the most common type of nontext media included in computerized
tests. They are often used in innovative items such as the selected and constructed
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figural response types. While paper-and-pencil tests can also include graphics, they
lack the computer’s facility for interactivity. On computer, examinees may be able
to rotate, resize, and zoom in or out of a scaled image, whether interacting with a
graphical item stem or graphical response options. In the licensure exam for nurses,
for example, candidates are presented with a graphic of a human torso, and respond
by placing the stethoscope (mouse pointer) on the area appropriate for performing
part of a cardiac assessment (NCSBN, 2005). The Teacher Technology Skills as-
sessment (Harmes et al., 2004) includes items that provide graphics of computer
applications, such as a web page viewed in a browser window. Examinees are asked
to click on the area within the graphic that would be used to perform a specific
action, such as returning to the previously visited page. In the graphical modeling
items presented by Bennett, Morley & Quardt (1998), examinees respond by plot-
ting points on a set of axes or grid, and then use either curve or line tools to connect
the points. In a medical assessment, examinees are able to view high-resolution
graphics, such as histopathology and other slides; the examinees are also able to
pan across or zoom into these images to view them more closely (NBME, 2004).
All of these examples contain visual elements that are highly content-relevant. There
are broad-ranging content applications for the use of graphics, and this may be the
easiest type of media to implement in a CBT. Many software programs will eas-
ily integrate and store graphics in a variety of file formats, their file sizes tend to be
relatively small, and most examinees are comfortable with the inclusion of graphics.

Audio

Audio has been incorporated primarily into computerized tests of language skills
and music, two content areas that have traditionally assessed listening skills. Au-
dio may also find applications outside language and music (Parshall, 1999). As
Vispoel, Wang, and Bleiler point out, “a substantial amount of general life expe-
riences and academic activities involves the processing of information that comes
to us through listening” (1997, p. 59). Tests of listening comprehension are impor-
tant because the visual and audio channels of communication tap different cognitive
processes. For example, there is evidence that multiple streams of information can
be processed concurrently more easily and accurately when communicated aurally
(Fitch & Kramer, 1994). There are clear advantages to administering audio in CBTs
as compared to using cassette tapes with paper-and-pencil exams. In computer-
based tests, the sound quality may be higher and examinees can typically control the
volume, timing, and possibly even frequency at which the clips are played (Parshall
& Balizet, 2001). While there are many potential applications of audio that could
increase the validity of the assessment, there are also challenges to its use. One crit-
ical concern is that audio not be added in such a way as to create unnecessary or
unfair disadvantages to hearing-impaired examinees. In addition, the logistical con-
siderations of audio file type, storage requirements, and possible memorability need
to be considered (Parshall & Balizet, 2001).
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Video

Just as some conventional tests have long incorporated audio, so a few others have
historically incorporated video. Video discs and video cassettes have been used in
such areas as business and interpersonal interactions, medical diagnosis and treat-
ment, and aircraft operations. Video incorporated within CBT has some definite
technological advantages over these older media, including greater reliability and
examinee control of timing and replaying.

Video can be incorporated into a CBT as item stimulus material for text-based re-
sponses, and may also be included in the response options or actions. A video-based
test of conflict resolution skills was developed and validated by Olson-Buchanan,
Drasgow, Moberg, Mead, Keenan & Donovan (1998). This test, which presents
scenes of conflict in the workplace, also includes a level of interactivity in that
an examinee’s selection branches to the next video displayed. Additional research
examples of video-based items are reported in Bennett et al. (1997).

Video appears to be a useful addition to an assessment when the construct relates
to interpersonal communication or other aspects of human interaction. Furthermore,
video has the capacity to display dynamic processes, such as moving pistons or
a beating heart. While dynamic processes, or movement, may be displayed using
either video or animation, video may be more appropriate when congruence with a
“real-world” setting is important. Additionally, the proliferation of digital cameras
and video editing software will mean that video is easier to obtain in many instances.

One rationale for the inclusion of full-motion video, as opposed to just audio,
is that it adds the nonverbal component of communication. However, many of the
logistical issues that apply to audio apply to video as well, perhaps to a greater de-
gree. There are many possible file types, memory requirements are high, test security
could be problematic, and production and editing costs may be quite high. In addi-
tion, as a stimulus type, video may have specific potential components that could
contribute to construct-irrelevant variance. Examples of these elements include dis-
tracting features of the video setting, characteristics of the actors, and production
elements such as camera angles and lighting.

Animation

Animation has the capacity to display dynamic processes, unlike the static medium
of paper. Although minimal operational use of animation has yet been made, a few
research examples can be found. Animated items were developed to assess mid-
dle and high school science standards. These items include animation of students
conducting lab experiments (Chandler et al., 2006). Bennett et al. (1997) used a
type of animation to display changes in national boundaries over time, by display-
ing a series of static maps in quick succession. Examinees responded by identifying
the particular static map that answered a question. The researchers also developed
a sample multimedia item that included an animated heart monitor trace, a static
electrocardiogram strip, and an audio file of the related heart sound. Animation
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has a few potential advantages over video in certain applications. Animation uses
far less computer memory than video to store or display, and in some cases may
be less expensive to produce. On the other hand, with the relatively recent pro-
liferation of video production and editing tools, there may be many instances in
which video is actually more cost-effective. More substantively, animation is likely
to be simpler; in some instances this could more specifically focus the examinee
on essential aspects of the movement than a complex video might. For other ap-
plications, the realistic detail and contextual information inherent in video may be
essential.

11.2.6 Response Action

While the assessment structure defines how the item is presented and what we ask
the examinee to tell us, the response action defines how we ask them to do so. Thus,
the term “response action” refers to both the physical action that an examinee makes
to respond to an item and the input devices used.

The most common input device in traditional paper-and-pencil testing is the
pencil, while the most common physical action required is bubbling in an oval.
Computerized tests, on the other hand, most often use the keyboard and the mouse.
Examinees respond through the keyboard by typing numbers, characters, and some-
times extended text. The mouse may be used for selecting onscreen elements such
as a box associated with a chosen response. Examinees may also be asked to click
on a graphic, on part of a graphic, or on part of a text passage. Potentially more
challenging response actions would include using the mouse to drag icons to cre-
ate or complete an image, or to drag text, numbers, or icons to indicate a correct
sequence of events. Examinees may also need to use the mouse for purposes other
than responding to questions. Examples of these uses include accessing computer-
ized calculators or reference materials, playing audio or video files, or identifying a
specific frame in an animation.

The specific response actions required of examinees can raise a number of is-
sues. Most of these issues concern the characteristics of the CBT software’s user
interface. Vicino and Moreno point out that the user interface deserves serious at-
tention when they state that, “reactions to computer tasks are largely dependent on
the software interface” (1997, p. 158). Do examinees have the necessary computer
skills or experience to read, interact with, and respond to items? Is the interface
simple enough to be easily learned yet comprehensive enough to provide examinees
the power to do all that is needed to efficiently process and respond to items? Are
directions or tutorials both clear enough and detailed enough to impart the required
skills? A superficial consideration of such issues might advocate computerized tests
that use only the least common denominator of input devices and response actions.
However, there may be good measurement reasons for requiring less common de-
vices and actions. For particular applications, use of input devices such as touch
screens, light pens, joysticks, or trackballs may benefit measurement. For example,
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young examinees and examinees with low literacy skills may be assessed with less
error using touch screens or light pens. Particular skills, such as those that are highly
movement-oriented, may be better measured using trackballs.

The input devices listed above are currently available, relatively prevalent, and
fairly cheap. Furthermore, it is increasingly possible to utilize more advanced de-
vices. For example, speech recognition software and microphones let us collect, and
even score, spoken responses to oral questions.

The choice of input devices, along with the design of the software interface,
shapes and defines the response actions available to an examinee. Bennett and
Bejar (1998) have discussed the concept of “task constraints,” which comprise the
factors in the structure of a test that focus and limit examinee responses. Clearly,
standardized paper-and-pencil testing is highly constrained. Constraints are also
imposed on computerized tests, generally through the software interface and input
devices. Task constraints affect not only the ways in which examinees can respond,
but also the kinds of questions that can be asked and possibly even the ways in which
examinees can think about these questions. The design and development of any as-
sessment should include careful analysis of the task constraints that are included,
to ensure that they are appropriate. For optimal measurement in a CBT, it will also
be important to consider the implementation of the assessment within the software
interface.

11.2.7 Scoring Methods

Many of the important practical benefits of computerized testing require that scoring
of the assessments be automated. For example, tests can be adapted to examinees
only when item responses are instantly scored by the computer. Furthermore, score
reports can be issued immediately after testing only when test scores are determined
by the computer. In part because these CBT features are so desired, considerable
effort has been expended to develop automated scoring models for the great majority
of online assessments (see Williamson, Mislevy, & Bejar, 2006).

Strategies for automated scoring of CBTs range from dichotomous through
complex modeling. The dichotomous approach to scoring involves collapsing the
information provided by the examinee’s response into a score of correct or incor-
rect. Dichotomous scoring has been the primary method used in traditional testing,
and is still used in most innovative assessments as well.

Some of the approaches to scoring innovative assessments make relatively mod-
est attempts to extend beyond the dichotomous scoring model. These approaches are
often incorporated into the design and development of the test itself. In determining
the scoring approach to be used, test developers might consider questions such as
how to define a correct response, whether to score on single or multiple outcomes,
and whether the multiple outcomes should include such elements as aesthetics and
efficiency. In one approach, various response options can be weighted for correct-
ness so scores other than zero or one are possible. For a constructed response item,
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a weighting schema could be applied to the components of the response or to the
steps within a task. For example, an IT certification exam might include simulated
software that examinees use to complete a task. The simulated task could then be
designed to allow for various types of responses, and for the collection of additional
process information, such as time or number of steps taken. The score for the task
might include both the correctness of the examinee’s final response, as well as the
efficiency of the process taken.

As assessments become more elaborate, more sophisticated scoring methods are
often needed. Highly complicated assessments may include a larger set of accept-
able variations in examinee responses than do constructed response items or simple
situated tasks. A common approach to developing an automated scoring system
involves identification and evaluation of the salient, measurable elements of the
examinee’s performance or product, followed by the development of a model for
combining these elements into a score. Approaches to scoring using complex mod-
eling include rule-based methods (e.g., the ARE exam; Bejar, 1991; Braun, Bejar &
Williamson, 2006), regression-based methods (e.g., the USMLE exam; Margolis &
Clauser, 2006), and the use of psychological task modeling and Bayesian networks
(e.g., the DISC project; Mislevy et al., 2002). Furthermore, a variety of additional
approaches have been developed for essay scoring (Shermis & Burstein, 2003), in
which writing skills, rather than correctness of response, is usually being measured.

Assessment tasks should be designed based on the inferences that test developer
or exam program owners wish to be able to make (Mislevy et al., 2002). To this end,
the scoring procedures should be developed in conjunction with development of the
assessment. This may help ensure that the assessment is designed in a way that will
capture the evidence required in order to make the desired inferences.

Potential advantages of automated scoring (as opposed to scoring by human
experts) include objectivity, reliability, and efficiency (Williamson et al., 1999). Fur-
thermore, complex modeling approaches to scoring are that they have the potential
to incorporate much more information about the examinees’ thought processes or to
evaluate a deeper level of detail in evaluating examinee products. However, complex
modeling scoring methods also potentially have far greater challenges than simpler
methods, in terms of developing, calculating, programming, financing, and commu-
nicating to stakeholders.

11.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have delineated seven dimensions along which innovative items
might vary: (1) assessment structure, (2) complexity, (3) fidelity, (4) interactivity,
(5) media inclusion, (6) response action, and (7) scoring method. Throughout this
chapter we have attempted to be realistic about the amount of effort and resources
that may be necessary to design and develop innovative items. Furthermore, we have
recommended that exam programs select a type of innovation, and target the level
of an innovative dimension, with the goal of supporting construct representation.
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In general, as assessments become more innovative, the test development effort
needed also increases. More elaborate assessments will typically take longer to de-
velop, be more expensive to program, and require a more extensive validation effort.
While the potential exists for increasing validity by adding innovative items or tasks
that address content or construct areas previously unmeasured, there are certain
measurement risks as well. When an assessment concentrates on greater depth of
measurement, this sometimes comes at the cost of reducing breadth. More innova-
tive assessment structures may also create item-writing challenges. Finally, the way
in which the assessments are represented on the screen may have implications such
as a dependence upon higher levels of computer skills than some examinees may
have. A spuriously complex user interface can also contribute to construct irrelevant
variance.

Clearly, the main purpose of testing is to measure proficiencies in valid, reli-
able, and efficient ways. Computerized assessments can provide highly interactive,
media-rich, complex environments. They can also offer greater control over the
testing process and provide increased measurement efficiency, especially when in-
corporated into a CAT environment. Nevertheless, it is important not to undertake
innovations simply because they appear to be glitzy or cutting-edge. Innovation in
and of itself does not ensure better measurement, nor is it equivalent to increasing
validity.

While innovations such as those discussed in this chapter may be enticing, the
primary objective should remain that of good measurement. Test developers should
ask themselves, “Does the test cover a construct or content area that needs to
be represented, and that can be measured best through the addition of innovative
elements?” Efforts must be taken to ensure the appropriate match of technology
to construct, and to design innovative assessments that fulfill the promise of better
measurement.
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Chapter 12
Designing Item Pools for Adaptive Testing

Bernard P. Veldkamp and Wim J. van der Linden

12.1 Introduction

In existing adaptive testing programs, each successive item in the test is chosen to
optimize an objective. Examples of well-known objectives are maximizing the infor-
mation in the test at the ability estimate for the test taker or minimizing the deviation
of its information from a target value at the estimate. In addition, item selection is re-
quired to realize a set of content specifications for the test. For example, item content
may be required to follow a certain taxonomy or the answer-key distribution for the
test must not deviate too much from uniformity. Content specifications are generally
defined in terms of combinations of attributes the items in the test should have. They
are typically realized by imposing a set of constraints on the item-selection process.
The presence of both an objective and a set of constraints in adaptive testing leads to
the notion of adaptive testing as constrained (sequential) optimization problem; for
a more formal introduction to this notion, see van der Linden (this volume, chap. 2).

In addition to content constraints, item selection in adaptive testing is often also
constrained with respect to the exposure rates of the items in the pool. These con-
straints are necessary to maintain item-pool security. Sympson and Hetter (1985)
developed a probabilistic method for item-exposure control. In their method, after
an item is selected, a probability experiment is run to determine whether or not
the item is administered. By manipulating the probabilities in this experiment, the
exposure rates of the items are kept below their bounds. Several modifications of
this method have been developed (Stocking & Lewis, 1998, 2000), whereas differ-
ent implementations of it are described in van der Linden (2003). van der Linden
and Veldkamp (2004; 2007) propose an item-eligibility method for exposure con-
trol. This method realizes the desired exposure rates by imposing random eligibility
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constraints on the items in the test for each test taker with probabilities that are a
function of the current exposure rates of the items. This method does not need any
time-consuming simulation studies to set values for these probabilities; it can just
be implemented on the fly.

Although these methods of item-exposure control guarantee upper bounds on
the exposure rates of the items, they do not impose any lower bounds on them. In
fact, practical experience with adaptive testing shows that item pools often have
surprisingly large subsets of items that are seldom administered, the reason being
poor contributions by these items to the objective function optimized by the item-
selection algorithm or combinations of item attributes that are overrepresented in
the pool relative to what is required to meet the constraints on the test. Since item
production usually involves a long and costly process of writing, reviewing, and
pretesting the items, the presence of unused items in the pool is an undesired waste
of resources.

Adaptive testing algorithms could be developed to guarantee a lower bound on
the exposure rates for the items in the pool as well (Revuelta & Ponsoda, 1998)
but a different approach to over- or underexposure of items is trying to prevent the
problem at all and design the item pool to guarantee a more uniform usage of all
items for the population of test takers. It is the purpose of this chapter to propose
a method of item-pool design that addresses this goal. The main result from the
method is an optimal blueprint for the item pool, that is, a document specifying for
each possible combination of item attributes how many items are needed.

Such blueprints could be used as a starting point for the item-writing process. As
will be explained below, by using the authors of the items as a set of item attributes
in the design process, blueprints can also be used to find an optimal division of labor
among these authors. However, since some quantitative item attributes, in particular
those that depend on statistical parameters estimated from empirical data, are diffi-
cult to realize exactly, a more realistic approach is to use the method proposed in this
chapter as a tool for continuous management of the item-writing process. Repeated
applications of it can then help to optimally adjust the next stage of the item-writing
process to the part of the blueprint that has already been realized.

12.2 Review of Item-Pool-Design Literature

The topic of item-pool design has been addressed earlier in the literature, for pools
for use with both adaptive and linear-form testing. A general description of the pro-
cess of developing item pools for adaptive testing is given in Flaugher (1990). This
author outlines several steps in the development of an item pool and discusses cur-
rent practices at each of these steps. A common feature of the process described in
Flaugher and the method in the present chapter is the use of computer simulation.
However, in Flaugher’s outline, computer simulation is used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of an item pool once the items have been written and field-tested, whereas in
the current chapter computer simulation is used to design an optimal blueprint for
the item pool.
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Methods of item-pool design for the assembly of linear test forms are presented
in Boekkooi-Timminga (1991) and van der Linden, Veldkamp and Reese (2000).
These methods, which are based on the technique of integer programming, can be
used to optimize the design of item pools that have to support the assembly of a
future series of test forms. The method in Boekkooi-Timminga uses a sequential
approach to calculating the numbers of items needed for these test forms, each time
maximizing their information functions. The method assumes an item pool cali-
brated under the one-parameter logistic (1PL) or Rasch model. On the other hand,
the method in van der Linden, Veldkamp, and Reese directly calculates a blueprint
for the entire pool, minimizing an estimate of the costs involved in producing the
items. All other test specifications, including those related to the information func-
tions of the test forms, are represented by constraints in the integer programming
model that produces the blueprint. This method can be used for item pools calibrated
under any current IRT model. As will become clear below, the current proposal
shares some of its logic with the latter method. However, integer programming is
not used for direct calculation of the numbers of items needed in the pool—only to
simulate constrained adaptive testing.

Both Stocking & Lewis (1998), and Way, Steffen and Anderson (1998; see also
Way & Steffen, 1998) address the problem of designing a system of rotating item
pools for adaptive testing. This system assumes the presence of a master pool from
which operational item pools are generated. A basic quantity is the number of oper-
ational pools each item should be included in (i.e., degree of item-pool overlap). By
manipulating the number of pools for each of the items, their exposure rates can be
controlled. A heuristic based on Swanson and Stocking’s (1993) weighted deviation
model (WDM) is then used to assemble the operational pools from the master pool
such that they both realize the desired degree of overlap between the operational
pools and are as similar as possible.

A different approach to the assembly of rotating item pools is proposed by Ariel,
van der Linden, and Veldkamp (2004). Motivated by Gulliksen’s (1950) matched-
random-subtests method, these authors propose a method that divides a master pool
into (possibly overlapping) smaller operational item pools that are required to have
similar distributions of content and statistical attributes.

The problem of assembling an operational pool for adaptive testing has been ap-
proached from an entirely different angle in van der Linden, Ariel, and Veldkamp
(2006). Their method is motivated by the idea that an optimal item pool would
consist of a maximum number of combinations of items that (1) meet all content
specifications for the test and (2) are informative at a series of ability levels reflect-
ing the shape of the ability distribution of the population of test takers. The first
condition is met when the operational pool is assembled as a set of linear test forms
each with the same content specifications as for the adaptive test. The item-selection
algorithm is then able to mix and match between these forms pool and in doing so
has access to a much larger number of combinations of items meeting the content
specifications. In order to meet the second condition, the set of linear test forms
can be forced to have maximum information at a distribution of ability levels that
approximates the shape of the ability distribution in the population of test takers.
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The major difference between each of these methods and the method described
in this chapter is that the former are methods for the assembly of an item pool from
a mastery pool, whereas the current method is for the design of an item pool.

Recently, Belov and Armstrong (2005) proposed the use of a Monte Carlo
test-assembly method to improve an existing item pool. Because of the random na-
ture of the Monte Carlo test assembly, the frequency by which the method selects
the items indicates how well its combination of attributes is represented in the item
pool. (The more frequently an item is selected, the scarcer its combination of at-
tributes in the pool.) The information can be used to instruct item authors to write
new items. This method could also be conceived of as a method of item-pool design.

12.3 Designing a Blueprint for the Item Pool

The process of designing an optimal blueprint for an item pool for adaptive test-
ing presented in this chapter involves the following three stages: First, the set of
specifications for the adaptive test is analyzed and all item attributes figuring in
the specifications are identified. The result of this stage is a definition of the de-
sign space for the test-assembly program. Second, a Monte Carlo method is used
to simulate adaptive test administrations over the design space. Third, the optimal
blueprint is derived from the number of times an item was sampled from each of the
design points during the simulation study.

12.3.1 Identifying the Design Space

A design space D is defined as the Cartesian product of all item attributes. These
attributes can be of different types: (i) categorical, (ii) quantitative, or (iii) logical
(van der Linden, 2005). Categorical item attributes, such as content, format, or item
author, partition an item pool into a collection of subsets. If the items in a testing
program are coded by multiple categorical attributes, their Cartesian product induces
a partitioning of the pool.

Classifications based on quantitative attributes are less straightforward to deal
with. Several of them, such as item-difficulty parameters or expected response times,
have a continuous range of possible values. Since it does not make much sense to
use their full range, we partition the range into intervals of adjacent values that are
represented by single values. The midpoints of the intervals are an obvious choice
for these values.

Combining all categorical and discretized quantitative attributes, D could be
thought of as a large multivariate table, where each of its cells represents a design
point d with a different possible combination of attributes. An example of a design
point is

d D .content, answer key; ad ; bd ; cd ; type of stimulus, etc:/; (12.1)
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where .ad ; bd ; cd / are the values of the item parameters in the response model at
design point d . In the empirical example, we used the three-parameter logistic (3PL)
response model in (12.23) below. For convenience, and without any restriction of
generality, we assume the same model to hold in our presentation of the method of
item-pool-design method in the next sections of this chapter.

Logical attributes deal with the relations between the items in the pool. Enemy
sets, for example, consist of items that are to be excluded from the same test because
they clue each other. The appropriate place to deal with such constraints is not during
the design of the item pool but during test assembly from it. Because of this, some
logical attributes can be ignored in the item-pool-design process.

On the other hand, attributes that control an item-set structure in the pool have to
be addressed when designing the pool. Items in a set address a common stimulus,
for instance, a common passage in a reading comprehension test. If item sets occur,
a separate design space E for the stimuli will be used. Analogously to D, its points
e represent all possible combinations of the attributes used in the specifications for
the stimuli in a test. The number of stimulus attributes is usually much smaller than
the number of item attributes; for example, statistical attributes at stimulus level are
rare. Thus, E is typically much smaller than D.

12.3.2 Simulation of Adaptive Test Administrations

A blueprint for an item pool is a distribution of the numbers of items for the pool
over its design space. To estimate the optimal distribution, a Monte Carlo method
is used to simulate adaptive test administrations for test takers j D 1; : : : ; J with
ability levels �j randomly drawn from the ability distribution of the population for
which the testing program is planned. The test administrations are simulated over
the design space instead of a real item pool; that is, rather than selecting existing
items, the algorithm selects design points. Each time a design point d is selected, an
item with all of its attributes is assumed to be administered. The simulation is based
on the shadow-test approach (STA) to adaptive testing, which allows us to impose
each of the specifications for the test as an explicit constraint on the selection of the
items during test administration (van der Linden, this volume, chap. 2).

Cost Function

A criterion of optimality is needed to calculate an optimal blueprint. An obvious
candidate is minimization of the costs involved in the production of the items. Be-
cause the costs of field testing and calibration can be assumed to be equal for each
item, basically the relevant costs are those of item writing. If direct estimates of the
costs of writing items with the combinations of attributes at the design points are
available, they should be used. But typically they are not and have to be approxi-
mated. A useful proxy recommended in van der Linden, Veldkamp and Reese (2000)
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is based on the assumption that items with combinations of attributes that occur fre-
quently in previous item pools for the same program are relatively easy to produce
and hence involve lower costs. In other words, the costs of writing the items were as-
sumed to be inversely related to the frequency of the combinations of their attributes
in a representative earlier version of the item pool. This cost function was used in
the empirical example at the end of this chapter. Because the function is used in an
optimization problem, it need not be specified beyond being monotonically decreas-
ing in the frequencies of the items; any monotonic transformation of it will produce
the same solution to the optimization problem.

When the design space is high-dimensional, the previous pool has to be large
to obtain stable frequency estimates. In order to increase the stability of the esti-
mates, Ariel, van der Linden, and Veldkamp (2006) recommend smoothing the cost
estimates over the quantitative attributes of the design space. A useful smoothing
method is k-nearest-neighbor regression, which replaces the estimate at point d by
the average found in a small neighborhood of it.

Shadow-Test Model

The shadow-test approach (STA) for the general case of an item pool with item sets
is addressed here. Therefore, the test-assembly model for simulating adaptive test
administrations from this type of pool has separate variables at the stimulus and
item level. At stimulus level, variable ze is for the number of stimuli required at
design point e, while xde

is for the number of items at design point d for stimulus e.
Variables ze and xde

are integer variables not restricted to 0-1 values as in regular
adaptive testing because more than one item or stimulus with the same combinations
of attributes can figure in the same test.

Each item in the adaptive test simulations is selected in two steps. First, a shadow
test is assembled. Shadow tests are full-length tests optimal at the current ability
estimate that meet all test specifications and contain all items already administered
to the test taker. Second, the next item is selected to be the best among the active
design points in the shadow test for the current stimulus. To be more precise, let
e.l/ be the point at which the current stimulus was chosen. This point remains active
until a shadow test with a lower value for its decision variable ze.l/ occurs. As long
as the stimulus point is active, the item with the smallest cost contribution to the
objective function in the model among the active item points for the stimulus (i.e.,
for which xd

e.l/
� 1) is selected.

The model allows for specifications for the adaptive test at test level, stimulus
level, item-set level, and item level. Also, we now assume the variables ze and xde

represent the free items in the shadow test only and use counters �
.j /
e and �

.j /

de
for

the numbers of items at design points d and e that have already been administered
up to the current test taker, j . In addition,b� .k�1/

j is the estimate of ability parameter

� after k � 1 items have been administered to test taker j . Further, Id

�
b� .k�1/

j

�
is

the (Fisher) information about � D b� .k�1/ in the candidate item at design point d .
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The information is known because the design points are assumed to include the
item parameters .ad ; bd ; cd / in the 3PL response model used to calibrate the items;
see (12.1). Categorical attributes partition the design spaces into collections of sets
V item

c and V stim
c for the items and stimuli, respectively. Each of these sets contains the

items or stimuli with a different categorical attribute (for instance, a different content
category). The items and stimuli are assumed to have general quantitative attributes
qd and qe (for instance, expected response times on the items or word counts for
the stimuli). To allow for the exclusion or inclusion of items or stimuli with special
combinations of attributes, we denote the design points with these combinations
as V0 and V1, respectively, with an appropriate label to indicate the items or the
stimuli. Finally, the notation used for the bounds to be imposed on each of the item
or stimulus attributes is self-explanatory.

The standard form of the model for the selection of the kth item for the j th
simulated test taker is

min
EX

eD1

'eze C
EX

eD1

DX

dD1

'de
xde

; (minimize costs) (12.2)

subject to possible constraints at the following levels:

Test Level

EX

eD1

DX

dD1

Id

�
b� .k�1/

j

�
.�

.j;k�1/

de
Cxde

/ � T
�
b� .k�1/

j

�
; (test information) (12.3)

EX

eD1

DX

dD1

�
�

.j;k�1/

de
C xde

�
D n; (test length) (12.4)

EX

eD1

�
�.j;k�1/

e C ze

�
D m; (number of stimuli) (12.5)

EX

eD1

X

d2V item
c

�
�

.j;k�1/

de
C xde

�
R nitem

c ; (categorical attributes) (12.6)

EX

eD1

DX

dD1

qd

�
�

.j;k�1/

de
C xde

�
R bitem

q ; (quantitative attributes) (12.7)

EX

e2V stim
c

�
�.j;k�1/

e C ze

�
R nstim

c ; (categorical attributes) (12.8)

EX

eD1

qe

�
�.j;k�1/

e C ze

�
R bstim

q ; (quantitative attributes) (12.9)
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Item-Set Level

DX

dD1

�
�

.j;k�1/

de
C xde

�
R nsetze; for all e; (12.10)

(number of items per set)
X

d2V item
c

�
�

.j;k�1/

de
C xde

�
R nset

c ze; for all e; (12.11)

(categorical attributes)
DX

dD1

qd

�
�

.j;k�1/

de
C xde

�
R bset

q ze; for all e; (12.12)

(quantitative attributes)

Stimulus Level

EX

e2V stim
1

�
�.j;k�1/

e C ze

�
D nstim

1 ; (12.13)

(special combination of attributes)
EX

e2V stim
0

�
�.j;k�1/

e C ze

�
D 0; (12.14)

(special combination of attributes)

Item Level

X

d2V item
1

�
�

.j;k�1/

de
C xde

�
R nitem

1 ; (12.15)

(special combination of attributes)

X

d2V item
0

�
�

.j;k�1/

de
C xde

�
R nitem

0 ; (12.16)

(special combination of attributes)

Definition of Variables

xde
2 f0; 1; : : : g; for all d and e; (range of variables) (12.17)

ze 2 f0; 1; : : :g; for all e: (range of variables) (12.18)
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This model only has a standard set of constraints for the adaptive test. For specific
applications, several versions of the same types of constraints or entirely different
constraints may be needed. A complete overview of all possible types of constraints
is offered in van der Linden (2005). When the item pool does not have a set structure,
a less complicated version of the model can be used. The first term of the objective
function in (12.2) should then be deleted and the constraints in (12.8)–(12.14) are
no longer required. The remaining model has only the item variables xd .

The model in (12.2)–(12.18) is linear in the decision variables and can be solved
using a standard integer solver, e.g., the one in CPLEX 9.0 (ILOG, 2003). A solu-
tion is a string of integer values for the decision variables ze and xde

. As already
indicated, the item that is selected is the one at the point in the design space for
the items with xde

� 1 for the current stimulus that has the smallest value for the
cost function 'de

in (12.2). After the item has been administered, both the ability
estimate and the counters for the design points in the model are updated, and a new
solution is calculated.

Blueprint for the Item Pool

For every simulated test taker j , the numbers �
.j;n/

de
and �

.j;n/
e denote how many

items at design points de and e were administered. These counts enable us to calcu-
late the following numbers:

Ne D
JX

j D1

�.j;n/
e ; (12.19)

and

Nde
D

JX

j D1

�
.j;n/

de
: (12.20)

These numbers define the blueprint for the item pool as the combination of

.N1; : : : ; NE / (12.21)

and 0

@
N11

� � � N1E

� � � � � � � � �
ND1

� � � NDE

1

A : (12.22)

For every design point de and e, these arrays describe how many items are needed.
From the definitions of these points we know exactly what combination of at-
tributes its items should have. This information is all we need to instruct the item
writers.
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12.4 Empirical Example

To illustrate the use of this method of item-bank design, an application to an adaptive
version of one of the sections of the Law School Admission Test (LSAT) is pre-
sented. The section consists of items organized around common stimuli. Besides,
the section has to meet several constraints both at item level and stimulus level.
A previous item pool of 1,508 items for this section of the LSAT was available and
could be used to define the cost function in the example.

12.4.1 Design Space

As the items in the pool had common stimuli, there were two design spaces, D

and E.
At stimulus level, we had one categorical (content) and one quantitative attribute

(word count). The categorical attribute had three possible values. The quantitative
attribute had to be categorized. In the previous item pool, word count ranged from
58 to 182; this range was split into four intervals: (0–75], (75–100], (100–125], and
(125–1). As a result, design space E corresponded to a table with 12 cells.

At item level, two categorical attributes were relevant (content and answer
key). Five different content classifications and five possible answer keys were
distinguished.

All items were calibrated under the three-parameter logistic (3PL) model:

Pi .�j / � ci C .1 � ci /
eai .�j �bi /

1 C eai .�j �bi /
; (12.23)

where Pi .�j / is the probability of j D 1; : : : ; J with an ability �j giving a cor-
rect response to an item i D 1; : : : ; I; ai is the discrimination parameter, bi the
difficulty parameter, and ci the guessing parameter of item i . The item parame-
ters in the model were the quantitative item attributes. The range of values for the
discrimination parameter is Œ0; 1/. The range was split into four intervals, with
the fourth interval extending to infinity. The difficulty parameters take values in
.�1; 1/: Likewise, this range was divided into six subintervals. Finally, in this
previous item pool, all items had approximately the same value for the guessing
parameter. Therefore, in the simulation ci was fixed at the average value. The prod-
uct of the categorical and quantitative attributes resulted in design space D with
600 cells.

Model for the Shadow Tests

The actual specifications for the LSAT section were used to formulate the version
of the integer programming model in (12.2)–(12.18) for the shadow tests in this
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adaptive testing simulation. The model had 23 constraints dealing with the various
attributes. As we had no absolute target for the test information function in (12.3),
the objective function was chosen to be the following linear combination of test
information and item-writing costs:

max

8
<

:�
X

de2DE

Ide

�
b�k�1

�
xde

� .1 � �/

2

4
X

e2E

keze C
X

de2DE

kde
xde

3

5

9
=

; ;

(12.24)

where Ide
.b�k�1/ is the information in an item at design point de at � D b�k�1

and ke and kde
were the reciprocals of the frequencies of the items in the previous

item pool at design points e and de used as proxies of the item-writing costs. For
points with zero frequencies, an arbitrary large number was chosen (see the earlier
argument about the monotonicity of objective functions in optimization problems).

Simulation Study

The test takers were sampled from N.0; 1/. The simulations were executed using
software for constrained adaptive testing with shadow tests developed at the Univer-
sity of Twente. The integer programming models for the shadow tests were solved
using calls to the linear-programming software package CPLEX 9.0 (ILOG, 2003).
The initial ability estimate of each new simulee was set atb� D 0: The estimate was
updated using expected a posteriori (EAP) estimation with a uniform prior distribu-
tion of � .

Calculation of the Blueprint

The percentages of the numbers of times an item or stimulus attribute was hit in the
simulation study are reported in Tables 12.1–12.4. Together, the percentages define
the blueprint for the optimal item pool for the adaptive version of the LSAT section.
For design space D, only 157 of the 7,200 possible cells were hit. The number of
combinations of attributes actually needed for this test was thus much smaller than
the Cartesian product of all attributes would suggest. This reduction shows the gain

Table 12.1 Counts of categorical stimulus
attributes

Set type I II III
Counts 8606 9022 8372

Table 12.2 Counts of quantitative stimulus attributes

Word count 0–75 75–100 100–125 >125

Counts 0 13690 11878 432
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Table 12.3 Counts of categorical item attributes

Item type 1 2 3 4 5
Counts 4232 2728 4386 6919 7735

Table 12.4 Counts of quantitative item attributes

Difficulty

Discrimination .�1; �1/ .�1; �0:5/ .�0:5; 0/ .0; 0:5/ .0:5; 1/ .1; 1/

.1; 1/ 234 1820 10608 6162 1560 1170

.0:75; 1/ 572 1170 910 936 208 390

.0:5; 0:75/ 104 130 26 0 0 0

.0; 0:5/ 0 0 0 0 0 0

in focus due to previous optimization of the blueprint for the item pool design rel-
ative to “blind item writing”. Also, a small correlation .� D 0:192/ between the
difficulty and discrimination parameters in the blueprint was found. Not surpris-
ingly, the most remarkable difference between the blueprint and the distribution of
the items in the previous item pool was with respect to the discrimination parame-
ters. In the previous item pool, only 8.1% of the items fell in the highest category,
whereas 82.9% of the blueprint fell in this category.

12.5 Some Related Issues

12.5.1 Exposure Control

In the method described above, the numbers in the blueprint are based on observed
frequencies in simulated test administrations. The expected exposure rates of the
items in the blueprint are equal to the counts divided by the number of simulated test
takers. In the preceding examples, no correction was made for a maximum exposure
rate that might have been imposed on the items in the adaptive test if this had been
a real-world test.

Such a correction would, however, simply consist of dividing the numbers in
(12.20) by their maximum exposure rate rmax. The blueprint for the item pool is
then defined by

eN de
D
�

Nde

rmax

�
; (12.25)

with upward rounding of the resulting numbers to their nearest integer value. When
the exposure rates of the stimuli also have to be restricted, a comparable adjustment
should be made to the numbers in (12.19).
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12.5.2 Rotating Item Pools (Calculating the Blueprint)

When the method is used to design a system of rotating item pools from a master
pool, the numbers in (12.19) and (12.20) have to be adjusted slightly. A master pool
can be viewed as a combination of individual item pools, whereby overlap between
pools is allowed. Let G be the number of parallel item pools the master pool has to
support, and ng the number of overlapping pools in which an individual item can
be present. The number of items required for the master pool can be calculated by
multiplying the numbers in (12.19) and (12.20) by G=ng . The blueprint for a master
pool then consists of

eN de
D
�

Nde

G

ng

�
(12.26)

and
eN e D

�
Ne

G

ng

�
; (12.27)

where, again, the resulting numbers have to be rounded upward to their nearest
integer value.

12.5.3 Multidimensionality

When items in the pool are calibrated under a multidimensional IRT model, the
constraint on Fisher’s information in the design model in (12.2)–(12.18) needs to be
modified. In Veldkamp and van der Linden (2002), the Kullback–Leibler informa-
tion was used to replace the Fisher information in the case of multidimensionality.
One of the advantages of Kullback–Leibler information is that it remains a scalar
for a multidimensional ability parameter whereas the Fisher information becomes
a matrix. Alternative information measures for item selection in multidimensional
adaptive testing with the same feature are examined in Mulder and van der Linden
(this volume, chap. 4).

12.6 Concluding Remarks

The method presented in this chapter produces a blueprint for an item pool that
should be used as a guide for the item-writing process. The first type of guidance
consists of preparing the instructions for the item writers. If the previous item pool
was written by the same item writers and costs estimates are available for them, we
should use their identity as one of the attributes for the design space. The blueprint
then optimally assigns item blueprints to the item writers.

Typically, both the categorical item attributes as well as some of the quantitative
attributes (e.g., word counts) can easily be realized during item writing. However,
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as already discussed, some of the other quantitative attributes, in particular those
of a more statistical nature, are more difficult to realize. If an existing item pool is
used to estimate the item-writing costs, the blueprint for the item pool automatically
builds on the empirical correlations between such statistical attributes and all other
attributes. For example, if the more difficult items tend to have other categorical
attributes, the optimal blueprint automatically accounts for this fact.

Although this feature may improve the results of item writing, exact realization
of statistical item attributes remains an optimistic goal. The best way to implement
the blueprint is, therefore, not as a one-shot approach but in a sequential fashion,
recalculating the blueprint after a certain portion of the items has been written and
field-tested so that their actual attribute values are known. Repeated applications
of the method help to adapt the item-writing efforts to the distribution of the items
already present in the pool (van der Linden, 2005; van der Linden, Veldkamp and
Reese, 2000).
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Chapter 13
Assembling an Inventory of Multistage Adaptive
Testing Systems

Krista Breithaupt, Adelaide A. Ariel, and Donovan R. Hare

13.1 Introduction

There exists a natural tension between the goal of creating a large enough item bank
to preserve the equivalency and security of test questions and that of cost reduction
and efficiency for inventory creation.

The security of many high-stakes testing programs depends on ensuring a suf-
ficiently large bank of test content and replenishing that inventory with new test
content over time. In testing programs where the test content is used multiple times
before being disclosed or retired, the validity of score interpretations is at risk when
test content becomes overused. At the same time, the decisions made from test score
use also depend on ensuring consistently high quality and equivalence of test forms
throughout the test-administration timeline.

As test use continues to expand globally, and computerization allows for greater
flexibility in scheduling and test-administration designs, our need to find a solution
to these competing goals has become acute. Inventory assembly solutions that sup-
port the creation of equivalent and valid tests within administrations and over time
have become strategic business planning tools, necessary for item-bank manage-
ment in any large operational testing program.

Item-bank quality fluctuates naturally over time as a result of traditional item-
writing practices, where experts are given broad instructions for writing test ques-
tions and a general description of topic areas. As a result of a fairly unstructured
content development process, item replacements will range in quality and equiva-
lency (Way, Steffen & Anderson, 1998). Most often, the equivalency of forms is
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managed in the assembly or scoring process, using statistical or other information
as design rules. This approach fails to address the inventory problem at its source.
For example, it is common to deal with item shortages in the operational bank
by imposing item-exposure controls during the test-administration process (e.g.,
Chang & Ying, 1999; Stocking & Swanson, 1993; Sympson & Hetter, 1985; van
der Linden, 2005). Although such item-exposure controls can be effective for limit-
ing item exposure at administration time, they are a short-term solution. Ultimately,
administration and assembly design rules do not improve the equivalency, quality,
and uniformity of item use in the item bank.

An obvious resolution to our security and quality problems for multiple test
forms is to create a very large item bank and replenish it often so that there is
always an ample variety of appropriate high-quality test questions. This becomes
costly as item authoring, reviewing, pretesting, and analysis require much time and
effort. In order to make this expenditure as efficient as possible, careful item-bank
design and deliberate inventory-development scheduling are prerequisite. Empirical
research suggests that item bank maintenance based only on continually adding a
number of items is not sufficient to maintain equivalent item-bank quality over time
(Ariel, van der Linden & Veldkamp, 2006). In their simulation study, Ariel et al.
emphasize the importance of putting in place an optimal planning strategy for in-
ventory maintenance. Adequate strategies incorporate a comprehensive knowledge
of properties for all required items in the bank, and consider expected attrition rates
due to variances in item quality and retention.

A comprehensive set of alternative models for item-bank designs can be found
in van der Linden (2005, chaps. 10–11). These models consider creation of forms,
administration scheduling, and overlap, and make use of integer programming
solutions to calculate item-bank blueprints that minimize costs and restrict item
exposures while maintaining desirable test quality. Illustrations and examples are
also provided to take into account the administration format of the test as linear or
adaptive.

Veldkamp and van der Linden (this volume, chap. 12) illustrate the use of an item-
bank blueprint to identify shortfalls in an available inventory, and how this blueprint
might be used to guide item-development planning. Their analysis of the required
inventory is based on the assumption that items in short supply are relatively more
costly to produce (or more difficult to write), and they use a previous pool to cal-
culate such cost estimates. As a result, the inventory-development schedule avoids
overuse of rare items to preserve longer-term viability and equivalent quality of test
forms over time.

In this chapter, we will integrate item-bank design and inventory-development
schedules through an extension of mixed-integer programming and optimization
techniques. In this inventory system, time periods are explicitly modeled for item
development and administration, based on assumptions drawn from the administra-
tion format, composition, and scheduling for the test. This system illustrates how
closely connecting test design, administration models, and item-bank development
goals can guard test security and the validity of decisions made from test use.
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13.2 Mixed-Integer Programming Concepts

A short review of some fundamental concepts and some applications of integer pro-
gramming and optimization methods to schedule inventory and supply problems
might provide a useful framework for our illustration.

There are many industrial problems whose solutions require a group of discrete
choices to be made. In production industries, these choices might take the form of
the number of widgets of a given type that should be made and a schedule for the
group of machines that make them. The choices usually have natural dependences
that constrain the ideal solution. Perhaps there is an order for some of the machines
that build a type of widget or a time delay for a machine to paint widgets differ-
ing colors. These situations are analogous in many respects to our test construction
problem.

In the process required to build a test form of traditional multiple-choice ques-
tions (MCQs), a viable solution will require us to choose a number of questions from
a bank of potential questions. Selection onto test forms is ordinarily constrained by
content specifications and other design or business rules, such as form length and
item-exposure restrictions. In the case that there are many forms to create, our ob-
jective is to choose items for forms so that the total solution of all tests created is
optimal with respect to the most important design goal. That is, the set of forms will
be optimal, given the items available and all the design constraints defined in the
problem.

This selection of items onto test forms has important implications for inventory
planning, and a solution can be defined for the required item development in a very
similar way. In operational planning for item banking, we may require that the sup-
ply schedule has the earliest end time to get new items into test forms (i.e., shortest
makespan). Or, when building a group of subtests, it may be desirable to maximize
some function of statistical properties of items to ensure score precision, or to allow
for adaptive subtest designs, based on the difficulty of test questions. One example
of the importance of statistical properties of items for test and inventory designs
is the popularity of the use of item-response theory (IRT) for ensuring equivalence
across test forms, or in building multistage tests (e.g., Luecht, 1998). The use of sta-
tistical properties of test questions, in addition to the discrete selection variables in
the problem, introduces complexity in the overall problem. In the mathematical lit-
erature, these kinds of combinatorial problems are modeled as discrete optimization
problems.

Discrete optimization problems range widely in their difficulty to be solved effi-
ciently and in their solution techniques. Some of these problems can be modeled as
shortest-path problems that are generally efficient to solve for most problem sizes.
Others, like the “traveling salesperson” problem, require exponential time. These
last problems define a frontier of knowledge in theoretical mathematics and com-
puter science, and have a million-dollar bounty for their resolution. In this category,
there are other problems, like finite-capacity scheduling, that obtain reasonable solu-
tion times using constraint programming on industrial-sized problems. The structure
of the optimization problem solved in our illustration in this chapter makes use of
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mixed-integer programming (MIP), an area of study derived from linear program-
ming. MIP has already been also used extensively in a variety of other test-design
problems (van der Linden, 2005).

The choices in MIP are represented by decision variables, some of which are re-
stricted to have values in a set of integers. In many MIPs, a value of 1 will represent
that a selection is made and a value of 0 that the selection is not made. In scheduling
and selection problems, time is usually discretized so that the schedule is divided
into individual time blocks. For selection, a decision variable is used for every pair-
ing of resources with time blocks to model when resources are needed along the time
horizon. In our illustration for inventory systems, the blocks are subtests required
for administration windows and the objects to be scheduled will be MCQs.

Once the decision variables have been defined, linear inequalities are required to
model the dependences between the choices. For example, if two selections are not
allowed simultaneously, then this can be modeled as the sum of their corresponding
decision variables must be at most 1. Or, if exactly one item is allowed in a position
in a subtest, then the sum of the decision variables of items allowed in that position
of the subtest is required to be 1, another linear (in)equality. This will require that
exactly one of the variables is 1 (selection is made) and hence the rest are 0 (no
selections made). There are many problems that cannot be represented as MIP mod-
els because of nonlinear inequalities. However, linear inequalities can model a vast
array of dependences and have many applications for problems related to inventory
and supply scheduling.

Solving an MIP problem in a reasonable amount of time often depends on careful
expression of the problem, and performance tuning may be needed using representa-
tive rules and data. The efficiency of the solution depends on the size of the input, the
type of constraints, and the objective function. The majority of traditional solutions
rely on the linear relaxation of the MIP problem. A linear relaxation of an MIP
problem is a linear program that relaxes the restriction that its decision variables
take integer values only. Linear programming has been used to solve optimization
problems since the 1950s and although it was suspected to have an efficient solution
strategy, this was not found until late 1980s.

Relaxation has important consequences for the usefulness of a solution. For ex-
ample, when dealing with a discrete 0–1 choice, the solution obtained after relaxing
its decision variable could be meaningless. Suppose a given relaxed 0–1 decision
variable has a solution of 0.789. Do we make the selection decision, or not? At this
point, there are two basic options: to branch or to cut (or both). A branch occurs
when we introduce a pair of nonredundant linear inequalities that split the search
space into two separate linear problems, one that adds the linear constraint that the
decision variable be equal to 0 and another that constrains the variable to be equal
to 1. The two new linear problems are then solved efficiently and their results can
be used with other branches. The branches are managed in a search tree. Bounding
inferences from the results of the branches are used so that searching through the
entire tree occurs only in the worst case. But choices still need to be made regard-
ing which fractional variable to branch on and which branch to consider next in
traversing the search tree. Most commercial MIP packages, e.g., OPL Studio 3.6.1
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(ILOG, 2002), allow the user to specify these choices or let them be made auto-
matically. Different choices of solution strategies are usually tested in performance
tuning. Once the proper structure for the problem is known, and an efficient solu-
tion strategy is identified, the model will be efficient and generally applicable for
resolving scheduling and selection problems given a data set and objective function.

An inequality that is redundant in the original MIP is called a cut. When in-
troduced in the relaxation stage (or at any stage of a branch-and-bound search), it
may maintain the solution structure while cutting off an unacceptable solution to a
decision variable (such as the 0.789 example). There are algorithms that produce
different types of cuts (e.g., clique cuts, Gomory cuts, and disjunctive cuts). MIP
practitioners need to choose their cuts wisely since poor choices can be relatively
time-consuming with respect to the overall solution time and may end up contribut-
ing little to the quality of the solution. Many commercial software packages also
allow the user to make their own cuts or to select which cuts should be generated
automatically.

Most MIPs are solved using variations of these two strategies implemented in
a commercial “solver,” that is, the main processor that resolves constraints for the
objective function to find the best solution for an input data set. Once the MIP is set
up, the only two basic concerns are whether there is enough memory to process the
MIP (an issue of size) and whether the solving process takes too long (an issue of
time). With some combinatorics and perhaps some remodeling, the size of the MIP
can readily be evaluated and modified if too large. As for the performance of the
MIP solver, time can easily become the issue and small changes in search strategy
can be shown to greatly reduce the time. Exploration of the branch-and-bound tree
also gives useful performance-tuning information, such as how close the current
feasible solution may be to the optimal solution (also referred to as an upper bound
on optimality). Users can decide to stop the process if this solution is acceptable,
or if a certain amount of time has passed. This is not an algorithmic or heuristic
approach, and any solution returned will satisfy all the constraints. Thus, for the
problem solved in our example of subtest creation, any feasible solution will meet
our design and business rules and can be used to schedule the items. The upper
bound or time limit improves efficiency but risks that the schedule generated is less
than optimal. In our example of scheduling test-question development for the item
bank, this may mean that another feasible schedule exists whose maximum exposure
of any item is less than that in the interim accepted solution. These are the main
considerations when solving MIP problems, and devoting some effort to resolving
them can have great benefits in efficiency for operational use of optimization.

A system of inventory planning and scheduling used for the computerized Uni-
form Certified Public Accountancy licensing examination (CPA Exam) will be used
to illustrate a practical solution for operational programs producing large numbers
of forms. The methods described here use MPI as implemented by the Opti-
mization Programming Language (OPL) Studio 3.6.1 software (ILOG, 2002) and
illustrate the close connection among test design, administration models, and inven-
tory scheduling.
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The next section will provide a step-by-step description of the theoretical ap-
proach, and the analyses that were used to define an on-hand inventory required,
given the test design, exposure rules, and administration schedules. This general
methodology can be adopted to develop an initial specification for the resting state
of the item bank, appropriate for a variety of psychometric models for testing. The
method is useful for any kind of performance testing, including MCQ forms, linear
test designs, and other complex performance tasks currently popular in competency
testing.

The section thereafter uses the CPA Exam to illustrate how the ideal bank and
the specific psychometric model used for a computer-based administration define a
supply model to sustain the item bank over a five-year time horizon. In this illus-
tration, the optimization formulation of the problem ensures a variety of constraints
are always met for subtests of differing difficulties required for the computerized
multistage testing design for the CPA Exam described by Melican, Breithaupt &
Zhang (this volume, chap. 9).

The inventory production and management system described in the illustration
is based on the goal of limiting the exposure of test content, while maintaining test
equivalence and quality over time with the smallest practical bank size. There are
two parts to the solution, described separately. The ideal bank is determined first,
using minimal algebraic bounds required for the steady state (on-hand inventory).
Second, a schedule is developed for MCQs that optimally restricts exposure of con-
tent and overlap between administrations while conforming to all the requirements
necessary to ensure continuous high-quality testing.

13.3 The Ideal Bank (Steady-State Model)

In a growing number of testing programs, complex performances are being mea-
sured using innovative formats beyond those of the traditional MCQs. Examples
of complex performance testing may be found in the certification of architects,
physicians, accountants, and information technology personnel. These testing for-
mats tend to be more costly to develop, administer and score (Drasgow, Olson-
Buchanan, 1999; Tekian, McGuire, McGaghie & Associates, 1999). The two factors
of continuous delivery of computerized assessments and complexity of performance
tasks have underlined the importance of creating more efficient methods of inven-
tory management and test assembly. For the CPA Exam, this adds to the existing
problem of maintaining a large, high-quality bank of traditional test questions, such
as MCQs, for secure delivery of a nondisclosed test. Program directors must de-
termine the minimum amount of test content that must be on hand to maintain a
testing program over time, and test developers have to work with administration and
development schedules to continuously produce valid test forms while preserving
the security of test content.
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13.3.1 Assumptions Required

The useful lifespan of test content and policies for maximum item exposure must be
clearly specified as fundamental rules to determine the minimum practical on-hand
inventory. The latter are often expressed with respect to the total number of test
takers in any administration, the number of discrete test forms or testing periods, or
the overlap of operational banks of test questions.

The first consideration in determining the ideal minimum-size item bank is the
content represented by each test question on a typical test form. Most certification
or licensure tests are built to specifications derived from a task or practice analyses
(Raymond & Neustel, 2006). Each test question (or performance task) is usually
coded according to an outline that links the knowledge, tasks, or skills measured
to a requirement in the test blueprint. The content outline is built from the findings
of the job or practice analysis, and is approved by the policy board responsible for
the testing program. In many programs, the length of the test forms and any range
for the target proportion of test items on each content or skill area are also defined
by policy. These are important guidelines for the content-related properties of items
needed in the on-hand inventory. As is well explored in van der Linden, Ariel, and
Veldkamp, (2006), an item bank might best be described as a large collection of
valid test forms, and thus is representative of a valid test outline in the proportion
of content, skills, or tasks measured by each test question. When the proportion of
test questions required for each content or skill area and the test lengths are known,
we can determine the proportions needed for test questions matching each attribute
from the number of questions of that type on a valid test form.

Useful policies should also consider the schedule for retirement or disclosure of
used test questions, which are dependent on the memorability of the test content
and on the rate of change in the content itself in a discipline. Of course, security and
nondisclosure policies are strictest when the test is used for selection decisions, such
as licensing, certification, or admissions tests. For example, case studies used for
licensing in medicine might both be more memorable and change more frequently
with the evolution of medical science, as compared with traditional test questions
included on a test used for classroom assessment in algebra. As a consequence, a
shorter useful life-span policy for clinical case studies might be expected, compared
with a relatively long lifespan for an item bank used for classroom testing. Other
exposure policies might include a maximum of the number of times any given item
is seen by any test taker, or the proportion of test questions that might be reused in
adjacent test administrations.

When new test questions are included in assembly to allow for item analysis or
calibration, a minimum exposure policy might also be needed. In order to apply
some scoring models, such as item-response theory (IRT) models, response data
must be gathered from a relatively large sample in advance of operational scor-
ing (Hambleton & Jones, 1991). In this case, placement of new test questions on
test forms would depend on the number of alternate forms and on the volume of
candidates who take the test during a defined period. A minimum number of expo-
sures may be an important consideration in the quantity of new content that can be
pretested in any given period.
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13.3.2 Considerations for Linear and Adaptive Testing Formats

The administration format is a key consideration in the analysis of the require-
ments for an ideal bank. The statistical properties of required test items will differ,
depending on whether forms are parallel linear forms, adaptive multistage tests
(MST), item-level computerized adaptive tests (CAT), or other format. Not only
does the composition of the test depend on suitable statistical properties for all items
(e.g., to ensure equivalence across forms and to garner desirable properties such as
reliable test scores), each test design will have somewhat different implications for
inventory needs and item-exposure projections. The topic of adaptive designs will
be explored more fully after a simpler example of ideal bank-size calculation.

The selection of any item for a test form will be constrained within the rules
governed by these kinds of design and other policies. Recall also that any valid test
form represents a miniature item bank, one with a size to support just this one form.
With this representation in mind, it is possible to use the properties of the actual
items on a typical test form and think of each item assignment as conforming to the
specific design rules, such as test length, statistical properties, skills, and content
coding, that were used to create the form. The notion of each item assignment as a
unique combination of these properties will be used to develop our ideas of the ideal
bank and the supply schedule for the inventory system. So, the ideal bank inventory
will determine the number of item assignments required, with each item assignment
defined by the combination of key properties that define an item in that position on
a test form.

With this set of basic assumptions in hand, we can solve an arithmetic expression
that will yield the minimum on-hand inventory required for the ideal bank. One
overarching decision is the time horizon we want to use for planning replenishment
of the item bank, and this might be based on the useful life of the test questions.
Below is a worked example for linear test forms, which could be modified easily to
determine on-hand inventory required for other programs where assumptions may
differ.

Suppose the inventory has to support

� a planning horizon of five years;
� two administrations a year;
� 25 forms for each administration;
� linear forms of 40 items; and
� a maximum reuse rate of five for any test question over five years.

As a result, there must be a minimum of 250=5 D 50 suitable items in the ideal
bank for each assignment to a test form, and the minimum number of items required
to run the program is 50 	 40 D 2;000. Also, the item bank would need to include a
minimum of 50 of each item assignment at any given time. This does not dictate the
supply or retirement schedules for items, nor does it involve any control of the ex-
posure rates of the items. We will return to scheduling after we have discussed the
ideal item bank.
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The case for MST has the additional factor of tailored selection when calculating
exposure. It is possible to create a predictive model to determine the proportion of
candidates who will receive each subtest in a multistage adaptive test. The probabil-
ity of exposure depends on the number of forms as well as the number and position
of subtests, based on their average difficulties. For example, if the alternate forms
rotate randomly during the test administration, the probability that the first subtest
(or routing test) will be seen is simply a function of the number of alternative forms
for it (e.g., if there are 25 alternate routing tests, the probability for exposure for any
of them is 1/25). At the end of the routing subtest, branching occurs. Suppose there
are two choices of subtests at the second stage, their probabilities of exposure de-
pend on the particular pairing of subtests at that stage. For example, if we assume
one moderate (M ) and one difficult (D) subtest at the second stage, the probability
of any candidate being administered the M subtest of a pair at the next stage can be
expressed as

PrfMm;d g D PrfX � ��.m; d/g: (13.1)

Here, Pr.Mm;d / is the probability of seeing the M subtest in a given M and D

pair (indexed by m and d ). Equation 13.1 represents this probability as a function
of the candidate’s number-correct score, X , and the cut-off score for the M and D

pair, ��.m; d/. Similarly, the probability of any candidate receiving the D subtest
is simply 1 � Pr.Mm;d /. In this way, a probability is computed for every subtest in
the set of forms constructed for a given administration. The total predicted exposure
rate of the item is the sum of the exposure rates across all forms where it appears.

Now we come to the question of exposures when adaptive tests are administered
and the distribution of ability in the test-taker population is known. To determine
empirical estimates of the exposure rates, it is only necessary to generate a repre-
sentative distribution for candidate ability on the IRT � scale. In our example, a
normal N.0; 1/ distribution of ability can be used to simulate the candidates who
would be taking the examination. Lastly, it is only necessary to sum the empiri-
cal probabilities of exposure for all subtests in the administration to determine the
predicted average and maximum exposure for a set of panels. All of this can be
done without actual administration of the adaptive multistage subtests, as long as
a calibrated bank is available. It makes sense to consider expected exposures when
selecting design targets for adaptive subtests, given that the testing program has a
calibrated item bank.

13.3.3 Inventory-Scheduling Problem

Several authors have proposed methods for limiting exposure in adaptive testing,
including assembly-based control for content exposure (Luecht & Burgin, 2003). At
the same time, the memorability of complex performance tasks poses a particular
problem. These tasks require more time to complete and are also costly to create.
Consequently, smaller banks of such performance tasks are often encountered and
scheduling or inventory rotation becomes an important security concern. In such
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high-stakes testing programs as for licensure, there is often no way to anticipate
and prevent the security breaches that may occur when cheating conspiracies are
organized. The impact on score validity when security is breached can pose a very
serious risk to the testing program (De Champlain et al., 2000).

The inventory system proposed in this section extends some basic assumptions
we discussed for calculating the ideal minimum bank size, based on traditional test
questions and linear forms, to refreshing the item bank over a longer time horizon.
The schedule is designed to maintain the item bank for continuous administration of
an examination of specific structure, preserving item exposure while ensuring forms
of equivalent quality. Our example here will focus only on MCQs, although similar
models can easily be developed to deal with combinations of complex performances
that are selected to conform to test blueprints.

A prominent goal is to ensure the inventory-supply schedule will minimize
the exposure rate of any given operational item while maintaining a reasonable
item-bank size. Given practicalities of resources and continuous computerized ad-
ministration, operational programs often struggle with limited item banks. Given
that the minimum on-hand item bank is now known, the key questions in the supply
planning problem can be summarized in the following way: when should we create,
administer, and retire test content?

Our intent in designing an inventory system is to determine the minimal possi-
ble number of MCQs and simulations required for our item bank and an optimal
schedule for the production and rotation of content to maintain our program over
a specified period of time. Possibly the most important benefit of this solution is
the schedule for content use. The schedule assigns each item or simulation in the
item bank to subtests in such a way that exact statistical and content requirements
are maintained. With this schedule, resource files for computerized delivery can be
preassembled and authoring schedules can be aligned far in advance. Automated
checks and controls for quality assurance are built into this inventory system.

13.3.4 Analysis Methods

Tools used to generate a solution for the item-bank model and the schedule relied
on the mixed-integer programming (MIP) methods mentioned in the introduction.
We made use of efficient search strategies as well as logically redundant constraints
(cuts) to find integer (here, 0–1) solutions. In this case, the problem was modeled
as an extension to a set-covering problem. The algorithmic solution applied using
CPLEX in OPL Studio 3.6.1 (ILOG, 2002) was selected as an efficient and ap-
propriate solution method because of its state-of-the-art capabilities with respect to
solving difficult MIPs.

A general approach to this problem has been offered by van der Linden (2005,
chap. 10) in which the integer program would choose the item-bank inventory whose
items minimized authoring costs. Some reasonable modifications and simplifica-
tions were made to this more general formulation in order to make the problem
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tractable. First, the cost to write different items was assumed to be the same. Sec-
ond, the input to our problem involved assumptions of volume predictions and the
number of forms, subtests, and simulations. Cost was not an explicit component in
the model but is represented by proxy by the maximum number of possible pretest
MCQs and simulations our testing program can afford to produce. Cost could be
modeled as a constraint, but this was not explicit in our application. The output
from our model includes a schedule for use of items over the time horizon of five
years.

In our formulation of the problem, a sample MCQ subtest from a previously op-
timized assembly was used as a template to define the ideal for the steady state of
the item bank. In this formulation, it was necessary only to know the position and
characteristics (e.g., content codes, skill codes, enemy codes, and IRT parameters)
of each MCQ in the template subtest. The results from previous simultaneous opti-
mal subtest assembly were used to represent all the constraints required for a valid
panel. Visual Basic programming and common Excel spreadsheet functions were
used to interpret the output from the optimization of schedules in such a way that
production schedules were clearly articulated. The following section begins with a
statement of the inventory-scheduling problem, followed by a detailed presentation
of the model and solution.

13.4 Illustration from the Uniform CPA Licensing Exam

The multistage testing format for the CPA Exam is described by Melican,
Breithaupt, and Zhang (this volume, chap. 9). It consists of five subtests of MCQs
of equal length for each section of the exam, which, along with two complex per-
formance simulations to measure accountancy skills administered after the MCQ
portion of the examination, form a panel. Figure 13.1 depicts only the MCQ subtests

Fig. 13.1 A three-stage MST design
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in one panel. Each MCQ subtest is targeted at a specific difficulty level. The first
subtest the candidate receives is of medium (M ) difficulty. Based on the perfor-
mance of the candidate, the test driver will administer either a medium or a difficult
(D) subtest in the second stage. At the completion of the second subtest, the
candidate’s performance on the first two subtests is evaluated to determine whether
to administer an M or D subtest at the third stage. Figure 13.1 is simplified for
illustrative purposes; the actual difficulty of the questions in M and D subtests
overlaps to a greater extent than is shown in the figure.

Since our item banks are built near the passing score for the examination, and at
a higher difficulty compared to the average ability of candidates, the likelihood of
receiving the M subtest is greater than that of the D subtest. Also, each panel starts
with an M subtest, so overall we expect M subtests to have greater exposures.
Earlier empirical analyses have confirmed that the probabilities of getting the M

subtests were always greater. Our assembly design allows for this, and the number
of M subtests created was double that of the D subtests.

13.4.1 Ideal Bank and Inventory-Supply Schedule

The assumptions based on the CPA testing program considered as input to our model
for the required steady state of the content item bank included the following:

� Four two-month administration cycles occur each year;
� The inventory model and schedule are for a five-year period;
� Given the expected volume of candidates each quarter and desired maximum

exposure content, a fixed number of subtests, simulations, and panels can be
specified as required for any administration window;

� Each MCQ has a defined lifecycle; after this time it is retired or rested.

A central notion in the model and the optimized schedule solution is the idea
of an item class. For example, for the CPA Exam, the template for an M subtest
has 25 MCQs with particular features that meet all the rules for subtest assembly.
The combinations of these features, allowing for slight differences, define the item
classes. For example, the MCQs selected for a given position on the subtests will
have defined a similar range of difficulty, and will belong to the same content and
skill categories as an item in the same position on an equivalent subtest. The bank
will have a set of items that fit this description, and these can be understood as
indexed items of a class. This notion is similar to that of the design point in an
item-bank blueprint proposed by van der Linden, 2005, chap. 10). It follows that
our subtest template is represented by 25 item classes with distinctive content and
statistical characteristics. The master MCQ bank for the M and D subtests can
be understood as a combination of subsets of the item banks for each of the 25
item classes. Some simple algebra can be used to decide what a necessary mini-
mal bank size would be for both kinds of subtests, given the assumptions in our
example.
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In our example

� we have 4 builds over 5 years (i.e., 20 builds in total),
� and use 20 M and 10 D subtests for each build.

Then, for the set of M subtests,

� we have 20 builds with 20 subtests per build, which requires 400 item assign-
ments in the schedule for each given item class,

� and, fixing the maximum exposure rate for any MCQ in an M subtest to 5, the
subset of the item bank for each of these given item classes should have 400=5 D
80 items.

It follows that the minimum number of items in the bank for the M subtests is
80 	 25, or 2,000, MCQs.

Likewise, for the set of D subtests,

� we have 20 builds with 10 subtests per build, which requires 200 item assign-
ments in the schedule for each given item class,

� and, fixing the maximum exposure rate for any MCQ in a D subtest to 5, the
subset of the item bank for each of these item classes should have 200=5 D 40

items.

The minimum number of items in the bank for the M subtest is 40	25, or 1,000,
MCQs.

From this analysis, the ideal bank size for our testing program requires a steady-
state size of 3,000 MCQs in order to support the use of the M and D subtests for a
typical administration window. The algebra, however, does not guarantee that such
a bank is possible (only that there is no way to find a smaller one with the same
input). We also know that if a minimal bank exists, then there must be 80 indexed
items of each class for the M subtests, and 40 indexed items of each class for the D

subtests.
The optimization solution produced by our models for MCQ banks creates a

schedule to indicate when each item or simulation must be ready for use, how long
it is operational, and when it will be retired. The optimization function minimizes
exposure based on the fixed minimum bank size as input to the problem. Infeasibility
arises if the bank cannot support the maximum exposure parameter.

Exposure is defined for our purposes as the number of times the MCQ is used
over the five-year planning horizon. There are alternatives possible for defining ex-
posure, including the proportion of candidates who see the item, or the actual count
of candidates who received the item in any period of time. However, in continuous
testing, it is often the length of exposure over time that is more important to security
than the number of candidates who see the item in a particular build. Other aspects
of exposure are accounted for in our model assumptions. For example, the minimum
bank size was specified with assumptions about the number of candidates taking the
exam each window, the number of subtests needed to meet reasonable empirical ex-
posures for every item, and the number of new MCQs that can be produced each
quarter.
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In our example, the optimized schedule uses an item for only four of the five
years. Recall that the time variable is discrete also, which means a five-year horizon
includes four years of useful life for an item, and a possible selection for 16 test-
administration cycles (four per year). After four years of operational use, the item
could be retired, rested, or replaced by a new item. When an item type is scheduled
to reappear, it could be as a pretested newly indexed item of that class. If all items
were replaced on this schedule, the bank would be entirely new after a period of five
years.

13.4.2 Supply-Scheduling Model

The supply-scheduling model is expressed as a separate set of expressions with an
objective function and constraints. We only discuss the model for the M subtests
for one given item class; the models for the other item classes and the D subtests
are analogous.

Some notation is required for our problem. Let b D 1; : : : ; 20 represent the
builds, t D 1; : : : ; 20 the subtests, and i D 1; : : : ; 80 the items in the given class
for the subtests. The decision variables xbti are equal to one if item i is assigned to
subtest t of build b; otherwise, they are is equal to zero.

The integer program that schedules the given item type for the given years is

minimize z (13.2)
subject to

20X

bD1

20X

tD1

xbti � z; for i D 1; : : : ; 80I (13.3)

(exposure equals sum of assignments per item)
80X

iD1

xbti D 1; for b D 1; : : : ; 20I t D 1; : : : ; 20I (13.4)

(one item in each position in subtest)
20X

tD1

xb�1;t;i C xbti � 1; for b D 2; : : : ; 20I i D 1; : : : ; 80I (13.5)

(each item at most once in consecutive builds)
4.y�1/C4X

bD4.y�1/C1

20X

tD1

xbti D 0; for y D1; : : : ; 5I i D16.y � 1/ C 1; : : : ; 16yI (13.6)

(each item operational for four years)

xbti 2 f0; 1g; b D 1; : : : ; 20I t D 1; : : : ; 20I i D 1; : : : ; 80: (13.7)

(definition of variables)
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In (13.6), we used constraints on exposure rates across the 20 builds (assum-
ing five re-uses as a maximum for any item). Other constraints mirrored our actual
assembly process, such as any item is used at most once in two consecutive builds
in (13.5). However, the constraints in the optimization model can be varied to
meet other practical considerations or generate a set of alternative solutions for
decision-making.

Using OPL Studio, the optimal schedule was found for each of the 25 item
classes in the MCQ subtests. The optimal solution provided the best schedule based
on all the constraints in our model. Recall that in our example we are working with
a steady-state item bank of 1,000 D items, and 2,000 M items. In Figure 13.2, each
row represents one indexed item of a class on a 25-item subtest. The columns are
numbered for a particular year and build quarter. All five years are depicted. The
content-development needs, based on this example, would be a maximum of 112
M and 56 D items to be written and pretested (i.e., ready for operational use) every
quarter.

The optimal schedule replaces all the items in the bank over a period of five years.
This part of the scheduling is straightforward (20% of the items are replaced each
year). We know that we needed 80 items of each type in our steady-state bank of M

items (2,000 items total). The replacement schedule designates 16 of the 80 items in
each build for retirement/resting for a period of one year. At the same time, 16 new
items of that class become available for use for four years. Figure 13.2 offers the

Fig. 13.2 Eligible-for-use schedule. Indexed groups of M items: A: 1–16; B: 17–32; C: 33–48; D:
49–64; E: 65–80. Indexed groups of D items: A: 1–8; B: 9–16; C: 17–24; D: 25–32; E: 33–40
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eligible-for-use view of the schedule. Within any item class, the items are indexed
from 1 to 80. Items in the class are further divided into lettered groups. To use this
schedule, the specific group of items of class 1 for the M subtests (those indexed
from 1–16) will be required for operational use the first quarter of year two. This is
apparent because the lettered group for the first instance when this group of items
is used on subtests is A. Group A of these items are first selected for the first build
of subtests in the second year. See the legend of Figure 13.2 for when indexed items
from each class are required for the M and D subtests.

The eligible-for-use schedule can be modified easily to become a not-used sched-
ule. We recreated the table so that classes of items of each type are scheduled not to
be used for the four consecutive builds prior to their first date as an eligible-for-use
item. During this period, final pretesting of the items and approval for operational
use must be completed.

This aspect of scheduling is not complicated. However, it is based on the opti-
mization solution we obtained using our 25-item subtest templates and an ideal bank
size on hand to define the MIP model. The simplicity of the eligible-for-use schedule
hides a fairly complex underlying schedule that designates when each actual item
(indexed within an item class) is selected for a subtest. Specifically, when the class
of items is available for use, only a specific indexed item from it is actually used to
build subtests. The assignment of individual items over time to subtests cannot be
replicated without a full representation of all the model elements, the objective func-
tion, and performance-tuning details. This allows the testing program to anticipate
and plan exactly when and where every item in the bank will be exposed, which has
obvious security benefits. Figure 13.3 illustrates an assignment schedule for each in-
dexed item in one class across the 20 subtests for a four-year administration timeline
with 20 builds. For simplicity, only 40 of the indexed items of this class are depicted.
A similar assignment schedule is produced for every class of item on the M and D

subtests, resulting in a complete recipe for item production over five years.
In the optimized solution in Figure 13.3, the exposure rate of any item was fixed

at a maximum of five uses over the four years of availability. Where there are no
subtest ID entries in the table for a given item index, the group of items is not
available for use (e.g., items 1–16 in the first year; item 17–32 in the second year).
This fact represents the time when new items are readied for operational use in the
first quarter of the subsequent next year. It is also evident that no item is ever used in
two adjacent builds or in more than one subtest for a given build. The actual resting
period before an item is assigned to a new subtest is often longer than one year.

Because the template used was an optimized result from subtest assembly, it is
possible to schedule assignments from the item bank in such a way that all subtests
and panels retain equivalent and desirable psychometric properties and meet content
constraints. The degree of a match in quality depends entirely on the interchange-
ability of the indexed items within each class. In this way, we can contemplate a
time when individual optimized assemblies are no longer used for each individual
build. Rather, the selection for subtests can be driven entirely from the optimized
supply schedule, where items are selected from the bank based only on their item
class and index numbers.
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Fig. 13.3 Schedule of item assignments to subtests

13.5 Discussion

Many advantages for operational testing programs exist when their competing and
often complex test-design rules can be automated. The design of the computer-based
CPA Exam is one example where a tailored item bank and supply schedule can be
used to control inventory. The solution takes into account the particular multistage
testing format and business rules for the examination in creating an inventory system
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to match its test-assembly problem. The current illustration could easily be adapted
to design inventory systems for a variety of test-administration formats. The same
basic methodology has also been used at the CPA Exam program to schedule and se-
lect performance tasks for placement on examination forms. This flexible approach,
as well as the availability of commercial software, are important advances for high-
volume, high-stakes testing programs.

As we continue to research and modify these systems and procedures, the CPA
Exam team hopes to extend our test-assembly approach to solve new production
problems and to reduce our reliance on resources (in particular, the time required
from subject-matter experts). The attention of our review committees is already
shifting from the traditional evaluation of the completed examination forms to
quality assurance for content development and rules for automated assembly and
inventory planning. This change in process allows us to generate a large number
of forms for computerized delivery. For example, our review of individual subtests
was replaced by audits of reports completed using the summary information from
the assembly system and not the actual test items. Our goal was to confirm that the
assembly logic has been exactly followed for every subtest. During operational as-
sembly, our internal content experts examine all of the completed panels but only a
sample is reviewed by committees.

The inventory system provides an efficient method of determining the minimum
bank to support a testing program, given cost and production capacity, and guides
our authoring schedule to maintain the program for a specified time horizon. This
kind of scheduling would be useful for long-term planning by test developers who
need to project well in advance what new content must be authored. A necessary
assumption of the model is that authors can write items to content specifications
and to general difficulty levels. For example, item vendors would be instructed to
write a fixed number of items for a content area having moderate difficulty. Some
researchers have begun to explore the relationship between statistical and other
properties of MCQs (Keller & Davey, 2002) and this knowledge can be used to
train MCQ authors. In future content-development work, the relationship between
content and the difficulty or discrimination of MCQs could be better exploited by
item writers. For example, items within a content category that represent desired
levels of difficulty could be incorporated into training materials.

Optimized eligible-for-use and not-used schedules also have the benefit of com-
plexity that will deter organized cheating. It is only possible to replicate the op-
timized solution for administration of content when all features of the model are
exactly known (including bank size). If one of these input parameters in the model
is changed, the resulting schedule will no longer be representative. There are also
many user-defined aspects to the optimization solution that could be changed with-
out being apparent in the administration schedule for MCQs (e.g., items from the
same content category rest for varying lengths of time or are administered on dif-
ferent schedules). The likelihood that the schedule could be determined by anyone
outside the particular program is therefore miniscule.

The optimization solution for assembly and inventory systems presented here
seeks to expand on the authoritative methodology offered by other practitioners and
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researchers (Veldkamp, 2001; Stocking & Swanson, 1993; van der Linden, 2005;
and others). New applications of this kind of solution in testing programs with dif-
ferent assembly and administration methods, or different item types, would provide
valuable insight into the potential usefulness of the general system.

Also, at the CPA Exam program improvements have been implemented extend-
ing this system, including gap analyses for new test specifications and item banks,
simplified interfaces for subtest assembly, and generalized optimization models to
produce subtests and panels for different administration formats and adjacent testing
periods simultaneously. These developments are intended to reduce costs, improve
our inventory controls, and increase the security of our test content. This illustra-
tion is one instance where advances in psychometric theory and practice can lead
to benefits beyond elegant mathematics and offer immediate and practical gains for
high-stakes testing programs.
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Item Calibration and Model Fit



Chapter 14
Item Parameter Estimation and Item
Fit Analysis

Cees A.W. Glas

14.1 Introduction

Computer-based testing (CBT), as computerized adaptive testing (CAT), is based
on the availability of a large pool of calibrated test items. Usually, the calibration
process consists of two stages.

(1) A pretesting stage: In this stage, subsets of items are administered to subsets of
respondents in a series of pretest sessions, and an item response theory (IRT)
model is fit to the data to obtain item parameter estimates to support computer-
ized test administration.

(2) An online stage: In this stage, data are gathered in a computerized assessment
environment, proficiency parameters for examinees are estimated, and the in-
coming data may also be used for further item parameter estimation.

The topic of this chapter is the estimation of the item parameters and the evaluation
of item fit, both in the pretest phase and in the online phase. Especially differ-
ences in item parameter values in the pretest and online stages are of interest. Such
differences are often named parameter drift. Evaluation of parameter drift boils
down to checking whether the pretest and online data comply with the same IRT
model. Parameter drift may have different sources. Security is one major problem
in adaptive testing. If adaptive testing items are administered to examinees on an
almost daily basis, after a while some items may become known to new exami-
nees. In an attempt to reduce the risk of overexposure, several exposure control
methods have been developed. All these procedures prevent items from being ad-
ministered more often than desired. Typically, this goal is reached by modifying the
item selection criterion so that “psychometrically optimal” items are not always
selected. Examples of methods of exposure control are the random-from-best-n
method (see, e.g., Kingsbury & Zara, 1989, pp. 369–370), the count-down random
method (see, e.g., Stocking & Swanson, 1993, pp. 285–286), and the method of
Sympson and Hetter (1985; see also Stocking, 1993). With relatively low exposure
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rates, items will probably become known later than with high exposure rates. Still,
sooner or later some items may become known to some future examinees.

Differences between the pretest and the online stages may also result in other
forms of parameter drift. One might, for instance, think of differences in item diffi-
culty resulting from the different modes of presentation (computerized or paper-and-
pencil administration) or resulting from a changing curriculum. Also, differences in
motivation of the examinees between the pretest and online stages might result in
subtle shifts of the proficiency that is measured by the test. Response behavior
in these stages might not be properly modeled by the same set of IRT parameters
when examinees in the pretest stage are significantly less motivated than those in
the high-stakes online stage.

In this chapter, two methods for the evaluation of parameter drift are proposed.
The first method is based on a global item-oriented test for parameter drift using a
Lagrange multiplier statistic. The method can be viewed as a generalization to adap-
tive testing of the modification indices for the 2PL model and the nominal response
model introduced by Glas (1998, 1999; also see, Glas & Suarez-Falcon, 2003). The
second method is targeted at parameter drift due to item disclosure. It addresses
the one-sided hypothesis that the item is becoming easier and is losing its discrim-
inative power. The test for this hypothesis is based on a so-called cumulative sum
(CUSUM) statistic. Adoption of this approach in the framework of IRT-based adap-
tive testing was first suggested by Veerkamp (1996) for use with the Rasch model.
The present method is a straightforward generalization of this work.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, the most common method of item
calibration, marginal maximum likelihood, will be explained. Then the Lagrange
multiplier test and the CUSUM test for parameter drift will be explained. Finally,
the power of the two classes of tests will be examined in a number of simulation
studies.

14.2 Item Parameter Estimation

14.2.1 MML Estimation

Marginal maximum likelihood (MML) estimation is probably the most used tech-
nique for item calibration. For the 1PL, 2PL, and 3PL models, the theory was
developed by such authors as Bock and Aitkin (1981), Thissen (1982), Rigdon and
Tsutakawa (1983), and Mislevy (1984, 1986), and computations can be made us-
ing the software package Bilog-MG (Zimowski, Muraki, Mislevy & Bock, 1996).
MML estimation procedures are also available for IRT models with a multidimen-
sional ability structure (see, for instance, Segall, this volume, chap. 3). Under the
label “Full Information Factor Analysis”, a multidimensional version of the 2PL
and 3PL normal-ogive models was developed by Bock, Gibbons, and Muraki (1988)
and implemented in TESTFACT (Wilson, Wood & Gibbons, 1991). A comparable
model using a logistic rather than a normal-ogive representation was studied by
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Reckase (1985, 1997) and Ackerman (1996a and 1996b). In this section, a general
MML framework will be sketched, and then illustrated by its application to the 3PL
model.

Let un be the response pattern of respondent n, n D 1; : : : ; N , and let U be
the data matrix. In the MML approach, it is assumed that the possibly multidimen-
sional ability parameters �n are independent and identically distributed with density
g.� I �/. Usually, it is assumed that ability is normally distributed with population
parameters � (which are the mean � and the variance �2 for the unidimensional
case, or the mean vector � and the covariance matrix ˆ for the multidimensional
case). Item parameters ˇ consist of discrimination parameters (ai or ai for the uni-
dimensional and the multidimensional cases, respectively), item difficulties bi , and
guessing parameters ci .

In applications of IRT to CAT, students seldom respond to all available items.
In the calibration stage, a calibration design is used where samples of students re-
spond to subsets of items, which are often called booklets . In the online stage, every
student is administered a virtually unique test by the very nature of the item selec-
tion mechanism of CAT. Both of these test administration designs are captured by
introducing a test administration vector dn, which has elements din, i D 1; : : : ; I ,
where I is the number of items in the item pool. The item administration variable
din is equal to one if student n responded to item i , and zero otherwise. The design
for all students is represented by an m 	 I design matrix D. The definition of the
response variable is extended: the vector un has I elements, which are equal to one
if a correct response is observed, equal to zero if an incorrect response is observed,
and equal to an arbitrary constant if no response is observed. In this context, it is an
interesting question whether estimates can be calculated treating the design as fixed
and maximizing the likelihood of the parameters conditional on D. If so, the design
is called ignorable (Rubin, 1976). Using Rubin’s theory on ignorability of designs,
this question is extensively studied by Mislevy and Wu (1996). They conclude that
for the estimation of � , in adaptive testing the administration design is ignorable.
The consequences for item calibration using MML will be returned to in the next
section.

MML estimation derives its name from maximizing the log-likelihood that is
marginalized with respect to � , rather than maximizing the joint log-likelihood of
all person parameters � and item parameters ˇ. Let � be a vector of all item and
population parameters. Then the marginal likelihood of � is given by

log L.�I U; D/ D
X

n

log
Z

: : :

Z
p.un j dn; �n; ˇi /g.�nI �/d�n: (14.1)

The reason for maximizing the marginal rather than the joint likelihood is that
maximizing the latter does not lead to consistent estimates. This is related
to the fact that the number of person parameters grows proportional with the
number of observations, and, in general, this leads to inconsistency (Neyman
& Scott, 1948). Simulation studies by Wright and Panchapakesan (1969) and
Fischer and Scheiblechner (1970) show that these inconsistencies can indeed occur
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in IRT models. Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956) have shown that marginal maximum
likelihood estimates of structural parameters, say the item and population parame-
ters of an IRT model, are consistent under fairly reasonable regularity conditions,
which motivates the general use of MML in IRT models.

The marginal likelihood equations for � can be easily derived using Fisher’s iden-
tity (Efron, 1977; Louis 1982; also see, Glas, 1992, 1998). The first-order derivatives
with respect to � can be written as

h.�/ D @

@�
log L.�I U; D/ D

X

n

E.!n.�/ j un; dn; �/ ; (14.2)

with

!n.�/ D @

@�
log p.un; �n j dn; �/; (14.3)

where the expectation is with respect to the posterior distribution p.�n j
un; dnI �/. The identity in ( 14.2) is closely related to the EM algorithm
(Dempster, Laird & Rubin, 1977), which is an algorithm for finding the maxi-
mum of a likelihood marginalized over unobserved data. The present application
fits this framework when the response patterns are viewed as observed data and the
ability parameters as unobserved data. Together they are referred to as the complete
data. The EM algorithm is applicable in situations where direct inference based on
the marginal likelihood is complicated, and the complete data likelihood equations,
i.e., equations based on !n.�/, are easily solved. Given some estimate of �, say
��, the estimate can be improved by solving

P
n E.!n.�/ j un; dn; ��/ D 0 with

respect to �. Then this new estimate becomes �� and the process is iterated until
convergence.

Application of this framework to deriving the likelihood equations of the struc-
tural parameters of the 3PL model proceeds as follows. The likelihood equations are
obtained upon equating (14.2) to zero, so explicit expressions are needed for (14.3).
Given the design vector dn , the ability parameter �n, and the item parameters of the
3PL model, the probability of response pattern un is given by

p.un j dn; �n; ai ; bi ; ci / D
Y

i

Pi .�n/dinuin.1 � Pi .�n//din.1�uin/ ;

where Pi .�n/ is the probability of a correct response to item i , as defined in van
der Linden and Pashley (this volume, chap. 2, formula 1.1). Define Pin and Sin by
Pin D ci C .1 � ci /Sin, so Sin is the logistic part of the probability Pin. By taking
first-order derivatives of the logarithm of this expression, the expressions for (14.3)
are found as

!n.ai / D . uin � Pin /.1 � ci /Sin.1 � Sin/.�n � bi /

Pin.1 � Pin/
; (14.4)

!n.bi / D . Pin � uin /.1 � ci /Sin.1 � Sin/ai

Pin.1 � Pin/
; (14.5)
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and

!n.ci / D . uin � Pin /.1 � Sin/

Pin.1 � Pin/
: (14.6)

The likelihood equations for the item parameters are found upon inserting these ex-
pressions into (14.2) and equating the resulting expressions to zero. To derive the
likelihood equations for the population parameters, the first-order derivatives of the
log of the density of the ability parameters g.� I �; �/ are needed. In the present
case, g.� I �; �/ is the well-known expression for the normal distribution with
mean � and standard deviation � , so it is easily verified that these derivatives are
given by

!n.�/ D .�n � �/

�2

and

!n.�/ D .�n � �/2 � �2

�3
:

The likelihood equations are again found upon inserting these expressions in (14.2)
and equating the resulting expressions to zero.

Also, the standard errors are easily derived in this framework: Mislevy (1986)
points out that the information matrix can be approximated as

H.�; �/ 

X

n

E.!n.�/ j un; dn; �/E. !n.�/ j un; dn; �/0; (14.7)

and the standard errors are the diagonal elements of the inverse of this matrix.
The basic approach presented so far can be generalized in two ways. First, the

assumption that all respondents are drawn from one population can be replaced by
the assumption that there are multiple populations of respondents. Usually, it is as-
sumed that each population has a normal ability distribution indexed by a unique
mean and variance parameter. Bock and Zimowski (1997) point out that this gener-
alization together with the possibility of analyzing incomplete item administration
designs provides a unified approach to such problems as differential item func-
tioning, item parameter drift, nonequivalent groups equating, vertical equating, and
matrix-sampled educational assessment. Item calibration for CAT also fits within
this framework.

A second extension of this basic approach is Bayes modal estimation (the term
“modal” refers to the mode of the posterior distribution). This approach is moti-
vated by the fact that item parameter estimates in the 3PL model are sometimes
hard to obtain because the parameters are poorly determined by the available data.
In these instances, item-characteristic curves can be appropriately described by a
large number of different item parameter values over the ability scale region where
the respondents are located. As a result, the estimates of the three item parame-
ters in the 3PL model are often highly correlated. To obtain “reasonable” and finite
estimates, Mislevy (1986) considers a number of Bayesian approaches. Each of
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them entails the introduction of prior distributions on item parameters. Parameter
estimates are then computed by maximizing the log-posterior density of �, which is
proportional to log L.�I U/ C log p.� j �/ C log p.�/, where p.� j �/ is the prior
density of the �, characterized by parameters �, which in turn follow a density p.�/.
In one approach, the prior distribution is fixed; in another approach, often labeled
empirical Bayes, the parameters of the prior distribution are estimated along with
the other parameters. In the first case, the likelihood equations in (14.1) change to
@ log L.�I U/=@� C @ log p.� j �/=@� D 0. In the second case, in addition to these
modified likelihood equations, the additional equations @ log p.�/=@� D 0 must
also be solved. For details refer to Mislevy (1986). In the following sections, two
methods for parameter drift in the framework of the 3PL model and MML estima-
tion will be presented.

14.2.2 Impact of Violations of Ignorability on Item
Parameter Estimation

In applications of IRT to CAT, students seldom respond to all available items. Every
student is administered a virtually unique test by the very nature of the item selec-
tion mechanism of CAT. In the context of CAT, it is an interesting question whether
estimates of item parameters can be calculated treating the design matrix D as fixed
by maximizing the likelihood of the parameters conditional on D. If so, the design is
called ignorable (Rubin, 1976). In the present section, we assess a number of situa-
tions where ignorability is violated. Therefore, first the ignorability principle will be
outlined in some detail. Let the potential responses be partitioned into the actually
observed responses uobs and the unobserved responses umis. As above, the parame-
ter of interest is denoted by �, and it is assumed that the probability model for umis

depends on parameters �. The key concept in the theory of ignorability is “missing
at random” (MAR). MAR holds if

p.Djuobs; umis; �; X/ D p.Djuobs; �; X/;

where X are covariates that might play a role. So MAR holds, if the missing data
indicators D do not depend on the missing data umis, in fact, they only depend on
the observed data uobs, and possibly on covariates X. Then, there is a technical
condition. In a frequentist framework, the condition is that � and � are distinct; that
is, the space of � and � factorizes into a �-space and a �-space and the two sets
of parameters have no mutual functional restrictions. In a Bayesian framework �

and � are distinct if p.�j�; X/ D p.�jX/, that is, if they have independent priors.
Rubin (1976) proved the following:

Theorem
If � and � are distinct, and MAR holds,
then
in a frequentist framework p.uobs; D j �; �; X/ / p.uobs; j �; X/,
and in a Bayesian framework p.� j uobs; D; X/ / p.� j uobs; X/:
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The frequentist version implies that inferences such as maximum likelihood estima-
tion can be based on the likelihood of the observed data, p.uobs; j �; X/, and the
process causing the missingness does not have to be taken into account. In the same
manner, the Bayesian version implies that inferences can be based on a posterior
p.�juobs; X/ that ignores the probability model for D. It should be noted that condi-
tioning on D may produce an overestimate of the sample variability of the data, and
consequently an underestimate of the standard error of the estimate of � . Unbiased
inferences on standard errors might be obtained if the data are also “observed at ran-
dom”, that is, if p.Djuobs; umis; �; X/ D p.Djumis; �; X/, so uobs does not depend
on D.

Ignorability in CAT directly follows from the theorem: In CAT the item selection
process completely depends on the observed responses and is completely indepen-
dent of the unobserved responses. Further, ignorability also holds when CAT data
are used to calibrate the item and population parameters using maximum marginal
likelihood (MML; see Bock and Aitkin, 1981, the impact of targeted designs on
MML estimation was studied by Glas, 1988, and Mislevy and Chang, 2000).

In the present chapter, two cases are investigated where the observed data no
longer determine the design D: the case where auxiliary information on the students’
proficiency is used to select items and the case of item review where the original
responses are no longer available. The impact of these violations on the estimates of
the item parameters using CAT data in the calibration phase will be assessed using
a simulation study.

Consider the response pattern of one student; the index i is dropped for conve-
nience. In a situation of item review, the contribution to the log-likelihood given the
original data uobs and the reviewed data umis can be written as

log p.uobs; umis; DI �/

D log
Z

p.uobs j D; �; ˇ/p.umis; DI �; ˇ/g.� I �/d�

D log
Z

p.uobs j D; �; ˇ/p.� jumis; DI ˇ; �/p.umis; DI ˇ; �/d�

D log p.umis; DI ˇ; �/

C log
Z

p.uobs j D; �; ˇ/p.� jumis; DI ˇ; �/d�:

Note that this contribution now consists of a term log p.umis; DI ˇ; �/ and a term
log

R
p.uobs j D; �; ˇ/p.� jumis; DI ˇ; �/. The former gives rise to a log-likelihood

associated with a CAT design and if umis were observed, these data could be used to
obtain consistent estimates of �. The latter term is the expectation of the probabil-
ity of uobs with respect to the posterior distribution p.� jumis; DI ˇ; �/. However,
if the missing data process is ignored, the expectation of p.uobs j D; �; ˇ/ is
considered with respect to g.� I �/; that is, the log-likelihood then becomes a sum of
terms
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log
Z

p.uobs j D; �; ˇ/g.� I �/d�: (14.8)

The effect is that p.uobs j D; �; ˇ/ is averaged over the wrong proficiency distri-
bution, that is, a distribution with a wrong location parameter and a wrong scale
parameter. To assess the effect, consider two students, one with a high �-value and
one with a low �-value. The first student is administered difficult items, and the sec-
ond student is administered easy items. However, in (14.8) both their �-values are
assumed to be drawn from the same distribution, and as a result, the easy items are
overestimated and the difficult items are underestimated. The effect is due to ignor-
ing the covariates umis and D. When the design is governed by auxiliary information
about � , say �0, the situation is essentially the same: when the covariate �0 is ig-
nored, the proper posterior p.� j�0I ˇ; �/ is replaced with g.� I �/, and the result is
bias in the estimates of �.

14.2.3 Simulated Examples

To assess the magnitude of the bias caused by ignoring covariates, simulation studies
were conducted. A number of simulation studies were conducted to elucidate the
two cases discussed above. The following eight conditions were introduced.

1. Random item selection. In this condition, for every simulee a new set of item
parameters was randomly drawn from the standard normal distribution and re-
sponses to this randomly assembled test were generated. So this condition did
not entail CAT; it was used as a baseline for reference.

2. Computerized adaptive testing.
3. Computerized adaptive testing with item review. In this condition, new responses

were generated for all the selected items. So the condition is far more extreme
than what can be expected in real-life testing situations.

4. Computerized adaptive testing with item review only for proficiency levels
� > 0:0. In this first set of simulations, the results will just be a combination
of the two previous conditions; the purpose of this condition will become appar-
ent in the simulation studies pertaining to item calibration.

5. Computerized adaptive testing where the first half of the test items were chosen
to be optimal at the true proficiency value.

6. Computerized adaptive testing where all items were chosen to be optimal at the
true proficiency value.

7. Computerized adaptive testing where the first half of the test items were chosen
to be optimal at �0, where �0 was drawn from a normal distribution with a mean
equal to the true proficiency parameter, and a standard deviation equal to 1.0.

8. Computerized adaptive testing where the first half of the test items were chosen
to be optimal at �0, where �0 was drawn from a normal distribution with a mean
equal to the true proficiency parameter, and a standard deviation equal to 2.0.
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Adaptive test data were generated for 1,000 simulees with parameters drawn
from the standard normal distribution. The item bank consisted of 200 items equally
spaced between �2.0 and 2.0, and the test length was 20 items. The one-parameter
logistic model (1PLM) was used to avoid contamination of the results by the
possibly poor identification of the two-parameter logistic model (2PLM) and the
three-parameter logistic model (3PLM). Unless indicated otherwise, the starting
value of the proficiency estimate was equal to zero. The proficiency parameter
was estimated by maximum likelihood and maximum information was used as a
selection criterium. Using these adaptive test data, MML estimates of the item
parameters were computed under the assumption that � had a standard normal
distribution.

In every condition reported below, 100 replications were made. In the condition
of random item selection, the test of 20 items was resampled from the item bank for
every simulee.

The results are shown in Table 14.1. For five items from the item bank, the last
three columns give the bias, standard error, and mean of the estimates over the repli-
cations, respectively. The following conclusions can be drawn.

1. Comparing random item selection and CAT, it can be seen that the latter greatly
reduced the standard error. In both cases, the bias was relatively small.

2. In all other conditions, the bias was substantial.
3. In CAT with item review, there is inward bias; that is, easy items are overesti-

mated and difficult items are underestimated.
4. If only simulees with � > 0 review the items, the bias in the easy items vanishes.
5. Choosing the complete test to be optimal at the true � completely contaminates

the calibration in the sense that all item parameters shrink to zero.

14.3 Item Fit Analysis

14.3.1 Lagrange Multiplier Tests

The idea behind the Lagrange multiplier (LM) test (Aitchison & Silvey, (1958), and
the equivalent efficient score test (Rao, 1947), can be summarized as follows. Con-
sider some general parameterized model and a special case of the general model,
the so-called restricted model. The restricted model is derived from the general
model by imposing constraints on the parameter space. In many instances, this is
accomplished by setting one or more parameters of the general model to constants.
The LM test is based on evaluating a quadratic function of the partial derivatives
of the log-likelihood function of the general model evaluated at the ML estimates
of the restricted model. The LM test is evaluated using the ML estimates of the
parameters of the restricted model. The unrestricted elements of the vector of the
first-order derivatives are equal to zero because their values originate from solving
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Table 14.1 Squared bias and standard errors for calibration of ˇ

Item Selection Mode ˇ Bias S.E. Mean

Random selection �2:0 0:01 0:32 �1:96

�1:0 0:05 0:20 �0:94

0:0 0:01 0:23 �0:01

1:0 0:01 0:29 1:01

2:0 0:08 0:29 2:08

CAT �2:0 0:02 0:19 �2:00

�1:0 0:03 0:26 �1:03

0:0 0:01 0:08 �0:01

1:0 0:00 0:21 0:99

2:0 0:00 0:19 2:00

CAT with item review �2:0 0:64 0:22 �1:33

�1:0 0:34 0:29 �0:65

0:0 0:01 0:07 �0:01

1:0 0:28 0:22 0:71

2:0 0:60 0:18 1:39

CAT with item review �2:0 0:07 0:21 �1:90

if � > 0:0 �1:0 0:15 0:29 �0:84

0:0 0:01 0:07 0:01

1:0 0:20 0:19 0:79

2:0 0:52 0:22 1:47

50% optimal �2:0 0:43 0:23 �1:54

at true � �1:0 0:38 0:25 �0:61

0:0 0:00 0:17 �0:00

1:0 0:33 0:22 0:66

2:0 0:40 0:22 1:59

100% optimal �2:0 1:92 0:39 �0:05

at true � �1:0 0:92 0:21 �0:07

0:0 0:04 0:18 0:04

1:0 0:93 0:22 0:06

2:0 1:84 0:38 0:15

50% initial responses at �2:0 0:21 0:20 �1:76

b� with s.d..b�/ D 1:0 �1:0 0:17 0:19 �0:82

0:0 0:00 0:17 0:00

1:0 0:08 0:21 0:91

2:0 0:24 0:20 1:75

the likelihood equations. The magnitude of the elements of the vector of first-order
derivatives corresponding with restricted parameters determines the value of the
statistic: the closer they are to zero, the better the model fits.

More formally, the principle can be described as follows. Consider a null hypoth-
esis about a model with parameters �0. This model is a special case of a general
model with parameters �. In the case discussed here, the special model is derived
from the general model by setting one or more parameters to zero. So if the parame-
ter vector �0 is partitioned as �0 D .�01; �02/, the null hypothesis entails �02 D 0.
Let h.�/ be the partial derivatives of the log-likelihood of the general model, so
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h.�/ D @ log L.�/=@�. This vector of partial derivatives gauges the change of the
log-likelihood as a function of local changes in �. The test will be based on the
statistic

LM D h.�02/t†�1h.�02/; (14.9)

where
† D †11 � †10†�1

00 †01

and
†pq D

X

n

hn.�0p/hn.�0q/t :

The statistic has an asymptotic �2-distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the
number of parameters in �02 (Aitchison & Silvey, 1958; Rao, 1947).

Recently, the LM principle has been applied in the framework of IRT for evaluat-
ing differential item functioning (Glas, 1998) and the axioms of unidimensionality
and local stochastic independence (Glas, 1999). Though originally presented in the
framework of a fixed item administration design, these tests can also be applied in
the framework of the stochastic design characteristics for CAT. However, the result
with respect to the asymptotic distribution of the statistics does not automatically
apply to the case of a stochastic design. The ignorability principle ensures consis-
tency of estimators in a CAT design, but it does not apply to sample inferences, such
as confidence intervals and the distributions of statistics for evaluation of model fit
(Mislevy & Chang, 1998). Therefore, for the applications presented here, a power
study under the null model will be part of the example to be presented. The results
will show that the asymptotic distribution of the LM statistics is hardly affected
by CAT.

14.3.2 An LM Test for the Fit of Item-Characteristic Curves

The idea of the LM test and modification index presented here will be to partition
the latent ability continuum into a number of segments, and to evaluate whether
an item’s ICC conforms to the form predicted by the null model in each of these
segments. However, the actual partitioning will take place on the observed number-
correct scale rather than on the � scale. Usually, the unweighted sum score and the
associated estimate of � will highly correlate. Let the item of interest be labeled
k, and let the other items be labeled i D 1; 2; : : : ; k � 1; k C 1; : : : ; K . Let r

.k/
n be

the unweighted sum score on the response pattern of student n without item k. The
possible scores r

.k/
n will be partitioned into S disjoint subsets using boundary scores

r0 < r1 < r2 : : : < rs < : : : < rS , with r0 D 0 and rS D K � 1. Further, define

ws

�
r .k/

n

�
D
(

1 if rs�1 < r
.k/
n < rs;

0 otherwise;
(14.10)
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so ws

�
r

.k/
n

�
is an indicator function that assumes a value equal to one if the number-

correct score without item k is in score range s. As an alternative model to the
2PLM and 3PLM, consider a model where the item discrimination and difficulty

parameters are redefined as an CP
s ws

�
r

.k/
n

�
ı1s and bn CP

s ws

�
r

.k/
n

�
ı2s . The

simultaneous hypothesis ı1s D 0 and ı2s D 0 (s D 2; : : : ; S ; that is, s D 1 is used
as a baseline) can be evaluated using an LM test. For respondents with a number-
correct score in category s, it holds that

!n.ı1s/ D �n.uin � Pi .�n// (14.11)

and
!n.ı2s/ D Pi .�n/ � uin; (14.12)

where !n.ı1s/ and !n.ı2s/ are defined as in (14.3). Using (14.2) it can be inferred
that the elements of the vectors of first-order derivatives h.ı1/ and h.ı1/ are given
by

X

n

ws

�
r .k/

n

�
E.!n.ı1s/ j un; dn; �/

D
X

n

ws

�
r .k/

n

�
E.�i .uin � Pi .�n// j un; dn; �/ (14.13)

and

X

n

ws

�
r .k/

n

�
E.!n.ı2s/ j un; dn; �/

D
X

n

ws

�
r .k/

n

�
E.Pi .�n/ j un; dn; �/ �

X

n

ws

�
r .k/

n

�
uin: (14.14)

Notice that (14.14) is the difference between the observed number of persons of
sub-sample s with a correct score on item i , and its expected value. So (14.14) can
be seen as a residual. A test for the simultaneous hypothesis ı1s D 0 and ı2s D 0,
for s D 1; : : : ; S � 1, can be based on a statistic with an asymptotic �2 distribution
with 2.S � 1/ degrees of freedom, where the statistic defined by (14.9) is evaluated
using MML estimates of the null model, that is, the 2PL model or 3PL model. It is
also possible to define separate tests for ı1s D 0 or ı2s D 0 (s D 1; : : : ; S � 1/.
These tests are based on LM statistics with S � 1 degrees of freedom.

14.3.3 An LM Test for Parameter Drift

We noted earlier that parameter drift can be evaluated by checking whether pretest
and online data can be properly described by the same IRT model. Consider G
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groups labeled g D 1; : : : ; G. It is assumed that the first group partakes in the pretest-
ing stage, and the following groups partake in the online stage. The application of
the LM tests to monitoring parameter drift is derived from the LM test for differen-
tial item functioning proposed by Glas (1998) for the 2PL model. This is a test of
the hypothesis that the item parameters are constant over groups, that is, the hypoth-
esis aig D ai and big D bi , for all g. To see the relation with the LM framework,
consider two groups, and define a variable yn that is equal to one if n belongs to
the first group and zero if n belongs to the second group. Defining aiy D ai C ynı1

and biy D bi C ynı2, the hypothesis given by ı1 D 0 and ı2 D 0 can be evalu-
ated using the LM test. For more than two groups, more dummy variables yn are
needed to code group membership. This approach can of course also be used to
monitor parameter drift in CAT. Further, generalization to the 3PL model entails
adding ı3 D 0, with ciy D ci C ynı3, to the null hypothesis.

For actual implementation of this approach using adaptive testing data, the high
correlation of estimates of the three item parameters discussed in the previous
section must be taken into account. Another parameter estimation problem arises
specifically in the context of adaptive testing. Guessing (which may be prominent in
the calibration stage) may rarely occur in the online stage because items are tailored
to the ability level of the respondents. Therefore, a test focused on all three param-
eters simultaneously often proves computationally unstable. In the present chapter,
three approaches will be studied. In the first, the LM test will be focused on simul-
taneous parameter drift in ai and bi ; in the second approach, the LM test will be
focused on parameter drift in ci . These two tests will be labeled LM.ai ; bi / and
LM.ci /, respectively. In the third approach, the guessing parameter will be fixed at
some plausible constant, say, the reciprocal of the number of response alternatives
of the items, and the LM statistic will be used to test whether this fixed guessing pa-
rameter is appropriate in the initial stage and remains so when the adaptive testing
data are introduced. So the hypothesis considered is that cig D ci for all g. Using
simulation studies, it will be shown that the outcomes of these three approaches are
quite comparable.

14.3.4 A CUSUM Test for Parameter Drift

The CUSUM chart is an instrument of statistical quality control used for detecting
small changes in product features during the production process (see, for instance,
Wetherill, 1977). The CUSUM chart is used in a sequential statistical test, where the
null hypothesis of no change is never accepted. In the present application, loss of
production quality means that the item is becoming easier and less discriminating.

Contrary to the case of the LM test, the CUSUM test needs estimation of the
item parameters for every group of students g D 1; : : : ; G. As above, the first group
partakes in the pretesting stage, and the following groups take an adaptive test.
However, estimation of the guessing parameter is problematic in a CAT situation
because, as already mentioned, guessing may be prominent in the calibration stage,
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while it may rarely occur in the online stage, where the items are tailored to the
ability level of the respondents. Two possible solutions include fixing the guess-
ing parameter to some plausible constant such as the reciprocal of the number of
response options, or concurrent estimation of the item guessing parameter using
all available data. In either approach, the null hypothesis is aig � ai1 � 0 and
big � bi1 � 0, for the respondent groups g D 1; : : : ; G. Therefore, a one-sided
CUSUM chart will be based on the quantity

Si .g/ D max

�
Si .g � 1/ C ai1 � aig

Se.aig � ai1/

C bi1 � big

Se.bi1 � big j ai1 � aig/
� k; 0

�
; (14.15)

where Se.aig � ai1/ D �a and Se.bi1 � big j ai1 � aig/ D
q

�2
b

� �2
ab

=�2
a , with

�2
a , �2

b
, and �ab the appropriate elements of the covariance matrix of the parameter

estimates given by (14.7). Further, k is a reference value determining the size of the
effects one aims to detect. The CUSUM chart starts with Si .1/ D 0 and the null
hypothesis is rejected as soon as Si .g/ > h, where h is some constant threshold
value. The choice of the constants k and h determines the power of the procedure.
In the case of the Rasch model, where the null hypothesis is big � bi1 � 0, and the
term involving the discrimination indices is lacking from (14.15), Veerkamp (1996)
successfully uses k D 1=2 and h D 5. This choice was motivated by the consid-
eration that the resulting test has good power against the alternative hypothesis of
a normalized shift in item difficulty of approximately half a standard deviation. In
the present case, one extra normalized decision variable is employed, namely, the
variable involving the discrimination indices. So, for instance, a value k D 1 can be
used to have power against a shift of one standard deviation of both normalized de-
cision variables in the direction of the alternative hypothesis. However, there are no
compelling reasons for this choice; the attractive feature of the CUSUM procedure
is that the practitioner can choose the effect size k to meet the specific characteristics
of the problem. Also, the choice of a value for h is determined by the targeted de-
tection rate, especially by the trade-off between Type I and II errors. In practice, the
values of h and k can be set using simulation studies. Examples will be given below.

14.4 Examples

In this section, the power of the procedures suggested above will be investigated
using a number of simulation studies. Since all statistics involve an approximation
of the standard error of the parameter estimates using (14.7), first the precision of
the approximation will be studied by assessing the power of the statistics under the
null model, that is, by studying the Type I error rate. Then the power of the tests will
be studied under various model violations. These two topics will first be studied for
the LM tests, then for the CUSUM test.
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Table 14.2 Type I error rate of LM test

K L Ng

Percentage at
10% LM.ci /

Significant
LM.ai ; bi )

50 20 500 8 9

1000 10 10

40 500 9 10

1000 11 8

100 20 500 12 10

1000 8 9

40 500 10 12

1000 10 10

In all simulations, the ability parameters � were drawn from a standard normal
distribution. The item difficulties bi were uniformly distributed on Œ�1:5; 1:5�, the
discrimination indices ai were drawn from a log-normal distribution with a zero
mean and a standard deviation equal to 0:25, and the guessing parameters were
fixed at 0:20, unless indicated otherwise. In the online stage, item selection was done
using the maximum information principle. The ability parameter was estimated by
its expected a posteriori value (EAP); the initial prior was standard normal.

The results of eight simulation studies with respect to the Type I error rate of the
LM test are shown in Table 14.2. The design of the study can be inferred from the
first three columns of the table. It can be seen that the number of items K in the
item bank was fixed at 50 for the first four studies and at 100 for the next four
studies. In both the pretest stage and the online stages, test lengths L of 20 and 40
were chosen. Finally, as can be seen in the third column, the number of respondents
per stage, Ng , was fixed at 500 and 1000 respondents. So summed over the pretest
and online stage, the sample sizes were 1000 and 2000 respondents, respectively.
For the pretest stage, a spiraled test administration design was used. For instance,
for the K D 50 studies, for the pretest stage, five subgroups were used; the first
subgroup was administered items 1 – 20, the second items 11 – 30, the third items
21 – 40 the fourth items 31 – 50, and the last group received the items 1 – 10 and
41 – 50. In this manner, all items drew the same number of responses in the pretest
stage. For the K D 100 studies, for the pretest stage four subgroups administered
50 items were formed, so here the design was 1 – 50, 26 – 75, 51 – 100 and 1
– 25 and 76 – 100. For each study, 100 replications were run. The results of the
study are shown in the last two columns of Table 14.2. These columns contain the
percentages of LM.ci / and LM.ai ; bi / tests that were significant at the 10% level. It
can be seen that the Type I error rates of the tests conform to the nominal value of
10%. These results support the adequacy of the standard error approximations for
providing accurate Type I error rates.

The second series of simulations pertained to the power of the LM statistics un-
der various model violations. The setup was the same as in the above study with
K D 100 items in the item bank, a test length L D 50, N1 D 1000 simulees in the
pretest stage and N2 D 1000 simulees in the online stages. Two model violations
were simulated. In the first, the guessing parameter ci went up in the online stage; in
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Table 14.3 Power of LM test

Percentage Significant
Model at 10%
Violation LM.ai ; bi / LM.ci /

ci D 0:25 Hits 25 15
False alarm 08 10

ci D 0:30 Hits 45 35
False alarm 13 11

ci D 0:40 Hits 95 85
False alarm 17 20

bi D �0:20 Hits 25 30
False alarm 13 12

bi D �0:40 Hits 55 70
False alarm 15 20

bi D �0:60 Hits 80 95
False alarm 13 27

the second, the item difficulty bi went down in the online stage. Six conditions were
investigated: ci rose from 0:20 to 0:25; 0:30, and 0:40, respectively, and bi changed
from the initial value by �0:20, �0:40 and �0:60, respectively. These model vio-
lations were imposed on the items 5, 10, 15, etc. So 20 out of the 100 items were
affected by this form of parameter drift. 100 replications were made for each con-
dition. Both the LM.ci / and LM.ai ; bi / tests were used. The results are shown in
Table 14.3. This table displays both the percentage of “hits” (correctly identified
items with parameter drift) and “false alarms” (items without parameter drift erro-
neously identified as drifting). Three conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, it can be
seen that the power of the tests increases as the magnitude of the model violation
grows. Secondly, the power of the test specifically aimed at a model violation is
always a little larger than the power of the other test, but the differences are quite
small. For instance, in the case bi D �0:60, the power of LM.ai ; bi / is 0.95, while
the power of LM.ci / is 0.85. The third conclusion that can be drawn from the table
is that the percentage of “false alarms” is clearly higher than the nominal 10% er-
ror rate. A plausible explanation might be that the improper parameter estimates of
the 20% items with parameter drift influence the estimates of the 80% non-affected
items. Finally, it can be noted that the agreement between the two tests with respect
to the flagged items was high; agreement between the two tests was always higher
than 0.84.

As mentioned above, the power of the CUSUM procedure is governed by choos-
ing an effect size k and a critical value h. A good way to proceed in a practical
situation is to calibrate the procedure when the pretest data have become available.
First, the practitioner must set an effect size k of interest. Then, assuming no pa-
rameter drift, online data can be simulated using the parameter estimates of the
pretest stage. Finally, CUSUM statistics can be computed to find a value for h such
that an acceptable Type I error rate is obtained. An example will be given using
the same set-up as above: there were K D 100 items in the item bank, test length
was L D 50, and the pretest data consisted of the responses of N1 D 1000 simulees.
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Table 14.4 Type I error rate of CUSUM test

Effect Size h D 2:5 h D 5:0 h D 7:5 h D 10:0

k D 0:50 17 04 01 00
k D 1:00 09 06 01 00
k D 2:00 01 00 00 00

Then, four batches of responses of Ng D 1000 .g D 2; : : : ; 5/ simulees were gener-
ated as online data, and CUSUM statistics Si .g/ were computed for the iterations
g D 2; : : : ; 5. This procedure was carried out for three effect sizes k and four thresh-
olds h; the values are shown in Table 14.4.

In the table, the percentages items flagged in the fifth iteration (g D 5) of the
procedure are shown for the various combinations of k and h. Since no parameter
drift was induced, the percentages shown can be interpreted as Type I error rates. For
an effect size k D 0:50, it can be seen that a value h D 2:5 results in 17% flagged
items, which is too high. A value h D 5:0 results in 4% flagged items, which might
be considered an acceptable Type I error rate. Also, for an effect size k D 1:00 a
critical value h D 5:0 seems a good candidate. Finally, for k D 2:00, all four values
of h produce low Type I error rates. So it must be concluded that, given the design
and the sample size, detection of parameter drift with an effect size of two standard
deviations may be quite difficult.

This result was further studied in a set of simulations where model violations
were introduced. These studies used the setup K D 100, L D 50, and Ng D 1000;

for g D 1; : : : ; 5. The model violations were similar to the ones imposed above. So
in six conditions, the guessing parameter ci rose from 0:20 to 0:25; 0:30, and 0:40,
respectively, and bi changed from the initial value by �0:20, �0:40, and �0:60,
respectively. Again, for each condition, 20 of the 100 items were affected by the
model violation. The results are shown in Table 14.5. For the simulation studies
with effect sizes k D 0:50 and k D 1:00, a critical value h D 5:0 was chosen; for
the studies with effect size k D 2:00, the critical value was h D 2:5.

For every combination of effect size and model violation, 20 replications were
made. The last four columns of Table 14.5 give the percentages of “hits” (flagged
items with parameter drift) and “false alarms” (erroneously flagged items per con-
dition) for the iterations g D 2; : : : ; 5. The percentages are aggregated over the 20
replications per condition. As expected, the highest percentages of “hits” were ob-
tained for the smaller effect sizes k D 0:50 and k D 1:00, and the larger model
violations. The top is the combination k D 1:00 and bi D �0:60, which, for g D 5,
has an almost perfect record of 99% “hits”. In this condition, the percentage of “false
alarms” remained at a 10% level. The worst performances were obtained for com-
binations of k D 0:50 and k D 2:00 with small violations as ci D 0:25, ci D 0:30,
and bi D � 0:20. These conditions both show a low “hit” rate and a “false alarm”
rate of approximately the same magnitude, which is relatively high for a “false
alarm” rate.
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Table 14.5 Power of CUSUM test

Effect Model Iteration
Size Violation g D 2 g D 3 g D 4 g D 5

k D 0:50 ci D 0:25 Hits 00 00 05 15
False alarm 00 04 05 13

ci D 0:30 Hits 00 05 10 20
False alarm 00 03 05 06

ci D 0:40 Hits 00 30 75 85
False alarm 00 00 01 03

k D 1:00 ci D 0:25 Hits 15 25 30 45
False alarm 05 13 17 21

ci D 0:30 Hits 15 35 55 50
False alarm 03 03 03 06

ci D 0:40 Hits 30 75 90 85
False alarm 03 04 06 09

k D 2:00 ci D 0:25 Hits 00 05 15 15
False alarm 00 00 03 00

ci D 0:30 Hits 05 15 15 20
False alarm 03 01 04 04

ci D 0:40 Hits 15 30 55 60
False alarm 00 01 01 01

k D 0:50 bi D �0:20 Hits 00 00 10 15
False alarm 00 00 06 05

bi D �0:40 Hits 00 15 45 60
False alarm 01 06 09 15

bi D �0:60 Hits 05 35 65 80
False alarm 00 00 04 04

k D 1:00 bi D �0:20 Hits 00 20 40 35
False alarm 00 01 03 05

bi D �0:40 Hits 25 50 55 65
False alarm 01 04 06 09

bi D �0:60 Hits 20 75 95 99
False alarm 03 06 10 10

k D 2:00 bi D �0:20 Hits 00 00 05 05
False alarm 00 01 03 03

bi D �0:40 Hits 05 10 30 35
False alarm 00 00 03 01

bi D �0:60 Hits 00 25 75 75
False alarm 01 03 04 03

14.5 Discussion

This chapter showed how to evaluate whether the IRT model of the pretest stage
also fits the online stage. Two approaches were presented. The first was based on
LM statistics. It was shown that the approach supports the detection of specific
model violations and has the advantage of known asymptotic distributions of the
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statistics on which it is based. Two specific model violations were considered here,
but the approach also applies to other model violations, such as violation of local
independence and multidimensionality (see Glas, 1999). The second approach is
based on CUSUM statistics. The distribution of these statistics is not known, but
an appropriate critical value h can be found via simulation. An advantage, however,
is that the practitioner can tune the procedure to the needs of the specific situation.
When choosing h, the subjective importance of making “hits” and avoiding “false
alarms” can be taken into account, and the effect size k can be chosen to reflect the
magnitude of parameter drift judged relevant in a particular situation. Summing up,
both approaches provide practical tools for monitoring parameter drift.
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Chapter 15
Estimation of the Parameters
in an Item-Cloning Model for Adaptive Testing

Cees A.W. Glas, Wim J. van der Linden, and Hanneke Geerlings

15.1 Introduction

Item response theory (IRT) models with random person parameters have become a
common choice among practitioners in the field of educational and psychological
measurement. Though initially the choice for such models was motivated by an at-
tempt to get rid of the statistical problems inherent in the incidental nature of the
person parameters (Bock & Lieberman, 1970), the insight soon emerged that such
models more adequately represent cases where the focus is not on the measurement
of individual persons but on the estimation of characteristics of populations. Early
examples of models with random person parameters in the literature are those pro-
posed by Andersen and Madsen (1977) and Sanathanan and Blumenthal (1978),
who were interested in estimates of the mean and variance in a population of per-
sons, and by Mislevy (1991), who provided tools for inference from a response
model with a regression structure on the person parameters introduced to account
for sampling persons differing background variables.

In spite of the popularity of these models with random person parameters, the
measurement literature shows only a recent interest in models with random item pa-
rameters. Nevertheless, such models have the potential of better representing testing
formats that involve random selection of items, cases where sets of items can be con-
sidered as exchangeable once we know they belong to the same “group” or “class”,
or testing in which the item parameters can be expected to vary over different groups
of respondents (de Boeck, 2008).
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The most obvious case of measurement with random items has been a prede-
cessor of computerized adaptive testing known as domain-referenced testing (e.g.,
Millman, 1973). In one version of this type of testing, items are randomly sampled
from a pool until the test taker can be scored with satisfactory precision. The model
originally used to guide domain-referenced testing programs with dichotomously
scored items was the binomial error model (Lord & Novick, 1968, chap. 23), which
is given by

PrfXn D x j k; �ng D
 

k

x

!
�x

n .1 � �n/k�x;

where Xn is the number of successes for person n on a test of size k sampled from
the domain and �n is the person’s success parameter. Clearly, the success parameter
in this model depends on both the person and the domain of test items. Attempts to
decompose �n into separate components for the person and the items led to the in-
troduction of IRT models with random item and person parameters. One of the first
models of this kind was offered by Albers, Does, Imbos, and Janssen (1989), who
introduced an extension of the Rasch model with random item and person parame-
ters to estimate the progress of learning in a longitudinal study with tests sampled
from the same pool of items at different time points.

Another application of the idea of item sampling relevant to adaptive test-
ing has become available through the introduction of computer-generated items
in educational measurement. Using an item-cloning technique (see, for instance,
Bejar, 1993, and Roid & Haladyna, 1982), it is no longer necessary to write each
individual item in the domain. Instead, computer algorithms are used to generate
families of items from a smaller set of “parent items”. One of the more popular
types of computer generation of items is based on so-called replacement set pro-
cedures (Millman & Westman, 1989), where the algorithm replaces elements in
the parent item (e.g., key terms, relations, numbers, and distractors) with randomly
sampled elements from well-defined sets of alternatives. The substitution introduces
some random variation within a family of items derived from the same parent, and
it becomes necessary to model the item parameters as random and include hyper-
parameters that describe the distributions of the item parameters within the families
(Geerlings, van der Linden & Glas, 2009).

Adaptive testing based on item cloning involves a two-stage item selection pro-
cess: first, a family of items optimal at the updated ability estimate is selected; and
second, an item is sampled randomly from the family (Glas & van der Linden, 2001,
2003). Observe that this sampling is more general than the previous case of domain-
referenced testing because we now consider sampling from alternative families in
the same pool.

An example of the use of a model with random item parameters outside adap-
tive testing is given in Janssen, Tuerlinckx, Meulders, and de Boeck (2000). These
authors are interested in the process of standard setting on a criterion-referenced
test with sections of items in the test grouped under different criteria. As in the
testlet model by Bradlow, Wainer, and Wang (1999), it is assumed that this group-
ing involves within-group dependency, and therefore an IRT model is chosen to
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have random item parameters with different distributions for different sections.
A Bayesian argument in favor of this approach is that if the only thing known a priori
about the items is their grouping under a common criterion, they are exchangeable
given the criterion and can be treated as if they are a random sample. Another ex-
ample is found in large-scale surveys, such as international educational surveys or
national educational assessments. For instance, in such surveys as PISA, TIMSS,
and PIRLS, it has proven useful to model cultural bias in background question-
naires using country-specific item parameters. An analogous approach in the field
of consumer research was proposed by de Jong, Steenkamp, and Fox (2007).

It is the purpose of this chapter to give a statistical treatment of the problem of
estimating the parameters in the item-cloning model developed for adaptive testing
in Glas & van der Linden (2001, 2003); see also Johnson and Sinharay (2005) and
Sinharay, Johnson, and Williamson (2003). The model has random item parame-
ters and multiple families of items. The model allows not only for item properties
that have traditionally been modeled using the three-parameter logistic model (item
difficulty, discriminating power, and possibility to guess) but also for dependency
between these features within item families (e.g., correlation between parameters
for discriminating power and guessing). The model is hierarchical in the sense that
it has hyperparameters that describe the distributions of the item parameters within
their families. The hyperparameters will also be referred to as Level 2 item param-
eters. The relation between the actual items that are administered and the Level 1
and Level 2 parameters depends on the sampling model adopted for the application.
In adaptive testing with item cloning, the actual items are at Level 1, but they are
grouped under Level 2 units representing their families.

Two different estimation procedures are presented. The first procedure is fully
Bayesian with sampling from the joint posterior distribution of all parameters using
a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation algorithm (i.e., a Gibbs sampler).
In the second procedure, Bayes modal estimates are computed using a likelihood
distribution marginalized over the incidental parameters. The Bayes modal estimates
are derived in two versions: one based on the assumption that the items at Level 1
are unique, and one where it is assumed that at Level 1 the items are presented to a
finite number of persons greater than one. These and other features of the sampling
design critical to parameter estimation in the model will be discussed in considerable
detail.

15.2 The Model

We will use family as a general name for a population of items at Level 2 from
which the Level 1 items in the tests are realizations. The set of families from which
they are obtained is denoted as p D 1; : : : ; P . The items in family p are labeled as
ip D 1; : : : ; kp. Throughout this chapter, we will assume that P , is fixed. For ease
of exposition, we will also assume that P � k, where k is the test length. As for the
values of kp, different options will be discussed below.
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It proves convenient to introduce a sampling design variable dnip , which assumes
a value equal to one if person n responded to item ip, and zero otherwise. Let Xnip
be the response variable for person n and item ip. If dnip D 1, Xnip takes the value
one for a correct response and a value zero for an incorrect response. If dnip D 0,
Xnip takes an arbitrary value r (r ¤ 0I r ¤ 1/. Notice that with this definition the
design variables are completely determined by the response variables; they are only
introduced to facilitate the mathematical presentation.

15.2.1 Level 1 Model

The first-level model is the three-parameter normal-ogive (3PNO) model, which
describes the probability of a correct response as

p.xnip D 1 j dnip D 1; �n; aip ; bip ; cip / D cip C .1 � cip /ˆ.aip �n � bip /; (15.1)

where aip ; bip , and cip are the Level 1 item parameters, �n is a person parame-
ter, and ˆ.:/ is the normal cumulative density function. The parameterization of
the model in (15.1) is slightly different from the usual parameterization, which has
aip .�n � bip / as the argument of ˆ.:/. The only motivation for our choice is to
simplify the presentation below.

The reason for considering the 3PNO model rather than the 3PL model is that the
Bayesian estimation procedure that will be presented here is a generalization of
the Bayesian estimation procedure developed by Albert (1992) for the 2PNO and
Béguin and Glas (2001) for the 3PNO. However, as is well known, for an appropri-
ately chosen scale factor, both models are numerically nearly indistinguishable and
either model is expected to fit only if the other one does.

15.2.2 Level 2 Model

The values of the Level 1 item parameters .aip ; bip ; cip / in (15.1) are considered as
realizations of a random vector. We will use the transformation

�ip
D .aip ; bip ; logit cip /; (15.2)

which gives the item parameters scales for which the following assumption of mul-
tivariate normality is reasonable:

�ip
� N.�p; †p/; (15.3)

where �p is the vector with the mean values of the item parameters for family p

and †p their covariance matrix. Observe that the hyperparameters (�p, †p) are
allowed to vary across item families.
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In the inferences below, we assume that �n has a standard normal distribution

�n � N.0; 1/: (15.4)

This assumption holds if person n is from a population of exchangeable persons
with a normal distribution of abilities. Persons and items are thus distributed inde-
pendently; that is, we do not assume that the items are sampled dependently on the
person abilities.

15.2.3 Prior for Hyperparameters

A conjugate prior distribution is chosen for the hyperparameters .�p ; †p/. Since
the Level 1 item parameters are normally distributed, this leads to a normal-inverse-
Wishart distribution for .�p; †p/ (see, for instance, Box & Tiao, 1973, or Gelman,
Carlin, Stern & Rubin, 1995). The prior follows from the specification

†p � Inverse-Wishartvp0
.†p0/;

�p j †p � MVN.�p0; †p=�p0/

and has a density given by

p.�p; †p/ / ˇ̌
†p0

ˇ̌�..vp0C3/=2C1/

exp

�
�1

2
tr.†p0†�1

p / � �p0

2
.�p � �p0/t†�1

p .�p � �p0/

�
;

(15.5)

where †p0 and vp0 are the scale matrix and degrees of freedom for the prior on †p

and �p0 and �p0 are the mean and weight for the prior on �p, respectively. The
weight expresses the information in the prior distribution as the number of prior
measurements it can be equated to.

The goal of the prior is only to bind the distribution of the hyperparameters to a
likely region of possible values. In practice, analysis may start with a mild common
prior for all hyperparameters, that is, choosing the same values �p0; †p0; �p0, and
vp0 for all p. If the analyses show these priors to be less adequate, more stringent
priors for some of the Level 2 item parameters should be chosen.

The choice of priors should always allow for the fact that the model can be
poorly identified, if the values of the � parameter are concentrated in a region for
which the response functions are equally well approximated by different combina-
tions of item parameter values. Effects of such trade-off relations between the model
parameters on their maximum likelihood estimators have been described by authors
as Wingersky and Lord (1984), Stocking (1989), and Patz and Junker (1999a). For
example, Wingersky and Lord (1984, p. 355) observe that the sampling covariance
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between estimates of the discrimination and difficulty parameters tends to be pos-
itive for easy items and negative for difficult items. These authors also describe
effects of trade-off relations between the other item parameters. The existence of
such relations motivated our choice of values for the prior covariance matrix †p0

in the empirical examples below. For instance, a negative value was chosen for the
covariance between the discrimination and the logit-guessing parameter because
similar response functions are obtained if the value of the discrimination parame-
ter goes down when the lower asymptote goes up. Likewise, the positive value for
the covariance between the difficulty and discrimination parameters was chosen be-
cause a lower value for the former can be counterbalanced by a lower value for the
latter, particularly if the respondents are highly proficient. More precise choices of
the absolute values of the elements of the prior covariance matrices are possible
if we have information on the distribution of the person parameters and use tech-
niques from optimal design (Berger, 1997; van der Linden, 1994) to determine our
sampling design.

15.2.4 Likelihood Function

The response vector of person n is denoted as xn, and defined by x0
n D .xni1;; : : :,

xnip ; : : : ; xnkP
/. The ensemble of response data is collected in a data matrix X,

which has rows x0
n, for n D 1; : : : ; N . Using the assumptions of (1) independence

between persons, (2) independence between items and persons, and (3) local inde-
pendence within persons, the portion of the likelihood function given the response
data X for the model in (15.1) can be written as

p.�; �I X/ D
Y

n

p.xn j dn; �n; �/

D
Y

n

Y

p

Y

i

p.xnip j dnip ; �n; �ip
/; (15.6)

where dn is a vector with entries dnip , � is a vector with entries �n, and � is a vector
with entries �ip

, for all values of the indices n, p, and ip. The convention will be
followed that p.xnip j dnip D 0; �n; aip ; bip ; cip / D 1.

15.3 Sampling Design

A sampling design for a calibration study is a choice of values for the design vari-
ables .dnip /. It governs the sampling of the items and persons and thus controls how
much response data we have for each realization of the item parameters as well as
the family and person parameters in the model. As already indicated, the number of
item families P is fixed and not larger than test length k. The size of the sample of
persons is denoted as N .
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The following two quantities of the sampling design are important for our treat-
ment of the estimation problem: (1) the number of persons who respond to item ip,

Nip D
X

n

dnip ; (15.7)

(2) the number of persons who respond to an item from family p,

Np D
X

i

Nip: (15.8)

Since every item family p has nine hyperparameters (three in �p and six in †p),
it is assumed that Np � 9. Because we sum over n in (15.8) and P is fixed, Np

always grows in the size of the sample, N . The assumption Np � 9 is thus easily
met in real-life applications. Also, we can always consider �p and †p as structural
parameters in the sense of Neyman and Scott (1948): if the sample size N goes up,
the dimension of these parameters remains fixed, while their number of observations
Np also goes up (see below).

15.3.1 Type of Design

As for the size of Nip , the following two cases are considered:

Case 1. Nip grows with N but kp is fixed. This case arises if the number of items
per family are fixed by design. Because the number of families and the length of the
test are fixed, an increase in the number of persons can only be met if more persons
get the same items. An example of this type of design is testing with item generation
where a finite set of clones per family is generated before testing and each person
gets one item sampled from the set for each family. The same type of design arises
in educational assessments with a finite number of subpopulations.

Case 2. kp grows with N but Nip is fixed. This case arises if the number of persons
that get an item is fixed by design. As a consequence, an increase in the sample size
can only be met if more items per family are generated. An example of this type
of design is testing with item generation where the computer generates a new item
from each family for each person (“item generation on the fly”) or the number of
persons per item is kept below a threshold for security reasons.

15.3.2 Structural and Incidental Parameters

It is of interest to discuss these two cases further in connection with the distinc-
tion between structural and incidental parameters in statistical models introduced
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by Neyman and Scott (1948). In an estimation problem, the number of structural
parameters remains finite if the number of observations goes to infinity, whereas
the number of incidental parameters goes to infinity too. The presence of incidental
parameters causes problems for statistical inference; for instance, the solutions to
the likelihood equations for the structural parameters may lose their consistency or
asymptotic efficiency.

In the estimation problem addressed in this chapter, �p and †p are always struc-
tural parameters, but, dependent on the sampling design, the item parameters �ip

can be structural (Case 1) or incidental (Case 2). However, if the item parameters
�ip

are structural, we need not necessarily be interested in them. For example, in
computerized adaptive testing with item cloning (Glas and van der Linden, 2003),
once the item families are calibrated, no matter the type of item cloning used during
the test, we only use the hyperparameters �p and †p to select the families and score
the persons.

On the other hand, in applications such as educational assessments with items
behaving differently in different populations, we certainly are interested in �ip

.
Estimates of these parameters may help us to score the persons in the assessment
more accurately than scoring based only on the hyperparameters, particularly if they
represent families with large variation. In fact, for this application the only reason to
use the multilevel IRT model in this chapter is to get better item parameter estimates
by “borrowing information” from the other items in the same family.

To obtain consistent estimates of structural parameters, Kiefer and Wolfowitz
(1956) suggested marginalizing the likelihood function over the incidental pa-
rameters. In marginal maximum likelihood (MML) and Bayes modal estimation,
marginalization is accomplished by numerical methods. In a fully Bayesian anal-
ysis using a MCMC algorithm, marginalization is accomplished by Monte Carlo
integration.

15.3.3 Estimation Methods

We will discuss several different methods to estimate parameters in the multilevel
model in this chapter. The first method is fully Bayesian and based on the Gibbs
sampler. This method is indifferent as to the status of �ip

as structural or incidental
parameter. If parameters have to be removed from the problem because they are
incidental or structural but there is no interest in them, they should just be ignored
in the draws from the posterior distribution in the output of the computer program.
However, as shown below, the method runs into identifiability problems if Nip D 1

for some ip.
The other methods involve Bayes modal estimation. The first method, which

will be summarized only, was presented in Glas and van der Linden (2003) and
is based on the assumption that Nip D 1 for all items. The method estimates the
hyperparameters (�p; †p/ from a likelihood marginalized over � and �. Because
we have a prior for these parameters, it seems obvious to estimate them as the
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mode of their posterior distribution rather than to compute an MML estimate. The
marginalization has two possible advantages. First, the method works for Nip D 1.
Second, if the item parameters are incidental by design, the estimators of �p and
†p retain the usual asymptotic properties of a maximum likelihood estimate. This
method is thus an alternative to the fully Bayesian method if Nip D 1 for some of
the items.

Because estimation based on a Gibbs sampler is time-intensive, it may seem at-
tractive to use the same Bayes modal estimator for cases with Nip � 2. For this case,
marginalization of the likelihood over the parameter � quickly leads to estimation
equations that are intractable. We will show this for the case of Nip D 2. How-
ever, for problems with smaller numbers of items, Bayes modal estimation remains
possible if we marginalize only over � and estimate the item parameters � along
with the hyperparameters, which makes sense only if they are structural by design.
Our conclusion from this case will be that if Nip increases for some of the items,
the fully Bayesian method with the Gibbs sampler remains feasible and should be
recommended.

15.4 Fully Bayesian Estimation (Gibbs Sampler)

The Gibbs sampler is a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure for sam-
pling from the joint posterior distribution of all items (Gelfand & Smith, 1990).
To implement the Gibbs sampler, the parameter vector is divided into a number of
components, and the components are sampled consecutively from their conditional
posterior distributions given the last sampled values for all other components. This
sampling scheme is repeated until the distribution of sampled values forms a stable
estimate of the joint posterior distribution. Albert (1992) applies Gibbs sampling to
estimate the parameters of the 2PNO model. A generalization to the 3PNO model
is given by Béguin and Glas (2001). A more general introduction to MCMC for
IRT models is found in Patz and Junker (1999a), whereas applications for models
with multiple raters, multiple item types, and missing data are given in Patz and
Junker (1999b), models with a multilevel structure on the ability parameters in Fox
and Glas (2001) and multidimensional models in Shi and Lee (1998) and Béguin
and Glas (2001).

15.4.1 Data Augmentation

Béguin and Glas (2001) introduce a data augmentation scheme for the 3PNO that
will also be used here. This data augmentation scheme is based on the following
interpretation of the 3PNO. Suppose that a person n either knows the correct answer
to item ip with probability ˆ.�nip /, with �nip D aip �n � bip , or does not know
the correct answer with probability 1 � ˆ.�nip /. In the first case, a correct response
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is given with probability 1 and in the second case, the person guesses the correct
response with probability cip . Then the marginal probability of a correct response
is equal to ˆ.�nip / C cip .1 � ˆ.�nip //. Let

Wnip D
(

1 if person n knows the correct answer to item ip;

0 if person n doesn’t know the correct answer to item ip:
(15.9)

So if Wnip D 0, person n will guess the response to item ip, and if Wnip D 1,
person n will know the answer and will give a correct response. Consequently, the
conditional probability of Wnip D wnip given Xnip D xnip is given by

P.Wnip D 1 j Xnip D 1; �nip ; cip / / ˆ.�nip /;

P.Wnip D 0 j Xnip D 1; �nip ; cip / / cip .1 � ˆ.�nip //; (15.10)

P.Wnip D 1 j Xnip D 0; �nip ; cip / D 0;

P.Wnip D 0 j Xnip D 0; �nip ; cip / D 1:

In addition to Wnip , following Albert (1992), the data are also augmented with
latent data Znip , which are independent and normally distributed with mean
�nip D aip �n � bip and standard deviation equal to 1. The latent data Wnip

are considered as indicators of the sign of Znip ; if Wnip D 0 or 1, Znip is negative
or positive, respectively.

15.4.2 Posterior Distribution

The aim of the procedure is to simulate samples from the joint posterior distribution
given by

p.�; �; �; †; Z; W j X//p.Z; W j XI �; �/p.�/p.� j �; †/p.�; †j�p0; †p0/:

(15.11)

The right-hand-side probability (density) functions are given by (15.12) (see below),
(15.4), (15.3), and (15.5), respectively.

15.4.3 Steps in the Gibbs Sampler

The steps of the Gibbs sampler are the following.

Step 1 The posterior p.Z; W j XI �; �/ is factored as p.Z j W; �; �/p.W j XI �; �/.
For the cases with dnip D 1, the values of wnip and znip are drawn in the following
two substeps:
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(a) wnip is drawn from the conditional distribution of Wnip given the data X , and
�, �; which is given in (15.10).

(b) znip is drawn from the conditional distribution of Znip given W, �, and � ,
which is defined as

Znip j W; �; � �
8
<

:
N.�nip ; 1/ truncated at the left at 0, if wnip D 1;

N.�nip ; 1/ truncated at the right at 0, ifwnip D 0:

(15.12)

Step 2 The value of � is drawn from the conditional posterior distribution of � given
Z and �. The distribution is derived as follows. From the definition of the latent
variables Znip , it follows that Znip Cbip D aip �nC"nip , with "nip being a standard
normally distributed residual. Because .aip ;bip / is fixed, the equality defines a linear
model for the regression of Znip Cbip on aip , with regression coefficient �n, which
has a normal prior with parameters � D 0 and � D 1. Therefore, the posterior of �n

is also normal (this is a well-known result from Bayesian regression analysis; see,
for instance, Box & Tiao, 1973). That is,

�n � N

 O�n=� C �=�2

1=� C 1=�2
;

1

1=� C 1=�2

!
; (15.13)

where

O�n D
2

4
X

p

X

ip

dnip ˛ip .znip C bip /

3

5 =

2

4
X

p

X

ip

dnip a2
ip

3

5

and

� D 1=

2

4
X

p

X

ip

dnip a2
ip

3

5 :

Step 3 The vector of random item parameters �ip
is partitioned into ı D .ıip / D

.a11
; b11

; : : : ; aip ; bip ; : : :/ and c D .c11
; : : : ; cip ; : : :/. Hence, their conditional

posterior density factors as

p.�ip
jxip ; zip ; wip ; �; �p; †p/ D p.logit cip jxip ; wip ; �cjı

p ; †cjı
p /

	p.ıip jzip ; �; �ı
p; †ı

p/;

where �
cjı
p and †cjı

p are the expectation and variance of logit cip conditional on ıip .

Furthermore, �ı
p and †ı

p are the elements of �p and †p corresponding to the
discrimination and difficulty parameters. Then the following two substeps are made:

(a) The value of ıip is drawn from the conditional posterior distribution of the
parameters of ı given � , zip , �ı

p , and †ı
p. The distribution is derived as
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follows: parameters ıip can be viewed as coefficients of the regression of
zip D .znip /, on X D .�; �1/; with �1 being a column vector with en-
tries –1. So we have zip D Xıip C "ip . Only persons responding to item ip

are considered here. Further, ıip has a normal prior with mean �ı
p and variance

†ı
p. Define bıip D 

Xt X
��1

Xt zip , d D Xt Xbıip C
�
†ı

p

��1

�ı
p , and define

D D
�

Xt X C
�
†ı

p

��1
��1

. Again, using the result from Bayesian regression

analysis, mentioned in Step 2,

ıip j �; zip ; X; �p ; †p Ï N.Dd; D/: (15.14)

(b) The value of cip is sampled from the conditional posterior distribution given

xip ; wip ; �
cjı
p , and †cjı

p . Let tip be the number of persons who do not know
the correct answer to item ip and guess the response. For the probability of a
correct response of a person n on item ip given wnip D 0, it thus holds that
P.Xnip D 1 j Wnip D 0/ D cip . The number of correct responses obtained by
guessing, Sip , say, has a binomial distribution with parameters cip and tip . Since

logit cip has a normal prior with parameters �
cjı
p and †cjı

p , the procedure for
sampling in a generalized linear model with a logit-link and a normal prior (see
Gelman, Carlin, Stern & Rubin, 1995, sects 9.9 and 10.6) can be used.

Step 4 Values for (�p ; †p) are drawn from the conditional posterior distribution
given �. The number of items sampled from family p is equal to kp . The prior
distribution in (15.5) is the conjugate for (�p ; †p). Hence, the posterior distribution
is also normal-inverse-Wishart, with parameters

�pt D �p0

�pt

�p0 C kp

�pt

�p; (15.15)

†pt D †p0 C S C �p0kp

�pt

.�p � �p0/.�p � �p0/t ; (15.16)

where �pt D �p0 C kp, �pt D �p0 C kp , S D
kpP
ip

.�ip
� �p/.�ip

� �p/t , and

�p D
kpP
ip

�ip
.

The corresponding posterior distribution is, therefore, given by

†p j �p � Inverse-Wishart�pt
.†�1

pt /;

�p j †p ; �p � N.�pt ; †p=�pt /: (15.17)
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The procedure thus amounts to iterative generation of parameter values using
the above four steps. Multiple MCMC chains can be started from different points
to evaluate convergence by comparing the between- and within-sequence variance.
Another approach is to generate a single Markov chain and to evaluate convergence
by dividing the chain into subchains and comparing between- and within-subchain
variance (see, for instance, Robert & Casella, 1999, p. 366). In the examples given
below, the latter procedure was used because it proved less wasteful in the number
of iterations needed.

15.4.4 Identifiability Problems

As already discussed, the procedure breaks down if Nip becomes too small. This
point can now be illustrated using the above steps in the Gibbs sampler. For example,
Step 3a is based on a normal linear model zip D Xıip C "ip . However, if Nip D 1

and item ip is administered to one person, zip has only one entry, and it is not
possible to estimate two regression coefficients from one observation. The same
problem happens for the generalized linear model in Step 3b.

15.5 Bayes Modal Estimation (Nip
D 1/

Glas and van der Linden (2003) present a Bayes modal procedure for the estimation
of the hyperparameters (�p; †p) that can be used if Nip D 1. The procedure is
summarized in this section.

The fact that every person is administered a unique item and, hence, the item pa-
rameters are unique for every person will be made explicit by adding index n to the
item parameters and writing �nip . The likelihood is marginalized over �nip and �n.
These parameters are stacked in vectors �p and � , respectively. The parameters we
estimate are in the vector � D .�1; †1; : : : ; �p; †p; : : : ; �P ; †P /.

The marginal probability of observing response pattern xn is given by

p.xnI dn; �/ D
Z

: : :

Z Y

ip

p.xnip j dnip ; �n; �nip /p.�nip j�p ; †p/p.�n/d�nip d�n

D
Z 2

4
Y

ip

Z
: : :

Z
p.xnipj dnip ; �n; �nip /p.�nip j�p ; †p/d�nip

3

5

	p.�n/d�n: (15.18)

Notice that (15.18) entails a multiple integral over �nip .
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Glas and van der Linden (2003) show that Bayes modal estimation equations
can be derived by taking the expectations of (15.15) and (15.16) with respect to the
posterior distribution of �nip given the response pattern xn. That is, we now have

�p D �p0

�p

�p0 C kp

�p

e�p (15.19)

and

†p D †p0C
X

n

E
h
.�ip

�e�p/.�ip
�e�p/t j xn; �

i
C�0kp

�p

.e�p��p0/.e�p��p0/t ;

(15.20)
with

e�p D 1

kp

X

n

E.�p j xn; �/:

These equations can be solved using an EM or Newton–Raphson algorithm
(Bock & Aitkin, 1981; Mislevy, 1986).

15.6 Bayes Modal Estimation (Nip
� 2)

The parameters to be estimated are in a vector � D .�11
; : : : ; �kP

; : : : ; �1; †1; : : : ;

�P ; †P /. The marginal log-likelihood function for this vector becomes

log L.�I x/ D
X

p

X

n

2

4log p.xn j dn; �p/ C
X

ip

log p.�ip
j dnip ; �p; †p/

3

5

C log p.�p ; †pj�p0; †p0/; (15.21)

where the probability of observing response pattern xn given �p is obtained as

p.xn j dn; �p/ D
Z Y

ip

p.xnip j dnip ; �n; �ip
/p.�n/d�n:

As before, we use the convention that p.xnip j dnip D 0; �n; bf �ip
/ D 1.

The marginal estimation equations for � can be easily derived from (15.21) us-
ing Fisher’s identity (Efron, 1977; Louis, 1982). Application of the identity in an
IRT framework amounts to taking the first-order derivatives as if the ability parame-
ters �n were observed and then taking the expectation with respect to the conditional
posterior distribution of �n given the data xn (see Glas, 1992, 1998). For the present
case, the first-order derivatives with respect to � are found as

@

@�
log L.�I x/ D

X

p

X

n

E

�
@

@�
log fp;n.�; �nI xn/ j xn; �

�
D 0; (15.22)
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where the complete-data log-likelihood
P

p

P
n log fp;n.�; �nI xn/, which would

be the log-likelihood if �n were observed, is equal to

X
p

X
n log fp;n.�; �nI xn/

D
X

p

X
n

�
log p.xn j dn; �n; �p/ C log p.�n/

C
X

ip log p.�ip
j dnip ; �p; †p/

i
C log p.�p; †pj�p0; †p0/:

Let ˆnip and Pnip be shorthand notations for ˆ.�nip /, with � D aip �n � bip ,
and Pnip D p.xnip D 1 j dnip D 1; �n; �ip

/ D cip C .1 � cip /ˆnip , respectively.
Further, let gnip be the normal density evaluated at the point �nip . Using Fisher’s
identity, Bayes modal equations for the parameters ipu; u D 1; : : : ; 3, are found as

X

njdnip D1

E

�
.xnip � Pnip /.1 � cip /gnip �n

Pnip .1 � Pnip /

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ xn; �

�
C .aip � �p1/

�p1

D 0; (15.23)

X

njdnip D1

E

�
.Pnip � xnip /.1 � cip /gnip

Pnip .1 � Pnip /

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ xn; �

�
C .bip � �p2/

�p2

D 0; (15.24)

and

X

njdnip D1

E

�
.xnip � Pnip /.1 � ˆnip /

Pnip .1 � Pnip /

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ xn; �

�
C .logit cip � �p3/

�p3

D 0; (15.25)

where the sums range over all persons n for which dnip D 1. These expressions are
a straightforward generalization of the usual likelihood equations for the 3PNO; for
details, refer to Glas (2000).

It is easily verified that the Bayes modal equations for the hyperparameters
.�1; †1; : : : ; �P ; †P / are analogous to those for the previous case given in (15.19)
and (15.20).

The estimation equations can be solved using an EM or Newton–Raphson algo-
rithm. If in practical applications the number of parameters becomes large, use of
these algorithms is not feasible.

Expressions for confidence intervals can also be derived using Fisher’s iden-
tity (Louis, 1982; Mislevy, 1986; Glas, 1998). However, the computation of the
asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimates also involves the inversion of a ma-
trix of second-order derivatives (information matrix). In the application presented
below, only the within-family information matrix was inverted; that is, the covari-
ances between the families were assumed to be zero. This approximation resulted in
confidence intervals that were larger than the confidence intervals that would have
been obtained if the complete information matrix were inverted.
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15.6.1 Discussion

The complications involved in Bayes modal estimation with marginalization both
over � and the item parameters �, as in the previous case for Nip D 1, for a sampling
design with items shared by persons can be illustrated as follows. Assume that each
item is given to two respondents, say n and m. The responses of both respondents
now depend on the same item parameter; this dependency will be made explicit by
labeling these parameters as �nmip .

The complete-data likelihood used in (15.22) should now be written as

p.x j �; �; �/ D
Y

.n;m/

Y

p

Y

i

p.xnip j dnip ; �n; �nmip /

	p.xmip j dmip ; �m; �nmip /p.�nmip j �p; †p/p.�n/p.�m/;

where the first product ranges over all pairs of respondents .n; m/ with a common
item.

If we marginalized this likelihood over � and �, the result would be

p.xI �/ D
Y

.n;m/

Z
: : :

Z Y

p

Y

i

Z
: : :

Z
p.xnip j dnip ; �n; �nmip /

	p.xmip j dmip ; �m; �nmip /p.�nmip j�p; †p/d�nmip

	p.�n/p.�m/d�nd�m:

The integral in this likelihood cannot be factored any further. In fact, as the number
of respondents receiving the same item increases, we are quickly left with a mul-
tiple integral that cannot be computed by the usual Gauss–Hermite procedure (see,
for instance, Glas, 1992). Fortunately, the fully Bayesian procedure with the Gibbs
sampler discussed above does not have this problem.

15.7 Some Numerical Examples

A number of studies were conducted to assess the feasibility of the procedures in
practical situations. In some practical situations, the number of responses per family
of items might be quite low and the number of item parameters might be quite high.
In such cases, the convergence of the MCMC or the EM algorithm to realistic pa-
rameter estimates is not a priori obvious. For that matter, in a Bayesian framework,
the computation of estimates can be supported by a sensible choice of priors.

The study consisted of two stages. In the first stage, two real data sets were ana-
lyzed to obtain some idea of the covariance between the item parameters. Then, in
the second stage, the estimates obtained in the first stage were used in a number of
simulation studies aimed at assessing the quality of parameter recovery.
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In the first stage, two different data sets were used. The first data set consisted
of the responses of 429 students to P D 10 families of multiple-choice items in a
computer-based test for a course on Naval Architecture at Ngee Ann Polytechnic in
Singapore. The data were collected in 1999 and 2000. Each family was generated
by randomly changing the numerical information in the item stem and the response
alternatives every time an item was administered. The second data set consisted of
the responses of a sample of 4,000 students from the population participating in the
1991 central examination on French-language comprehension in Secondary Educa-
tion in the Netherlands. In this case, the test was a traditional paper-and-pencil test.
Students were clustered in 116 schools. Because of differences among the schools
in test administration circumstances, time points, curricula, etc., it was assumed that
the item parameters might vary. It was expected that the item-parameter variance
might be high in the first example and low in the second example.

For the French-language comprehension data set, Bayes modal estimates of �p

and †p.p D 1; : : : ; 40/ were obtained by marginalizing over all incidental param-
eters � and � . Also, for both data sets, joint estimates of �; � ; �p, and †p were
obtained using the MCMC method run with 13,000 iterations, 3,000 of which were
burn-in iterations. We report expected a posteriori (EAP) estimates as point esti-
mates. In the second procedure, Bayes modal (MAP) estimates of �, �p , and †p

were obtained by marginalizing only over � . The computations were carried out
using an EM algorithm.

For both data sets, the same prior covariance matrix †p0 was used for all fami-
lies p. The values in †p0 are shown in Table 15.1; our considerations for the choice
of this prior were given above. The prior for the family parameters was chosen
equal to �p0 D .1:0; 0:0; logit.0:25//. To obtain convergence in the analysis of
the language comprehension data, it turned out that the parameters in the normal-
inverse-Wishart prior for .�p ; †p/ had to be set equal to �p0 D 10 and �p0 D 10,
respectively. Since kp D 116, this choice results in a slightly informative prior. An
uninformative prior sufficed for the Naval Architecture data.

The averages of the point estimates of the covariance matrices are shown in
Table 15.1 (first three columns), together with their average confidence intervals
(last three columns). For the EAP estimates, the posterior standard deviation is re-
ported; for the MAP estimates, the values computed using the normal approximation
are shown. It can be seen that both the posterior variance of the item discrimination
and difficulty parameters were generally lower than expected. Also, the standard er-
rors of the MAP estimates were smaller than those of the EAP estimates. This effect
is consistent with the findings of Glas, Wainer, and Bradlow (2000). They argue that
posterior distributions of bounded parameters, such as a variance or a discrimination
parameter, are skewed. The standard error of the MAP estimate used here was based
on an assumption of asymptotic normality, which, in turn, was based on a Taylor ex-
pansion of the likelihood with terms of order greater than two ignored. The fact that
only the within-family information matrices were used to obtain the standard errors
did not nullify the effect.

In the second stage of this study, we assessed the quality of parameter recovery.
Since the difference in the covariances obtained for the two examples given above
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Table 15.1 Prior and posterior item covariance matrices

Prior Covariance Matrix

0.200
0.100 1.000

�0.050 0.050 0.100

Posterior Covariance Matrix
French-Language Comprehension
EAP Estimate Standard Error

0.102 0.017
0.031 0.208 0.017 0.033

�0.018 0.010 0.116 0.018 0.020 0.039

Posterior Covariance Matrix
French Language Comprehension
MAP Estimate Standard Error

0.098 0.014
0.029 0.199 0.012 0.025

�0.018 0.006 0.107 0.015 0.016 0.037

Posterior Covariance Matrix
Naval Architecture
EAP Estimate Standard Error

0.120 0.032
0.027 0.122 0.030 0.051
0.001 0.002 0.110 0.022 0.023 0.073

Note: EAP is an expected posterior estimate using MCMC and MAP is a
Bayes modal estimate using numerical integration.

was not dramatically different, it was decided to examine two conditions each re-
alized in a different simulation study. In the first study, the prior parameters �p0

and †p0 were the same as in the examples presented above. The family param-
eters, �p, were drawn from a normal distribution indexed by �p0 and †p0, and
†p was set equal to †p0

. Then, for each family, 10 items were randomly drawn
from a normal distribution with parameters �p and †p. To produce realistic data,
family and item discrimination parameters drawn below 0.5 were truncated to 0.5.
The responses to the items were generated for simulees with an ability parame-
ter randomly drawn from a standard normal distribution. Every simulee responded
to 20 random items from 20 different families. The total data matrix consisted of
1,000 responses. The sampling design was thus an instance of Case 1 (kp fixed and
Nip growing in N ) discussed earlier. The Gibbs sampler was run for 13,000 itera-
tions, including 3,000 burn-in iterations. To obtain convergence, the parameters in
the normal-inverse-Wishart prior had to be set equal to �p0 D 2 and �p0 D 2,
respectively. Since kp D 10, this choice entails a rather informative prior.

The second simulation had a similar setup. The average of the EAP estimates of
the mean and covariance matrix obtained using the French-language examination
was used as �p0 and †p0. Further, the number of families was equal to 40, the
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number of items per family was equal to 20, and the number of responses to each
item was 200. In this study, the total number of responses was equal to 4,000. The
data were analyzed using the Bayes modal method with marginalization only over � .

Results from the two simulations are presented Table 15.2. The results are aver-
aged over 10 replications and all items. The rows labeled a, b and logit c are for the
item parameters; all other rows for the item-family parameters. The column labeled
EAP relates to EAP estimates obtained using the Gibbs sampler, the column labeled
MAP relates to Bayes modal estimates. Both columns give the mean absolute er-
ror of the estimates, averaged over items and replications. Especially in the case
P D 40, the estimates of the covariance matrices seemed much more precise than
the estimates of the item parameters. This result, however, may be explained by the

Table 15.2 Mean absolute error in EAP and MAP estimates

P kp Nip Parameter True EAP MAP

20 10 100
Level 1
a 1:00 0:40 0:41

b 0:00 0:51 0:43

logit c �1:10 0:33 0:32

Level 2
�a 1:00 0:31 0:28

�b 0:00 0:49 0:37

�logit c �1:10 0:21 0:19

�2
a 0:20 0:08 0:09

�2
b 1:00 0:29 0:28

�2
logit c 0:10 0:38 0:48

�a;b 0:10 0:09 0:07

�a;logit c �0:05 0:05 0:05

�b;logit c 0:05 0:07 0:09

40 20 200
Level 1
a 0:95 0:39 0:42

b 0:19 0:36 0:33

logit c �0:98 0:31 0:25

Level 2
�a 0:96 0:30 0:26

�b 0:18 0:32 0:20

�logit c �1:00 0:20 0:16

�2
a 0:10 0:04 0:04

�2
b 0:21 0:10 0:08

�2
logit c 0:12 0:01 0:01

�a;b 0:03 0:00 0:03

�a;logit c �0:02 0:01 0:01

�b;logit c 0:01 0:02 0:02
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Fig. 15.1 Posterior densities generated via MCMC (solid line) and normal approximations com-
puted via numerical marginalization (dotted line)

fact that the covariance matrices were chosen equal to their prior values. Further in-
spection of the results shows that the MAEs of the MAP estimates were somewhat
smaller than those of the corresponding EAP estimates.

Figure 15.1 shows the posterior distributions of a typical set of parameters for a
run with P D 20. The three graphs in the first row are the posterior distributions
of the three elements of �p for a typical item family p. The three graphs in the
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next row show the posterior distributions of the three parameters of an arbitrarily
chosen item ip. The last two rows give the posterior distributions of the elements of
†p , for the same item-family p. The dotted curves in the graphs are the asymptotic
distributions computed using the normal approximation described above. It can be
seen that the latter approximations were not always realistic. The normal approx-
imation of the variance of logit cip , for instance, gave discernible larger positive
weight to negative values. The actual posterior distributions of several elements of
†p are notably skewed to the right.

Convergence of the Gibbs sampler is usually evaluated by dividing the generated
chain into batches and comparing the within and between batch variance of the
generated values. Figure 15.2 shows the convergence of the Gibbs sampler for the
same 12 parameters. The plot is based on the 2,000 draws taken equally spaced from
the 10,000 draws following the burn-in iterations. From inspection of the plots it can
be concluded that the chain converged properly. In practice, visual inspection of the
convergence plots of all parameters is not very practical. However, convergence can
also be evaluated by standard analysis of variance methods.

Figures 15.3 and 15.4 give a scatter plot of the generating values (x-axis) and
the EAP-estimates (y-axis) of the family and item parameters for two replications
of both simulation studies. The truncation of the discrimination parameters at 0.5
was caused by the generation strategy described above. It can be seen from the plots
that the relation between the generated and recovered parameters was quite good; in
fact, all correlations were above 0.80. We could not prepare similar plots for logit
cip and its mean and the elements of the covariance matrices, because the variance
in the generating values was too low and zero, respectively.

15.8 Final Remarks

In some areas of measurement item parameters should not be modeled as fixed but
as random. Examples of such areas are item sampling, computerized item gener-
ation, surveys with substantial variability of item parameters over subgroups of
respondents, measurement with substantial estimation error in the item-parameter
estimates, and grouping of items under a common stimulus or in a common con-
text. A model for multiple item families with random parameters was discussed and
Bayesian estimation methods for such models were outlined. The model differed
from the multilevel IRT model for testlets in Wainer, Bradlow, and Du (2000) in
that the latter only has a random interaction parameter between persons and items
but fixed parameters ai , bi , and ci . The statistical approach to parameter estimation
for the models is the same, however; these authors also use an MCMC framework.
The same holds for the model introduced in Janssen, Tuerlinckx, Meulders, and de
Boeck (2000), which is a two-parameter version of the one in (15.1) obtained by
setting ci D 0. Their second-level model specifies independent normal distribu-
tions for ai , and bi and is thus a special case of (15.3) with †p reduced to a 2 	 2

identity matrix. These authors use an MCMC framework with uninformative priors
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Fig. 15.2 Convergence of the Gibbs sampler; 2,000 draws sampled equally spaced from 10,000
MCMC draws

for (�a; �b) rather than the full prior in (15.5). Finally, Albers, Does, Imbos, and
Janssen (1989) propose a one-parameter version of the normal-ogive model, i.e., the
model in (15.1) with ai D 1 and ci D 0, but added a growth parameter for each
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Fig. 15.3 Generating (x-axis) values and parameter estimates (y-axis) for K D 20; kip D 10

person that is assumed to increase linearly over time. The statistical treatment of this
model was entirely within the maximum-likelihood framework.

A goal of this chapter was to show that the sampling design is a crucial factor
in the choice between estimation procedures. If every item is responded to by a
sufficient number of persons, Bayesian methods using the Gibbs sampler can be
used. If only one response is given to some of the items, this approach breaks down
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Fig. 15.4 Generating (x-axis) values and parameter estimates (y-axis) for K D 40; kip D 20

because of identifiability problems. However, in this case, a Bayes modal estimation
procedure using a posterior distribution marginalized with respect to the ability and
item parameters can be used to estimate the means and covariance matrices of the
item-family parameters.

Finally, a Bayes modal estimation procedure was derived in which the likelihood
is marginalized only with respect to the ability parameters and both the item and
family parameters are estimated. The numerical examples showed that these esti-
mates were not substantially different from the estimates obtained in the MCMC
estimation procedure.
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Chapter 16
Detecting Person Misfit in Adaptive Testing

Rob R. Meijer and Edith M.L.A. van Krimpen-Stoop

16.1 Introduction

An examinee’s test score does not reveal the operation of undesirable influences of
test-taking behavior such as faking on biodata questionnaires and personality tests,
guessing, or knowledge of the correct answers due to test preview on achievement
tests. These and other influences may result in inappropriate test scores, which may
have serious consequences for practical test use, for example, in job and educational
selection, where classification errors may result. In the context of item response
theory (IRT) modeling, several methods have been proposed to detect item score
patterns that are not in agreement with the expected item score pattern based on a
particular test model. These item score patterns should be detected because scores
of such persons may not be adequate descriptions of their trait level (�). Research
with respect to methods that provide information about the fit of an individual item
score pattern to a test model is usually referred to as appropriateness measurement
or person fit measurement. Most studies in this area are, however, in the context
of paper-and-pencil (p&p) tests. As will be argued below, the application of person
fit theory presented in the context of p&p tests cannot simply be generalized to
a computerized adaptive test (CAT). In this chapter we introduce and review the
existing literature on person fit in the context of a CAT.

Before we introduce person fit research, it is important to realize that not all
types of aberrant behavior affect individual test scores. For example, a person may
guess the correct answers of some of the items but also guess wrongly on some of
the other items and, as the result of the stochastic nature of guessing, this process
may not result in substantially different test scores under most IRT models to be
discussed below. Whether aberrant behavior leads to nonfitting item score patterns
depends on numerous factors such as the type and amount of aberrant behavior.

Furthermore, it may be noted that all methods discussed in this chapter can be
used to detect nonfitting item score patterns, but several of these methods do not
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allow the recovery of the mechanism that created the deviant item score patterns.
Other methods explicitly test against specific violations of a test model assumption
or against particular types of deviant item score patterns. The latter group of
methods therefore may facilitate the interpretation of nonfitting item score patterns.

16.2 Practical and Theoretical Relevance of Person
Fit Analysis in a CAT

There are a number of causes why an examinee may not respond according to the
IRT model in a p&p test and in a CAT. Misfitting item score patterns may be the
result of

� low-ability persons who copy answers from more able neighbors (see e.g., Levine
and Rubin, 1979),

� exceptionally creative persons who discover novel interpretations for some items
(e.g., Levine and Drasgow, 1988),

� persons who are randomly guessing the correct answers to all the items in the
test because they only take the test to become familiar with the items that are
administered, or

� persons who have preknowledge of (some of the) items in the test and as a result
give correct answers to relatively difficult items.

In the context of a CAT, some of the above-mentioned causes are less likely.
For example, copying answers from more able neighbors is very unlikely because
in a CAT each examinee is administered different items in a different order. Also,
alignment errors are unlikely in adaptive testing, because the answers are given via
the keyboard and the next item is only shown after an answer to the current item
is given.

When the exam is administered by means of a computer, misfit may be the re-
sult of

� persons who are unfamiliar with a computer or may have trouble settling in or
warming-up. For these persons the earliest items are more likely to be answered
incorrectly than later items;

� unmotivated persons in pretesting situations. For these persons the answers may
be unrelated to the item difficulty and a pattern may be generated that seems the
result of random response behavior;

� persons who have preknowledge of (some of the) items in the test, and as a result
give correct answers to subareas of the test. For example, a group of test takers
(sources) are administered a CAT and memorize the items presented. Then the
sources make a list of their items and provide other test takers (memorizers) the
opportunity to memorize these items. If these memorizers are successful, they
may use their item preknowledge when administered a test. An alternative is that
examinees may have extra training in various subareas of the exam, which may
result in multidimensionality in a CAT that is assumed to measure a single ability.
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From a practical point of view it is important to identify examinees that behave
in a deviant way because the estimated latent trait ( O�) is inadequate to obtain an ac-
curate impression of someone’s trait level. The question of what to do when an
examinee is suspected of, for example, memorizing items is not so easy to an-
swer. It probably depends on the purpose and circumstances under which the test
or examination is administered. A rigorous decision is to let the examinee redo the
exam, although this decision cannot be based on statistical information only. Statis-
tical evidence should not be used as the only evidence for accusing an examinee of
cheating. Interesting in this respect is a remark in a court case in the United States:

Statistics are not irrefutable; they come in infinitive variety and, like any other kind of
evidence, they may be rebutted. In short, their usefulness depends on all of the surrounding
facts and circumstances. (Teamster v. U.S. : Good, 2001, p. 13)

Surrounding facts and circumstances in a testing situation may be observations
of cheating or very large differences in total scores between two administrations of
the test. McLeod and Lewis (1999) suggested that the first priority is to continue the
test administration. They discussed three options. The first option is to continue
testing using highly secure items with known characteristics. A second option they
suggested is to administer a few items that the examinee will probably answer cor-
rectly. First then an examinee’s � should be estimated at for example, � D 1:5, and
then items at, for example, the � D �1 range are administered. If the examinee has
attained his or her score through prior knowledge, some of these items may prove
difficult. A drawback of this strategy is that the memorizer should not have a true
high � level. After an analysis of the examinee, the CAT could continue to be ad-
ministered if the responses indicated that the examinee was responding consistently.
A third option is to stop the CAT mode of testing and continue using a secure linear
form. The test can be administered so that the examinee is unaware of the change.

Although originally developed for ability testing, a CAT can also be successfully
applied in the typical performance domain. For example, Waller and Reise (1989)
showed that an application of computerized adaptive testing using the Multidimen-
sional Personality Questionnaire can save as much as 50% of test items with little
loss of accuracy. When applied in personality testing, CAT-based person fit statistics
may be used to tackle problems with aberrant score patterns linked to this type of
psychological testing, such as variable response inconsistency, that is, responses to
items for which a particular pattern of responding is semantically inconsistent (e.g.,
answering true to both “My sleep is fitful and disturbed” and “I wake up fresh and
rested most mornings”). Reise and Waller (1993) explored the use of person fit in
personality measurement and noted that person fit may be used for the detection of
variation due to inappropriateness of the personality trait measured by the test for
describing several examinees.

From a theoretical point of view it is also interesting to investigate whether it is
possible to design statistics that are suited to detect misfitting item score patterns.
As we discuss below, a CAT has characteristics that make it difficult to apply person
fit statistics in a CAT that are designed for p&p tests.
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16.3 Review of Existing Literature

16.3.1 Person Fit in Paper-and-Pencil Testing

Several statistics have been proposed to investigate the fit of an item score pattern
to an IRT model.

In IRT, the probability of obtaining a correct answer on item i (i D 1; :::; n) is
explained by an examinee’s latent trait value � and the characteristics of the item
(Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985). Let Ui denote the binary .0; 1/ response to item
i , ai the item discrimination parameter, bi the item difficulty parameter, and ci the
item guessing parameter. The probability of correctly answering an item according
to the three-parameter logistic IRT model (3PLM) is defined by

P.Ui D 1j�/ � Pi .�/ D ci C .1 � ci /
expŒai .� � bi /�

1 C expŒai .� � bi /�
: (16.1)

When ci D 0, the 3PLM becomes the two-parameter logistic IRT model (2PLM):

Pi .�/ D expŒai .� � bi /�

1 C expŒai .� � bi /�
: (16.2)

Most person fit research has been conducted using fit statistics that are designed
to investigate the probability of an item score pattern under the null hypothesis of fit-
ting response behavior. A general form in which most person fit statistics for binary
scoring can be expressed is

W.�/ D
nX

iD1

ŒUi � Pi .�/�2vi .�/; (16.3)

where vi .�/ is a suitable weight. The expected value of the statistic equals 0 and of-
ten the variance is taken into account to obtain a standardized version of the statistic.
For example, Wright and Stone (1979) proposed a person fit statistic based on stan-
dardized residuals

V.�/ D
nX

iD1

ŒUi � Pi .�/�2

nPi .�/Œ1 � Pi .�/�
: (16.4)

V can be interpreted as the corrected mean of the squared standardized residuals
based on n items; relatively large values of V indicate deviant item score patterns.

Most studies in the literature have been conducted using some suitable form of
the log-likelihood function

l.�/ D
nX

iD1

fUi ln Pi .�/ C Œ1 � Ui � lnŒ1 � Pi .�/�g: (16.5)
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This statistic, first proposed by Levine and Rubin (1979), was further developed by
Drasgow, Levine, and Williams (1985), who proposed a standardized version of l ,
denoted as lz, that was less confounded with the trait level. Statistics like V or lz

can only be used to investigate the probability of an item score pattern under the
null hypothesis of normal response behavior. In general, let t be the observed value
of a person fit statistic T . Then, the significance probability or probability of ex-
ceedance is defined as the probability under the sampling distribution that the value
of the test statistic is smaller than the observed value: p� D P.T 6 t/, or larger
than the observed value: p� D P.T � t/, depending on whether low or high val-
ues of the statistic indicate aberrant item score patterns. An alternative is to test this
null hypothesis against an a priori specified alternative model of aberrant response
behavior. Levine and Drasgow (1988) proposed a method for the identification of
aberrant item score patterns that is statistically optimal; that is, no other method can
achieve a higher rate of detection at the same Type I error rate. They calculated a
likelihood-ratio statistic that provides the most powerful test for the null hypothe-
sis that an item score pattern is normal versus the alternative hypothesis that it is
aberrant. In this test, the researcher has to specify a model for normal behavior and
for a particular type of aberrant behavior in advance. Klauer (1995) followed the
same strategy and used uniformly most powerful tests in the context of the Rasch
model to test against person-specific item discrimination as well as violations of
local independence and unidimensionality. For a review of person fit statistics in a
p&p context, see Meijer & Sijtsma (1995, 2001).

16.3.2 Person Fit in Computerized Adaptive Testing

To investigate the fit of an item score pattern in a CAT one obvious option is to use
one of the statistics proposed for p&p tests. However, person fit research conducted
in this context has shown that this is not straightforward. Nering (1997) evaluated
the first four moments of the distribution of lz for a CAT. His results were in concor-
dance with the results using p&p tests: the variance and the mean were smaller than
expected and the null distributions were negatively skewed. As a result, the normal
approximation in the tails of the null distribution was inaccurate. Van Krimpen-
Stoop and Meijer (1999) simulated the distributions of lz and l�

z , an adapted version

of lz in which the variance was corrected for O� according to the theory presented in
Snijders (2001). They simulated item scores with a fixed set of administered items
and item scores generated according to a stochastic design, where the choice of the
administered items depended on the responses to the previous items administered.
Results indicated that the distribution of lz and l�

z differed substantially from the
standard normal distribution although the item characteristics and the test length de-
termined the magnitude of the difference. Empirical Type I errors were too small
compared to nominal Type I errors.

Glas, Meijer, and van Krimpen-Stoop (1998) adapted the person fit statistics dis-
cussed by Klauer (1995) to the 2PL model and investigated the detection rate of
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these statistics in a CAT. They found small detection rates for most simulated types
of aberrant item score patterns: the rates varied between 0:01 and 0:24 at signif-
icance level ˛ D 0:10 (one-sided). Robin (2002) also found low power for lz to
detect aberrant responses in a CAT.

A possible explanation for these results is that the characteristics of CATs are
generally unfavorable for the assessment of person fit using existing person fit
statistics. The first problem is that CATs contain relatively few items compared
to p&p tests. Because the detection rate of a person fit statistic is sensitive to test
length, and longer tests result in higher detection rates (e.g., Meijer, Molenaar, &
Sijtsma, 1994), the detection rate in a CAT will, in general, be lower than that of a
p&p test. A second problem is that almost all person fit statistics assume a spread
in the item difficulties: generally speaking, aberrant response behavior consists of
many 0 scores for easy items and many 1 scores for difficult items. In a CAT, the
spread in the item difficulties is relatively modest: in particular, toward the end of
the test when O� is close to � , items with similar item difficulties will be selected and
as a result it is difficult to distinguish normal from aberrant item scores. This results
in an underdispersion of the assumed null distribution.

Person-fit statistics that are especially designed for a CAT may be more powerful
than “conventional” person fit statistics, and the statistical properties of the former
statistics should be less susceptible to the characteristics of a CAT.

16.3.3 Person Fit Statistics Designed for a CAT

Although there are a plethora of person fit statistics proposed for p&p tests (see
Meijer and Sijtsma, 2001), the number of statistics that has been designed for a
CAT is relatively modest and there has not been much experience applying these
statistics to empirical data. Below we describe methods that are proposed to detect
person misfit in a CAT.

Statistics for Item Memorization

McLeod and Lewis (1999) proposed a statistic Zc that was designed to detect item
score patterns that result from memorization. Before the statistic can be calculated,
the item bank is divided into three parts: easy items, items of medium difficulty,
and difficult items. Let EasyŒPi .�/�Ui � denote the mean residual for the easy items
and DiffŒPi .�/�Ui � the mean residual for the most difficult items in an administered
CAT; then Zc is given by

Zc D EasyŒPi .�/ � Ui � � DiffŒPi .�/ � Ui �p
Vareasy C Vardiff

(16.6)
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with Vareasy D
nP

EasyfPi .�/Qi .�/g=n2
Easy

o
, and Vardiff D P

difffPi .�/Qi.�/g=
n2

Diffg and Qi .�/ D 1 � Pi .�/. Zc is positive when an examinee answered the easy
items incorrectly and the difficult items correctly.

As McLeod and Lewis (1999) discussed, a drawback of this index is the need
for two ranges of items. If an examinee does not receive at least one easy item
and one difficult item, the index cannot be computed. For a better estimate, several
items from each category are necessary. A possible solution is to design a CAT
to administer at least one item from each category. A second solution is to design
a CAT algorithm that administers at least one easy item to each examinee. This
would allow computation of Zc for those examinees who have a greater chance
of inflating their test scores, namely, receiving many difficult items. Furthermore,
note that Zc does not weight the residuals in terms of the probability of correct
responses. This index uses the relative difficulty as compared with all other items
in the item bank to assign the relative weights. Therefore, unlike lz, the relative
weights are not a function of the probability of a correct response and are only
indirectly influenced by O� . Applying this statistic to an operational Graduate Record
Examination Quantitative CAT bank with 14% memorized items resulted, however,
in low detection rates.

McLeod, Lewis, and Thissen (2003) proposed a Bayesian posterior log odds-
ratio index for detecting item preknowledge. The log odds ratio index is given by

log10

	
p.sjU1; : : : ; Uk/=Œ1 � p.sjU1; : : : ; Uk/�

p.s/=Œ1 � p.s/�



; (16.7)

where p.sjU1; : : : ; Uk/ denotes the probability that an examinee has memorized
items after k administered items and p.s/ denotes the prior probability to memorize
items in advance. Thus, for example, assume that k D 25; then a final log odds ratio
of 0 implies that after 25 items, there is no more suspicion that the examinee is using
item preknowledge than there was before the 25 items were administered. A final
log odds ratio of 1 implies that there is 10 times more suspicion that an examinee
is cheating than there was before the 25 items were administered. A final log odds-
ratio of �1 indicates that there is 10 times less suspicion than there was before the
25 items were administered.

In this approach to person fit, the estimated probability that each examinee has
preknowledge of the items is updated after each item response. These probabilities
are based on IRT parameters, a model specifying the probability that each item has
been memorized, and the examinee’s item responses. McLeod et al. (2003) applied
the 3PLM to model normal response behavior and a modified 3PLM to model item
preknowledge. For this model, the probability of a correct response is the combi-
nation of (a) the probability of answering an item correctly based on an examinee’s
preknowledge of the item and (b) the probability of answering the item correctly
based on the examinee’s � level when the examinee did not have preknowledge of
the item. If an examinee has preknowledge of the item (has memorized the item),
the item will be answered correctly. If a test taker has not memorized the item the
probability of a correct response is equivalent to Equation 16.1. The quantity that
must be specified is the probability that an item has been memorized.
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McLeod et al. (2003) distinguished among three approaches. In the first ap-
proach, the probability that an item has been memorized is a constant probability
for all items in the item pool. In the second approach this probability is a function
of the item’s difficulty and in the third approach the probability of memorization
is a function of the specific item bank and item selection algorithm used to gener-
ate the CAT. The probability that an item has been memorized is computed using
simulations in which some number of simulees memorize their tests. Using Bayes’
theorem, the probabilities of a correct, incorrect, and a prior probability that an ex-
aminee is using preknowledge are combined with each response to give the posterior
probability that a test taker has had the opportunity of item preknowledge. Simula-
tion results showed some promise for the use of the odds ratio index.

Person-Fit Based on CUSUM Techniques

Both Bradlow, Weiss, and Cho (1998) and van Krimpen-Stoop and Meijer in a se-
ries of articles (2000, 2001, 2002) proposed person fit statistics that use the property
of a CAT that a fitting item score pattern will consist of an alternation of correct
and incorrect responses, especially at the end of the test when O� comes closer to � .
Therefore, a string of consecutive correct or incorrect answers may be the result
of aberrant response behavior. Sums of consecutive negative or positive residuals
ŒUi �Pi .�/� can be investigated using a cumulative sum procedure (CUSUM; Page,
1954). CUSUM procedures are sensitive to strings of positive and negative values
of a statistic. Person-fit statistics are often defined in terms of the difference be-
tween observed and expected scores. A commonly used statistic is V , the mean of
the squared standardized residuals based on n items (Equation 16.4). One of the
drawbacks of V is that negative and positive residuals cannot be distinguished. The
distinction is of interest in a CAT because a string of negative or positive residuals
may indicate aberrant behavior. For example, suppose an examinee with an average
� value responds to a test and the examinee has preknowledge of the items in the last
part of the test. As a result, in the first part of the test the responses will alternate
between zero and one, whereas in the second part of the test more and more items
will be correctly answered due to item preknowledge; thus, in the second part of the
test, consecutive positive differences will tend to occur.

The usefulness of a CUSUM procedure can be explained as follows. A CAT
can be viewed as a multistage test, where each item is a stage and each stage can be
seen as a point in time; at each stage a response to one item is given. Let ik denote
the kth item in the CAT; that is, k is the stage of the CAT. Further, let the statistic Tk

be a function of the residuals at stage k, n the final test length. Below, an example
of a statistic T is given. For each examinee, at each stage k of a CAT, the CUSUM
procedure can be determined as

C C
k

D maxŒ0; Tk C C C
k�1

�; (16.8)

C �
k D minŒ0; Tk C C �

k�1�; and (16.9)

C C
0 D C �

0 D 0; (16.10)
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where C C and C � reflect the sum of consecutive positive and negative residuals,
respectively. Let UB and LB be some appropriate upper and lower bounds, respec-
tively. Then, when C C > UB or C � < LB , the item score pattern can be classified
as not fitting the model, otherwise; the item score pattern can be classified as fitting
the model.

Let Sk denote the set of items administered as the first k items in the CAT and
Rk D f1; : : : ; I gnSk�1 the set of remaining items in the pool; from Rk the kth item
in the CAT is administered. A principle of CAT is that � is estimated at each stage k

based on the responses to the previously administered items, that is, the items in set
Sk�1. Let O�k�1 denote the estimated � at stage k � 1. Thus, based on O�k�1, the item
for the next stage, k, is selected from Rk . The probability of correctly answering
item ik , according to the 2PL model, evaluated at O�k�1 can be written as

Pik

� O�k�1

�
D

exp
h
aik

� O�k�1 � bik

�i

1 C exp
h
aik

� O�k�1 � bik

�i : (16.11)

In van Krimpen-Stoop and Meijer (2000, 2001), different statistics Tk were pro-
posed that are all functions of the residual between the observed and expected item
scores on item ik . For example, a simple statistic is

Tk

� O�
�

D
Uik � Pik

� O�
�

r
Pik

� O�
� h

1 � Pik

� O�
�i :

In a CUSUM procedure, in general, normally distributed statistics are used and
theoretical critical values can be used to classify item score patterns as fitting or
misfitting. However, because the statistics in van Krimpen-Stoop and Meijer (2000)
were not normally distributed, critical values were determined by means of a simu-
lation study. Critical values were found to be stable across � , and thus one critical
value could be used to classify an individual score pattern as fitting or misfitting.

By examining the plot of the values of C C and C � against the stage of the CAT,
it is possible to find out “what went wrong”. Suppose, for example, an examinee
only takes an exam to obtain knowledge about the type of questions that are being
asked. Then it is plausible that the CUSUM passes the lower bound about halfway
the CAT. On the other hand, when an examinee has preknowledge of a number of
difficult items, the CUSUM may pass the upper bound after the responses to these
items. Bradlow et al. (1998) suggested that by careful inspection of the boundaries,
ordering of the observations, and modifications to the definition of the CUSUM,
this methodology can be used to identify different types of outliers. For example,
to detect warm-up outliers, we leave the items in administration order and use the
inspecting sums of consecutive negative residuals. To find tiring outliers, we re-
verse the administration order of the items and apply the same methodology as for
the warm-up outliers.
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To identify subexperts, van Krimpen-Stoop and Meijer (2001) divided the item
score pattern into disjoint subsets of items. For each subset of items a statistic

Z
� O�
�

Ph
Uik � Pik

� O�
�i

rP
Pik

� O�
� h

1 � Pik

� O�
�i

was determined, where the sum is across the items in the subset. Based on simu-
lation studies and some additional experience, they found that for subsets of items
consisting of more than 10 items, Z. O�/ was sensitive to misfitting item score at
˛ D 0:01, especially for � values between [�2; �1] and [1, 2].

As an alternative, van Krimpen-Stoop (2001, chap. 4) suggested using an expo-
nentially weighted moving average procedure. In this procedure an exponentially
decreasing weight for each observation of statistic T is taken, where the largest
weight is given to the most recent observation, and the weights given to previous
observations are decreasing geometrically from the most recent to the first. This
may be an advantage over the CUSUM, because during test administration the item
selection becomes more accurate; thus, the responses to the items that were selected
on the most accurate � estimates are assigned the largest weight, whereas in the
CUSUM all items were assigned an equal weight. Future research should point out
whether this procedure leads to an improvement over the CUSUM procedure.

Analogously to a CAT with dichotomous items, van Krimpen-Stoop and Mei-
jer (2002) proposed a CUSUM procedure for CATs with polytomous items. In
polytomous CATs, however, the statistic T is determined slightly different: the ob-
served score Uij can obtain the values j D 0; 1; : : : ; m and the expected score
equals

Pm
j D0 jPij . O�k/, where Pij . O�k/ is the probability of obtaining score j on

item i . A simple statistic then equals

Tk D 1=k
h
Uik �

X
jPij

� O�k

�i
: (16.12)

Although different functions of the residual T can be defined, van Krimpen-
Stoop and Meijer (2002) used only an unstandardized residual Tk . Simulation
results showed that detection rates were reasonably high and that when items were
disclosed in the first part of the CAT, the CUSUM had higher detection rates com-
pared with disclosed items in the last part of the CAT.

Statistics Using Response Times

An interesting alternative approach to detect aberrant response patterns in a CAT
was proposed by van der Linden and van Krimpen-Stoop (2003). To counter the
problems raised by the characteristics of a CAT (short tests and reduced spread in
the item difficulties), they suggested complementing checks on unexpected item re-
sponses with checks on examinee’s response times. In a CAT the response time can
be recorded, and in high-stakes testing it is realistic to assume that the response time
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to produce an answer to a particular item reflects the time needed to process the item.
Unexpected response times are indicative of specific types of aberrant response be-
havior. For example, examinees with preknowledge to some of the items in the item
bank may answer these items with a shorter response time than expected. To men-
tion another example in the educational context, unmotivated persons in pretesting
situations may also answer most items more quickly than expected because there is
nothing at stake.

There is some empirical evidence in psychological research that response time
may be used to detect aberrant response behavior. For example, Holden (1998; see
also Knowles & Condon, 1999) compared item response times and a traditional va-
lidity scale for their relative abilities to identify fakers on a personnel inventory.
Unemployed persons actively seeking work were randomly assigned either to re-
spond honestly or to fake well. Item response times performed as well in detecting
fakers as the best traditional validity index did. Item response times correctly iden-
tified over 64% of individuals as either responding honestly or faking. Results were
consistent with previous studies that used this model of item response dissimulation.
Other evidence was provided by Rammsayer (1999), who investigated response
times in CATs. Using perceptual and cognitive discrimination task he found that
response times are significantly longer for incorrect than for correct answers. Fur-
thermore, there was no indication that longer response times for incorrect answers
can be interpreted as an artifact of higher task difficulty. Finally, he suggested that
timing behavior may represent an independent personality trait as suggested by the
construct of personal tempo.

Van der Linden and van Krimpen-Stoop (2003) used a loglinear model to model
response time given by

ln Tij D � C ıi C £j C "ij; (16.13)

where ıi is a parameter for the response time required by item i , £j is a parameter for
the slowness of examinee j , � is a parameter indicating general response time level
for the population of examinees and pool of items, and "ij a normally distributed
residual or interaction term for item i and examinee j with mean 0 and variance
� . Item responses were modeled using the 3PLM. In a simulation study based on
item parameters from the Arithmetic Reasoning test in the Armed Services Voca-
tional Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), they found that incorporating response time to
detect aberrant response behavior to detect preknowledge and speededness resulted
in more power than using only information about unexpected responses.

16.4 Discussion

Because few studies on person fit in computerized adaptive testing have been con-
ducted, it is difficult to compare the relative power of the different methods that
have been discussed in this chapter. Most studies used data where aberrant response
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patterns were simulated. The relevant question is, of course, how realistic these
simulations really are and what the configuration is of “real” aberrant response
patterns. Thus, future research should concentrate on the application of person fit
statistics in real testing applications. Furthermore, studies are needed analyzing em-
pirical data together with background variables to obtain extra information about
the type of misfit. Inspecting plots of the sum of residuals against the item order in
the CUSUM procedure may help the interpretation of the type of misfit. For exam-
ple, large residuals at the start of the CAT may indicate warm-up effect, whereas
at the end of the CAT it may point to fatigue. Research is also needed to distin-
guish between examinees with item score patterns for whom an inappropriate IRT
model is used and those whose item score patterns can be explained using addi-
tional information. Another potential direction may be the use of person fit statistics
in combination with item content. In, for example, diagnostic testing, students have
all sorts of different problems in keeping up with the curriculum, and it is some-
times very difficult for a teacher to determine content areas in which a student might
be having problems. A statistic that would pinpoint areas of difficulty would be ex-
tremely useful for a teacher who wishes to individualize instruction in the classroom.

In Meijer (2004) a CAT was analyzed that consisted of five different subtest ar-
eas. In this CAT the examinee gets a mixture of different subtest areas. For the
test agency, it is interesting to know which subtest areas an examinee masters or
does not master. Therefore, for each person the total score on each subtest is re-
ported. Additionally, it is interesting to investigate if some persons may generate
unexpected combinations of subtest scores. Any score combination that lies inside
some predefined critical area can be classified as misfitting the model. The combi-
nation of global testing, graphical inspection, and local testing may help to better
diagnose misfit.

A possibility is, for example, to calculate the probability of a combination of total
scores (see Rosa et al., 2001 and Meijer, 2004). Let, again, the score on item i be
denoted by ui , let the item score vector be denoted by u, and let the sum score for a
set of items be denoted by x. The likelihood for any summed score is

Lx.�/ D
X

.Ui /Dx

L.uj�/; (16.14)

where the summation is over all response patterns that contain x correct responses.
That is, given � , the likelihood of a summed score is obtained as the sum of the
likelihoods of all response patterns that have that summed score. The probability of
each score x is then

Px D
Z

Lx.�/
.�/d�; (16.15)

where 
.�/ is the population density. An algorithm to compute Lx.�/ was proposed
by Lord and Wingersky (1984). This algorithm assumes that the individual Pi .�/

are estimated under a specified IRT model.
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To investigate unexpected sum scores on subtests of items, a generalization of
(16.14) can be used. Assume that there are two subtests x and x0 . The likelihood of
a combination of sum scores can be calculated by

Lxx0.�/ D Lx.�/Lx0.�/; (16.16)

and the probability of the response pattern of the summed scores fx; x0g equals

Pxx0 D
Z

Lxx0.�/
.�/d�: (16.17)

If a score combination is very unlikely, values of Pxx0 can be calculated for each
score combination x and x0 and plotted in a diagram (Rosa et al., 2001) and Pxx0

can then be used to construct a (1 � ˛/100% “highest density region” (HDR) for
the response combinations. It is important to note that the values of Pxx0 cannot
be interpreted as reflecting likely or unlikely events in any absolute sense because
the magnitude of the individual Pxx0 depends on the number of row and column
score points. To construct the HDR, first the cells should be ordered from largest to
smallest Pxx0 . The 95% HDR can then be determined by considering all cells that
contribute to the first 95% of the cumulative total of Pxx0 . According to the model,
95% of the examinees should obtain score combinations in that list of cells. Cells
that are outside this region represent score combinations that are thus unlikely given
the model.

Finally, the use of response times for computerized adaptive testing in the per-
sonality domain may be promising. Quick response times may in an educational
context point at preknowledge; in typical performance testing it may be linked to
random response behavior or even to particular personality traits. For example,
Farrow et al. (2003) found significant correlations between truthful response times
to auditorily presented questions and neuroticism scores. These preliminary data
suggest that personality variables may play a part in response times. Statistics that
are based on typical response times may so be used to identify personality traits.
Auxiliary information from earlier testing, personality characteristics, personal his-
tory, and socioeconomic background may further enhance the interpretation of test
performance.
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Chapter 17
The Investigation of Differential Item
Functioning in Adaptive Tests

Rebecca Zwick

17.1 Introduction

Differential item functioning (DIF) refers to a difference in item performance
between equally proficient members of two demographic groups. From an item re-
sponse theory (IRT) perspective, DIF can be defined as a difference between groups
in item response functions. The classic example of a DIF item is a mathematics
question containing sports jargon that is more likely to be understood by men than
by women. An item of this kind would be expected to manifest DIF against women:
They are less likely to give a correct response than men with equivalent math ability.
In reality, the causes of DIF are often far more obscure. Camilli and Shepard (1994)
and Holland and Wainer (1993) provide an excellent background in the history, the-
ory, and practice of DIF analysis.

There are several reasons that DIF detection may be more important for comput-
erized adaptive tests (CATs) than it is for nonadaptive tests. Because fewer items
are administered in a CAT, each item response plays a more important role in the
examinees’ test scores than it would in a nonadaptive testing format. Any flaw in
an item, therefore, may be more consequential. Also, an item flaw can have major
repercussions in a CAT because the sequence of items administered to the exami-
nees depends in part on their responses to the flawed item. Finally, administration
of a test by computer creates several potential sources of DIF that are not present
in conventional tests, such as differential computer familiarity, facility, and anxiety,
and differential preferences for computerized administration. Legg and Buhr (1992)
and Schaeffer, Reese, Steffen, McKinley and Mills, (1993) report ethnic and gender
group differences in some of these attributes; Powers and O’Neill (1993) review the
literature on this topic.

The investigation of DIF in CATs can be conducted using several different
administration schemes: First, the items to be assessed for DIF can be admin-
istered adaptively. Second, the items to be assessed can be “seeded” throughout
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the exam and administered nonadaptively. Finally, the potential DIF items can be
administered in an intact nonadaptive section. This chapter focuses on the first situ-
ation. DIF analysis for adaptively administered items involves two major technical
challenges: First, an appropriate matching variable for DIF analysis must be deter-
mined. Clearly, the number-right score, often used in large-scale applications of DIF
analyses by major testing companies, is not appropriate; on the other hand, match-
ing on a scale score based on an IRT model is not entirely straightforward. Second,
a method is needed that can provide stable results in small samples: Even if the total
number of examinees for a given CAT is large, the number of responses for some
items may be very small.

This chapter presents the methods that have been developed to analyze DIF in
CATs, along with results of applications to simulated data. In the final section, fruit-
ful directions for future research are outlined.

17.2 Methods for Assessing DIF in CATs

Formal discussion of DIF procedures for CATs appears to have begun in the late
1980s. Steinberg, Thissen, and Wainer (1990) recommended the application of a
likelihood-ratio test approach that involves determining whether the fit of an IRT
model to the data is impaired by constraining item parameters to be the same for two
groups of examinees. While this approach has become a well-established DIF anal-
ysis method for nonadaptive tests (e.g., see Thissen, Steinberg & Wainer, (1993),
it does not appear to have been applied to CATs, possibly because of the complex-
ities introduced by the incomplete data that result from CAT administration (See
Section 17.3 for further discussion).

In another early proposal for assessing DIF in CATs, Holland suggested compar-
ing examinee groups in terms of item percents correct, basing the analysis on only
those test-takers who received the item late in their CATs (Holland & Zwick, 1991).
However, analyses of simulated data (Zwick, Thayer & Wingersky, 1993, 1994a)
did not support the assumption underlying this procedure – that “examinees” who
receive a particular item late in the CAT will be well-matched in ability. This key
assumption would likely be violated even more severely in actual CATs, which in-
volve many nonpsychometric constraints on item selection.

In addition to recommending the IRT-likelihood-ratio approach, Steinberg
et al. (1990) suggested that DIF assessment procedures for CATs might be de-
veloped by matching examinees on expected true score and then applying existing
DIF methods. The CAT DIF methods of Zwick, Thayer and Wingersky, (ZTW;
1994a, 1994b, 1995) and the CAT version of the empirical Bayes DIF method
of Zwick, Thayer and Lewis (ZTL; 1997, 1999, 2000, Zwick & Thayer, 2002,
2003) are consistent with this recommendation; these methods are discussed in
the subsequent sections. The only other main CAT DIF method that appears in the
literature – the CATSIB procedure of Nandakumar and Roussos (2001, 2004; Rous-
sos, 1996) – is also discussed below. In addition to the publications that propose
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specific methods, Miller (1992) and Way (1994) have addressed the general data
analysis issues involved in conducting DIF analyses in CATs (also see Section 17.3
for new developments).

The ZTW methods are modifications of the Mantel–Haenszel (MH; 1959) DIF
procedure of Holland and Thayer (1988) and of the standardization method of
Dorans and Kulick (1986); the ZTL approach, originally developed for nonadap-
tive tests and later modified for CATs, is an enhancement of the MH method; and
CATSIB is a modification of the SIBTEST procedure of Shealy and Stout (1993a,
1993b). The original “nonadaptive” versions of the Mantel–Haenszel, standardiza-
tion, and SIBTEST methods are reviewed in the next section; the CAT analogues
are then described.

17.2.1 A Review of the Mantel–Haenszel, Standardization,
and SIBTEST Procedures

In the MH procedure of Holland and Thayer (1988), which is widely used by testing
companies for DIF screening, a 2	2	K table of examinee data is constructed based
on item performance (right or wrong), group membership (the focal group, which
is of primary interest, or the reference group), and score on an overall proficiency
measure with K levels, used to match examinees. The two examinee groups are then
compared in terms of their odds of answering the item correctly, conditional on the
proficiency measure. The odds ratio is assumed to be constant over all levels of the
proficiency measure.

Assume that there are Tk examinees at the kth level of the matching variable.
Of these, nRk are in the reference group and nFk are in the focal group. Of the nRk

reference group members, Ak answered the studied item correctly while Bk did not.
Similarly, Ck of the nFk matched focal group members answered the studied item
correctly, whereas Dk did not. The MH measure of DIF can then be defined as

MH D-DIF D �2:35 ln. ǪMH/; (17.1)

where b̨MH is the Mantel–Haenszel (1959) conditional odds-ratio estimator given by

ǪMH D
P

k AkDk=TkP
k BkCk=Tk

: (17.2)

In Equation (17.1), the transformation of ǪMH places MHD-DIF (which stands
for “Mantel–Haenszel delta difference”) on the ETS delta scale of item difficulty
(Holland & Thayer, 1985). The effect of the minus sign is to make MHD-DIF neg-
ative when the item is more difficult for members of the focal group than it is for
comparable members of the reference group. Phillips and Holland (1987) derived
an estimated standard error for ln. ǪMH/; their result proved to be identical to that of
Robins, Breslow and Greenland, (1986).
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The Mantel–Haenszel chi-square test provides an approximation to the uniformly
most powerful unbiased test of the null hypothesis of no DIF (common odds ratio
equal to one) versus the hypothesis of constant DIF (common odds ratio not equal
to one). Rejection of the null hypothesis suggests that item performance and group
membership are associated, conditional on the matching variable.

The results of an MH DIF analysis typically include MH D-DIF (or some equiv-
alent index based on the estimated odds ratio), along with its estimated standard
error. In making decisions about whether to discard items or flag them for review,
however, testing companies may rely instead on categorical ratings of the severity
of DIF. Several testing companies have adopted a system developed by ETS for cat-
egorizing the severity of DIF based on both the magnitude of the DIF index and
the statistical significance of the results (see Zieky, 1993). According to the original
version of this classification scheme, a “C” categorization, which represents mod-
erate to large DIF, requires that the absolute value of MH D-DIF be at least 1.5
and be significantly greater than 1 (at ˛ D 0:05). A “B” categorization, which in-
dicates slight to moderate DIF, requires that MH D-DIF be significantly different
from zero (at ˛ D 0:05) and that the absolute value of MH D-DIF be at least 1,
but not large enough to satisfy the requirements for a C item. Items that do not meet
the requirements for either the B or C categories are labeled “A” items, which are
considered to have negligible DIF. Items that fall in the C category are subjected to
further scrutiny and may be eliminated from tests. For most purposes, it is useful to
distinguish between negative DIF (DIF against the focal group, by convention) and
positive DIF (DIF against the reference group). This distinction yields a total of five
DIF classifications: C–, B–, A, B+, and C+. (The rules for assigning items to DIF
categories have been modified slightly over time, but the version outlined here was
used in the ZTW and ZTL research described in this chapter.)

In the standardization DIF procedure (Dorans and Kulick, 1986), data are orga-
nized the same way as in MH DIF analysis. The standardization index, often called
STDP -DIF (which stands for “standardized proportion difference”), compares the
item proportions correct for the reference and focal groups, after adjusting for dif-
ferences in the distribution of members of the two groups across the levels of the
matching variable.

More specifically,

STD P -DIF D
X

wk OpFk �
X

wk OpRk; (17.3)

where wk is a weight associated with the kth level of the matching variable. In
typical applications of STD P -DIF, including those described below,

wk D nFk

nF

; (17.4)

where nF D P
k nFk is the total number of examinees in the focal group. Under this

weighting scheme the term before the minus sign in (17.3) is simply the proportion
of the focal group that answers the studied item correctly, and the term following
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the minus sign is an adjusted proportion correct for the reference group. Although
a standard error formula for STDP -DIF was developed by Holland (see Dorans &
Holland, 1993) and two alternative formulations were derived by Zwick, (1992; see
Zwick & Thayer, 1996), STD P -DIF is usually used as a descriptive measure and
not as the basis for a formal hypothesis test.

The original versions of the MH and standardization DIF procedures involve
matching examinees from two groups on the basis of observed test score – typically,
the number correct. Under the classical test theory model, it can be shown that ref-
erence and focal group members who are matched in terms of observed scores will
not, in general, be matched in terms of true score (see also Shealy and Stout, 1993a,
1993b; Zwick, 1990; Zwick, Thayer and Lewis, 1997). The measurement error prob-
lem vanishes under certain Rasch model conditions because of the sufficiency of
the number-correct score for � , but, except in that special case, the severity of the
problem increases as the difference between the reference and focal group ability
distributions increases and as the test reliability decreases. To address this problem,
the SIBTEST procedure developed by Shealy and Stout, 1993a, 1993b) matches ex-
aminees on an estimated true score obtained by applying a “regression correction”
to the observed score. The SIBTEST measure of DIF, Ǒ, can be defined as follows:

Ǒ D
X

k

wk

�
Y

�
Fk � Y

�
Rk

�
; (17.5)

where Y
�
Fk and Y

�
Rk are adjusted mean scores (described below) on the studied

item for the focal and reference groups, respectively, and wk is a weight. Although
the weight can in principle be defined as in (17.4), Shealy and Stout recommend
defining it as

wk D .nRk C nFk/=N; (17.6)

where N is the total sample size. Note that SIBTEST can be applied to a set of
studied items simultaneously, in which case the Y

�
k values in (17.5) are the adjusted

means for the set of items.
The steps involved in obtaining the adjusted means used in the original version

of SIBTEST, which are described in detail by Shealy and Stout, 1993a), are as fol-
lows: (1) Assuming a classical test theory model for the regression of true score
on observed score (in this case, the number-right score on the matching items, ex-
cluding the studied item), obtain the expected true score for each group at each
of the K levels of the matching variable. For each group, the slope of this re-
gression is the reliability of the set of matching items in that group (Shealy and
Stout, 1993a, pp. 190–193). This adjustment is equivalent to the correction pro-
posed by T. L. Kelley (1923) as a means of adjusting an observed test score for
measurement error. (2) For each of the K levels of the matching variable, average the
expected true score for the reference and focal groups and regard that average as the
true score corresponding to the kth level. (3) For each level of the matching variable,
estimate the expected item score, given the true score, for each group, assuming that
the regression of item score on true score is locally linear. This expected item score
is the adjusted item mean Y

�
k for that group. (Newer versions of SIBTEST formulate

the regression correction somewhat differently; see Jiang & Stout, 1998.)
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If the weighting function in (17.4) rather than (17.6) is chosen, and if the test
is either very reliable or yields similar score distributions and reliabilities for the
two groups, then the value of Ǒ will be close to that of STDP -DIF (Equation 17.3).
The SIBTEST test statistic, which is obtained by dividing Ǒ by its standard error,
is approximately standard normal under the null hypothesis of no DIF. Under some
conditions, SIBTEST has been shown to provide better Type I error control than the
MH (Roussos & Stout, 1996).

17.2.2 A Modification of the MH and Standardization
Approaches for CATs (ZTW)

The ZTW CAT DIF approach requires that IRT item parameter estimates be avail-
able for all items. After responding to the CAT, examinees are matched on the
expected true score for the entire CAT pool, and the MH or standardization pro-
cedures applied. Specifically, the matching variable is

Expected true score on CAT D
IX

iD1

Opi

� O�CAT

�
; (17.7)

where Opi . O�CAT/ is the estimated item response function for item i , evaluated at O�CAT ,
the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of ability based on responses to the set
of items received by the examinee, and I is the number of items in the pool. In
the original ZTW studies, one-unit intervals of expected true score were used for
matching; in our more recent application to very sparse data (Zwick & Thayer, 2002,
2003), two-unit intervals were found to work better.

In the initial ZTW simulation study, (1993, 1994a) that evaluated the per-
formance of these methods, the pool consisted of 75 items, 25 of which were
administered to each examinee using an information-based CAT algorithm. Item
responses were generated using the three-parameter logistic (3PL) model, in which
the probability of a correct response on item i in group G (G D R or F , denoting
the reference or focal group) can be represented as

piG.�/ D ci C .1 � ci /f1 C expŒ�.1:7ai .� � biG/�g�1; (17.8)

where � is the examinee ability parameter, ai is the discrimination parameter for
item i , ci is the probability of correct response for a very low-ability examinee
(which was constant across items in our simulation), and biG is the item difficulty
in group G. The focal group difficulty, biF , is equal to biR � di . Hence, di is the
difference between reference and focal group difficulties.

A simple relation between item parameters and MH DIF exists only in the
Rasch model (Fischer, 1995; Holland and Thayer, 1988; Zwick, 1990), in which
the MHD-DIF statistic provides an estimate of 4ai di under certain assumptions
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(see Donoghue, Holland & Thayer, 1993). Even when the Rasch model does not
hold, however, MHD-DIF tends to be roughly proportional to ai di (ZTW, 1993,
1994a). Therefore, in this study, we used ai di as an index of the magnitude of DIF
present in item i .

In practice, the true item parameters are, of course, unavailable for estimating
abilities and calculating item information within the CAT algorithm. To produce
more realistic predictions about the functioning of the DIF methods in applications
to actual examinee data, item parameter estimates, rather than the generating pa-
rameters, were used for these purposes. (This simulation design issue is discussed
further in a later section.) A calibration sample was generated that consisted of 2,000
simulated examinees who responded to all 75 items in the pool under non-DIF con-
ditions. Item calibration, based on the 3PL model, was conducted using LOGIST
(Wingersky, Patrick & Lord, 1988).

The main simulation included 18 conditions. In half the conditions, the number
of examinees per group was 500, while in the other half, the reference group had
900 members and the focal group had 100. The simulation conditions also varied in
terms of focal group ability distribution (same as or different from reference group)
and pattern of DIF. A detailed analysis of the accuracy of the CAT DIF estimates and
of the classification of items into the A, B, and C categories (ZTW, 1993, 1994a)
showed that the methods performed well. A small portion of the validity evidence
is included here.

17.2.3 Correlations among CAT DIF Statistics, Nonadaptive DIF
Statistics, and Generating DIF

For six of the 18 simulation conditions (all of which included reference and focal
sample sizes of 500), two nonadaptive versions of the MH D-DIF and STD P -DIF
statistics were computed for comparison to the CAT results. For both nonadaptive
approaches, all 75 pool items were “administered” to all examinees. In the first
procedure (referred to as “ O�-75”), examinees were matched on an expected true
score calculated using the MLE of ability based on all 75 responses. That is, the
matching variable in Equation (17.7) was replaced by

Expected true score based on all pool items D
IX

iD1

Opi

� O�I

�
; (17.9)

where O�I is the MLE of ability based on all I D 75 items. The second nonadaptive
approach (“Number Right”) was a conventional DIF analysis in which examinees
were matched on number-right score. Correlations (across the 75 items in the pool)
among the CAT-based DIF statistics, the DIF statistics based on nonadaptive admin-
istration, and the DIF magnitude index, ai di , are presented in Table 17.1.
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Because of a complex estimation procedure used only for the CAT-based DIF
analyses, the CAT DIF statistics were much more precisely determined than were
the DIF statistics for the other two matching variables. (This estimation procedure
was used only within the context of the simulation and is not involved in ordinary
applications; see ZTW, 1994.) To avoid giving a spuriously inflated impression of
the performance of the CAT analyses, correlations were corrected for unreliability
(see ZTW, 1993, 1994a for details). These corrected correlations (which occasion-
ally exceed one) provide a more equitable way of comparing the three sets of DIF
statistics than do the uncorrected correlations (also shown).

Table 17.1 shows that the CAT, O� � 75, and Number Right analyses produced
results that were highly correlated with each other and with the DIF magnitude in-
dex. In particular, the two analyses based on all 75 item responses produced virtually
identical results. (The similarity between these approaches may be substantially less
for shorter tests.) The median (over conditions) of the corrected correlations with
the DIF magnitude index were very similar for the CAT, O� � 75, and Number Right
analyses, which is somewhat surprising since the CAT DIF approach uses ability
estimates based on only 25 item responses. Correlations with the DIF magnitude
index tended to be slightly higher for MH D-DIF than for STD P-DIF, a finding that
is probably an artifact of the metric of the DIF magnitude index (i.e., the index is
roughly proportional to the quantity estimated by MH D-DIF, whereas STD P-DIF
is in the proportion metric).

Several extensions of the initial ZTW research were conducted. In one study
(ZTW, 1995), we examined the effect on ability and DIF estimation of applying the

Table 17.1 Correlations between DIF estimates and DIF magnitude index values (from Zwick,
Thayer & Wingersky, 1993, 1994a)

Type of DIF Measure Type of Correlation
Median Correlation
MH D STD P

O� � CAT O� � 75 Uncorrected 0.89 0.86
Corrected 0.99 0.95

O� � CAT Number Right Uncorrected 0.88 0.87
Corrected 0.99 0.95

O� � CAT Magnitude Index Uncorrected 0.96 0.96
Corrected 0.97 0.97

O� � 75 Number Right Uncorrected 0.99 0.98
Corrected >1.00 >1.00

O� � 75 Magnitude Index Uncorrected 0.87 0.87
Corrected 0.97 0.95

Number Right Magnitude Index Uncorrected 0.88 0.87
Corrected 0.98 0.95

Note: The two leftmost columns refer to the variables used to compute the correlations, e.g.,
“ O� � CAT” refers to the DIF statistics (MHD-DIF or STDP-DIF) obtained after matching ex-
aminees on the CAT-based ability estimate. The DIF magnitude index is defined as ai di (see
text). “Corrected” correlations are Pearson correlations that have been corrected for attenuation
due to unreliability. The two rightmost columns give median correlations over six simulation
conditions.
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Rasch model to data that were generated using the 3PL model. Although the DIF
statistics were highly correlated with the generating DIF, they tended to be slightly
smaller in absolute value than in the 3PL analysis, resulting in a lower probability
of detecting items with extreme DIF. This reduced sensitivity appeared to be related
to a degradation in the accuracy of matching. In another study (ZTW, 1994b), we
addressed the question of how to assess DIF in nonadaptively administered pretest
items that have not yet been calibrated. A simple procedure that involved matching
on the sum of the CAT-based expected true score (Equation 17.7) and the score on
the pretest item (0 or 1) was found to work as well as more sophisticated match-
ing procedures that required calibration of the pretest items. In another spin-off of
the ZTW research, we discovered that adaptive administration has a systematic ef-
fect on the standard errors of DIF statistics. For fixed group sample sizes, adaptive
administration tends to lead to smaller standard errors for MH D-DIF and larger
standard errors for STD P-DIF than does nonadaptive administration. Although this
phenomenon seems counterintuitive at first, it appears to be related to the fact that
item proportions correct are closer to 0.5 in adaptive than in nonadaptive tests; this
has opposite effects on the standard error of MH D-DIF, which is in the logit met-
ric, and the standard error of STD P-DIF, which is in the proportion metric (see
Zwick,1997; ZTW, 1994b).

17.2.4 An Empirical Bayes (EB) Enhancement of the MH
Approach (ZTL)

Zwick, Thayer and Mazzeo, (1997, 1999, 2000) developed an empirical Bayes (EB)
approach to Mantel–Haenszel DIF analysis that yields more stable results in small
samples than does the ordinary MH approach and is therefore well suited to adaptive
testing conditions. The computations, which involve only the MHD-DIF indexes
and their standard errors, are detailed in the original references.

The model can be expressed as follows. Because ln . ǪMH/ has an asymptotic
normal distribution (Agresti, 1990), it is reasonable to assume that

MHi j!i � N

!i ; �2

i

�
; (17.10)

where MHi denotes the MHD-DIF statistic for item i , E .MHi / D !i represents
the unknown parameter value corresponding to MHi , and �2

i is the sampling vari-
ance of MHi .

The following prior distribution is assumed for !i :

!i � N

�; £2

�
; (17.11)

where � is the across-item mean of !i and £2 is the across-item variance. The
parameters of the prior are estimated from the data. The posterior distribution of !i ,
given the observed MH D-DIF statistic, can be expressed as

f .!i jMHi / _ f .MHi j!i / f .!i / : (17.12)
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Standard Bayesian calculations (see, e.g., Gelman, Carlin, Stern & Rubin, 1995)
show that this distribution is normal with mean Wi MHi C .1 � Wi /� and variance
Wi�

2
i , where

Wi D £2

�2
i C £2

: (17.13)

The posterior distribution of DIF parameters in (17.12) is used as the basis for DIF
inferences. (An alternative version of the EB DIF method allows estimation of the
distribution of the item’s DIF statistic in future administrations.) The posterior dis-
tribution can be used to probabilistically assign the item to the A, B, and C DIF
categories described in an earlier section. In addition, the posterior mean serves
as a point estimate of the DIF parameter for that item. The posterior mean can be
regarded as a shrinkage estimator of Mantel–Haenszel DIF: The larger the MH stan-
dard error, �2

i , the more the EB estimation procedure “shrinks” the observed MHi

value toward the prior mean (which is usually close to zero because MH statistics
must sum to approximately zero in typical applications). On the other hand, as �2

i

approaches zero, the EB DIF estimate approaches MHi .
In the initial phase of research (ZTL, 1997, 1999), the EB methods were ex-

tensively investigated through simulation study and were applied experimentally
to data from paper-and-pencil tests, including the Graduate Record Examinations
(GRE). Subsequent work involved an elaboration of the method that was based on
the use of loss functions for DIF detection (ZTL, 2000). The EB DIF methods have
been used by the U.S. Department of Defense to investigate DIF in the CAT version
of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (CAT-ASVAB; see Krass &
Segall, 1998) and have been experimentally applied to NCLEX, the computerized
adaptive licensure exam of the National Council of State Boards of Nursing. Also,
Miller and Fan (1998) compared the ZTL approach to a method identical to the
MH version of the ZTW procedure and concluded that the ZTL approach was more
promising for the detection of DIF in high-dimensional CATs. The most recent EB
DIF research (Zwick & Thayer, 2002, 2003), sponsored by the Law School Ad-
mission Council (LSAC), was an investigation of the applicability of these methods
to a large-scale computerized adaptive admissions test. Some findings from this
study, which was part of an investigation (Pashley, 1997) of the feasibility of a
computerized adaptive Law School Admission Test (LSAT), are described in the
subsequent sections.

17.2.5 LSAT Simulation Study

In developing a modification of the EB DIF methods for the LSAT CAT context,
we needed to accommodate LSAC’s interest in CATs that are adaptive on the test-
let level rather than the item level. To test the EB CAT procedure, therefore, we
designed a simulation involving testlet-based CAT administration. The CAT pool
consisted of 10 five-item testlets at each of three difficulty levels — a total of
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150 items. The simulation included several conditions that varied in terms of fo-
cal group ability distribution (same as or different from reference group) and in
terms of sample size (3,000 per group or 1,000 per group). In the large-n conditions,
item-level sample sizes (within a group) ranged from 86 to 842; for the small-n con-
ditions, the range was from 16 to 307. The data were generated using the 3PL model
(Equation 17.8). As in our previous simulation studies of the EB method, we defined
true DIF as follows in the LSAC research:

True DIF D �2:35

Z
ln

�
piR.�/=qiR.�/

piF.�/=qiF.�/

�
fR.�/d�; (17.14)

where piG.�/ is the item response function for group G, given by Equation (17.8),
qiG.�/ D 1 � piG.�/, and fR.�/ is the reference group ability distribution.
Pommerich, Spray and Parshall, (1995) proposed similar indexes in other contexts
(see Roussos, Schnipke & Pashley, (1999) for discussion). This quantity can be
viewed as the true MH value, unaffected by sampling or measurement error (see
ZTL, 1997).

We matched examinees for DIF analysis on the basis of the expected true score
for the entire item pool, as in the ZTW (1994a, 1995) studies; this seemed most
consistent with available LSAC scoring plans. Our procedures for estimating the
parameters of the prior, which had been developed for nonadaptive tests, needed
some modification for application to CATs (see Zwick & Thayer, 2002, 2003).
A major goal of the study was to determine whether the EB method, previously
tested on samples no smaller than 200 examinees for the reference group and 50 for
the focal group, could be applied successfully with even smaller samples.

17.2.6 Properties of EB DIF Estimates

How close were the EB DIF values to the target values given by Equation (17.14),
and how did their accuracy compare to that of the non-Bayesian version of the MH
statistics? We compared these two types of DIF estimates using root mean-square
residuals .RMSRs/, defined for each item as follows:

RMSR D
vuut 1

R

RX

rD1

� ODr � True DIF
�2

; (17.15)

where r indexes replications, R is the number of replications, ODr is either the
MH D-DIF statistic or the EB posterior mean from the r th replication, and True DIF
is the appropriate value from equation 17.14. The RMSR represents the average de-
parture, in the MH metric, of the DIF estimate from the True DIF value. If these
True DIF values are regarded as the estimands for the DIF statistics, then these
RMSR values give estimates of the mean-square error (the average distance between
the parameter estimate and the parameter) for the DIF statistics.
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17.2.7 RMSRs of EB and MH Point Estimates
in the No-DIF Case

We first investigated the performance of the EB method when DIF was absent (i.e.,
the True DIF value for each item was zero). Abilities for both examinee groups
were drawn from a standard normal distribution. A large-sample case, with 3,000
examinees per group and 200 replications, and a small-sample case, with 1,000
examinees per group and 600 replications, were considered. (In this portion of the
study, item sample sizes per group ranged from about 290 to 800 in the large-sample
condition and from about 80 to 300 in the small-sample condition.) The top panel
of Table 17.2 gives, for each of the two sample sizes, the 25th, 50th, and 75th per-
centiles of the distribution of RMSR values across the 150 items. The difference in
the performance of the EB DIF approach and that of the non-Bayesian MH statistic
is quite striking: The median RMSR for the MH method was roughly 10 times the
median RMSR for the EB approach in both sample-size conditions. The EB DIF
statistic departed from its target value of zero by an average of about 0.03 in the
large-sample case and 0.07 in the small-sample case; the corresponding values for
MHD-DIF were 0.37 and 0.68. However, these results for the no-DIF case might
be regarded as “stacked” in favor of the EB method since the estimate of the prior
mean in (17.11) will be close to zero, which is the target value for the DIF statistics.
As noted earlier, this property of the estimated prior mean results from the fact that,
in standard applications, the sum of the MH statistics over items is constrained to be
near zero. It is useful, therefore, to separately examine the RMSRs for the EB and
MH DIF estimates for the case in which DIF is present.

Table 17.2 RMSR results for EB and MH DIF statistics in LSAT simulation
study (Zwick & Thayer,2002, 2003)

Initial Group n D 1; 000 Initial Group n D 3; 000

EB MH EB MH

DIF Absent; Reference N.0; 1/, Focal N.0; 1/

25th %ile 0.068 0.543 0.031 0.298
Median 0.072 0.684 0.034 0.365
75th %ile 0.078 0.769 0.037 0.417

DIF Present; Reference N.0; 1/, Focal N.0; 1/

25th %ile 0.460 0.565 0.284 0.317
Median 0.509 0.713 0.341 0.390
75th %ile 0.542 0.787 0.380 0.444

DIF Present; Reference N.0; 1/, Focal N.�1; 1/

25th %ile 0.464 0.585 0.302 0.322
Median 0.517 0.641 0.361 0.366
75th %ile 0.560 1.190 0.442 0.594

Note: Each RMSR summarizes results across replications (600 in the small-n
condition and 200 in the large-n condition). The results above are summaries
over the 150 items.
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17.2.8 RMSRs of EB and MH Point Estimates
in the DIF-present Case

In the conditions for which DIF was present, the True DIF values in this study
(see Equation 17.14) ranged from –2.3 to 2.9 in the MH metric, with a standard
deviation of about one. Here, as in the no-DIF conditions, we compared the EB
point estimates of DIF to the MH D-DIF statistics using root mean-square residuals,
defined in Equation (17.15). The bottom two panels of Table 17.2 summarize the
results for the 150 items in four simulation conditions. The table gives, for each
condition, the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the distribution of RMSR values
across the 150 items. In the two small-n simulation conditions, the RMSR tended
to be substantially smaller for the EB estimate than for MH D-DIF. In the large-n
conditions, the advantage of the EB estimates was greatly reduced, which is to be
expected, since the MH standard errors are small when samples are large, causing
the EB DIF estimate to be close to the MH values.

The small-n results were also examined separately for easy, medium, and hard
items. The smallest sample sizes occurred for the 50 hard items when the focal
group ability distribution was N.�1; 1/, implying that it was centered more than
two standard deviations lower than the mean difficulty of the items, which was 1.27.
Here, reference group sample sizes ranged from 80 to 151, with a mean of 117; focal
group sample sizes ranged from 16 to 67, with a mean of 40. These sample sizes are
substantially smaller than is ordinarily considered acceptable for application of the
MH procedure. Table 17.3 summarizes the RMSR results for these items, as well as
the number of RMSR values exceeding 1 (about 1 SD unit in the True DIF metric).
While only two of the 50 values exceeded 1 for the EB method, all 50 RMSRs for
the MH procedure were greater than one. The median RMSR for the EB method for
these items was 0.53, compared to 1.25 for the MH. It is interesting to note that, in
a different subset of the results (not shown) for which the MH RMSR had a median
of 0.53 (medium-difficulty items, N.�1; 1/ focal group distribution), the sample
sizes averaged about 240 per group. Roughly, speaking, then, the EB procedure
achieved the same stability for samples averaging 117 and 40 reference and focal
group members, respectively, as did the MH for samples averaging 240 per group.

Table 17.3 Distribution of RMSRs for the 50
hard items in the small-sample condition (Zwick
& Thayer, 2002, 2003)

EB MH

25th %ile 0.514 1.190
Median 0.532 1.252
75th %ile 0.558 1.322
Number > 1 2 50

Note: The range of item sample sizes across the
50 items and 600 replications was from 80 to 151,
with a mean of 117 for the reference group and
from 16 to 67, with a mean of 40 for the focal
group.
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17.2.9 Bias of EB and MH Point Estimates in the DIF Case.

The generally smaller RMSR values for the EB estimates are consistent with theory.
Such estimates have smaller mean-square error than their non-Bayesian counter-
parts. They are not, however, unbiased; in fact, the bias of these estimates is greatest
for the extreme parameter values. Table 17.4 shows the results of an analysis of the
bias of the EB and MH estimates conducted by Zwick & Thayer, (2002, 2003) for
the same simulation conditions displayed in Table 17.3. The squared RMSR for each
item can be decomposed into two terms — the variance and the squared bias, B2.
In the present context, these components are defined as follows:

Variance D 1

R

RX

rD1

�
bDr � bD

�2

; (17.16)

where bD is the across-replication average of the R DIF statistics bDr and

B2 D
�
bD � TrueDIF

�2

: (17.17)

Table 17.4 shows the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the distribution (across the
150 items) of the variance and squared bias of the EB and MH estimates in the four
simulation conditions. In the large-sample conditions, the EB and MH estimates
showed similar amounts of bias, and the variances of the MH statistics tended to be
larger than those of the EB statistics. In the small-sample conditions, the EB bias
tended to be greater, particularly when the reference and focal group distributions
differed.

Table 17.4 Variance (Var) and Squared Bias (B2) results for EB and MH DIF Statistics in LSAT
simulation study (Zwick & Thayer, 2002, 2003)

Initial Group n D 1; 000 Initial Group n D 3; 000

EB MH EB MH

DIF present; Reference N.0; 1/, Focal N.0; 1/

Var B2 Var B2 Var B2 Var B2

25th %ile 0.195 0.001 0.316 0.001 0.079 0.000 0.095 0.001
Median 0.238 0.007 0.498 0.004 0.108 0.001 0.141 0.003
75th %ile 0.259 0.035 0.592 0.018 0.127 0.019 0.166 0.015

DIF present; Reference N.0; 1/, Focal N.�1; 1/

Var B2 Var B2 Var B2 Var B2

25th %ile 0.191 0.004 0.335 0.000 0.084 0.001 0.103 0.000
Median 0.210 0.027 0.402 0.002 0.100 0.003 0.127 0.001
75th %ile 0.242 0.088 1.402 0.013 0.182 0.016 0.339 0.011

Note: Var and B2 are defined in (17.16) and (17.17).The results above are summaries over the
150 items.
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A possible concern about the EB method is that extreme DIF items tend to be
most affected by the biasedness of the EB estimates. In the present study, however,
the relative performance of the EB method was quite good even for items with large
DIF. Several items for which EB bias was substantial still had smaller RMSR values
for EB than for MH, showing that the EB statistics were, on the average, closer to
their target values than the MH statistics. For example, the largest B2 value for the
EB approach (1.58) occurred in the small-n, different-distributions condition for an
item that had a True DIF value of 2.4. The EB variance value was 0.16, resulting
in an RMSR of 1.32. The MH statistic, by contrast, had a B2 value of 0.69 and a
variance term of 2.34, resulting in an RMSR of 1.74. For only a very few items (six in
the small-n, different-distributions condition, two in the small-n, same-distribution
condition, and none in the remaining two conditions) did the EB RMSR values
exceed the MH RMSR values by more than 0.1.

17.2.10 Probabilistic Classification of DIF Results

In addition to offering an alternative point estimate of DIF, the EB method provides
a probabilistic version of the A, B, and C DIF classification system. Two related
problems associated with the traditional classification approach are that (1) when
sample sizes are small, the DIF category is unstable and may vary substantially from
one test administration to another and (2) attaching an A, B, or C label to an item
may convey the mistaken notion that an item’s DIF category is deterministic. The
EB approach yields an estimate of the probability that the true DIF for an item falls
into the A, B, and C categories, based on an estimate of the posterior distribution
of DIF parameters (see ZTL,1997, 1999 for details). The estimated A, B, and C
probabilities can be regarded as representing our state of knowledge about the true
DIF category for the item.

A possible advantage of the EB method of probabilistic DIF classification is
that it may convey information about the sampling variability of DIF results in a
more comprehensible way than do the current procedures. This alternative way of
representing the variability of DIF findings lends itself well to graphical display.
Pie charts can be used effectively to represent the posterior probabilities associated
with the A, B, and C categories, as shown in Figure 17.1. The displayed item,
which had an actual status of A (True DIF near zero), was incorrectly classified
as a C+ using the standard ETS procedure. According to the EB approach however,
the estimated probability of A status was 0.65. The EB methods can be modified
easily if the current rules used to assign items to categories are adjusted (e.g., see
Miller & Fan 1998) or, if other hypothesis-testing approaches are substituted, for
the Mantel–Haenszel procedure.
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Fig. 17.1 EB DIF results for a CAT simulation item with true classification “A”. Reference group:
N.0; 1/; n D 101; focal group: N.�1; 1/; n D 23. (Adapted from Zwick & Thayer, 2002, 2003)

17.2.11 CATSIB: A Modification of the SIBTEST Method
of Shealy and Stout

In CATSIB, the modification of SIBTEST for CAT (Nandakumar and Rous-
sos, 2001, 2004; Roussos, 1996), examinees are matched on a regression-
corrected version of an IRT-based ability estimate (grouped into intervals).
Nandakumar and Roussos (2001, 2004) applied CATSIB to simulated “pretest”
items that had been “administered” nonadaptively to at least 250 members in each
examinee group. CAT administration affected only the items used to match exam-
inees for DIF analysis (25 items per examinee, out of a pool of 1,000), not the
16 suspect items themselves, all of which were administered to each examinee.
Although Nandakumar and Roussos 2004, pp. 179–180) suggest that their study is
the only one to propose DIF analysis methods for pretest items in the CAT context,
the design of their study resembles the earlier pretest DIF study of ZTW (1994b).

The CATSIB simulation findings on DIF parameter estimation, Type I error, and
power were quite favorable; a partial summary of the Type I error and power results
from Nandakumar and Roussos, (2001, 2004) is given in Table 17.5 (for D 0:05,
with combined reference and focal sample sizes ranging from 500 to 1,000). When
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Table 17.5 Summary of two-tailed rejection rates from CATSIB simulation
study (adapted from Nandakumar & Roussos, 2001.)

No DIF DIF D 0.05 DIF D 0.10

Ref. & Focal � means same
nR D 250, nF D 250 0.051 0.275 0.728
nR D 500, nF D 250 0.044 0.336 0.840
nR D 500, nF D 500 0.057 0.478 0.940

Focal � mean 0.5 SD lower

nR D 250, nF D 250 0.046 0.260 0.715
nR D 500, nF D 250 0.045 0.328 0.811
nR D 500, nF D 500 0.051 0.462 0.935

Focal � mean 1 SD lower

nR D 250, nF D 250 0.050 0.235 0.638
nR D 500, nF D 250 0.057 0.294 0.719
nR D 500, nF D 500 0.058 0.397 0.894

Note: The nominal Type I error rate was 0.05. Results are averaged across six
items in the no-DIF condition and across five items in each of the two DIF
conditions. In all conditions, results are also averaged across 400 replications.
The DIF metric here represents the average difference between the probabili-
ties of correct response for matched reference and focal group examinees.

DIF was equal to 0.05 in the SIBTEST metric (i.e., probabilities of correct response
for matched reference and focal group examinees differed by an average of 0.05),
CATSIB’s power ranged from 0.24 to 0.48; when DIF was equal to 0.10, the power
ranged from 0.64 to 0.94. Power decreased as the difference between reference and
focal group ability distributions increased. Type I error was quite well controlled
overall. It is difficult to compare the CATSIB results to the ZTW and ZTL results
for several reasons. First, the item sample sizes and administration mode (adaptive
versus nonadaptive) are different. Also, Nandakumar and Roussos, (2001, 2004) in-
cluded estimation of Type I error rates and power, while the ZTW and ZTL research
focused on parameter estimation and probabilistic DIF classification. Yet another
factor that makes CATSIB and the other CAT DIF procedures hard to compare is
a particular feature of the simulation procedures used in the CATSIB studies. Most
aspects of the Nandakumar and Roussos, (2001, 2004) simulation were carefully de-
signed to be realistic. For example, great care was taken in choosing the properties of
the generating item parameters so as to produce data resembling actual test results.

Another strong feature of the simulation is that it involved administration of 25
CAT items from a pool of 1000. This ratio of pool size to test length is more re-
alistic than that used in ZTW and ZTL; the exposure control features implemented
in the Nandakumar and Roussos simulation were also more elaborate. However, as
the authors themselves mentioned, the simulated CAT administration and DIF anal-
yses departed in one major way from actual practice and from the ZTW and ZTL
studies: The true item parameters – those used in data generation – were used in all
computations. In the CATSIB context, this means that true, rather than estimated
parameters were involved in three major aspects of the simulation and analysis:
the assignment of items to examinees via the CAT algorithm, the computation of
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the regression correction, and the calculation of examinee ability estimates, which
are used for DIF matching. Nandakumar and Roussos, (2001, 2004) noted that
their future research will use item parameter estimates in applying the CATSIB
method, a change that should lead to a more realistic assessment of the utility
of CATSIB. In summary, the CATSIB procedure seems promising and warrants
further study. One recent CATSIB report describes efforts to eliminate the DIF
estimation bias that occurred for certain items in the Nandakumar and Roussos
study (Roussos, Nandakumar and Banks, 2006); another report presents a kernel-
smoothed version of CATSIB (Nandakumar, Banks & Roussos, 2006).

17.3 Recent Developments

Recently, Lei, Chen, and Yu, (2006) published the results of a simulation study that
compared three competing procedures in terms of their effectiveness in detecting
DIF in seeded “pretest” items. The pretest items were administered to all test-takers,
while the remaining items were adaptively administered. The three methods were
CATSIB (Nandakumar and Roussos, 2001, 2004), a modified version of the logistic
regression DIF procedure of Swaminathan and Rogers, (1990) in which an IRT-
based ability estimate was substituted for the number-right score, and a modification
of the IRT-based likelihood-ratio test (IRT-LRT) approach (Thissen, Steinberg &
Wainer, 1993). In the modified IRT-LRT procedure, item responses that were miss-
ing due to CAT administration were imputed so that responses to a subset of the
CAT items, which were assumed to be DIF-free, could be used as an anchor test.

Overall, the IRT-LRT method performed best, demonstrating adequate Type I
error control and generally good power. The generalizability of this result is in
question, however, because the imputation procedure that was implemented to ac-
commodate CAT data could not be used in practice: Not only was the form of the
true IRT model (3PL) assumed to be known, but responses that were missing due to
CAT administration were imputed using the true item parameters (i.e., those used in
data generation).

The logistic regression method exhibited poor Type I error control when the ref-
erence and focal groups differed in average ability; surprisingly, the Type I error
inflation was worse when group sample sizes were equal. CATSIB showed poor
Type I error control when the two groups had unequal sample sizes, particularly
when average abilities also differed. The inflated error rates for CATSIB were
attributed to problems in matching “test-takers” under these conditions. Also, al-
though CATSIB showed some power advantages in detecting uniform DIF, it was
not as effective as the other two methods in detecting group differences in item
discrimination. The authors recommended that a similar investigation be conducted
using a CAT modification of Crossing SIBTEST (a SIBTEST variant intended for
detecting nonuniform DIF; Li & Stout, 1996) be conducted.
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17.4 Future Research

A number of important questions remain to be addressed in future CAT DIF
research:

1. How does the performance of existing CAT DIF methods compare when simula-
tion design and analysis features are held constant? As noted earlier, the existing
studies used differing simulation approaches and assessed different aspects of
the DIF procedures. It would be useful to create a common simulation data
set on which all existing methods could be applied. A common set of criteria
could then be used to evaluate the results, including the performance of the DIF
methods in terms of parameter estimation, Type I error rate, power, and DIF
classification.

2. Can automated test assembly (ATA) procedures be used effectively to reduce
DIF? Some work has been conducted that is relevant to this question. The De-
fense Department, in the early stages of the development of its ATA algorithms
for paper-and-pencil tests, considered using these algorithms to regulate the
amount of DIF. The focus, however, was on balancing DIF across forms rather
than reducing the presence of DIF (Gary Thomasson, personal communica-
tion, September 4, 1998). Stocking, Jirele, Lewis and Swanson, (1998) explored
the feasibility of using an ATA algorithm to reduce score differences between
African-American and White examinees, and between male and female exami-
nees, on the SAT I Mathematical Reasoning test. The goal of impact reduction
was incorporated into a previously developed ATA algorithm, which was de-
signed to “select items from a pool ... in such a way as to minimize the weighted
sum of deviations from constraints reflecting desirable test properties ...” (Stock-
ing et al., 1998, p. 203). If DIF information from a pretest were available, a
similar approach could be used to minimize DIF, rather than impact. Further-
more, although the SAT application involved a paper-and-pencil test, the DIF
reduction feature could be incorporated into a CAT algorithm. Exploration of
ATA-based approaches to DIF minimization would be fruitful.

3. What sources of DIF are of particular concern in CATs, and how can they be
reduced? An entirely different, but extremely important type of investigation that
needs to be undertaken is field research to study the sources of DIF (as well as
other threats to validity) that are of particular concern in CATs, and to determine
how they can be reduced. It is not difficult to imagine situations in which CAT
administration could introduce DIF into an item that was DIF-free in its paper-
and-pencil incarnation. Suppose, for example, that for most items on a math test,
computer experience has little effect on the probability of correct response, but
that, on complex figural response items that require examinees to use a mouse to
point to a graphical display, those who are computer-savvy have an advantage.
Now suppose that computer familiarity (given a particular level of math ability)
is more likely to occur in certain demographic groups, a conjecture that appears
quite plausible (e.g., see Legg and Buhr, 1992; Wenglinsky, 1998). This phe-
nomenon would create DIF on the figural response items. Another interesting
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hypothesis of this kind is the following: Suppose that nonnative speakers of
English rely on the ability to make notes directly on the test booklet, perhaps
consisting of a partial translation of the item. If this type of note-taking were
particularly important on certain types of items, computer administration could
result in DIF.

In summary, a research effort that includes both simulation-based technical in-
vestigations and a program of field studies is needed to further our understanding of
DIF in CATs and, more generally, to help us evaluate the fairness of computerized
adaptive tests.
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Chapter 18
Multistage Testing: Issues, Designs,
and Research

April Zenisky, Ronald K. Hambleton, and Richard M. Luecht

18.1 Introduction

Just as traditional computerized adaptive testing (CAT) involves adaptive selection
of individual items for sequential administration to examinees as a test is in progress,
multistage testing (MST) is an analogous approach that uses sets of items as the
building blocks for a test. In MST terminology, these sets of items have come to
be termed modules (Luecht & Nungester, 1998) or testlets (Wainer & Kiely, 1987)
and can be characterized as short versions of linear test forms where some specified
number of individual items are administered together to meet particular test specifi-
cations and provide a certain proportion of the total test information. The individual
items in a module may be all related to one or more common stems (such as pas-
sages or graphics) or be more generally discrete from one another, per the content
specifications of the testing program for the test in question. These self-contained,
carefully constructed, fixed sets of items are the same for every examinee to whom
each set is administered, but any two examinees may or may not be presented with
the same sequence of modules, nor even the same modules.

Thus, the “stage” in multistage testing is an administrative division of the test that
facilitates the adapting of the test to the examinee. Each examinee is administered
modules for a minimum of two stages, where the exact number of stages is a test-
design decision affected by the extent of desired content coverage and measurement
precision. In each stage, an examinee receives a module that is targeted in difficulty
to the examinee’s provisional ability estimate computed from performance on mod-
ules administered during the previous stage(s). Within a stage, there are typically
two or more modules that vary from one another on the basis of average difficulty.
Because the modules vary in this way, the particular sequence of item sets that any
one examinee is presented with is adaptively chosen based on the examinee’s abil-
ity estimate. After an examinee finishes each item set, his or her ability estimate is
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updated to reflect the new measurement information obtained about that examinee’s
ability, and the next module is chosen to provide an optimal level of measurement
information for a person at that computed proficiency level. High-performing ex-
aminees receive modules of higher average difficulty, while less able examinees are
presented with modules that are comparatively easier.

Generally, implementation of MST is very flexible, but the exact structure of the
MST and how it works during the operational delivery of the test involve a series
of critical decisions with consequences for the relative efficiency of the test. For ex-
ample, more modules per stage may make a test more adaptable to a wider range of
examinee proficiency levels, but then, more easy items and hard items are needed
to build the MST modules. The items must also be selected to simultaneously meet
all requisite content specifications for any test route taken by the examinee. This is
often very challenging when the modules at a given stage must be matched on con-
tent and also span a fairly wide range of item difficulty. Similarly, fewer items per
stage likewise encourages the use of more adaptation, but can result in routing deci-
sions being made on smaller and smaller slices of the content domain. The amount
of precision that is “spent” at each of the MST stages is also a consideration. For
example, a decision to use the most discriminating items at the outset of testing fa-
cilitates better routing at the beginning of the MST, but may compromise the quality
of proficiency estimation (and hence, routing) at later test stages when a more pre-
cise matching between difficulties of modules and proficiency levels is possible and
the discriminating powers of test items can be fully capitalized upon. Clearly, there
are many trade-offs to consider in choosing a particular MST design.

An overview of MST is provided in this chapter with particular focus on (1) vari-
ations in approaches to implementing the MST model in operational testing given
various measurement and practical considerations, and (2) summarizing the tradi-
tion of research into MST with relevant research findings. We will conclude this
chapter by highlighting several emerging areas for future research.

18.2 Fundamentals of the MST Design

The idea of set-based tests with mechanical branching rules, independent of
IRT, administered via paper and pencil can be traced to studies by Angoff
and Huddleston (1958), Cronbach and Gleser (1965), and Linn, Rock and
Cleary, (1969), among others. Then, with the fundamental tenets of modern item re-
sponse theory (IRT) outlined by Lord and Novick (1968), Lord (1971) was the first
researcher to provide the framework and measurement justification for adaptive-
by-stage testing with IRT. Two-stage testing was described there as a method of
obtaining improved measurement for not only typical examinees but also, and most
importantly, those at the extremes of the ability distribution. To this day, investi-
gation into the alternative test designs within the broad heading of MST in many
contexts and domains is ongoing (see Mead, 2006).
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In terms of implementing MST, as with CAT, there are many design variables
and development procedures that come together and impact what the finished ’test
form’ looks like under MST, and thus it is a highly customizable approach to
adaptive testing. At the same time, some of the practical issues that arise with
CAT [as inventoried by Green, Bock, Humphreys, Linn and Reckase (1984), Mills
and Stocking (1996), and Wise and Kingsbury (2000)] are relevant in one form
or another to the implementation of MST. There are, however, aspects of the
development and operational use of MST that are different enough from CAT to
warrant a review of the design variables present in MST, the methods used in devel-
oping multistage tests, and the operational issues that must be reckoned with.

For example, in providing an overview of two-stage testing using IRT,
Lord (1980) outlined a number of design considerations that he identified as im-
pacting the nature and quality of ability estimation from tests using a two-stage
procedure. His ideas, as abstracted below, can be generalized to a test of n stages:

� Total number of items in the test
� Number of items in the initial and each n-stage module
� Difficulty of the initial module
� Number (and difficulty) of alternative modules in each stage
� Cut-points for routing examinees to modules, and
� Method for scoring stages and each nth-stage test.

While Lord suggested that it was not possible to identify truly statistical optimal
designs for each and every operational testing context, different combinations of
these variables can provide high-quality results as needed for a particular test’s use
or the interpretations to be made based on the test scores. To Lord’s (1980) list can be
added several additional considerations that have emerged through MST research,
including the number of stages, the ability distribution of the examinee population,
the extent of target information overlap for modules within stages, whether random
module selection (at an appropriate difficulty level) or panel-based administration is
used, whether content balancing is done at the module or total test level, the choice
of method for automated test assembly, the size and quality of the item bank, how
test information is distributed across stages, the placement of cut-scores for pass–fail
decisions, the issue of item review, and item-exposure levels. We will consider next
many of these variables and highlight some research studies that have explored their
effects on measurement quality.

18.3 Structuring a Multistage Test

The total number of items in the test, the total number of stages in the test, and
how many items to include per stage are some first considerations that arise in the
process of developing a multistage test. An often-cited benefit of adaptive testing is
the opportunity to shorten tests in terms of the number of items presented to each
examinee by targeting tests to examinee ability (thereby reducing testing time), but
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considerations of domain coverage and measurement precision must still be bal-
anced. Research in MST for credentialing exams has examined a wide range of
test lengths, including studies with over 150 items administered to examinees over
six stages (Luecht & Nungester, 1998) and with 35 items (two stages), as found
in some information-technology testing applications (Xing & Hambleton, 2004).
Jodoin, Zenisky and Hambleton (2006) found that a 40-item, two-stage test per-
formed nearly as well as a 60-item, three-stage test (as represented by decision
accuracy, coefficient kappa, and correlations between true and estimated abilities
from each design). Ultimately, multistage tests can provide some reduction in test-
ing time, although this depends on a host of other factors, including the desired
level of measurement precision and the complexity of the content constraints to be
implemented.

While much of the MST research to date has focused on two- and three-stage
tests in which all examinees receive the same number of stages, there are exceptions,
of course. Computerized mastery testing (CMT), which is a variation on the basic
MST approach, involves variable-length mastery tests where different examinees
may receive different numbers of modules, and a four-stage test was the focus of a
study by Luecht, Nungester and Hadadi (1996; see also Luecht & Nungester, 1998).
The number of stages is also affected by policy considerations: For example, in
a high-stakes context, stakeholders may not be comfortable using a two-stage test
due to a perception of some examinees being unable to recover or “pass” if their
true abilities are at or above passing and they are routed to a lower-difficulty module
in the second stage. Clearly, measurement efficiency is not the only consideration
taken under advisement in the process of deciding the appropriate number of stages
to include.

Considering module length, some recent studies (Jodoin, Zenisky and Hamble-
ton, 2006; Hambleton & Xing, 2006) have implemented modules consisting of 20
items in each of three stages, while Luecht & Nungester (1998) worked with three-
stage tests composed of modules that were 60 items in length (for a total test length
of 180 items). Alternatively, work by other researchers has explored other configu-
rations of items, such as longer first-stage tests (Xing & Hambleton, 2004) or tests
with more items in the stage(s) after the first (Reese, Schnipke & Luebke, 1999;
Schnipke & Reese, 1999; Reese & Schnipke, 1999; Kim & Plake, 1993).

Patsula (1999) defined the rationale for longer first stages as relating to the need
for more accurate measurement in the first stage prior to routing (the “Routing Test”
strategy), while extending the length of subsequent stages may be justified by the
thinking that since the tests are more closely aligned with examinee ability at later
points in the test, providing more items tailored to estimated ability in those stages
is capitalizing on the information obtained from examinees after some routing has
been done (the “Higher Stage” strategy).

Once examinees have been administered the first stage, an issue discussed by
Lord (1980) is the number and the relative difficulty of the modules in each and ev-
ery subsequent stage. A multistage test is often represented schematically as having
two or three modules varying by difficulty in each of the second and third stages
(Figure18.1). The design process for these modules in stages subsequent to the first
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Fig. 18.1 Three-stage tests with (a) two and (b) and three modules in the second and third stages

is contingent on several points, including the level of routing precision desired by
the testing program, the depth and breadth of the item bank, and the extent to which
such modules should be discrete or can overlap. In Figure 18.1, notice that the mod-
ules differ by difficulty: for example, relatively easy, medium, and relatively hard,
they are generally aligned relative to the ability continuum of examinees, such that
lower-ability examinees should be routed to the easier modules in each stage while
more proficient examinees would be presented with more difficult modules.

However, to the extent that “easy”, “medium”, and “hard” are relative terms in
their meaning, these modules are actually referenced by the ability scale (which in
IRT generally has a mean set equal to zero and a standard deviation of scores equal
to one). An example in the case of a stage with two levels might involve using test
assembly procedures to target the two modules at 0.0 and 0.5, respectively (see, for
example, Breithaupt & Hare, 2007). In the process of constructing such modules, a
testing program might want to make the modules more distinct from one another,
such as in recent studies by Xing & Hambleton (2004) where the easy and hard
modules were centered as much as one full standard deviation apart.

However, as module difficulty is generally defined by average b-parameter esti-
mates, such averages can be obtained in two ways. Lord (1980) referred to these as
either peaked or nonpeaked distributions of items within modules. Peaked modules
are those in which items are all of approximately equal difficulty, while nonpeaked
modules contain more variation and so the average difficulty is arrived at via a more
heterogeneous assemblage of items.

An additional consideration for implementation of MST (and other test designs)
is whether or not to permit examinees to return to previously administered items
during the course of testing (see Hadadi, Luecht, Swanson & Case, 1998). In CAT,
item review and changes following an initial item choice selection during testing are
generally limited as a matter of policy: Items in item-level CAT are chosen one by
one on the basis of updated proficiency estimates, and so to allow examinees to go
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back and change one or more answers may have the effect of decreasing the effi-
ciency of the adaptive algorithm because the items administered after the changed
answer might no longer be the most optimal to select at that point in the test session
(Wainer, 1993). In a fixed-length test, this has the practical consequence of poten-
tially increasing the final estimate of the standard error of measurement (SEM), and
in cases where a test is to conclude by reaching a threshold for the size of the SEM,
the test length may need to be extended, perhaps unreasonably.

Also, revising the answers in CAT earlier in the test may be of greater signif-
icance than those later in the test. In most MST applications, examinees may be
permitted to complete items in almost any sequence of items within a module,
though the decision to permit review and revision between modules encounters
the same obstacle as is found between items in CAT. For this reason, review within
stages is generally permitted, but not across stages. Ultimately, research seems to
suggest that the primary benefit of item review is related to a psychological com-
fort factor, and in the context of certification and licensure using MST, the option
to review within stages may be sufficient to alleviate anxiety for many examinees
(Patsula, 1999).

Lord (1980) cited the issue of strategies and cut-scores for routing examinees
to modules as a particularly critical one in MST, as the quality of the method by
which examinees are routed to certain modules as opposed to others defines the
usefulness of an adaptive, multistage administration. Some of the options cited
in the literature for routing examinees to modules between stages include using
number-correct (NC) scoring, cumulative weighted NC, and IRT-based provisional
proficiency scores such as maximum-likelihood estimates (MLE) or estimated a
priori (EAP) estimates (Luecht, 2000). Other approaches also considered in the
literature include using maximum testlet information and Wald’s (1947) sequen-
tial probability ratio test (Luecht, Nungester and Hadadi, 1996). To implement NC
scoring, Luecht, Brumfield & Breithaupt (2006) suggested incremental computa-
tion of upper and lower bounds for NC scoring of various combinations of routings
through the panel structure. Location of routing points can be done using either the
approximate maximum information (AMI) or defined population intervals (DPI) ap-
proach. The AMI method uses cumulative TIFs to identify optimal decision points
for module selection, while the DPI structure is used to specify proportional routings
through the panel and module structure.

Lord (1980) suggested that the difficulty levels of the modules should match
the estimated ability levels of the examinees who are routed to them. Schnipke &
Reese (1999) used NC scoring and a simulation study methodology, in which they
tried an approach to minimizing the mean-square error (MSE) of ability estimates
from simulated examinees administered easy, medium, and hard modules in order
to figure out at which NC value the MSE was lowest between low and medium
modules and medium and hard modules. Dodd and Fitzpatrick (2002) advanced a
routing method that is both NC- and information-based involving computing NC
ability estimates and then selecting modules based on information at that estimate.

Kim & Plake (1993) used a simple comparison procedure in which examinees
were routed to the module whose average difficulty most closely matched their
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estimated ability on the ability scale. Hambleton & Xing (2006) chose to implement
strategies anchored to the proficiency scale (related to the DPI method suggested
by Luecht, Brumfield & Breithaupt 2006). Here, approximately equal numbers of
examinees were routed to each second-level module. A suggested variation on this
approach is to have examinees within two standard errors of the value that the MST
is targeted at routed to the middle difficulty module; examinees on either side of
those cutoff values are routed to the easy or hard modules as appropriate.

Another aspect of routing concerns the possible pathways for routing (Luecht &
Nungester, 1998). To the extent that examinees are routed between modules from
stage to stage, the number of possible pathways for routing is a variable that can
also be controlled by the testing program. In some testing applications, examinees
might not be permitted to move from the easiest module in one stage to the hardest
module in the immediately subsequent stage since such a move would most likely
reflect the role of measurement error. Such dramatic changes in estimation of ability
between later stages are not likely under normal testing conditions, and may well be
considered a flag for score review in some testing programs.

Closely connected to the methods for routing are the methods for scoring mod-
ules and the entire test. Lord (1980) suggested that in a situation with statistically
equivalent items, simple NC scoring could be appropriate. In the psychometric lit-
erature, while relatively few studies have focused directly on this aspect of the
design, scoring in the context of MST has involved Bayesian analysis, approaches
based on maximum-likelihood estimation, the testlet models of Bradlow, Wainer,
and Wang (1999) and Wainer, Bradlow, and Du (2000), and more extensive meth-
ods based on NC scoring.

Schnipke & Reese (1999) authored an important study that explored the use of
NC routing and Bayes modal estimates of ability in the context of two-stage, mul-
tistage, and maximum-information testlet-based designs. Thissen (1998) obtained
EAP ability estimates for examinees based on a pattern of two or more summed
scores, and also developed a method for using Gaussian approximation to EAP abil-
ity estimation that is in essence a weighted linear combination of such estimates
from separate summed scores, which allows for the estimation of ability from raw-
score patterns obtained through MST. A recent study by Zenisky (2004) found few
differences in either ability estimation or decision consistency and accuracy among
four methods of routing [NC, defined population intervals, proximity (with mean
b-value differences), and random assignment].

An important distinction among various MST designs and implementation strate-
gies involves the degree to which the modules themselves are structured as larger
test administration units. That is, MST modules can be adaptively administered as
unique components in real time or housed within preconstructed test administra-
tion units called “panels”. Luecht & Nungester (1998; also see Luecht, Brumfield
& Breithaupt, 2006, as well as Luecht & Burgin, 2003) argued that the highly struc-
tured panel approach to MST design offers many operational advantages, including
tight quality controls over test assembly, strong controls over item and module ex-
posure, and simplified scoring and data management.
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18.4 Automated Test Assembly

The consideration of the average difficulty of modules and the differentiation of
modules by difficulty brings up the issues involved in how modules for MST are
assembled. While these modules could be assembled by hand, the complexity of
the task and the volume of modules needed in most large-scale testing contexts
lead most programs to choose the automated test assembly (ATA) route instead (see
Luecht & Nungester, 1998; Luecht, 2000; Breithaupt, Ariel & Veldkamp, 2005;
Breithaupt & Hare, 2007; Luecht, 2006; Luecht, Brumfield & Breithaupt, 2006; van
der Linden, 2005). In large part, the literature on methods for automated assembly
of modules and tests for MST builds on the extensive psychometric research that
exists for item selection and test assembly for CAT, but ATA in an MST context is
an aspect of the design that contributes substantially to differentiating MST from
the other test designs. The issues for automatically assembling multistage tests are
many. As described by Luecht & Nungester (1998), Luecht (2000), Luecht, Brum-
field & Breithaupt, (2006), and van der Linden, (2005), the challenges include item
bank size, the potential to have the algorithm meet an objective function (i.e., an ob-
jective function is a test specification such as “the test should closely match a target
information function”), the possibility of different specifications for different mod-
ules, and the need for multiple replications to ensure module security and minimize
item exposure.

ATA software (e.g., CASTISEL, ConTEST) is designed to implement optimiza-
tion algorithms or heuristics (or both) to satisfy certain content or statistical goals
and explicit and implicit rules about test fairness and test content (see, for example,
Breithaupt & Hare, 2007; Luecht, 2000, 2006), and it is all done in advance of test-
ing, which permits human review of the modules if desired. This systematization
allows for the process of module development to be more standardized, particularly
with respect to difficulty and test information, and reduces the labor-intensive task of
hand-assembling the numerous modules needed for a large-scale, operational, high-
stakes MST testing program. ATA software requires that the constraints and goals
of the modules to be built be specified as a mathematical optimization model to be
maximized or minimized (Luecht, 1998, 2000, 2006; Luecht & Nungester 1998; van
der Linden, 2005), and the task for the software is to solve that model using integer
programming, network-flow, or some other such approach.

To implement MST in practice, item bank considerations are critical to ensure
that the “demands” (constraints and statistical objective functions) can be met by
the “supply” (the item bank). Automated test assembly facilitates the process of
selecting items for a particular MST design, but still requires that the item pool
be of a depth and breadth to support such construction (see, for example, van der
Linden, Ariel & Veldkamp, 2006). Such item bank considerations were a focus for
recent studies by Xing (2001) and Xing & Hambleton (2004).

In the Xing study, (2001), varying conditions of item bank size and quality and
placement of passing score were compared. Of the 72 possible conditions in the
study (4 computer-based test designs 	 2 levels of bank size 	 3 levels of item
quality 	 3 levels of passing score), it was found that as item quality improved, so
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did both decision accuracy (DA) and decision consistency (DC). Xing also noted
that the benefit of larger item banks came in the form of greater ability to meet
statistical targets such as test information functions and automated test assembly
constraints. A subsequent study further exploring variations in item bank size and
item quality (Xing & Hambleton, 2004) found little difference among different test
designs for a credentialing exam (linear forms, two-stage MST, and CAT), but the
quality and size of the item bank did make a practically significant different in the
results.

Similarly, deciding how to distribute test information across stages involves
weighing efficiency and using test design to maximize the information to be ob-
tained. This notion of using test information in the development of tests in a
panel-based structure has been described by Luecht (2000) as a way to provide
consistent control over error variance of estimated scores at various regions of the
proficiency scale, in contrast to CAT, where the “target” for the test information
function (TIF) can be understood as the overall maximum information possible af-
ter the last item is administered to an individual examinee (for maximizing score
precision). For MST, however, modules can be viewed as intermediate administra-
tion structures of the test, and thus TIFs are specified for each module. The issue in
this attribute of the MST design focuses on the partitioning of the target test infor-
mation function across stages: Is it better to obtain greater test information early on
in the test for better module selection, or hold off and wait until some later point in
test administration when the matching of examinees and the difficulties of modules
can capitalize on the higher discriminating powers of items? This is an important
area for research.

With respect to the state of ATA research, one particularly promising approach
is the normalized weighted absolute deviations heuristic (NWADH; Luecht, 1998,
2000; Luecht, Nungester and Hadadi, 1996; Luecht & Nungester, 1998), which uses
item-level information functions to manage need and availability of items in the
bank to assemble modules and/or panels as specified by constraints. Other work
by Armstrong et al. (2000) and Reese, Schnipke & Luebke (1999) has invoked
a weighted-deviations model in a process that involves the selection of items at
random from the item bank to create modules. Berger’s (1994) work on building
optimal modules used test information in an item-selection methodology predicated
on estimating ability as efficiently as possible. This technique is, however, limited by
the ability-level-specific meaning of optimal, in that what is optimal for one ability
level (range) is clearly not for a different level.

van der Linden and Adema, (1998) presented another method for ATA using
0–1 linear programming (LP) where they conceptualized a multiple-form assembly
problem instead as a series of two-form assemblies. 0–1 LP was also the subject
of an earlier study by Adema (1990) in which a variation on LP was referred to
as mixed-integer programming (MIP). Such MIP models, as noted by Adema, are
comprised of both integer and continuous decision variables. In this paper, Adema
also used a 0–1 linear programming approach for assembling an MST. van der
Linden 2000) presented several alternative methods for ATA based on mixed-integer
programming for assembling tests from a bank with an item-set structure. These
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methods were evaluated using mathematical programming feasibility and expected
solution times. An example of software appropriate for this purpose is CPLEX,
which solves integer programming and extensive linear programming problems
(see www.ilog.com for more information).

Luecht (1997), Vos (2000), and Vos and Glas (2001) have also studied another
aspect of ATA for MST: the case of building tests or modules with multidimen-
sional constraints. As multidimensional IRT (MIRT) is increasingly being studied
for eventual use in operational testing, its application to MST is a logical extension
of previous research. As reported by Luecht, in the multidimensional case, TIFs are
needed not only for total test or modules but also for separate content areas in which
subscores are to be reported.

With so many approaches to ATA, finding a methodology that aligns with the
goals of different testing programs is possible. Ideally, however, with respect to
MST, these automated test assembly algorithms not only need to be flexible enough
to develop modules for various MST designs but also should be capable of creat-
ing multiple panels that control the overlap of items or modules between panels
(Luecht, 2003; Luecht & Burgin, 2003; Luecht, Brumfield & Breithaupt, 2006). For
test development, such an approach can improve efficiency with respect to the ba-
sic assembly of modules and permit great attention to be paid to those aspects of
test assembly that are not so easily automated. There are qualitative concerns (for
example, sensitivity and fairness issues) that are not so easily managed via automa-
tion, and those aspects of a test or module clearly benefit from careful review by test
developers.

Another consideration in the specification of constraints for MST ATA is
whether domain coverage should be achieved within stages or across the whole
test (Luecht & Nungester, 1998; Folk & Smith, 2002). To meet elaborate content
specifications within stages can require more items at each stage, while meeting
test specifications across an entire test provides greater flexibility in terms of test
assembly. One difficulty in content balancing across the entire test, however, is
that test users may not consider it appropriate to route examinees through a limited
number of stages when each of the stages is not reasonably representative of the
domain of interest. In other words, if the set of items an examinee is given only
covers a portion of the test specifications, should decisions about the rest of the test
to be presented be based on data that are incomplete in that respect, from a fairness
perspective? Research is not clear on this point, but it may be that stages with fewer
items in relatively constrained domains of interest (i.e., reading comprehension)
may be perfectly appropriate for content balancing within stages whereas more
content-based and/or cognitively complex domains may require more items within
a stage to accomplish the same goal. In some testing applications, resolving this
dilemma may result in the administration of more items than are strictly necessary
for precise ability estimation (Folk & Smith, 2002).
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18.5 Comparative Studies of MST

Clearly, given the design considerations detailed previously, what is generically re-
ferred to as “the MST design” in fact comprises an enormous range of theoretical
and practical alternatives for implementation. While these variations do correspond
to a high level of complexity for implementation, this design also represents tremen-
dous flexibility for individual testing agencies. With such an accommodating design,
MST is a very customizable approach to obtaining measurement precision for exam-
inees along an ability continuum. However, the measurement properties associated
with the many possible MST variations are not yet well understood, and so compar-
ative studies into applications of MST using IRT have continued.

First, many studies have taken an outcomes-oriented approach with particular fo-
cus on the effects of various test structures and different implementation strategies,
particularly with respect to the dimensions suggested by Lord (1977, 1980). Com-
paring results from simulation studies of MST and other test designs with respect
to ability estimation and classification of individuals into pass–fail categories (see
Luecht, 2006, for example) provides this information. The second direction for MST
research to this point has been on investigating research into modules constructed
around sets of items with common stems such as passages or graphics.

18.6 Evaluating MST Relative to Other Test Designs

Numerous studies of MST involve examination of the quality of ability estimates
with respect to the entire continuum of examinee ability, where criteria such as
root mean-square error (RMSE), bias, and relative efficiency are used to compare
true and estimated values for simulated examinee ability. In the work of Reese &
Schnipke (1999), where the efficiency of a two-stage testlet design was compared
with CAT and a paper-and-pencil linear test, ability estimation was evaluated using
RMSE and bias. Across the entire ability distribution, the CAT naturally exhibited
the lowest RMSE and the least bias, although the most carefully constructed two-
stage tests were actually the most error-free in the ability range from �2:0 to 2.0.

A subsequent study by Reese, Schnipke & Luebke (1999) that focused on
strategies for optimal assembly of testlets found that a carefully constructed and
content-balanced two-stage test outperformed the CAT and the paper-and-pencil test
in the middle portion of the ability scale with respect to both bias and RMSE, even
though the statistical constraints for assembly were not strictly met. An additional
study authored by Schnipke & Reese (1999) found that several testlet-based de-
signs (including a basic two-stage design, a two-stage design with the possibility
of changing second-stage levels if misrouting was suspected, and a multistage test
with four stages and a 1-3-4-5 design of modules) resulted in improved measure-
ment precision as defined by RMSE and bias relative to paper-and-pencil testing.
The quality of the measurement from those MST designs was almost as good as that
observed with the CAT designs under study as well.
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Studies by Kim (1993) and Kim & Plake (1993) also focused on two-stage test-
ing. The purpose of the former study was to compare an IRT-based, two-stage test
to an individualized CAT. The results from this study indicated that a fixed-length
CAT provided superior measurement precision for ability estimation to IRT-based
two-stage tests of equivalent length. In the Kim & Plake (1993) study, which was
an extension of the Kim (1993) work, it was found that the structure and attributes
of the routing test most substantially influenced measurement precision, but in most
cases CAT again provided more accurate ability estimates than any of the two-stage
designs under consideration in this study. The best of the two-stage designs was the
one with a rectangular distribution of items in the routing test and an odd number of
second-stage modules.

In Patsula (1999), 12 different MST designs were considered, also relative to
CAT and paper-and-pencil. These designs varied with respect to the number of
stages (2 or 3), the number of modules in each second- and third-stage test (either 3
or 5), and the number of items in each stage (between 6 and 24 in Stage 1, between
12 and 24 in Stage 2, and between 6 and 18 in Stage 3). As evaluated on the basis
of RMSE, bias, and relative efficiency, the errors in ability estimation decreased as
more stages and/or modules per stage were added, though changes in the number of
items per stage seemed to have little impact on the quality of ability estimation.

However, for credentialing examinations, while individual proficiency estimates
are important, the primary outcome of consequence is the classification of exami-
nees into pass–fail categories on the basis of such scores. Thus, the second approach
taken in studies of MST designs has focused more purposefully on the making of
those binary pass–fail decisions using item response theory and different test de-
signs including MST (Luecht, 2000; Luecht & Nungester, 1998). These results have
generally been evaluated in terms of decision accuracy (DA) and decision consis-
tency (DC). DA indicates whether a decision made about a examinee (e.g., pass or
fail) from a test reflects the truth or is consistent with an external criterion, in that
it is computed as a proportion of decisions that are consistent with the true decision
classifications or classifications based on a measure that is external to the test itself
over all examinees. Similarly, DC reflects the consistency or stability of decisions
for individual examinees made over parallel forms. The kappa coefficient is also
helpful in this type of research, in that it measures the agreement between the deci-
sion based on truth (in simulation studies, truth is known), and on estimated ability,
adjusted for agreement that might be expected to be due to chance factors alone.

Xing (2001) found that the three CBT designs (linear parallel forms, MST, and
CAT) provided essentially comparable results (as defined by DA, DC, and kappa)
in a simulation study investigating the effects of item quality, bank size, and place-
ment of the passing score (based on content considerations in the study). Within
each design, enhancing item quality and enlarging the item bank resulted in signifi-
cant improvements in terms of the criteria of interest for pass–fail decision-making.
In a follow-up study by Xing & Hambleton (2004), choice of test design was again
found to be far less of a factor in terms of minimizing Type I and Type II classifi-
cation errors than were bank size and item quality. These authors suggest that when
the pass–fail decisions are the primary objective of an examination, the complexity
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and effort associated with adaptive test designs may not be entirely justified from a
resource-allocation perspective: It may be as or more effective for test developers to
administer a linear test and instead focus development on mechanisms for improving
the item bank. Hambleton & Xing (2006) then explored optimal and nonoptimal de-
signs for linear parallel forms and MST, where optimal and nonoptimal are defined
as relative to higher measurement precision in either the region of the cut-score for
passing or in the region of the proficiency scale where many of the examinees are
located. It was found that the distinction made little practical significance, in that
all of the designs investigated provided measurement results that were better than
random item selection.

In a recent study by Jodoin, Zenisky and Hambleton (2006), a 60-item, three-
stage MST was compared with a 40-item, two-stage test as well as several 60-item,
linear-on-the-fly (LOFT) forms and the original, 60-item, operationally-used, linear
test forms. While the results from all test designs were by and large comparable
with respect to DC and DA, the three-stage MST and the LOFT forms provided
results that were only minimally better than the original operational tests. This was
in part due to the difficulty encountered by the ATA software in meeting the target
information functions for the multistage and LOFT designs due to stringent con-
tent constraints. Interestingly, however, the results for the two-stage MST (which,
at 40 items, was two-thirds as long as the 60-item, three-stage MST) were only very
slightly lower than those observed for the three-stage MST.

18.7 Modules with Common-Stem Items

The second specialized area of MST research is focused on a particular module
structure, specifically the case where the items within the module are not condition-
ally independent of one another (Wainer & Kiely, 1987; Wainer & Lewis, 1990).
In that situation, the appropriateness of some IRT models for adapting the modules
to examinee ability is directly called into question due to violations of assumptions
about local independence and unidimensionality. These assumptions are related be-
cause in the case where the local independence assumption is violated, something
other than examinee ability is influencing responses.

Such dependence is a problem in the context of IRT-based MST, where the mod-
ules are composed of sets of items linked in some way such as a passage or graphic,
because research has demonstrated that in such cases reliability of the test composed
of such sets of items tends to be overestimated, resulting in overconfidence in the
precision of examinee scores (Sireci, Thissen & Wainer, 1991; Zenisky, Hambleton
& Sireci, 2002). Lee and Frisbie (1999) also developed an approach to estimating
the reliability of such modules using generalizability theory. In addition to problems
with estimation of reliability, item sets based on a common stem have also been in-
vestigated for the presence of differential testlet functioning (a generalization on
studies of differential item functioning; see Wainer Sireci & Thissen, 1991).
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In dealing with such testlets with respect to estimating examinee scores, the
common approach has involved scoring methods using polytomous IRT models
(e.g., Thissen Steinberg & Mooney, 1989). While polytomous models may be use-
ful in that conditional independence between the item sets can be retained, the use
of polytomous models also results in a net loss of item information because not
all parameters are estimated for each dichotomously scored item within the polyto-
mous item set. For example, with the graded response model of Samejima (1969), a
single discrimination parameter for the polytomous item is computed, along with a
threshold value for each score point.

Recent research efforts have been directed toward alternative methods for con-
ceptualizing and analyzing modules with items that have dependencies and can still
facilitate adaptive testing. This is an important emerging area of research for MST.
Work by Bradlow, Wainer, and Wang (1999) and Wainer, Bradlow, and Du, (2000) in
what has come to be described as testlet response theory has brought about the devel-
opment of modifications to the two- and three-parameter logistic IRT models, which
allow for on-the-fly construction of item sets that appropriately meet constraints in-
cluding the minimization of local dependence. The model from Bradlow, Wainer,
and Wang (1999) includes an extra parameter to represent the interaction effect
between an examinee and a given testlet, while the second study is a further gener-
alization of the previous work, but due to added complexity in the three-parameter
logistic model, this methodology is more intensive computationally. Further work
in this regard has also been done by Vos and Glas (this volume, chap. 20) and Glas,
Wainer and Bradlow (2000).

18.8 Conclusions

As the stakes associated with educational and psychological testing results continue
to increase, more attention is being paid to issues such as the role of measurement
errors and misclassifications. For testing programs, particularly in the area of cer-
tification and licensure (where agencies have the dual responsibilities of providing
fairness for examinees and protecting the public), obtaining highly precise scores
and associated decision accuracy are critical aspects of establishing test score valid-
ity. This is particularly the case in CBT applications such as MST and CAT where
technologies for administration and test development are changing and being up-
dated with incredible speed. In that regard, the goal of trying to identify the single
“best” approach or design structure in MST for practice is not a practically viable
one. However, efforts to ascertain general psychometric properties associated with
various design variables of an MST can be useful as agencies interested in the use
of MST go about the process of designing feasibility studies and assessing the costs
and benefits (both measurement and otherwise) for their testing programs associated
with instituting a computer-based multistage test.

For professional credentialing assessment, multistage testing can be viewed as an
effort to capitalize on the efficiency of CAT and the test form assembly controls of
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linear testing to maximize the accuracy of the pass–fail decision to be made for each
examinee. Through this review of the MST literature, it is particularly clear that the
relative benefits of MST are very much dependent on the characteristics, needs, and
goals of individual testing programs. Issues such as (but not limited to) the depth
and breadth of the item bank, the selection of automated test assembly algorithms,
the specific design structure implemented, and the placement of the cut-scores for
making the critical pass–fail decisions are just a few of the essential variables that
must be deliberated upon during the process of developing such a test.

Among these variables, several have emerged as potentially having a great deal
of practical significance on results for test-takers. The choice of design, the amount
and distribution of test information, and the test length are all variables with such
promise. In addition, routing methodologies are an important and relatively under-
studied aspect of MST. To date, the focus of MST research has been toward the
“front end of development,” specifically toward the more structural variables and
the test development aspects. Given that MST is not a widely used, operational
test design (for an important exception, see Luecht, Brumfield & Breithaupt, 2006;
Breithaupt, Ariel & Veldkamp, 2005), attention to this aspect of the approach can
be understood as the next logical direction for research attention. Only a relatively
few strategies have been tried, including routings based on NC scoring and popula-
tion distributions, and the literature does not seem to contain many studies that have
empirically compared any of the proposed strategies for either accuracy of ability
estimation or classification. While the methods used presently seem to work suffi-
ciently, it seems clear that the measurement effectiveness of the design is predicated
on the nature and defensibility of the routing decisions, and as such it is only with
additional research efforts in this design aspect that high-stakes decisions can be
made on the basis of scores from a multistage test.

To this end, it appears that a number of research topics remain for continued
study of MST. A multistage test is a highly complex and variable test design, but as
noted previously, such variability can be viewed as an advantage in terms of design
flexibility. If a multistage test can be built to greater resemble a CAT in terms of
measurement precision and accuracy, it may be preferred because the design strikes
a balance among adaptability, practicality, measurement accuracy, and control over
test forms. As the relational effects between different design variables are delin-
eated, and more dedicated automated test assembly software becomes available, the
potential exists for MST to take on an increasingly significant role as a viable al-
ternative for testing agencies involved with the important task of assessment in a
variety of measurement contexts.
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Chapter 19
Three-Category Adaptive Classification Testing

Theo J.H.M. Eggen

19.1 Introduction

Educational and psychological testing can have many practical purposes. From the
perspective of test users, a distinction among selection, placement, certification,
licensuring, monitoring of progress in proficiency, and diagnostic testing can be
made. From the measurement point of view, it generally suffices to distinguish be-
tween estimation and classification.

In estimation, the goal is to get an estimate of the ability or proficiency of a person
on a well-defined domain on a one-dimensional scale. Traditionally, computerized
adaptive tests (CATs) (Wainer, 2000) are designed to achieve this goal as quickly
and/or as precisely as possible. In classification, the goal is to determine to which
of a limited number of competency or proficiency categories a person belongs. In
this case, one or more cutting points are set on the proficiency scale to define the
number of categories. It is not the precise estimate of the proficiency of the person
that is important, but the correct classification in a category.

Testing with classification as the main goal already has a long tradition. In
personnel measurement, Cronbrach and Gleser (1965) already expressed the opin-
ion that the main purpose of testing was to make qualitative classification deci-
sions. In educational measurement, classification tests were mainly developed as
a form of criterion-referenced-measurement (Hambleton, Swaminathan, Algina &
Coulson, 1978), in which on the basis of a score on a test a decision is made whether
a certain criterion or standard is met. Initially, several approaches were developed
for making decisions in one of two categories. Examples are the decision of mastery
or nonmastery of a domain of interest, the pass-fail decision on an exam, or the de-
cision to certify someone or not. There are, however, many classification problems
in which a decision in one of more than two categories is desired. For example, in
state assessments in the USA it is common to report that the performance of students
is at a basic, proficient, or advanced level. In mastery testing sometimes masters,
partial masters and nonmaster are distinguished (Vos, 1999). In placement testing,
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the result on the test can contribute to the decision on the placement of a student
in a course that is offered in three or more levels (Eggen and Straetmans, 2000).
And as a final example, the everyday practice of assigning grades to students is
mentioned (Weiss & Kingsbury, 1984).

In this chapter, the main emphasis will be on decisions in one of three categories,
which is the closest extension from the standard two-category decision problem.
These decisions are made in the context of a computerized adaptive test that uses
an item bank that is calibrated with an item response theory (IRT) model. Although
CAT algorithms designed for the efficient estimation of proficiency have also been
shown to be useful for classification, several researchers have shown that specific al-
gorithms designed for classification do perform better. Because these algorithms are
aimed at making classification decisions, tests with these algorithms are sometimes
called computerized classification tests (Parshall, Spray, Kalohn & Davey, 2002).

In this chapter, the approach based on the application of the sequential probabil-
ity ratio test (SPRT; Wald, 1947) will be presented. This approach does not need
estimates of a person’s proficiency during testing since the decisions are taken on
the basis of conducting (combinations of) statistical tests. Special attention will be
paid to the selection of items based on the Kullback–Leibner information (Cover
& Thomas, 1991), which conceptually has a strong relationship to statistical test-
ing. First, a short review of the different approaches in classification testing will be
given. Although most approaches have been developed for two-category classifica-
tion problems, the generalization to more categories is almost always feasible.

19.2 Overview of Approaches to Classification Testing

In classification testing, minimizing of the number of incorrect decisions on the ba-
sis of a test is a major goal. Initially, psychometric theory for classification testing
was developed for linear, nonadaptive tests with a fixed length. The psychometric
theory has the following two basic elements. Firstly, a psychometric model relating
the probability of a correct response of a person to his or her unknown true profi-
ciency. Secondly, a specification of a loss structure evaluating the costs and benefits
for each possible combination of decision outcome and true level of proficiency.

At first, only a simple binomial model specifying that given the true level of
proficiency, the (same) probability of answering correctly for all items was used as
the psychometric model. Later, item response models were used. In the approach,
optimal decision rules are developed, specifying the classification decision to be
taken for each possible observed outcome of the test. The optimal rules, minimiz-
ing expected losses, are obtained by either Bayesian or minimax decision theory
(DeGroot, 1970).

If the length and the content of the test are not fixed, the goal is to maximize the
probability of making correct classification decisions together with the minimization
of the length of the test. Two main approaches can be distinguished here: adaptive
classification testing, and sequential classification testing.
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In adaptive classification testing, the selection of items and the stopping rule are
adapted to the observed results during testing. In sequential classification testing,
however, only the stopping rule is adaptive and the items are selected at random
from an available item bank. In sequential classification testing, optimal decision
rules are given for the classification decision to be taken and the number of items to
be administered. These rules are derived using Bayesian sequential decision theory
(e.g., Smith & Lewis, 1995) or minimax sequential decision theory (e.g., Vos, 2002).

The approach presented here has its roots in sequential classification testing.
One of the first applications of sequential classification testing, dating back to
Ferguson (1969), uses Wald’s sequential probability ratio test (SPRT), which will
be described later in detail. Ferguson (1969) used the binomial test model, with all
items, given the true level of proficiency, of equal difficulty. Reckase (1983) was the
first to apply a modification of the SPRT, allowing for different probabilities of cor-
rect answers to items, which used random selection of items from an IRT calibrated
item bank.

In adaptive classification testing, the random selection of items is replaced by
the selection of items adapted to the performance of the person during testing. In
item selection, either Bayesian item selection criteria (van der Linden, 1998) or
maximum information criteria (Kingsbury & Weiss, 1983) are used. Using one of
these criteria for item selection during testing, estimates of the proficiency of the
person are made on the basis of the responses to the items and confidence intervals of
the person’s proficiency are constructed for taking a decision or continuing testing.

In the approach that will be treated extensively in this chapter, the selection of
items is based on maximum information criteria, but the decisions are not made
on the basis of a statistical estimation procedure, that is, confidence intervals of the
person’s proficiency, but on the basis of an application of the SPRT statistical testing
procedure.

19.3 Basic Elements of Adaptive Testing

Computerized adaptive tests assume the availability of an item bank that is cali-
brated with an item response model. Confining ourselves to item banks with items
that are dichotomously scored, logistic item response models are commonly used. In
these models a specification is given of the relationship between the proficiency of
a person, � , and the probability of a score on an item. The score on item i , Xi D xi ,
is either correct xi D 1 or wrong xi D 0, and the probability of a correct answer is
given by

pi .�/ D P.Xi D 1 j �/ D ci C .1 � ci /
exp.ai .� � bi //

1 C exp.ai .� � bi //
: (19.1)

In (19.1) the three-parameter logistic model (3PL) is given, with ai , bi , ci re-
spectively being the discrimination, the difficulty, and the guessing parameter. In
operational CATs, very often the simpler two-parameter logistic model (2PL), where
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for all i , ci D o in (19.1), or the one-parameter logistic model (1PL), where for all i ,
ci D o and ai D a in (19.1), is used. In CATs, the parameters of the IRT model are
always assumed to be estimated with such a precision that they can be considered
to be known. In the inference of a person, the likelihood function of the person’s
proficiency, � , plays a central role. Given the scores on k items xi ; i D 1; : : : ; k,
and the parameters of the items, this function is

L.� I xk/ D L.� I x1; : : : ; xk/ D
kY

iD1

L.� I xi / D
kY

iD1

pi .�/xi .1 � pi .�//1�xi :

(19.2)
In CATs where the main aim is the efficient estimation of the proficiency of a

person, this likelihood function (19.2) is the basis for estimating the proficiency
and also for the selection of items. The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of
the proficiency after administering k items follows from an iterative maximization
procedure:

b�k D max
�

L.� I xk/: (19.3)

A good alternative for proficiency estimation is the weighted maximum likeli-
hood (WML) method proposed by Warm (1989). WML estimates are less biased
than ML estimates, especially in CATs where operating on an item bank of a mod-
erate size is an important issue. WML estimates follow from

b� D max.w.�/:L.� I xk//: (19.4)

In the 2PL model as well as in the 1PL model, the weight function (19.4) takes a
simple form:

w.�/ D
hX

Ii .�/
i1=2

: (19.5)

In (19.5) Ii .�/ is the Fisher information function of item i , which is defined as

Ii .�/ D E

 
@

@�
L.� I xi /

L.� I xi /

!2

: (19.6)

The information function is commonly used for item selection in CATs where
estimation is the main goal of testing: an item is selected if it gives maximum
information at the current proficiency estimate. This proceeds as follows: if the cur-
rent proficiency estimate after administering k items isb�k; then the next item to be
selected from the item bank is the item j for which maxj Ij .b�k/. In a classifica-
tion problem with two categories, Spray and Reckase (1994) report that it is more
efficient to select the items that have maximum Fisher information at the cutting
point �0 rather than at the current proficiency estimate.

For a test consisting of k items, the test information function is the sum of the
information of the items in the test I.�/ D Pk

iD1 Ii .�/. Selecting items with maxi-
mum information maximizes the contribution to the test information. The usefulness
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of this is readily understood if an estimate of the proficiency of a person is wanted,
especially when the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) (19.3) is used. In this

case, the standard error of the MLE (19.3) is estimated by SE.b�k/ D 1=

q
I.b�k/.

Therefore, by selecting items having maximum information, the contribution to de-
creasing of the standard error is greatest. Furthermore, from the definition in (19.6)
it can be seen that maximizing the information is the same as maximizing the con-
tribution of an item to the expected relative rate of change of the likelihood function.
As Chang and Ying (1996) have pointed out, the greater this change rate at a given
value of � , the better this value can be distinguished from points near this value and
the better this value can be estimated.

19.4 The SPRT in CAT

The likelihood function of a person’s proficiency � (19.2) is also the main source
of inference if the sequential probability ratio test is used in adaptive testing. In this
case, the likelihood function is used differently in the testing algorithm than in the
case of statistical estimation. This will become clear in the following description
of the statistical testing procedure. From the application of the SPRT it is inferred
whether another item is to be administered and which decision is made when testing
is stopped. The use of the SPRT first will be described for a decision in one of two
categories, and thereafter generalized to a decision in one of three categories.

19.4.1 Classification in Two Categories

On the latent proficiency scale, a decision or cutting point �c between, for example,
a person denoted as a master or a nonmaster, or between an examinee passing and
an examinee failing an exam, is given. A small region on both sides of this point, a
so-called indifference zone, is selected. The widths of these regions are ı1 and ı2.
The indifference interval expresses the fact that, due to measurement errors, making
the right decision about persons very near the cutting point can never be guaranteed.
One could also say that the interval expresses the indifference of a decision maker
of the classification of the persons who are that close to the cutting point. With
sequential testing, the classification problem is formulated in terms of statistical
hypotheses:

H0 W � 6 �c � ı1 D �1 against H1 W � > �c C ı2 D �2: (19.7)

Next, acceptable decision error probabilities are specified as follows:

P.accept H0j H0 is true/ > 1 � ˛; (19.8)

P.accept H0j H1 is true/ 6 ˇ: (19.9)
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in which ˛ and ˇ are small constants. The test meeting these decision error rates can
be carried out using the SPRT (Wald, 1947). The test statistic being used is the ratio
between the values of the likelihood function (19.2) at the point on the proficiency
scale of the alternative hypothesis and at the point of the null hypothesis:

LR.�2; �1I xk/ D L.�2I xk/

L.�1I xk/
D

kY

iD1

L.�2I xi /

L.�1I xi /
D

kY

iD1

pi .�2/xi .1 � pi .�2//1�xi

pi .�1/xi .1 � pi .�1//1�xi
:

(19.10)

It will be clear that high values of this ratio indicate that the person is more likely
to have a proficiency above the cutting point, and small values support the decision
that the person’s proficiency is below the cutting point. That is, the test meets the
error rates if the following procedure is used:

Continue sampling if

ˇ

1 � ˛
< LR.�2; �1I xk/ <

1 � ˇ

˛
; (19.11)

Accept H0 if

LR.�2; �1I xk/ 6 ˇ

1 � ˛
; (19.12)

Reject H0 if

LR.�2; �1I xk/ > 1 � ˇ

˛
: (19.13)

The expression in (19.11) is called the critical inequality of the test. Although
Wald (1947) showed that eventually a decision will be made with probability 1 with
the SPRT, in practice the test is truncated usually by specifying a maximum test
length, kmax. At this test length, a forced decision, the most obvious decision, is
taken: H0 is rejected if the test statistic is larger than the midpoint of the critical
inequality interval; otherwise, it is accepted.

19.4.2 Classification in Three Categories

The above testing procedure is readily generalized to cases of classification in one
of three categories. Classification in one of three categories involves two cutting
points on the latent scale, �c1 and �c2, by which three different levels of profi-
ciency are distinguished. An indifference zone is identified around each cutting
point. Schematically, the situation can be presented as follows.

Two pairs of hypotheses are formulated:

H01 W � 6 �c1 � ı11 D �11 against H11 W � > �c1 C ı21 D �12 (19.14)

H02 W � 6 �c2 � ı12 D �21 against H12 W � > �c2 C ı22 D �22 (19.15)
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The SPRT test described in (19.11), (19.12), and (19.13) is applied for each pair
of hypotheses. In the specification of the acceptable decision errors, as in (19.8), the
small constants ˛1 and ˇ1, ˛2 and ˇ2, respectively, are used.

P.accept H01 j H01 is true/ > 1 � ˛1 and (19.16)

P.accept H01 j H11 is true/ 6 ˇ1; (19.17)

P.accept H02 j H02 is true/ > 1 � ˛2 and (19.18)

P.accept H02 j H12 is true/ 6 ˇ2: (19.19)

Next the two SPRTs are combined into one procedure. Hereafter, the decisions
to assign a person to a certain category, based on a combination of two SPRTs, is
given.

decision test 1
decision test 2 H01: � 6 �11 H11: � > �12

H02: � 6 �21 1 2
H12: � > �22 3

So when, for instance, the first null hypothesis (19.14) is rejected, which is equiv-
alent to deciding category 2 or 3, and the second null hypothesis (19.15) is accepted,
which is equivalent to deciding category 1 or 2, in the combined procedure the de-
cision is category 2. In Eggen (1999) it is shown that when the 2PL model is used,
the simultaneous occurrence of accepting the null hypothesis in (19.14 ), category 1,
and rejecting the null hypothesis in (19.15), category 3, cannot occur. Although this
cannot be proven, when using the 3PL model, in practice this will not cause any
problems because it is very unlikely to occur. And if it occurs, no final decision will
be made and another item will be administered.

The combined procedure operates as follows:
Make decision 1 if

LR.�12; �11I xk/ 6 ˇ1

1 � ˛1

and LR.�22; �21I xk/ 6 ˇ2

1 � ˛2

; (19.20)

Make decision 2 if

LR.�12; �11I xk/ > 1 � ˇ1

˛1

and LR.�22; �21I xk/ 6 ˇ2

1 � ˛2

; (19.21)

Make decision 3 if

LR.�12; �11I xk/ > 1 � ˇ1

˛1

and LR.�22; �21I xk/ > 1 � ˇ2

˛2

; (19.22)

Continue testing
in all other cases: (19.23)
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19.4.3 Evaluation of the Test Statistics

In practice, the test-critical inequalities, e.g., (19.11), in the SPRT with an IRT model
are evaluated as follows. First, the logarithms are taken. Then we get

ln

�
ˇ

1 � ˛

�
< ln.LR.�2; �1I xk// < ln

�
1 � ˇ

˛

�
: (19.24)

In (19.24) the logarithm of the likelihood ratio is equal to

kX

iD1

xi ln

�
pi .�2/.1 � pi .�1//

pi .�1/.1 � pi .�2//

�
C

kX

iD1

ln

�
.1 � pi .�2//

.1 � pi .�1//

�
: (19.25)

In (19.25) the second term is evaluated straightforwardly because it consists only of
simple operations on known constants. The first term consists of the score obtained
on the items weighted by the log odds of the events specified in hypotheses H1
and H0 in (19.7). It is easily shown that in the 3PL model the log odds can be
written as

ln

�
ci C exp.ai .�2 � bi //

ci C exp.ai .�1 � bi //

�
; (19.26)

which shows that the test statistics can be evaluated quite straightforwardly.
It is worthwhile noting that in case the 2PL model is used, and also in the case of

the 1PL model, the log odds in (19.26) are equal to

ai .�2 � bi / � ai .�1 � bi / D ai .�2 � �1/ D a.ı2 C ı1/; (19.27)

which means that the critical inequality of the statistical test problem (19.7) can be
written as follows:

ln
�

ˇ
1�˛

�
�Pk

iD1 ln
h

1�pi .�2/
1�pi .�1/

i

ı2 C ı1

<

kX

iD1

ai xi <
ln
�

1�ˇ
˛

�
�Pk

iD1 ln
h

1�pi .�2/
1�pi .�1/

i

ı2 C ı1

:

(19.28)

In (19.28) testing involves only the observed weighted score and known constants,
which can easily be implemented. From this it is also easily seen that if the width
of the indifference interval, �2 � �1 D ı2 C ı1; increases, the width of the criti-
cal interval gets smaller, which indicates that shorter tests can be used to make a
decision.
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19.5 Item Selection in CAT with the SPRT

An important part of a CAT algorithm is the item selection procedure, which
determines during testing the choice of the items being administered. The item se-
lection procedure is a major part of any CAT: the gain in efficiency in testing and
the adaptation to the performance of examinees are established in this part of the
algorithm. In adaptive testing using statistical testing in the algorithm, four main
approaches for item selection can be distinguished:

1. Random item selection, which is traditionally mostly used in combination with
the SPRT.

2. Selecting on Fisher information.
3. Bayesian item selection criteria, which are also used in adaptive testing with

estimation. These criteria, discussed by van der Linden (1998), will not be con-
sidered here.

4. Selecting on Kullback–Leibler (K-L) information.

Next, item selection procedures will be described that are based on Kullback–
Leibler information. It will be shown that the item’s Kullback–Leibler information
expresses the expected contribution of an item to the discriminatory power between
two hypotheses. Conceptually, K-L information fits the statistical testing algorithm
more closely than Fisher information.

19.5.1 Kullback-Leibler Information

The use of the relative entropy or K-L information (Cover & Thomas, 1991) for
selecting items in an SPRT CAT was introduced by Eggen (1999). This information
concept will be described next.

K-L information is a measure of the distance between two distributions:

K.f2 k f1/ D Ef2
ln

�
f2.x/

f1.x/

�
; (19.29)

which is the expected information in an observation of X for discriminating between
two hypotheses: H0: f .x/ D f1.x/ against H1: f .x/ D f2.x/. The larger this
information, the more efficient the statistical test will be.

The definition in (19.29) can be directly applied to the SPRT application in adap-
tive testing: H0 is the hypothesis for which we have a distribution (likelihood) with
parameter value � D �1, and under H1 the distribution has parameter � D �2. Then
the K-L information is
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K.�2 k �1/ D E�2
ln

�
L.�2I xk/

L.�1I xk/

�
D E�2

ln

 
kY

iD1

L.�2I xi /

L.�1I xi /

!
(19.30)

D
kX

iD1

E�2
ln

�
L.�2I xi /

L.�1I xi /

�
D

kX

iD1

Ki .�2 k �1/:

It is seen that the K-L test information (k items) can be written as the sum of the
K-L information of the items. The K-L item information, Ki .�2 k �1/, is defined for
any pair �2 > �1 and is a positive real number and, consequently, an eligible item
information index. Applying an item selection procedure based on having maximum
K-L information is useful, since this procedure will maximize the contribution to the
K-L test information. When the K-L test information is maximized, the expected
difference between the log-likelihoods under both hypotheses is maximized. This is
the same as making the likelihood ratio more extreme, which is, in turn, expected to
minimize the number of items needed to make a decision because the test statistic
is the likelihood ratio (see, e.g., (19.11)).

If an IRT model for dichotomously scored items is used, the K-L item informa-
tion index (19.30) can be written as:

Ki .�2 k �1/ D pi .�2/ ln

�
pi .�2/

pi .�1/

�
C .1 � pi .�2// ln

�
1 � pi .�2/

1 � pi .�1/

�
: (19.31)

In the case of the 3PL IRT model, this becomes

Ki .�2 k �1/ D pi .�2/: ln

�
ci C exp.ai .�2 � bi //

ci C exp.ai .�1 � bi //

�
C ln

�
.1 � pi .�2//

.1 � pi .�1//

�
(19.32)

and in the 2PL model the even simpler expression

Ki .�2 k �1/ D pi .�2/ai .�2 � �1/ C ln

�
.1 � pi .�2//

.1 � pi .�1//

�
: (19.33)

Note that the expressions in (19.32) and (19.33) are the same as in the corresponding
test statistic or likelihood ratios in (19.25), – (19.27). By this it is easily understood
that selecting items with maximum K-L information maximizes the discrepancy
between the likelihood under H0 and H1.

19.5.2 K-L Information in the Three-Category Problem

In the case of a classification problem in two categories, the K-L item information
can be used directly in a straightforward way for item selection. The K-L item in-
formation will be computed in two points of the hypotheses tested: that item will be
selected for which maxi Ki .�2 k �1/. In the three-way classification for K-L item
selection, there are more choices; two of which are generally applicable.
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decision
category 2category 1 category 3

δ11 δ12 δ21 δ22

θ11 θc1 θ12 θ21 θc2 θ22

Fig. 19.1 Schematic representation of the classification problem with three categories

The first is a naive, but simple method: an item is selected that maximizes the
K-L information at two fixed points. In the case of three-category problem, possi-
ble choices are (see Figure 19.1): Ki .�21 k �12/; Ki .�c2 k �c1/; Ki .�22 k �11/, or
the K-L information computed in any two other points of the proficiency scale. In
Eggen (1999) it is shown that the specific choice of the two points hardly influences
the performance of the test. Obviously, varying the specific points in the computa-
tion of the K-L item information does not have a large impact on the ordering of the
items on this K-L information. We will therefore consider only the selection method
that uses the K-L item information in the two cutting points:

Ki .�c2 k �c1/: (19.34)

A better performing, alternative approach to this simple method was also pro-
posed. This alternative approach looks more precisely at the progress of hypothesis
testing: as long as none of the pairs of hypotheses has led to a decision, items are
chosen with maximum K-L information between the two cutting points �c1 and �c2,
but if one of the pairs of hypotheses has led to a decision while the other has not,
items will be chosen that have maximum K-L information around the cutting point
corresponding to the test that has not yet led to a decision. This means an item i is
selected for which

if LR.�12; �11I xk/ > 1 � ˇ1

˛1

then max
i

Ki .�22 k �21/; (19.35)

if LR.�22; �21I xk/ 6 ˇ2

1 � ˛2

then max
i

Ki .�12 k �11/; (19.36)

else W max
i

Ki .�c2 k �c1/: (19.37)

In the next section, results of the performance of this selection method will be
presented.

19.6 Performance of Three-Category Classification
CAT with the SPRT

Research (e.g., Spray and Reckase 1996; Eggen and Straetmans, 2000) has shown
that the performance of adaptive classification tests with the SPRT is generally
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very good. In particular, in two-category problems, the performance level is in gen-
eral at least the same as or better than other (estimation based) adaptive testing
procedures. With respect to the comparison of the item selection procedure in two-
category problems, Eggen’s (1999) conclusion is that there are almost no differences
between the item selection methods based on an information criterion when used in
combination with the SPRT. He compared the selection of items with maximum
Kullback–Leibler information, items with maximum Fisher information at the cur-
rent proficiency estimate, and items with maximum Fisher information at the cutting
point. His finding was that there are hardly any differences between the three selec-
tion methods, although there seems to be a slight tendency that the selection of items
with maximum Fisher information at the cutting point is better than the other meth-
ods with respect to the average number of items needed to make a decision. This
result is in line with earlier findings of Spray and Reckase (1996).

In a three-category problem, the proper choice of the available item selection
strategy is more important. Next, the performance will be illustrated with the re-
sults of a simulation study of a CAT operating on a mathematics item bank. In this
example, the following item selection methods were compared:

R: Random item selection;
F1: Maximum Fisher information at the current proficiency estimate;
F2: Maximum Fisher information at the cutting point nearest to the current profi-

ciency estimate; this method is comparable to the well performing selection
method with only one cutting point;

K1: The simple maximum K-L information selection (19.34);
K2: The advanced maximum K-L information selection (19.35)–(19.37).

19.6.1 Simulation Example

The performances of the item selection procedures were evaluated and compared to
each other by means of simulation studies. For the simulation studies, an operational
item bank was used. This item bank contains 250 dichotomously scored mathemat-
ics items that are used in adult education to place students in one of three course
levels and to measure the progress at these levels. The items were shown to fit the
2PL model. The scale was fixed by restrictions on the item parameters. The mean
item difficulty is 0, and the mean item discrimination is 3.09. On this scale, the dis-
tribution of the proficiency in the population was estimated to be normal, with a
mean of 0.294 and a standard deviation of 0.522.

For the classification problem in three categories, the cutting points were
�c1 D �0:13, and �c2 D 0:33. The SPRT adaptive testing procedures were con-
ducted for three different sets of error rates: ˛1 D ˇ2 D 2ˇ1 D 2˛2 were
respectively 0.05, 0.075, and 0.1. Halving ˇ1 and ˛2 compared to ˛1 and ˇ2 has the
effect that it is expected that all three decisions will have the same error rate. The
widths of the indifference zones are all equal to ı11 D ı12 D ı21 D ı22 D 0:1, and
the maximum test length was kmax D 25.
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The simulations were conducted as follows. A proficiency of a simulee was
randomly drawn from N.0:294; 0:522/. Three relatively easy items were selected
first and subsequently items were selected using one of the investigated item selec-
tion methods. The simulee’s response to an item was generated according to the 2PL
IRT model and this procedure was repeated for 5,000 simulees.

19.6.2 Results

For the three decision error rates, the item selection procedures were compared on
the mean number of items required (k) to make a decision and the classification
accuracy, that is, the percentages of correct decisions (%). The results are presented
in Table 19.1.

It can be seen that for every selection method, there is an expected decrease
in the mean number of required items if the acceptable error rates are increased.
The differences hardly vary if the selection methods are compared. Doubling the
acceptable error rate gives a decrease of, on average, about 2 items. Increasing the
error rates has little effect on the percentages of correct decisions. A comparison of
the selection methods shows that the differences between the methods are consistent
over the different error rates.

The most eye-catching result is the bad performance of the random item selec-
tion method compared to any other selection method. Any psychometric information
measure in the item selection in CAT with the SPRT gives a significant increase in
the number of correct decisions and a decrease in the required number of items. This
result could be expected and is in line with known results in two-category decision
problems. On the other hand, the comparable method in the three-category problem
(F2) of the best-performing method in the two-category problem is clearly almost
the worst-performing selection method. This finding, confirming that of Eggen and
Straetmans (2000), may be explained by the fact that the current estimate of the
proficiency, especially in the beginning of the test, is so inexact that it is sometimes
nearer to the wrong cutting point than the cutting nearest to the true value of the
proficiency of the person. The two best-performing selection methods are the selec-
tion on Fisher information at the current proficiency estimate (F1) and the selection
with the advanced K-L information (K2). The results of both methods do not show

Table 19.1 Mean number of items required (k) for a de-
cision and percentage of correct decisions

Error Rates
0.05 0.075 0.1

Selection k % k % k %

Random 23.1 83.1 22.1 83.0 21.7 82.5
F1 16.7 89.9 15.6 89.2 14.6 89.1
F2 21.8 87.0 20.5 87.7 19.4 87.4
K1 18.4 88.4 17.0 88.0 16.3 88.6
K2 17.0 89.2 15.6 89.2 14.2 89.4
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any significant differences, and both are better than the simple K-L information
selection method (K1). On average, the K1 method needs an average of 1.5 items
more to reach the same percentage of correct decisions.

19.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, it was demonstrated that the application of the SPRT to adaptive clas-
sification testing in with three-category problems is a straightforward generalization
of the application in two-category problems. Good performance of the procedure
was shown when the item selection was based on the Fisher information at the cur-
rent proficiency estimate (F1) or on the K-L information (K2). Item selection based
on the K-L information has conceptually as strong a relationship to statistical test-
ing, as Fisher information has to statistical estimation. Both methods perform about
equally well, but the K-L information item selection is computationally much easier,
because during testing an estimate of the current proficiency is not needed.

In modern CAT applications, practical considerations play an important role. By
putting constraints on the item selection, demands with respect to the content of the
test and with respect to the exposure to items are realized. Eggen (1999) showed that
by implementing a content control constraint in an SPRT CAT, selecting on Fisher
information or on K-L information has in both methods a small negative effect on
the performance. It would be worthwhile to study the effects of applying exposure
control in the selection methods. It is to be expected that controlling for overexpo-
sure of items has a greater negative impact on the performance with selection based
on K-L information than with selection based on Fisher information. This is eas-
ily seen in the two-category classification problem, because then the preference of
the items based on K-L information is the same for all persons tested. So measures
against overexposure will directly affect the performance of the testing procedure.
In the three-category classification problem, in selecting on K-L information, we
do not have one fixed preference for all persons tested, but also here only a lim-
ited number of preferences in the items will appear in selection on the basis of K-L
information.

In this chapter, the application of the SPRT in adaptive classification testing
was limited to the situation in which the items were dichotomously scored, and
calibrated with a logistic test model. The generalization to another test model, to
polytomously scored items and to more than 3 classification categories is expected
to be possible without major problems.
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Chapter 20
Testlet-Based Adaptive Mastery Testing

Hans J. Vos and Cees A.W. Glas

20.1 Introduction

In mastery testing, the problem is to decide whether a test taker must be classified
as a master or a nonmaster. The decision is based on the test taker’s observed test
score. Well-known examples of mastery testing include testing for pass-fail deci-
sions, licensure, and certification. A mastery test can have both fixed-length and
variable-length forms. In a fixed-length mastery test, the performance on a fixed
number of items is used for deciding on mastery or nonmastery. Over the last few
decades, the fixed-length mastery problem has been studied extensively by many
researchers (e.g., De Gruijter & Hambleton, 1984; van der Linden, 1990). Most of
these authors derived, analytically or numerically, optimal rules by applying (em-
pirical) Bayesian decision theory (e.g., DeGroot, 1970; Lehmann, 1986) to this
problem. In the variable-length form, in addition to the action of declaring mastery
or nonmastery, the action of continuing to administer items is available also (e.g.,
Kingsbury and Weiss, 1983; Lewis & Sheehan, 1990; Sheehan and Lewis, 1992;
Spray & Reckase, 1996).

In either case, items may be administered one at a time or in batches of more
than one item. If it is plausible that the responses to items within a batch are more
strongly related than the responses to items of different batches, these batches are
usually referred to as testlets. The main advantage of variable-length mastery tests
as compared to fixed-length mastery tests is that the former offer the possibility of
providing shorter tests for those test takers who have clearly attained a certain level
of mastery (or nonmastery) and longer tests for those for whom the mastery decision
is not as clear-cut (Lewis & Sheehan, 1990). For instance, Lewis & Sheehan (1990)
showed in a simulation study that average test lengths could be reduced by half
without sacrificing classification accuracy.
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Two approaches to variable-length mastery testing can be distinguished. The
first approach involves specification of the costs of misclassifications and the cost
of test administration, with the decision to continue testing being guided by ex-
pected losses. Item and testlet selection are no issues in this approach; items (or
testlets) are randomly selected and administered. In this case, the stopping rule
(i.e., termination criterion) is adaptive, but the item selection procedure is not. This
type of variable-length mastery testing is known as sequential mastery testing, and,
in the sequel, it will be referred to as SMT. The procedure is usually modeled us-
ing sequential Bayesian decision theory. In the second approach, item (or testlet)
selection is tailored to the test taker’s estimated proficiency level. Kingsbury and
Weiss (1983) denote this type of variable-length mastery testing as adaptive mas-
tery testing (AMT). This approach, however, does not involve specification of the
cost of misclassifications and the cost of test administration. The approach is usu-
ally modeled using an IRT model, and the process of testing continues until the
difference between the test taker’s proficiency � and a cut-off point �c on the latent
continuum can be estimated with a certain precision.

The purpose of the present chapter is to present a combination of sequential and
adaptive mastery testing which will be referred to as adaptive sequential mastery
testing (ASMT). The strong points of both approaches are combined; that is, the
selection as well as the stopping rule are adaptive and the cost per observation is ex-
plicitly taken into account. To support decision making and adaptive item (or testlet)
selection, the 1PL model (Rasch, 1960) and the 3PL model (Birnbaum, 1968) will be
used to describe the relationship between proficiency level and observed responses.

The chapter is organized as follows. First, a concise review of the existing litera-
ture and earlier approaches to the variable-length mastery problem will be presented.
Second, the combined approach of sequential and adaptive mastery testing will be
described. Then this general approach will be applied to the 1PL and 3PL models,
and to the 3PL testlet model by Wainer, Bradlow, and Du (2000; see also Bradlow,
Wainer & Wang, 1999). Following this, a number of simulation studies will be pre-
sented that focus on the gain of a sequential procedure over a fixed-length test and
the gain of an adaptive sequential test over a classical sequential test. Gain will be
defined in terms of the average loss, the average number of items administered, and
the percentage of correct decisions. Further, as in the previous chapter, the impact
of ignoring the testlet structure on the performance of the procedure will be studied.
The chapter concludes with some new lines of research.

20.2 Earlier Approaches to the Variable-Length
Mastery Problem

In this section, earlier approaches to the variable-length mastery problem will
be briefly reviewed. First, the application of the sequential probability ratio test
(SPRT; Wald, 1947) to SMT is considered. Next, IRT-based adaptive mastery test-
ing strategies will be reviewed. Finally, contributions of Bayesian decision theory to
sequential mastery testing will be presented.
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20.2.1 Contributions of SPRT to Variable-Length Mastery Testing

The application of Wald’s SPRT, originally developed as a statistical quality control
test in a manufacturing setting, to SMT dates back to Ferguson (1969). In this ap-
proach, a test taker’s responses to items were assumed to be binomially distributed.
Reckase (1983) proposed alternative sequential procedures within an SPRT frame-
work, which, in contrast to Ferguson’s approach, did not assume that items have
equal difficulty but allowed them to vary in difficulty and discrimination by using
an IRT model instead of a binomial distribution (also see Spray & Reckase, 1996).

20.2.2 IRT-Based Item Selection Strategies Applied to Adaptive
Mastery Testing

Two IRT-based item selection strategies have been primarily used in implementing
AMT. In the first approach, Kingsbury and Weiss (1983) proposed selecting the
item that maximizes the amount of information at the test taker’s last proficiency
estimate. In the second approach, a Bayesian item selection strategy, the item to be
administered next is the one that minimizes the posterior variance of the test taker’s
last proficiency estimate. A prior distribution for the test taker’s proficiency level
must be specified in this approach before the administration of the first item. As
pointed out by Chang and Stout (1993), it may be noted that the posterior variance
converges to the reciprocal of the test information when the number of items goes
to infinity. Therefore, the two methods of IRT-based item selection strategies should
yield similar results when the number of administered items is large.

20.2.3 Sequential Mastery Testing Based on Bayesian
Decision Theory

As mentioned before, most researchers in this area have applied (empirical)
Bayesian decision theory to the fixed-length mastery problem. Within a Bayesian
decision-theoretic framework, the following two basic elements must be specified:
a psychometric model for the probability of answering an item correctly given a
test taker’s proficiency level (i.e., the item response function), and a loss structure
evaluating the total costs and benefits of all possible decision outcomes. These costs
may reflect all relevant psychological, social, and economic aspects involved in the
decision. The Bayesian approach allows the decision maker to incorporate into
the decision process the costs of misclassifications. Furthermore, a prior distribu-
tion must be specified representing prior knowledge of the test taker’s proficiency
level. Finally, a cut-off point on the latent proficiency scale separating masters and
nonmasters must be specified in advance by the decision maker using a method
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of standard setting (e.g., Angoff, 1971). In a Bayesian approach, optimal rules are
obtained by minimizing the posterior expected loss associated with each possible
decision outcome.

Lewis & Sheehan (1990), Sheehan and Lewis (1992), and Smith and Lewis
(1995) have applied Bayesian sequential decision theory to the variable-length
mastery problem. In addition to the elements needed in the previous Bayesian
decision-theoretic approach, the cost per observation is explicitly specified in this
framework. The cost of administering one additional item (or testlet) can be con-
sidered as an extension of the loss structure for the fixed-length mastery problem to
the variable-length mastery problem. Posterior expected losses associated with non-
mastery and mastery decisions can now be calculated at each stage of testing. The
posterior expected loss associated with continuing to test is determined by averag-
ing the posterior expected loss associated with each of the possible future decision
outcomes relative to the probability of observing those outcomes (i.e., the posterior
predictive probability). Analogous to the fixed-length mastery problem, the opti-
mal sequential rule is found by selecting the action (i.e., mastery, nonmastery, or to
continue testing) that minimizes the posterior expected loss at each stage using tech-
niques of dynamic programming (i.e., backward induction). This technique makes
use of the principle that at each stage of an optimal procedure, the remaining por-
tion of the procedure is optimal when considered in its own right. As indicated by
Lewis & Sheehan (1990), the action selected at each stage of testing is optimal with
respect to the entire sequential mastery testing procedure.

Vos (1999) also applied Bayesian sequential decision theory to SMT. Like Smith
and Lewis (1995), he assumed three classification categories (i.e., nonmastery, par-
tial mastery, and mastery). However, as in Ferguson’s (1969) SPRT approach, for the
conditional probability of a correct response given the test taker’s proficiency level,
the binomial distribution instead of an IRT model is considered. This modeling of
response behavior corresponds to the assumption that all items have equal difficulty
or are sampled at random from a large (real or hypothetical) pool of items. Assum-
ing that prior knowledge about the test taker’s proficiency can be represented by a
beta prior B.˛; ˇ/ (i.e., its natural conjugate), it is shown that the number-correct
score is sufficient to calculate the posterior expected losses at future stages of the
mastery test.

20.3 Bayesian Sequential Decision Theory Applied
to Adaptive Mastery Testing

In this section, the approach of applying Bayesian sequential decision theory to
ASMT will be described. Before doing so, some necessary notation will be intro-
duced and the general variable-length mastery problem will be formalized. Then,
the loss function assumed will be discussed. Next, it will be shown how IRT models
can be incorporated into ASMT.
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20.3.1 Formalization of the Variable-Length Mastery Problem

In the following, it will be assumed that the variable-length mastery problem
consists of S .S � 1/ stages labeled s D 1; : : : ; S and that at each stage one
of the available testlets can be given. At each stage, one or more items labeled i are
administered and the observed item response will be denoted by a discrete random
variable Ui , with realization ui . It is assumed that Ui takes the values 1 and 0 for a
correct and incorrect response, respectively. Let us be the response to the sth testlet.
For s D 1; : : : ; S , the decisions will be based on a statistic ws, which is a function
of the response patterns us, that is, ws D f .u1; : : : ; us/. In many cases, ws will
be the response pattern u1; : : : ; us itself. However, below it will become clear that
some computations are feasible only if the information about the complete response
pattern is aggregated. At each stage s .s D 1; : : : ; S � 1/, a decision rule d.ws/

can be defined as

d.ws/ D

8
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂:

m; test taker is judged a master;

n; test taker is judged a nonmaster;

c; testing is continued.

(20.1)

At the final stage, only the two mastery classification decisions m and n are avail-
able. Mastery will be defined in terms of the latent proficiency continuum of the
IRT model. Therefore, let � and �c denote the test taker’s proficiency level and
some prespecified cut-off point on the latent continuum, respectively. Examinees
with proficiency � below this cut-off point are considered nonmasters, while test
takers with proficiency � above this cut-off point are considered masters.

20.3.2 Linear Loss

As noted before, a loss function evaluates the total costs and benefits for each
possible combination of action and test taker’s proficiency � . Unlike Lewis &
Sheehan (1990), Sheehan and Lewis (1992), and Smith and Lewis (1995), threshold
loss will not be adopted here. The reason is that this loss function, although fre-
quently used in the literature, may be less realistic in some applications. An obvious
disadvantage of threshold loss is that it does not depend on the distance between
� and �c . It seems more realistic to assume that loss is an increasing function of �

for nonmasters and a decreasing function of � for masters. Moreover, the threshold
loss function is discontinuous; at the cut-off point �c this function “jumps” from one
constant value to another. This sudden change seems unrealistic in many decision-
making situations. In the neighborhood of �c , the losses for correct and incorrect
decisions should change smoothly rather than abruptly (van der Linden, 1981).

To overcome these shortcomings, van der Linden and Mellenbergh (1977) pro-
posed a continuous loss function for the fixed-length mastery problem that is a linear
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function of the test taker’s proficiency level � (see also Huynh, 1980; van der Linden
& Vos, 1996; Vos, 1997a, 1997b, 1999).

For the variable-length mastery problem, the piecewise linear loss functions for
the master and nonmaster decision can be restated at each stage as

L.m; �/ D maxfsC; sC C A.� � �c/g; (20.2)

with A < 0, and
L.n; �/ D maxfsC; sC C B.� � �c/g; (20.3)

with B > 0; C is the cost of delivering one testlet, sC is the cost of delivering s

testlets. For the sake of simplicity, following Lewis & Sheehan (1990), these costs
are assumed to be equal for each decision outcome as well as for each sample.
The above-defined function consists of a constant term and a term proportional to
the difference between the test taker’s proficiency level � and the specified cut-off
point �c . The conditions A < 0 and B > 0 are equivalent to the statement that for
action m the loss is a decreasing function of the latent proficiency � , whereas the
loss for action n is assumed to be increasing in � . The definitions (20.2) and (20.3)
guarantee that the losses are at least sC . Unlike the specification of loss in van der
Linden and Mellenbergh (1977), this specific formulation of linear loss is chosen
because in many problems it has been convenient to work with nonnegative loss
functions (see, for instance, DeGroot, 1970, p. 125).

The loss parameters A, B , and C have to be either theoretically or empirically
assessed. For assessing loss functions empirically, most texts on decision theory pro-
pose lottery methods (e.g., Luce & Raiffa, 1957, chap. 2). In general, these methods
use the notion of desirability of outcomes to scale the consequences of each pair of
actions and the test taker’s proficiency level.

At stage s, the decision as to whether the test taker is a master or a nonmaster, or
whether another testlet will be administered, is based on the expected losses of the
three possible decisions given the observation ws. The expected losses of the first
two decisions are computed as

E.L.m; �/ j ws/ D sC C A

Z �c

�1
.� � �c/p.� j ws/d� (20.4)

and

E.L.n; �/ j ws/ D sC C B

Z 1

�c

.� � �c/p.� j ws/d�; (20.5)

where p.� j ws/ is the posterior density of � given ws. The expected loss of the
third possible decision is computed as the expected risk of continuing to test. If the
expected risk of continuing to test is smaller than the expected loss of a master or
a nonmaster decision, testing will be continued. The expected risk of continuing to
test is defined as follows. Let fwsC1jwsg be the range of wsC1 given ws . Then, for
s D 1; : : : ; S � 1, the expected risk of continuing to test is defined as
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E.R.wsC1/ j ws/ D
X

fwsC1jwsg
p.wsC1 j ws/R.wsC1/; (20.6)

where the posterior predictive distribution p.wsC1 j ws/ is given by

p.wsC1 j ws/ D
Z

p.wsC1 j �; ws/p.� j ws/d�; (20.7)

and risk is defined as

R.wsC1/ D minfE.L.m; �/ j wsC1/;

E.L.n; �/ j wsC1/; E.R.wsC2/ j wsC1/g: (20.8)

The risk associated with the last testlet is defined as

R.wS / D minfE.L.m; �/ j wS /; E.L.n; �/ j wS /g: (20.9)

So, given an observation ws , the expected distribution of wsC1; wsC2; : : : ; wS is
generated and an inference about future decisions is made. Based on these infer-
ences, the expected risk of continuation in (20.6) is computed and compared with
the expected losses of a mastery or nonmastery decision. If the risk of continuation
is less than these two expected losses, testing is continued. If this is not the case, the
classification decision with the lowest expected loss is made.

Notice that the definitions (20.6)–(20.9) imply a recursive definition of the ex-
pected risk of continuing to test. In practice, the computation of the expected risk of
continuing to test can be done by backward induction as follows. First, the risk of
the last testlet is computed for all possible values of wS . Then the posterior predic-
tive distribution p.wS j wS�1/ is computed using (20.7), followed by the expected
risk E.R.wS/ j wS�1/ defined in (20.6). This, in turn, can be used for computing
the risk R.wS�1/ for all wS�1 using (20.8). The iterative process continues until s

is reached and the decision can be made to administer testlet s C 1 or to decide on
mastery or nonmastery.

20.3.3 The Rasch Model

In the Rasch model, the probability of a response pattern u on a test of K items is
given by

p.u j �; b/ D
KY

iD1

exp.ui .� � bi //

1 C exp.� � bi /

D exp.t�/ exp.�u0b/P0.�/; (20.10)
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where b D .b1; : : : ; bK/ is a vector of item parameters, u0b is the inner product of
u and b, t is the sum score t D P

i ui , and

P0.�/ D
KY

iD1

.1 C exp.� � bi //
�1: (20.11)

Notice that t is the minimal sufficient statistic for � . Further, it is easily verified that
P0.�/ is the probability, given � , of a response pattern with all item responses equal
to zero. The probability of observing t given � is given by

p.t j �/ D
X

fujtg
p.u j �/

D
X

fujtg
exp.t� � u0b/P0.�/

D ”t .b/ exp.t�/P0.�/;

with ”t .b/ a function defined by ”t .b/ D P
fujtg exp.�u0b/, and where fu j tg

stands for the set of all possible response patterns resulting in a sum score t . Let
g.�/ be the prior density of � . Usually the prior is taken to be standard normal. An
important feature is that the posterior distributions of � given u and t are the same,
that is,

p.� j u/ D exp.t� � u0b/P0.�/g.�/R
exp.t� � u0b/P0.�/g.�/d�

D exp.t�/P0.�/g.�/R
exp.t�/P0.�/g.�/d�

D ”t .b/ exp.t�/P0.�/g.�/R
”t .b/ exp.t�/P0.�/g.�/d�

D p.� j t/:

At this point, an assumption will be introduced that may not be completely realistic.
It will be assumed that local independence simultaneously holds within and between
testlets, that is, all item responses are independent given � . So at this point, no
attempt is made here to model a possible dependence structure of testlet responses.
This point will be addressed in the following section.

Applying the general framework of the previous section to the Rasch model en-
tails choosing the minimal sufficient statistics for � , that is, the unweighted sum
scores, for the statistics ws. Let ts; ts D .t1; : : : ; ts/ be the score pattern on the first
s testlets, and define rs D Ps

dD1 td . Let p.� j rs/ stand for the posterior density
of proficiency given rs. Then the expected losses (20.4) and (20.5) and the expected
risk (20.6 ) can be written as E.L.m; �/ j rs/, E.L.n,�/ j rs/, and E.R.rsC1/ j rs/.
More specifically, the expected risk is given by
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E.R.rsC1/ j rs/ D
X

rsC1jrs

p.rsC1 j rs/R.rsC1/; (20.12)

and (20.7) specializes to

p.rsC1 j rs/ D
Z

p.rsC1 j �; rs/p.� j rs/d�

D
Z

”tsC1
exp.tsC1�/P0.sC1/.�/ p.� j rs/d�; (20.13)

where tsC1 D rsC1 � rs , ”tsC1
is a shorthand notation for the elementary sym-

metric function of the item parameters of testlet s C 1, and P0.sC1/.�/ is equal to
(20.11) evaluated using the item parameters of testlet s C 1. That is, P0.sC1/.�/ is
equal to the probability of a zero-response pattern on testlet s C 1, given � . Since
elementary functions can be computed very quickly and with a high degree of pre-
cision (Verhelst, Glas & van der Sluis, 1984), the risk functions can be explicitly
computed.

20.3.4 The 3PL Model and the 3PL Testlet Model

A testlet is a subset of items related to some common context. Haladyna (1994)
refers to context-dependent item sets. Usually, these sets take the form of a num-
ber of multiple-choice items organized under or within some text. Haladyna (1994)
gives examples of comprehension-type items sets and problem-solving type item
sets. When a test consists of a number of testlets, both the within-testlets and
between-testlets dependences between the item responses play a role. One approach
to analyze testlet data is to ignore the dependence structure and analyze the test as
a set of atomistic items. This generally leads to an overestimate of measurement
precision and bias in the item parameter estimates (Sireci, Wainer & Thissen, 1991;
Yen, 1993; Wainer & Thissen, 1996). Another approach is to aggregate the item
scores within the testlet to a testlet score and analyze the testlet scores using an IRT
model for polytomously scored items. This approach discards part of the informa-
tion in the item responses, which will lead to some loss of measurement precision.
However, this effect seems to be small (Wainer, 1995). A rigorous way to solve the
problem is to model the within and between dependence explicitly. Wainer, Bradlow,
and Du (2000) introduce a generalization of the 3PLM given by

Pi .s.i// D p.Ui D 1js.i// D ci C .1 � ci /
exp.ai .s.i/ � bi //

1 C exp.ai .s.i/ � bi /
; (20.14)

where s.i/ is the testlet to which item i belongs and s.i/ is a personparameter
depending on the specific testlet. For every testlet, every person independently draws
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s from a normal distribution with mean � and a variance �2
s . The density of s

will be denoted h.s j �; �2
s /. The probability of the complete response pattern is

given by

p.u/ D
"
Y

s

p.us j s/h.s j �; �2
s /

#

and the probability of the response pattern on testlet s is

p.us j s/ D
Y

i

Pi .s.i//
ui .1 � Pi .s.i///

1�ui :

The parameters in the model can be estimated in a Bayesian framework using
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC; Bradlow, Wainer & Wang, 1999; Wainer,
Bradlow, and Du, 2000) or in a frequentist framework using MML (Glas, Wainer
& Bradlow, 2000).

Unlike the Rasch model, the 3PL model has no minimal sufficient statistic for � .
Therefore, one approach of applying the general framework for sequential testing to
the 3PL model would be to substitute the complete response pattern .u1; : : : ; us/ for
ws . For the testlets where the responses are already known, say the testlets 1; : : : ; s�,
this presents no problem. But for evaluation of E.R.wsC1/ j ws/, s � s�, how-
ever, this entails a summation over the set of all possible response patterns on the
future testlets, and exact computation of this expected risk generally presents a ma-
jor problem. One of the approaches to this problem is approximating (20.6) using
Monte Carlo simulation techniques, that is, simulating a large number of draws
from p.wsC1 j ws/ to compute the mean of R.wsC1/ over these draws. However,
this approach proves quite time-consuming and is beyond the scope of the present
chapter. The approach adopted here assumes that the unweighted sum score contains
much of the relevant information provided by the testlets s C 1; : : : ; S with respect
to � . This is motivated by the fact that the expected number-right score

P
i Pi .�/ is

monotonically increasing in � (see, for instance, Lord, 1980, pp. 46–49). Therefore,
the following procedure is used.

Suppose that s� testlets have been administered. Then ws�;s will be the observed
response patterns on the s� testlets and the, as yet, unobserved sum score on the
testlets d D s� C 1; : : : ; s. So let td be the sum score on testlet d , that is, td DP

i udi , and let rs�;s be the sum over the scores of the testlets d D s� C 1; : : : ; s,
that is, rs�;s D Ps

dDs�C1 td . Then ws is defined as ws D .u1; : : : ; us� ; rs�;s/.
Using these definitions, formulas (20.4)–(20.9) are evaluated with response patterns
to support the computation of the posterior proficiency distribution given the obser-
vations, and sum scores as summary statistics for future response behavior.

The probability of a sum score ts is computed by summing over the set of all
possible response patterns us resulting in a sum score ts , denoted by fus j tsg,
that is,

p.ts j s/ D
X

fus jtsg
p.us j s/:
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The recursion formulas needed for the computation of these probabilities can, for
instance, be found in Kolen and Brennan (1995, pp. 181–183). The probability of ts
conditional on � is given by

p.ts j � I ��s/ D
Z

p.ts j s/h.s j � I ��s/ds :

Finally, let fts�C1; : : : ; ts j rs�;sg be the set of all testlet scores ts�C1; : : : ; ts com-
patible with a total score rs�;s. Then

p.rs�;s j � I ��s/ D
X

fts�

C1;:::;ts jrs�;sg
p.ts j � I ��s/

and the posterior distribution of � given ws is given by p.� j wsI ��s/ / p.u1; : : : ,
us� j� I ��s/ p.rs�;s j � I ��s/ g.�/, with

p.u1; : : : ; us� j � I ��s/ D
s�Y

dD1

Z
p.us j s/h.s j � I ��s/ds :

Inserting these definitions into (20.4) – (20.9) defines the sequential mastery testing
procedure for the 3PL testlet model.

20.3.5 Adaptive Sequential Mastery Testing

One of the topics addressed in this chapter is how the sequential testing proce-
dure can be optimized when a large testlet bank is available. The question is which
testlets must be administered next upon observing ws . Three approaches will be
considered. The first two are taken directly from the framework of non-Bayesian
adaptive mastery testing (see, for instance, Kingsbury and Weiss, 1983, Weiss &
Kingsbury, 1984). Both are based on the maximum information criterion; the first
approach entails choosing items or testlets with maximum information at �c , and
the second one chooses items or testlets with maximum information at O�s , which is
an estimate of � at stage s. The third approach relates to a distinct difference be-
tween the non-Bayesian and Bayesian approaches. In the former approach, one is
interested in a point estimate of � or in whether � is below or above some cut-off
point. In the latter approach, however, one is primarily interested in minimizing pos-
sible losses due to misclassifications and the costs of testing. This can be directly
translated into a selection criterion for the next testlet. In a Bayesian framework for
traditional computerized adaptive testing, one might be interested in the posterior
expectation of � . One of the selection criteria suited for optimizing testlet adminis-
tration is choosing the testlet with the minimum expected posterior variance. If ws

is some function of the observed response pattern, and fwsC1jwsg is the set of all
possible values wsC1 given ws, one may select the testlet where
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X

fwsC1jwsg
var.� j wsC1/p.wsC1 j ws/

is minimum (see, for instance, van der Linden, 1998). In a sequential mastery test-
ing framework, however, one is interested in minimizing possible losses, so as a
criterion for selection of the next testlet, the minimization of

X

fwsC1jwsg
var.L.m; �/ � L.n; �/ j wsC1/p.wsC1 j ws/ (20.15)

will be considered. That is, a testlet is chosen such that the expected reduction in the
variance of the difference between the losses of the mastery and nonmastery deci-
sion is maximized. This criterion focuses on the posterior variance of the difference
between the losses L.m; �/ and L.n; �/ given wsC1, and the criterion entails that
the sum over all possible response patterns wsC1 of this posterior variance weighted
by its posterior predictive probability p.wsC1 j ws/ is minimal. In the case of the
Rasch model, (20.15) is relatively easy to compute because in that case sum scores
can be substituted for wsC1 and ws .

20.4 Performance of Sequential and Adaptive
Sequential Mastery Testing

20.4.1 The 1PL Model

The main research questions addressed in this section will be whether, and under
what circumstances, sequential testing improves upon a fixed test and whether, and
under what circumstances, adaptive sequential testing improves upon sequential
testing. The design of the studies will be explained using the results of the first
study, reported in Table 20.1.

The study concerns the 1PL model, 40 items, and a cut-off point �c equal to
1.00. The 13 rows of the table represent 13 simulation studies of 2,000 replications
each. For every replication, a true � was drawn from a standard normal distribu-
tion. In the first simulation study, every simulee was presented one test with a fixed
length of 40 items. For every simulee, the item parameters were drawn from a stan-
dard normal distribution. Also, the prior distribution of � was standard normal. The
remaining 12 rows relate to a two-factor design, the first factor being the test ad-
ministration design, the second the selection method. The test administration design
is displayed in the first two columns of the table. The three designs used were 4
testlets of 10 items, 10 testlets of 4 items, and 40 testlets of one item each. Four
selection methods were studied. In the studies labeled “Sequential” the Bayesian
SMT procedure was used. The studies labeled “Cut-off Point”, “EAP Estimate” and
“Min Variance” used ASMT procedures. The label “Cut-off Point” refers to studies
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Table 20.1 Relationship between selection method and loss in the 1PL model

Maximum Number Proportion Proportion
Number Items

Selection Method
Testlets Correct

Mean LossTestlets Testlet Given Decisions

1 40 Fixed Test 1.00 0.94 0.4171
4 10 Sequential 0.28 0.89 0.1622
4 10 Cut-off Point 0.27 0.92 0.1555
4 10 EAP Estimate 0.27 0.89 0.1630
4 10 Min Variance 0.29 0.90 0.1623
10 4 Sequential 0.17 0.91 0.1094
10 4 Cut-off Point 0.19 0.91 0.1211
10 4 EAP Estimate 0.17 0.90 0.1151
10 4 Min Variance 0.16 0.91 0.1068
40 1 Sequential 0.09 0.89 0.0996
40 1 Cut-off Point 0.10 0.90 0.0899
40 1 EAP Estimate 0.10 0.90 0.0997
40 1 Min Variance 0.10 0.89 0.1028

where testlets were selected with maximum information at the cut-off point, “EAP
Estimate” refers to studies with a selection procedure based on maximum infor-
mation at the EAP estimate of proficiency, and “Min Variance” refers to studies
with adaptive testlet selection using the Bayesian criterion defined by (20.15). For
all simulations, the parameters of the loss functions (20.2) and (20.3) were equal
to A D �1:00, B D 1:00 and C D 0:01kt , where kt stands for the number of
items in a testlet. The motivation for this choice of C is keeping the total cost of
administering 40 items constant.

For the SMT condition, the item parameters of the first testlet were all equal
to zero and the item parameters of all other testlets were randomly drawn from a
standard normal distribution. In the ASMT conditions, it was also the case that the
first testlet had all item parameters equal to zero. The reason for starting both the
SMT and ASMT procedures with testlets with similar item parameters was to create
comparable conditions in the initial phase of the procedures. The following testlets
were chosen from a bank of 50 testlets that was generated as follows.

For every simulee, 50kt item parameters were drawn from the standard normal
distribution first. Then these 50kt item parameters were ordered in magnitude from
low to high. The first kt items comprised the first testlet in the bank, the second
kt items comprised the second testlet, etc. In this way, 50 testlets were created that
were homogeneous in difficulty and attained their maximum information at distinct
points of the latent proficiency scale. In the “EAP Estimate” condition, at stage
s; s D 1; :::; S � 1, an expected a posteriori estimate of proficiency was computed
and the expected risk of a “Continue Testing” decision was computed using the
S � s testlets with highest information at this estimate. If a “Continue Testing”
decision was made, the next testlet administered was the most informative testlet of
the S � s testlets initially selected. The procedure in the “Min Variance” condition
was roughly similar, only here the minimum variance criterion defined by (20.15)
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was used. Finally, in the “Cut-off Point” condition, testlets were selected from the
testlet bank described above that were most informative at the cut-off point �c . The
last three columns of Table 20.1 give the average proportion of testlets administered,
the proportion of correct decisions, and the mean loss over 2,000 replications for
each of the 13 conditions, where the loss in every replication was computed using
(20.2) or (20.3) evaluated at the true value of � , with s the number of testlets actually
administered.

The study described in the previous paragraph was carried out for three total test
lengths, K D 10, 20 and 40, and two choices of cut-off points, �c D 1:00 and 0:10.
The results for the combination K D 40 and �c D 1:00 are given in Table 20.1.
Notice that the mean loss in the SMT and ASMT conditions was much lower than
in the fixed test condition, and mean loss decreased as a function of the number of
testlets. Further, it can be seen that the decrease of mean loss was mainly due to a
dramatic reduction in the proportion of testlets given. The number of correct clas-
sifications remained stable. Finally, it can be seen that there were no systematic or
pronounced differences between SMT and ASMT. This picture also emerged in the
K D 10 and 20 studies. Choosing a cut-off point �c D 0:10 resulted in increased
mean loss. For instance, for K D 40, the mean loss rose from 0.4171 to 0.4299
for the fixed test condition and from 0.0980 to 0.1541 for the 40-testlet condition,
with mean loss averaged over the 4 selection methods. The reason for this increase
is that moving the cut-off point closer to the mean of the proficiency distribution
increases the number of test takers near the cut-off point. In summary, it was found
that sequential mastery testing did indeed lead to a considerable decreased mean
loss, mainly due to a significant decreased number of testlets administered. Across
studies, ASMT did only fractionally better than SMT, and again across studies, the
minimum variance criterion (20.15) and selection of testlets with maximum infor-
mation near the cut-off point �c produce the best results, but the difference between
them and the maximum information criterion is very small.

20.4.2 The 3PL Model and the 3PL Testlet Model

This section focuses on the question of whether the picture that emerged in the pre-
vious section for the 1PL model also holds for the 3PL mode l. In addition, the
impact of the testlet structure will be studied. The simulation studies generally have
the same setup as the studies of the previous section. The testlet bank was generated
as above, with the difference that besides drawing the item difficulties from a stan-
dard normal distribution, item discrimination parameter values were drawn from a
log-normal distribution with mean 0.00 and variance 0.25. The guessing parameter
value was equal to 0.25 for all items. As above, the testlets were composed in such
a way that they attained their maximum information at distinct points on the latent
proficiency scale.

Since the differences among the three selection procedures for ASMT in
the 1PL studies were very small, and the minimum variance criterion is quite
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time-consuming to compute, the latter selection criterion was not included in these
studies. The results for a study with K D 40, �c D 1:00, and no within-person
variation of proficiency, that is, with ��s D 0:00, are shown in Table 20.2. It can
be seen that the overall conclusion from the 1PL model studies still holds: there is
a considerable decrease in mean loss as the number of testlets increases, and the
decrease is not bought at the expense of an increased proportion of incorrect deci-
sions. However, contrary to the results in Table 20.1, it can be observed that these
studies showed a clear effect of adaptive testlet selection in terms of a decrease in
mean loss. The magnitude of this decrease was positively related to the maximum
number of testlets given.

In Table 20.3, analogous results are given for a situation where ��s D 1:00, and
this within-person variance is explicitly taken into account in the testlet selection
and decision procedure. Comparing the results to the results in Table 20.2, it can be
seen that increasing the within-person variance resulted in an increase in mean loss.
This increase is due to the addition of within-person variance that acts as a random

Table 20.2 Relationship between selection method and loss in the 3PL model

Maximum Number Proportion Proportion
Number Items

Selection Method
Testlets Correct

Mean LossTestlets Testlet Given Decisions

1 40 Fixed Test 1.00 0.93 0.4278
4 10 Sequential 0.32 0.91 0.1699
4 10 Cut-off Point 0.36 0.93 0.1730
4 10 EAP Estimate 0.36 0.92 0.1748
10 4 Sequential 0.29 0.91 0.1526
10 4 Cut-off Point 0.26 0.93 0.1324
10 4 EAP Estimate 0.25 0.92 0.1322
40 1 Sequential 0.39 0.91 0.1922
40 1 Cut-off Point 0.11 0.90 0.0990
40 1 EAP Estimate 0.13 0.96 0.0645

Table 20.3 Relationship between selection method and loss in the 3PL testlet model

Maximum Number Proportion Proportion
Number Items

Selection Method
Testlets Correct

Mean LossTestlets Testlet Given Decisions

1 40 Fixed Test 1.00 0.88 0.4795
4 10 Sequential 0.36 0.88 0.2106
4 10 Cut-off Point 0.36 0.88 0.2089
4 10 EAP Estimate 0.35 0.87 0.2233
10 4 Sequential 0.19 0.89 0.1442
10 4 Cut-off Point 0.17 0.88 0.1339
10 4 EAP Estimate 0.17 0.89 0.1381
40 1 Sequential 0.20 0.90 0.1332
40 1 Cut-off Point 0.16 0.90 0.1080
40 1 EAP Estimate 0.18 0.92 0.1100
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Table 20.4 Relation between selection method and loss in the 3PL model when ignoring the testlet
structure

Maximum Number Proportion Proportion
Number Items

Selection Method
Testlets Correct

Mean LossTestlets Testlet Given Decisions

1 40 Fixed Test 1.00 0.82 0.5564
4 10 Sequential 0.31 0.85 0.2209
4 10 Cut-off Point 0.36 0.88 0.2202
4 10 EAP Estimate 0.37 0.88 0.2199
10 4 Sequential 0.28 0.88 0.1773
10 4 Cut-off Point 0.25 0.90 0.1477
10 4 EAP Estimate 0.23 0.89 0.1506
40 1 Sequential 0.37 0.90 0.1955
40 1 Cut-off Point 0.12 0.87 0.1386
40 1 EAP Estimate 0.15 0.92 0.1120

error component. However, the positive effects of increasing the number of testlets
and adaptive testlet selection remained evident.

Finally, in Table 20.4, results are given for a setup where the responses follow a
testlet model with ��s D 1:00 but decisions and testlet selection were governed by
the standard 3PL model, that is, a model with ��s D 0:00. In other words, for the
computation of losses and making decisions, the testlet structure was not taken into
account. It can be seen that mean loss is further inflated in all conditions. However,
the advantage of SMT over using a fixed test and the advantage of ASMT over SMT
were still apparent.

20.5 Discussion

In this chapter, a general theoretical framework for adaptive sequential mastery
testing (ASMT) based on a combination of Bayesian sequential decision theory
and item response theory was presented. It was pointed out how IRT-based sequen-
tial mastery testing (SMT) could be generalized to adaptive item and testlet selection
rules, that is, to the case where the choice of the next item or testlet to be admin-
istered is optimized using the information from previous responses. The impact of
IRT-based sequential and adaptive sequential mastery testing on average loss, pro-
portion of correct decisions, and proportion of testlets given was investigated in a
number of simulations using the 1PL as well as 3PL models. Two different depen-
dence structures of testlet responses were introduced for the 3PL testlet model. In
the first approach, it was assumed that local independence simultaneously holds
within and among testlets; that is, all item responses are independent given the test
taker’s proficiency level. In the second approach, a hierarchical IRT model was used
to describe a greater similarity of responses to items within than between testlets.
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As far as the 1PL model is concerned, the results of the simulation studies
indicated that the average loss in the SMT and ASMT conditions decreased consid-
erably compared to the fixed test condition, while the proportion of correct decisions
hardly changed. This result could mainly be ascribed to a significant decrease in the
number of testlets administered. With the 3PL model, ASMT produced considerably
better results than SMT, while with the 1PL model, the results of ASMT were only
fractionally better. When testlet response behavior was simulated by a hierarchi-
cal IRT model with within-person proficiency variance, the average loss increased.
Ignoring the within-person variance in the decision procedure resulted in a further
inflation of losses.

In summary, the conclusion is that the combination of Bayesian sequential de-
cision theory and modeling response behavior by an IRT model provides a sound
framework for adaptive sequential mastery testing where both the cost of test admin-
istration and the distance between the test taker’s proficiency and the cut-off point
are taken into account.

The general approach sketched here can be applied to several other IRT models,
for instance, to multidimensional IRT models (see, for instance, McDonald, 1997,
or Reckase, 1997). The loss structure involved must allow for both conjunctive and
compensatory testing strategies in this case. In decision theory, much work has al-
ready been done in this area under the name of “multiple-objective decision making”
(Keeney & Raiffa, 1976). How the results reported there could be applied to the
problems of ASMT in the case of multidimensional IRT models, still needs to be
examined.

Another point of further study is the adoption of minimax sequential deci-
sion theory instead of Bayesian sequential decision theory (e.g., DeGroot, 1970;
Lehmann, 1986). Optimal rules are found in this approach by minimizing the max-
imum expected losses associated with all possible decision rules. As pointed out
by van der Linden (1981), the minimax principle assumes that it is best to prepare
for the worst and establish the maximum expected loss for each possible decision
rule. Minimax rules can therefore can be characterized as either conservative or
pessimistic (Coombs, Dawes & Tversky, 1970). Analogous to Bayesian sequential
decision theory, the cost of test administration is also explicitly taken into account
in this approach.
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Chapter 21
Adaptive Mastery Testing Using
a Multidimensional IRT Model

Cees A.W. Glas and Hans J. Vos

21.1 Introduction

Mastery testing concerns the decision to classify a student as a master or as a
nonmaster. In the previous chapter, adaptive mastery testing (AMT) using item re-
sponse theory (IRT) and sequential mastery testing (SMT) using Bayesian decision
theory were combined into an approach labeled adaptive sequential mastery test-
ing (ASMT). This approach is based on the one-parameter logistic model (1PLM;
Rasch, 1960) and three-parameter logistic model (3PLM; Birnbaum, 1968). In the
present chapter, ASMT is applied to a multidimensional IRT (MIRT) model.

In AMT (Weiss, 1983; Wainer, 1990), the available decisions are to classify a stu-
dent as a master or a nonmaster, or to continue testing and administer another item
or testlet (consisting of one or more items). Adaptive mastery tests are designed
to maximize the proportion of correct classification decisions while minimizing
the total test length. In a simulation study, Lewis and Sheehan (1990) showed that
average test lengths could be reduced by a half without sacrificing classification ac-
curacy. In AMT, response behavior is usually modeled by an IRT model. Test takers
with a proficiency estimate that is sufficiently far above or below the cut-off point are
classified as a master or a nonmaster, whereas those with an estimate within a pre-
specified region around the cut-off point are presented with another testlet. Further,
the testlet selection mechanism is adaptive in the sense that the next testlet is selected
in such a way that the expected gain in the precision of the proficiency estimate is
maximized. Several generalizations of AMT to MIRT models have been proposed.
For example, Segall (1996, this volume, chap. 3) proposed several applications of
MIRT relative to the Armed Services Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). The procedures
entail estimation of simultaneous scores on multiple, correlated dimensions via min-
imization of the joint posterior variance in a multidimensional space. Similarly,
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Luecht (1996) compared various adaptive selection strategies for the United States
Medical Licensing Examination, using both multidimensional and unidimensional
composites (also see Luecht & Nungester, (1998, 2000) and van der Linden and
Reese (1998) considered AMT with testlets in relation to the Law School Admis-
sion Test (LSAT).

In the present chapter, a version of ASMT is presented where response behavior
is modeled by a multidimensional IRT model. Both conjunctive (i.e., minimal
requirements for each proficiency dimension) and compensatory (i.e., low perfor-
mance on one proficiency dimension can be compensated by high performance on
another proficiency dimension) loss functions will be considered. Simulation stud-
ies will be used to evaluate the gain of SMT over fixed-length mastery testing and
the gain of ASMT over SMT. Finally, the feasibility of the methods will be shown
using a real data example.

21.2 Definition of the Decision Problem

As in the previous chapter, it will be assumed that the variable-length mastery prob-
lem consists of S .S � 1/ stages labeled s D 1; : : : ; S and at each stage a testlet can
be administered. This testlet consists of one or more items indexed with i and the ob-
served item responses for a randomly sampled student will be denoted by a discrete
random variable Ui , with realization ui . Let the vector of item responses us be the re-
sponse pattern on the sth testlet. The decisions will be based on a statistic ws , which
is a function of the response patterns up to stage s, that is, ws D f .u1; : : : ; us/.
In many cases, ws will be the response pattern u1; : : : ; us itself. At each stage of
testing, a decision rule d.ws/ is defined as

d.ws/ D
8
<

:

m; mastery decision,
n; nonmastery decision,
c; testing is continued.

(21.1)

At the final stage of testing, stage S , only the two classification decisions m and n

are available. Mastery will be defined in terms of the latent proficiency continuum
of the IRT model.

21.3 Multidimensional IRT Models

Multidimensional IRT models are IRT models for response behavior where the
responses depend on more than one latent proficiency. Multidimensional IRT mod-
els for dichotomously scored items were first presented by McDonald (1967) and
Lord & Novick (1968). These authors used a normal-ogive to describe the prob-
ability of a correct response. McDonald (1967, 1997) developed an estimation
procedure based on an expression for the association between pairs of items de-
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rived from a polynomial expansion of the normal-ogive. The procedure is im-
plemented in NOHARM (normal-ogive harmonic analysis robust method; Fraser
& McDonald, (1988). An alternative approach using all information in the data,
and therefore labeled “Full Information Factor Analysis”, was developed by Bock,
Gibbons, and Muraki (1988). This approach is a generalization of the marginal
maximum likelihood (MML) and Bayes modal estimation procedures for unidi-
mensional IRT models (see Bock & Aitkin, 1981, Mislevy, 1986), and has been
implemented in TESTFACT (Wilson, Wood & Gibbons, 1991). A Bayesian es-
timation procedure using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique was
presented by Béguin and Glas (2001).

A comparable model using a logistic rather than a normal-ogive representa-
tion was studied by Andersen (1985), Glas (1992), Reckase (1985, 1997), and
Ackerman (1996a, 1996b). In the present chapter, the logistic version of the model
for dichotomous items will be used. In this version, the probability of a correct re-
sponse is given by

p.Ui D1 j �1; : : : ; �Q; ai1; : : : ; aiQ; bi ; ci / D ci C.1�ci /
exp.

P
q aiq�q � bi /

1 C exp.
P

q aiq�q � bi /
;

(21.2)

where �1; : : : ; �Q are proficiency parameters, ai1; : : : ; aiQ are factorloadings, bi is
the item difficulty and ci is the guessing parameter. The probability of a response
pattern is given by

p.u j a; b; c; �; †/ D
Z

; : : : ;

Z
p.u j �; a; b; c/g.� j �; †/@�; (21.3)

where p.u j �; a; b; c/ is the probability of a response pattern given � , which is
derived from (21.2) using the assumption of local independence, and g.� j �; †/ is
the Q-variate normal distribution. The latent scale is usually identified by imposing
the restriction � D 0.

Below, it will be assumed that local independence holds both between and within
testlets. However, sometimes the association between responses to items within a
testlet is stronger than the association between the responses to items of different
testlets. In the previous chapter, it was shown that in that case dependence of the
responses within a testlet can be modeled by treating the proficiency or item pa-
rameters as random effects (Bradlow, Wainer & Wang, 1999; Wainer, Bradlow &
Du, 2000; Glas, Wainer & Bradlow, 2000).

21.4 Compensatory and Conjunctive-Disjunctive
Loss Functions

The first question that needs to be answered when defining a loss function is the def-
inition of the distinction between masters and nonmasters. Following Coombs and
Kao (1955; also see Coombs, 1960) we make a distinction between compensatory
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and conjunctive-disjunctive mastery models. In a compensatory mastery model, a
low value on one dimension can be compensated for by a high value on another
dimension. In a conjunctive mastery model, the proficiency must be above a certain
cut-off point in all dimensions, and in a disjunctive model, the proficiency must be
above a cut-off point in at least one dimension. Given this distinction, loss functions
can be defined as follows.

21.4.1 Compensatory Loss Functions

First, an example of a linear compensatory loss function will be given. The gen-
eralization to nonlinear loss functions will be returned to in the last section of this
chapter. Consider two dimensions. Let �1c and �2c denote prespecified cut-off points
in the latent space. Consider a line in the two-dimensional proficiency space defined
by f1.�1; �2/ D A1.�1 � �1c/ C A2.�2 � �2c/ D 0. The line f1.�1; �2/ divides
the latent space into two subspaces. Persons with a proficiency in one subspace are
masters, while persons with a proficiency in the other subspace are nonmasters. The
loss functions for the mastery and nonmastery decision are given by

L.m; �1; �2/ D maxfsC; sC C f1.�1; �2/g (21.4)

with A1; A2 < 0, and

L.n; �1; �2/ D maxfsC; sC C f2.�1; �2/g; (21.5)

with f2.�1; �2/ D B1.�1 ��1c/CB2.�2 ��2c/ (B1; B2 > 0), respectively. C is the
cost of delivering one testlet, and sC is the cost of delivering s testlets. To ensure
that f2.�1; �2/ D 0 defines the same line as f1.�1; �2/ D 0, the additional constraint
A1=A2 D B1=B2 is imposed. Notice that the loss structure is compensatory in the
sense that a proficiency below a cut-off point on one dimension can be compensated
for by a proficiency above a cut-off point on the other dimension.

In Q dimensions, the loss function becomes

L.m; �/ D maxfsC; sC C A0.� � �c/g (21.6)

and
L.n; �/ D maxfsC; sC C B0.� � �c/g; (21.7)

where A and B are vectors of weights with all elements negative and positive, re-
spectively, and � and �c are the proficiency vector and a vector of cut-off points,
respectively. An additional constraint is that A0.� � �c/ D 0 and B0.� � �c/ D 0

define the same .Q � 1/-dimensional linear subspace.
An example of the loss function for the nonmastery and mastery decision is given

in Figure 21.1. The parameters A1 and A2 are equal to –1.25, the parameters B1 and
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Fig. 21.1 Compensatory loss functions

B2 are equal to 1.25, �1c D �2c D 0, and C is equal to 0 for convenience. For the
nonmastery decision (top panel), the loss function increases in �1 and �2 right of the
line �1 C �2 D 0; that is, the loss associated with an incorrect nonmastery decision
increases with proficiency. The bottom panel gives an analogous but opposite pattern
for the mastery decision.

The choice of the actual values of the parameters of the loss function requires
a comparison between the cost of observations and the cost of incorrect decisions.
Consider a unidimensional latent proficiency variable � and a threshold loss func-
tion L.m; �/ D sC CAI.�; �c/, where I.�; �c/ is an indicator function that assumes
a value equal to one if � < �c and zero otherwise. If, for instance, A D �1

and C D 0:02, this reflects the position that an incorrect mastery decision has
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the same cost as administering 50 items. Elaborating on such notions, Lewis and
Sheehan (1990) used simulation studies for estimating the cost of item administra-
tion relative to the costs associated with incorrect decisions. The simulation study
was performed such that decision rules with desirable operating characteristics (av-
erage test length, expected passing rate, and expected proportions of false mastery
and nonmastery decisions) resulted. In the case of linear loss functions and multi-
dimensional proficiencies, analogous, but slightly more complex, methods may be
used. In such cases, a number of target proficiency levels may be chosen for which
the cost of a miss-classification is defined in terms of the administration of a num-
ber of items. Furthermore, simulation studies can also be used here to determine
whether the resulting operating characteristics are acceptable. Several examples of
such simulation studies will be given below.

21.4.2 Conjunctive Loss Functions

In a conjunctive loss function, a student is considered a master if the proficiency
is above a cut-off point on all dimensions, and is considered a nonmaster if the
proficiency is below a cut-off point on at least one dimension. In two dimensions,
this can be translated into the following loss function. Define

L.m; �1; �2/ D

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

sC C A1.�1 � �1c/ C A2.�2 � �2c/

if �1 � �1c and �2 � �2c ;

sC C A2.�2 � �2c/ C A3.�1 � �1c/.�2 � �2c/

if �1 > �1c and �2 < �2c ;

sC C A1.�1 � �1c/ C A4.�1 � �1c/.�2 � �2c/

if �1 < �1c and �2 > �2c ;

sC
if �1 > �1c and �2 > �2c ;

(21.8)

and

L.n; �1; �2/ D
�

sC C .�1 � �1c/B1.�2 � �2c/B2 if �1 > �1c and �2 > �2c ;

sC otherwise;
(21.9)

with A1; A2 < 0 and B1; B2 > 0. Both loss functions are continuous, and
L.n; �1; �2/ is strictly positive and increasing on the space where L.m; �1; �2/ is
equal to sC . In the same manner, L.m; �1; �2/ is strictly positive and decreasing on
the space where L.n; �1; �2/ is sC . Notice that L.m; �1; �2/ D sC C A1.�1 � �1c/

on the line �2 D �2c , and L.m; �1; �2/ D A2.�2 � �2c/ on the line �1 D �1c .
An example of the loss function for the nonmastery and the mastery decision is

given in Figure 21.2. The parameters A1; A2; A3, and A4 are equal to �1:25, �1:25,
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Fig. 21.2 Conjunctive loss functions

0.2, and 0.2, respectively, and the parameters B1 and B2 are equal to 1.25. Again,
�1c D �2c D 0 and C D 0 for convenience.

Coombs and Kao (1955) showed that conjunctive and disjunctive models are
isomorphic and only one mathematical model needs to be developed for the analy-
sis of the problem. In the present case, it is easily verified that choosing Equation
(21.8) as the definition for L.n; �1; �2/, choosing Equation (21.9) for the definition
of L.m; �1; �2/, and setting A1; A2 > 0 and B1; B2 < 0 defines the loss structure
for the disjunctive case.
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21.5 Computation of Expected Loss and Risk Using
Backward Induction

At stage s, the decision whether the respondent is a master or a nonmaster, or
whether another testlet will be administered, is based on the expected losses of the
three possible decisions given the observation ws. The expected losses of the first
two classification decisions are computed as

E.L.m; �/ j ws/ D
Z

; : : : ;

Z
L.m; �/p.� j ws/@� (21.10)

and

E.L.n; �/ j ws/ D
Z

; : : : ;

Z
L.n; �/p.� j ws/@� ; (21.11)

where p.� j ws/ is the posterior density of � given ws. The expected loss
of the third possible decision is computed as the expected risk of the decision
to continue testing. If the expected risk of the decision to continue testing is
smaller than the expected loss of a master or a nonmaster decision, testing will
be continued. The expected risk of the decision to continue testing is defined as
follows.

Let fwsC1 j wsg be the range of wsC1 given ws . Then, for s D 1; : : : ; S � 1, the
expected risk of the decision to continue testing is defined as

E.R.wsC1/ j ws/ D
X

fwsC1jwsg
R.wsC1/p.wsC1 j ws/; (21.12)

where the so-called posterior predictive distribution p.wsC1 j ws/ is given by

p.wsC1 j ws/ D
Z

; : : : ;

Z
p.wsC1 j �/p.� j ws/@�; (21.13)

and the risk at stage s C 1 is inductively defined as

R.wsC1/ D minfE.L.m; �/ j wsC1/;

E.L.n; �/ j wsC1/; E.R.wsC2/ j wsC1/g: (21.14)

The risk associated with the last testlet is defined as

R.wS / D minfE.L.m; �/ j wS /; E.L.n; �/ j wS /g: (21.15)

So, given an observation ws , the expected distribution of wsC1; wsC2; : : : ; wS is
generated and an inference about future decisions is made. Based on these infer-
ences, the expected risk of continuation as defined in Equation (21.12) is computed
and compared with the expected losses of a mastery or nonmastery decision. If the
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risk of continuation is smaller than these two expected losses, testing is continued.
If this is not the case, the classification decision with the smallest expected loss is
made.

Notice that the definitions (21.12) – (21.15) imply a recursive definition of the
expected risk of continuation. Computation of the expected risk of the decision
to continue testing is done by techniques of dynamic programming (i.e., back-
ward induction; see, for instance, Bellman, 1957; DeGroot, 1970; Ferguson, 1967;
Lindgren, 1976; Winston, 1994). First, the risk of the last testlet in the sequence,
which was labeled testlet S , is computed for all possible values of wS . Then the
posterior predictive distribution p.wS j wS�1/ is computed using formula (21.13),
followed by the expected risk E.R.wS/ j wS�1/ defined in formula (21.12). This,
in turn, can be used for computing the risk R.wS�1/, for all wS�1, using formula
(21.14), and this iterative process continues until s is reached and the decision can
be made whether to administer testlet s C 1, or to decide on mastery or nonmastery.

In the Bayesian principle outlined here, it is assumed that prior knowledge about
the student’s proficiency level can be characterized by a prior distribution, say a
Q-variate normal distribution g.� j �; †/. This prior distribution represents our
best prior beliefs concerning the student’s proficiency before any testlet has been
administered. The prior might be specified as either an empirical (i.e., empirical
Bayes approach) or subjective prior. In the first approach (e.g., Robbins, 1964), em-
pirical data from other students in the group to which the individual student belongs
(i.e., “comparable group”) are used as collateral data. The obvious approach is to use
the estimates of � and † obtained with the estimates of the item parameters. Fur-
ther, van der Linden (1999) presented an empirical initialization procedure, where
the prior is enhanced by collateral background information on the student. That
is, the prior g.� j �; †/ is enhanced with the linear regression model � D Xˇ,
where X are the student’s values on a number of background variables and ˇ are
regression coefficients. This approach is closely related to the approach for imply-
ing collateral information in item calibration suggested by Mislevy (1988). In the
second approach, using a subjective prior, prior knowledge about the student’s pro-
ficiency is specified by subjective assessment. Although the precise stipulation of
prior beliefs is not easy to accomplish, fortunately, extensive aids are available to
help a decision maker specify a prior distribution (e.g., Novick & Jackson, 1974).

21.6 The Compound Multidimensional Rasch Model

The theory presented thus far is applicable to the broad class of IRT models defined
above. The theory of adaptive sequential mastery testing will now be worked out
in detail for a special case of the general model, the so-called compound multidi-
mensional Rasch model (Glas, 1992). The model was further elaborated by Adams,
Wilson, and Wu (1997) and Adams, Wilson, and Wang (1997), and can be esti-
mated using the computer program ConQuest (Wu, Adams & Wilson, 1997). In this
model, it is assumed that the complete test, or, in the present case, the complete
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testlet, consists of Q subtests, where every subtest relates to a specific proficiency
�q , q D 1; : : : ; Q. Further, it is assumed that the ensemble of person parameters
�1; : : : ; �Q has a Q-variate normal distribution with a mean equal to zero and a
covariance matrix †.

Given �1; : : : ; �Q, the probability of a response pattern u1; : : : ; uQ is given by

p.u1; : : : ; uQ j �1; : : : ; �Q/ D
QY

qD1

KqY

iD1

exp.uqi.�q � bqi//

1 C exp.�q � bqi/

D
QY

qD1

exp.tq�q/ exp.�u0
qbq/Pq0.�q/; (21.16)

where bq D .b1q; : : : ; bqKq/0 is a vector of item parameters, u0
qbq is the inner

product of u and bq , tq is the sum score tq D P
i uqi, and

Pq0.�q/ D
KqY

iD1

.1 C exp.�q � bqi//
�1: (21.17)

Notice that tq is the minimal sufficient statistic for �q . Further, it is easily veri-
fied that Pq0.�q/ is the probability, given �q , of a response pattern with all item
responses equal to zero. The probability of observing tq , given �q , is given by

p.tq j �q/ D
X

fuq jtqg
p.uq j �q/

D
X

fuq jtqg
exp.tq�q � u0

qbq/Pq0.�q/

D ”tq .bq/ exp.tq�q/Pq0.�q/;

where ”tq .bq/ is the so-called elementary symmetric function defined by

”tq .bq/ D
X

fuq jtqg
exp.�u0

qbq/;

and where fuq j tqg stands for the set of all possible response patterns resulting in a
sum score tq .

Given � D .�1; : : : ; �Q/, the probability of a response pattern u D .u1; : : : ; uQ/

is given by

p.u j �/ D
QY

qD1

exp.tq�q/ exp.�u0
qbq/Pq0.�q/

D exp.t0�/ exp.�u0b/P0.�/;
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where b D .b1; : : : ; bQ/ is a vector of item parameters, t D .t1; : : : ; tQ/, and

P0.�/ D
QY

qD1

Pq0.�q/:

The probability of observing t, given � , is given by

p.t j �/ D �t.b/ exp.t0�/P0.�/

where �t.b/ is the product of the elementary symmetric functions ”tq .bq/ for q D
1; : : : ; Q. Below, �t.b/ will be referred to as a compound elementary symmetric
function.

Usually, the prior � is standard normal, so let g.� j †/ be the normal density
with mean zero and covariance matrix †. Then

p.� j t/ D p.t j �/g.� j †/

p.t/
D exp.t0�/P0.�/g.� j †/R

; : : : ;
R

exp.t0�/P0.�/g.� j †/@�
:

Notice that �t.b/ cancels from the numerator and the denominator.
Applying the general framework of the previous section to the Rasch model boils

down to choosing the minimal sufficient statistics for � , that is, the unweighted sum
scores for the statistics ws . So let tsq be the score pattern on the qth subtest for the
sth occasion. Further, define rs as a Q-vector with elements rsq D Ps

dD1 tdq. Let
p.� j rs/ stand for the posterior density of proficiency given rs . Then the expected
losses (21.10), (21.11) and the expected risk (21.12) can be written as E.L.m; �/ j
rs/, E.L.n; �/ j rs/, and E.R.rsC1/ j rs/, respectively. More specifically, the
expected risk is given by

E.R.rsC1/ j rs/ D
X

rsC1jrs

p.rsC1 j rs/R.rsC1/; (21.18)

where the summation is over all scores rsC1 compatible with rs.
Defining zsC1D rsC1�rs , the posterior predictive distribution defined in

Equation (21.13) specializes to

p.rsC1 j rs/ D
Z

; : : : ;

Z
p.rsC1 j �/p.� j rs/@�

D
Z

; : : : ;

Z
�zsC1 exp.z0

sC1�/P0.sC1/.�/ p.� j rs/@� ; (21.19)

where �zsC1
is a shorthand notation for the compound elementary symmetric func-

tion of the item parameters of occasions s C 1 and P0.sC1/.�/ is equal to Equation
(21.17) evaluated using the item parameters of test s C 1. That is, P0.sC1/.�/ is
equal to the probability of a zero-response pattern on test s C 1, given � .
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21.7 Simulation Studies

Simulation studies were designed to investigate the following research questions:
(1) What is the performance, in terms of average loss, of MIRT-based sequen-
tial mastery testing as a function of the number of items administered per stage?
(2) What are the effects on average loss when turning the sequential procedure into
an adaptive sequential procedure? (3) In the case of a compensatory loss function,
how is average loss influenced when the multidimensional structure is ignored and
a unidimensional IRT model is used? The latter research question has two moti-
vations, one that is quickly losing importance and one that will remain important.
First, in the case of a multidimensional model, backward induction is a computa-
tionally intensive process, while the computing times in the unidimensional case of
SMT and in traditional AMT are by now negligible. In the simulation studies below,
using a 1700Hz Pentium III, the average time to select an item was about 3 seconds.
The maximum was approximately 7 seconds. However, as said, with the emergence
of faster and faster computers, these considerations rapidly lose their significance.
More important is that the definition of the loss function in the unidimensional case
is conceptually much simpler than in the multidimensional case, so, depending on
the application and the impact of the decisions made using the test, considering a
unidimensional approximation seems worthwhile.

21.7.1 Compensatory Loss Functions

For all simulations pertaining to compensatory loss functions, a three-dimen-
sional compound Rasch model was used. The parameters of the loss function were
.A1; A2; A3/ D .�1; �1; �1/ and .B1; B2; B3/ D .1; 1; 1/, while the cost of ad-
ministering one item was set equal to 0:02. The vector of cut-off points was set
equal to �c D 0: In the studies, the following aspects were varied:

1. The correlation between the latent dimensions. The three-dimensional compound
Rasch model was simulated in two conditions: a high-homoge-neity condition
where the correlation among all three dimensions was � D 0:80 and a low-
homogeneity condition where this correlation was � D 0:40. The variance was
equal to one for all three dimensions.

2. The test administration design. In the test procedure 27 items could be delivered.
These items could be delivered as a fixed test of 27 items, or in a sequential
design with 3 stages with 9 items per stage, 9 stages of 3 items, and 27 stages of
one item.

3. The test administration mode, which was either sequential or adaptive sequential.

The motivation for the choice of a correlation � D 0:80 was that it might be
expected that a unidimensional approximation might work quite well for this high-
homogeneity condition. The correlation � D 0:40 was chosen because the real
data example reported below shows that such a low correlation between subtests
is realistic.
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For the sequential procedure, the item difficulties bi were drawn from a standard
normal distribution. Further, the items were evenly distributed over the three profi-
ciency dimensions; that is, a third of the items loaded on the first dimension, a third
on the second, and a third on the third dimension. Finally, also within a stage, the
items were evenly distributed over the three dimensions, with the exception of the
one-item stages, where items alternately loaded on a dimension. To avoid capital-
ization on chance, the item parameters were redrawn in every replication.

For the adaptive sequential mode, a testlet bank was generated in such a way
that it could be expected that it supported selection of testlets with differential opti-
mal measurement properties. For the procedures with 3 and 9 stages, the following
procedure was adopted:

1. Define the grid fhg D fh1; h2; h3g D fh.i/; h.j /; h.k/ji; j; k D 1; : : : ; 5;

h.n/ D �1:0 C 0:5.n � 1/g. Notice that this grid has 53, that is, 125, points.
2. For each point h 2 fhg, draw 3 item difficulties from the multivariate normal

distribution with a mean h and a covariance matrix equal to 0:2I. Each item is
assumed to load on a different dimension. This is repeated 3 times for each point
h 2 fhg, so the total number of item parameters is equal to 125 	 3 	 3, which
is 1,125. For the procedure with 3 stages, the 9 items form one testlet, for the
procedure with 9 stages, three testlets of 3 items are formed.

For the design of 27 stages of one item each, 375 item difficulties were drawn
from the standard normal distribution for each proficiency dimension, so also in this
case, the item bank consisted of 1,125 items. Also, for the adaptive mode, the item
difficulties were redrawn in every replication to avoid capitalization on chance.

The choice of a criterion for adaptive testlet selection in a multidimensional
framework is more complicated that in a unidimensional framework. In a undimen-
sional framework (previous chapter), maximum information at the cut-off point and
at the expected a posteriori estimate (EAP estimate) of proficiency were used as test-
let selecton criteria. In the multidimensional framework, these two criteria are less
plausible. In one dimension, both the running estimate of proficiency and the cut-off
point are on the same continuum, and any test with high information between these
two points will be informative for the decision that has to be made. In a multidi-
mensional framework, the test taker’s proficiency is a point in Q-dimensional space
and the boundary between masters and nonmasters becomes a line in two dimen-
sions, or a linear manifold in more than two dimensions. Therefore, in this case the
relationship between the position of the test taker in the support of the loss function
and the optimal testlet will be much more complicated, and it remains a point of
further study.

As an alternative, another criterion also studied in the previous chapter will be
used. This is motivated by the fact that one is primarily interested in minimizing
possible losses due to misclassifications. In the sequential procedure, the decision
is based on comparing L.m; �/ and L.n; �/. If, for every possible follow-up testlet
s C1, the observation wsC1 is available, a natural choice for the follow-up test is the
testlet where the posterior variance of the difference between L.m; �/ and L.n; �/,
say var .L.m; �/ � L.n; �/ j wsC1/, was minimal. However, the observation wsC1
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is not yet available, so a prediction must be made of the likelihood of wsC1. This
likelihood is obtained via the predictive distribution p.wsC1 j ws/. So if fwsC1jwsg
is the set of all possible values wsC1 given ws, the criterion for selection of the next
testlet becomes

X

fwsC1jwsg
var.L.m; �/ � L.n; �/ j wsC1/p.wsC1 j ws/I (21.20)

that is, a testlet is chosen such that the expected variance of the difference between
the losses of the mastery and nonmastery decision is minimal. In the study on the
unidimensional case (previous chapter) the performance of the three selection crite-
ria was comparable, with a slight advantage for the procedure based on maximum
information at the cut-off point.

The results of the simulation studies for the compensatory model are reported in
Table 21.1. Thousand replications were made for each condition. For every replica-
tion a true proficiency � was drawn from the multivariate normal distribution. At
the end of every replication, loss was computed using the true proficiency value. In
Table 21.1, it can be seen that the mean loss decreased with the number of items in
a testlet. This decrease can be attributed to a decrease in the number of items given.
The proportion of correct decisions slightly decreased. It can be seen that using an
adaptive testlet selection procedure further decreased mean loss, but this decrease
was far less important than the decrease attributable to decrease in the testlet size.
These findings are analogous to the findings for the unidimensional case (previous
chapter). The losses in the condition with � D 0:40 are systematically larger than in
the condition where � D 0:80. This is explained by the fact that in the case of a ho-
mogeneous item pool, item responses are informative with respect to all proficiency

Table 21.1 Relationship between selection method and mean loss in the compensatory model

�

Number
of Testlets

Items per
Testlet

Selection
Method

Proportion
Correct
Decisions

Proportion
Testlets
Given Mean Loss

0.80 1 27 Fixed Test 0.87 1.00 0.6347
3 9 Sequential 0.82 0.41 0.4078
3 9 Adaptive 0.82 0.41 0.4077
9 3 Sequential 0.82 0.29 0.3227
9 3 Adaptive 0.82 0.25 0.3208

27 1 Sequential 0.79 0.25 0.3446
27 1 Adaptive 0.80 0.22 0.3060

0.40 1 27 Fixed Test 0.85 1.00 0.6501
3 9 Sequential 0.80 0.42 0.4055
3 9 Adaptive 0.80 0.36 0.3969
9 3 Sequential 0.77 0.31 0.3938
9 3 Adaptive 0.78 0.22 0.3699

27 1 Sequential 0.81 0.29 0.3470
27 1 Adaptive 0.80 0.21 0.3288
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Table 21.2 Relationship between selection method and mean loss when multidimensionality is
ignored in the compensatory model

�

Number
of Testlets

Items per
Testlet

Selection
Method

Proportion
Correct
Decisions

Proportion
Testlets
Given Mean Loss

0.80 1 27 Fixed Test 0.81 1.00 0.6985
3 9 Sequential 0.81 0.41 0.4248
3 9 Adaptive 0.81 0.43 0.4138
9 3 Sequential 0.77 0.28 0.4074
9 3 Adaptive 0.80 0.27 0.3457

27 1 Sequential 0.80 0.27 0.3721
27 1 Adaptive 0.80 0.24 0.3295

0.40 1 27 Fixed Test 0.76 1.00 0.8200
3 9 Sequential 0.73 0.40 0.5781
3 9 Adaptive 0.73 0.43 0.5017
9 3 Sequential 0.70 0.29 0.4838
9 3 Adaptive 0.75 0.27 0.4484

27 1 Sequential 0.76 0.27 0.4023
27 1 Adaptive 0.71 0.23 0.4429

dimensions, while in the heterogeneous case, item responses are mainly informative
with respect to the proficiency on which they load.

In Table 21.2, the results are given for the conditions where the multidimensional
proficiency structure is ignored in the computations supporting the sequential and
adaptive sequential procedures. In these conditions, response behavior was simu-
lated and the final mean losses were computed using the “true” item and “true”
multidimensional proficiency parameters, while the computations supporting the
sequential and adaptive sequential procedure were made using a standard unidi-
mensional Rasch model with the “true” item difficulties bi and unidimensional
standard normally distributed proficiency parameters. So this unidimensional ap-
proximation of multidimensional response behavior is based on the assumption that
the correlation among the latent abilities is equal to one, i.e., � D 1:0. Therefore,
in the unidimensional case, the losses defined in equations (21.6) and (21.7) were
computed using �1 D �2 D �3 D � , where � has a standard normal prior, and
�c1 D �c2 D �c3 D �c D 0.

It can be seen that, in general, the mean losses were higher than the analogous
losses in Table 21.2, but the increasing loss remained limited: the maximum in-
crease in loss was found in the condition with a fixed test and � D 0:40. This
decrease was due to a 9% decrease in correct decisions. Overall, the approximation
in the case where � D 0:40 is slightly worse than in the case where � D 0:80.
It can be concluded that the unidimensional approximation based on the assump-
tion � D 1:0 worked reasonably well. An important exception was the case of
adaptive testlet selection with 27 testlets of one item each. In that case, the aver-
age loss for the adaptive sequential procedure became higher than the average loss
in the nonadaptive sequential testlet selection procedure. So there the combination
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of a unidimensional approximation of proficiency with the circumstance that the
testlets only loaded on one proficiency dimension resulted in a relatively poor
performance.

21.7.2 Conjunctive Loss Functions

For all simulations pertaining to conjunctive loss functions, a two-dimensional
compound Rasch model was used. The parameters of the loss function were
A1 D A2 D �0:5, A3 D A4 D 0:1, and B1 D B2 D 1:0. The cost of admin-
istering one item was set equal to 0:01 and the vector of cut-off points was set equal
to �c D 0.

In the studies, the following aspects were varied:

1. The correlation between the latent dimensions, which was either � D 0:80 or
� D 0:40. The variance on both dimensions was equal to one.

2. The test administration design. In the test procedure, 32 items could be delivered.
These items could be delivered as a fixed test of 32 items, or in a sequential design
with 4 stages with 8 items per stage, 8 stages of 4 items, or 32 stages of one item.

3. The test administration mode, which was either sequential or adaptive sequential.

For the sequential procedure, the item difficulties bi were drawn from a stan-
dard normal distribution. Further, the items were evenly distributed over the two
proficiency dimensions; that is, half of the items loaded on the first dimension and
half loaded on the second dimension. Finally, also within a stage, the items were
evenly distributed over the two dimensions, with the exception of the one-item
stages, where items alternately loaded on a dimension. The item parameters were
redrawn in every replication. For the adaptive sequential mode, a testlet bank was
generated in such a way that it could be expected to support the selection of testlets
with differential optimal measurement properties. For the design of 32 stages of one
item each, this was simply translated into drawing 200 item difficulties for each pro-
ficiency dimension from the standard normal distribution. For the procedures with
32, 8, and 4 stages, the following procedure was adopted:

1. Define the grid fhg D fh1; h2g D fh.i/; h.j /ji; j D 1; : : : ; 5; h.n/ D �1:0 C
0:5.n � 1/g. Notice that this grid has 52, that is, 25 points.

2. For each point h 2 fhg, draw 2 item difficulties from the multivariate normal
distribution with a mean h and a covariance matrix equal to 0:2I. Each item is
assumed to load on a different dimension. This is repeated 8 times for every point
h 2 fhg, so the total number of item parameters equals 25 	 2 	 8, which is 400.
For the procedure with 4 stages, the 16 items form two testlets, for the procedure
with 8 stages, four testlets of 4 items are formed.

The testlet selection criterion was the same as in the compensatory case; that
is, at each stage the testlet was selected that minimized the criterion defined by
expression (21.20). Also, for the adaptive mode, the item difficulties were redrawn
in every replication.
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Table 21.3 Relationship between selection method and mean loss in the conjunctive model

�

Number
of Testlets

Items per
Testlet

Selection
Method

Proportion
Correct
Decisions

Proportion
Testlets
Given Mean Loss

0.80 1 32 Fixed Test 0.85 1.00 0.3549
4 8 Sequential 0.82 0.30 0.1475
4 8 Adaptive 0.80 0.26 0.1396
8 4 Sequential 0.78 0.22 0.1306
8 4 Adaptive 0.80 0.21 0.1302

32 1 Sequential 0.79 0.20 0.1277
32 1 Adaptive 0.80 0.20 0.1270

0.40 1 32 Fixed Test 0.80 1.00 0.3999
4 8 Sequential 0.81 0.30 0.1765
4 8 Adaptive 0.81 0.24 0.1588
8 4 Sequential 0.81 0.23 0.1570
8 4 Adaptive 0.82 0.20 0.1377

32 1 Sequential 0.80 0.19 0.1375
32 1 Adaptive 0.81 0.19 0.1373

In Table 21.3, it can be seen that the main effects of the correlation between the
dimensions and the number of testlets are analogous to the results for the compen-
satory model. That is, average loss goes up as the correlation goes down, average
loss decreases with the length of the testlets, and there are (relatively small) positive
effects on average loss of adaptive testlet selection.

21.8 An Empirical Example

The purpose of this empirical example is to demonstrate the feasibility of the proce-
dure in a real situation and to show the effects of varying the cost parameter. At the
end of secondary education in the Netherlands, students participate in central exam-
inations. The grade level they achieve is an important component of the grade level
of their certificate. After the examinations are administered, the items belong to the
public domain and can be used as practice material or for diagnostic tests to support
the educational process. Testing can involve both financial costs (cost of test deliv-
ery) and educational costs (time lost testing). The latter cost factor is related to the
objective not to overburden the educational process with testing. This example con-
cerns the English Language Comprehension Examination 2000 (at HAVO-level).
The test consisted of 45 forced response items and the calibration sample consisted
of 1,801 examinees.

The items were calibrated with the multidimensional Rasch model using a
method proposed by Béguin and Glas (2001). The top-down procedure starts with
deleting items from the complete item set until the remaining set of items forms
a unidimensional scale according to some criterion. Then the process is reiterated
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with the set of deleted items,and so forth, until all, or at least most of the items
are scaled. Finally, these subscales are combined using the multidimensional Rasch
model. In the present application, the criterion for definition of the subscales con-
sisted of two test statistics: the R1c-statistic by Glas (1988) and the Si -statistic by
Glas and Verhelst (1995). The first statistic is item-oriented and can be used for item
selection, and the second is a global test statistic and can be used as a criterion to
stop the selection process. Both test statistics have an asymptotic �2-distribution.

For the present example, the fit of the unidimensional Rasch model was quite
poor (R1c D 796:58; df D 132; p D 0:00). However, 40 of the 45 items proved
scalable using three dimensions. The first scale consisted of 19 items (R1c D 56:18;
df D 54; p D 0:39), the second of 13 items (R1c D 31:57; df D 36; p D 0:68)
and the third of 8 items (R1c D 29:46; df D 21; p D 0:10). The correlations be-
tween the dimensions were 0.509, 0.588, and 0.475, respectively. (These results are
not atypical; experience with other examination topics and other examination years
generally shows that the unidimensional Rasch model is rejected and that most of
the items can be modeled into 3 to 5 dimensions). Table 21.4 shows the distribution
of the items over the dimensions, the item parameter estimates and their standard
errors, and the values of the Si -statistics. All estimates and tests were computed
using the OPLM computer program (Verhelst, Glas & Verstralen, 1995).

Using these parameter estimates, an SMT procedure was simulated using a com-
pensatory model. As above, the parameters of the loss function were .A1; A2; A3/ D
.�1; �1; �1/ and .B1; B2; B3/ D .1; 1; 1/. The cut-off point was set equal to
�c D 0. Three values of the cost of administering an item were used: C D 0:01,
0:02 and 0:10. These settings were crossed with four testlet administration designs:
one test of all 40 items; 5 testlets of 8 items; 8 testlets of 5 items; and 40 testlets
of one item each. The person parameters were drawn from a multivariate normal
distribution with a covariance matrix as estimated in the calibration phase and 200
replications were thus made. The operating characteristics of the SMT procedure
are shown in Table 21.5. As expected, it can be seen that the proportion of testlets
administered decreases as the costs go up. Consequently, the proportions of correct
classifications go down. Further, also in the present case, the mean loss decreases
with the number of testlets in the procedure.

21.9 Conclusions and Further Research

A general theoretical framework for nonadaptive and adaptive sequential testing
based on a combination of Bayesian sequential decision theory and multidimen-
sional IRT was presented. This framework was applied to the compound Rasch
model. In this model, it is assumed that the test items can be split up into a number
of subsets related to specific proficiency dimensions and the relationship between
the dimensions is modeled by a covariance structure. Using this model, a number of
simulation studies were performed that showed that augmentation of the number of
stages in a sequential mastery procedure resulted in a marked decrease in average
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Table 21.4 Item calibration for the Examination of English Language
Comprehension

Item Dimension bi Se.bi / Si df p

1 1 �0:419 0.062 5:67 5 0.34
2 3 0:473 0.056 1:98 3 0.57
5 3 �1:045 0.077 8:05 3 0.04
7 2 0:072 0.047 5:19 6 0.51
8 1 �0:219 0.059 10:89 5 0.05
9 1 0:061 0.056 1:48 5 0.91
10 1 0:768 0.051 6:77 5 0.23
11 1 0:048 0.056 3:52 5 0.62
12 1 1:061 0.050 4:73 5 0.44
13 3 �0:129 0.061 5:79 3 0.12
14 2 �0:826 0.051 6:03 6 0.41
15 2 �0:881 0.052 1:58 6 0.95
16 1 �0:106 0.058 2:50 5 0.77
18 1 1:927 0.053 11:63 5 0.04
19 2 0:527 0.048 3:74 6 0.71
20 1 1:265 0.050 5:57 5 0.35
21 2 �0:225 0.048 3:39 6 0.75
22 1 �0:037 0.057 5:88 5 0.31
23 2 1:446 0.055 3:84 6 0.69
24 3 �0:415 0.065 1:09 3 0.77
25 2 0:094 0.047 2:20 6 0.90
26 1 �2:578 0.139 1:60 3 0.65
27 1 �0:510 0.064 6:06 5 0.30
28 2 �0:179 0.047 5:37 6 0.49
29 2 0:918 0.050 2:71 6 0.84
30 2 �0:237 0.048 8:94 6 0.17
32 3 0:863 0.054 4:14 3 0.24
33 1 �0:694 0.067 2:71 5 0.74
34 1 0:159 0.055 6:17 5 0.29
35 1 �0:395 0.062 4:78 5 0.44
36 3 0:767 0.054 6:08 3 0.10
37 3 �0:367 0.064 3:18 3 0.36
38 1 0:944 0.050 6:31 5 0.27
39 3 �0:146 0.061 2:95 3 0.39
40 1 �0:219 0.059 6:24 5 0.28
41 2 �0:852 0.052 8:42 6 0.20
42 1 0:481 0.052 8:91 5 0.11
43 2 0:091 0.047 2:81 6 0.83
44 1 �1:538 0.090 3:37 4 0.49
45 2 0:049 0.047 6:63 6 0.35

loss. Moving to adaptive sequential mastery testing further reduced average loss,
but the effect was far less important than the effect of a nonadaptive sequential pro-
cedure. For the compensatory model, the results of the simulation studies showed
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Table 21.5 Relationship between cost and operating characteristics

Cost per
Item

Number
of Testlets

Items per
Testlet

Proportion
Correct
Decisions

Proportion
Testlets
Given Mean Loss

0.02 1 40 0.85 1.00 0.8892
5 8 0.82 0.24 0.4693
8 5 0.82 0.23 0.3245

40 1 0.80 0.20 0.3274
0.04 1 40 0.85 1.00 1.6736

5 8 0.79 0.22 0.5886
8 5 0.77 0.16 0.4489

40 1 0.76 0.11 0.4410
0.10 1 40 0.85 1.00 4.0927

5 8 0.76 0.20 1.0941
8 5 0.69 0.12 0.8664

40 1 0.64 0.06 0.6468

that ignoring the multidimensional structure and using a unidimensional approxima-
tion resulted in an increase in average losses, but the increase was not dramatic. An
exception was adaptive sequential testing with only one item per testlet and a low
correlation of the proficiency dimensions. In that case, the average loss was higher
than in the analogous case without adaptive item selection.

For the sake of simplicity, it was assumed above that the cost parameter C

is constant. However, exposure control and content balancing in ASMT can be
handled by the introduction of differential cost parameters for testlets. Further,
the cost may also depend on � , or on the stage s. The generalization to these
cases is straightforward. Define Cts0.�/ as the cost of delivering a testlet t at
stage s0 to a student with proficiency � . Then the loss function generalizes to
L.d; s; t; �/ D maxfPs

s0

Cts0.�/;
Ps

s0

Cts0.�/ C f .d; �/g, where d can assume the
values m and n, and f .d; �/ is as defined for the decision d in either the com-
pensatory or the conjunctive model. Since the definition of expected loss and risk
[formulas (21.10) – (21.19)] does not depend on the actual form of the loss func-
tions, introduction of this generalization does not present any problems. In fact, also
the assumption of linear loss is not essential for the derivations; the procedure easily
generalizes to other frequently used loss functions, such as threshold, exponential,
quadratic, and normal-ogive loss (refer to Novick & Lindley, 1979).

Several issues may lead to further research. First, the computation of the mul-
tiple integrals is done using Gauss–Hermite quadrature, which becomes very
time-consuming when more than three dimensions are involved (see, for instance,
Glas, 1992). Therefore, problems of higher dimensionality will need other methods,
such as simulation methods, for the evaluation of the multiple integrals.

Second, many IRT models, such as, for instance, the “Full Information Factor
Analysis” model by Bock, Gibbons, and Muraki (1988), have no sufficient statistics
for � and will need alternative choices for ws D f .u1; : : : ; us/. In the previous
chapter, for the unidimensional 3PLM, it was shown that using unweighted sum
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scores results in a feasible procedure that produces acceptable results. A generaliza-
tion to a multidimensional framework would probably be based on a Q-dimensional
vector of partial sum scores, but this remains a point of further study.

Another direction for possible further research has to do with the following.
A distinction was made here between compensatory and conjunctive-disjunctive
mastery models. This distinction is also relevant for IRT models. For instance,
the compound Rasch model can be viewed as a compensatory model because the
probability of a correct response is based on the sum of the proficiencies on the
different dimensions. Therefore, a higher proficiency on one of the dimensions com-
pensates for a lower proficiency on one of the other dimensions. Compensatory
IRT models (McDonald, 1967; Lord & Novick, 1968; Reckase, 1985; Glas, 1992;
Ackerman, 1996a, 1996b) are by far the most commonly used, but noncompen-
satory alternatives have been developed (Sympson, 1978; Embretson, 1980, 1984;
Ackerman, 1987; Spray, Davey, Reckase, Ackerman & Carlson, 1990; Maris, 1993,
1995). In these models, the probability of a correct response is based on a product
of the proficiencies on the different dimensions. Consequently, a low proficiency on
one of the dimensions cannot be compensated for by a high proficiency on one of
the other dimensions. The status of the loss function and the IRT model in the theory
presented above is quite different. The choice of a compensatory or a noncompen-
satory IRT model is an empirical matter and determined by which IRT model fits
the data best. The choice of a compensatory or noncompensatory loss function is a
value judgment determined by the opinion of who can be qualified as a master and
the judgment of the relative losses due to incorrect classification decisions. There-
fore, a combination of the loss functions considered above and noncompensatory
IRT models might also be a point for further research.
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